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This work by N.P.Ben'kov is devoted to a study of magnetic 

storms and the electromagnetic érocesses responsible for them. 

It contains a survey of the litdrature on this topic, a classi- 

fication of storms, a descriptidn of the morphology of the phe- 

nomenon, and a calculation of the extra-ionosphere, responsible 

for the regular parts of the magnetic disturbances. It also 

contains a description of indiv%dual storms and of related e- 

lectric currents. One of the Chapters is devoted to the elec- 

tric currents induced by the field of magnetic storms in the 

conducting layers of the earth.‘ This work is of interest for 

specialists in geophysics, scieétific workers, postgraduate 

students, students taking advanced courses, and specialists in 

the field of ionospheric physics. 
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_:‘geomagnetie field which from time to time disturb the normal march of the magnetic
~ 

£8 -_ 
._‘ elements, constitute one of the most interesting geophysical phenomena. 

'They were
E 

2: _,l I 

..-1 the only magnetic instrument available was: the magnetic needle, and have long attrac-3 

Ii‘. -I ‘ e
_ 

sailing on voyages in the basins of the White Sea and the North Arctic Ocean, note 
13*: | 

ilunexpected and random fluctuations of the :needle, frequently coinciding with auroral: 
‘ -'

l Q .-§displays in the sky. "Our little mother deceives us when the North glows" * is a
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Magnetic storms, i.e., rapid random oscillations of the intensity vector of the 
F7 

ii first discovered at the very dawn of the development of geomagnetic research, when
L 

5 

:1-

e 

-lted the attention of both navigators ‘and sicientists. The Arkhangel' sk seafarers, A

\ 

well-known maritime proverb which nms back to the middle of the Eighteenth Cent 

.At present, when not only magnetic, gyro and astro-compasses but also complex radio-I 

navigation and radio control systems are used for marine and aerial navigation, when‘ 

shortwave‘ radio is the principal means of conlmmication in times of peace and war, 

the study of magnetic atoms has become of still greater practical interest, being a 

necessary element of the theory and application of ionospheric propagation of 
radio‘ 

-waves. 

The theoretical significance of the study of magnetic storms is likewise very 

_ 
great and not primarily, for geomagnetism itself, i.n which the problem of the irregu- 

* The discovery of magnetic storms is usually attributed to Hiorter who, in 171,1, 

discovered the irregular fluctions of the magnetic needle. There is, however, reason 

(Bib1:.30) to assume that they were knovm to Russian sailors in Northern waters. 
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{L::all forms, there is an intimate relation between the departments of geophysics and of 

::heliophysics. Magnetic storms, in particular, were the first geophysical phenomena
I 

‘ifor which a correlation with solar activity was discovered and which yielded abundant 

material from the solution of a number ofaproblems related to solar radiation and
r 

behavior of the active regions of the sol%r envelopes. 
‘ The study of magnetic storms, the regularities in their course, and the electro; 

I
. 

magnetic processes causing them, constitute the subject matter of the present work. E 

* 1

1 

Section l. General Discussion of the Theories of Magnetic Storms . 

Despite the great efforts made by gedphysicists of several generations in study§ 

ing the morphology and nature of magnetic,storms, many essential questions still‘ 

remain controversial. This is explained,!both by the complexity of the phenomenon 

which requires the attentive study of a large amount of empirical material for the - 

clarification of any regularities at all, and its intimate connection with ionospher; 

ic physics and heliophysics. A quantitative theory of magnetic storms is given its . 

necessary empirical base only when we know reliably the composition of the upper 

layers of the atmosphere, the velocity and laws of motion of air masses, the laws of 

radiation by the undisturbed solar surface, and by the active formations of the sun. 

The exceptionally rapid development of ionospheric and solar physics, which owes _ 

much to the work of Soviet scientists, allows us to expect that the combined efforts‘ 

of geophysicists and astronomers will lead in the near future to a solution of these 

problems. 

But even today, the basic stages of the theory of magnetic storms have already 

been marked out. As far back as 200 years ago,'the hypothesis was postulated that 

magnetic storms are caused by minute particles of matter flying from the sun. The 
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data subsequently accumulated on the geographical distribution 
of magnetic activity, 

on its fluctuations with time, and on its correlation with 
solar activity, confirm 

this view, and the works of a number of geophysicists (Arrhenius, 
Angenheister, and 

mainly Stoermer, Birkeland, Chapman, and Alfven) laid the scientific foundation for 

the corpuscular theories of magnetic storms. The existence of a corpuscular radiation 

from the sun, proposed to explain magnetic storms and the 
aurora polaris and succes- 

sfully used to solve a number of other problems, still 
remained a hypothesis until 

recent years. It was only in 1950-51 that measurements of the Doppler 
shift of the 

hydrogen lines in the spectra of the aurora confirmed 
the penetration of a stream of 

particles into the upper layers of the earth's atmosphere. 

The modern corpuscular theories of storms are based on a 
chain of independent 

problems, beginning with the .emission of the 
sun's geoeffective corpuscular 

the dynamics and electrodynamics of the corpuscular 
stream en route between the sun 

and the earth, and ending with the electromagnetic 
processes taking place on the 

earth's surface as a result of the interaction of the 
corpuscular stream with the 

permanent magnetic field of the earth and the earth's 
atmosphere. The construction 

of the system of electric currents, which constitutes 
the immediate cause of the 

fluctuation of the magnetic field during the time of a storm, 
occupies a position of 

considerable importance among the links of this chain. The mechanism of excitation 

of these currents is in many respects still obscure, 
and the very existence of the 

currents has not yet been confirmed by direct observations, 
as has been done for the 

currents responsible for the regular diurnal variations of 
the magnetic field *. In 

its present phase, however, geophysics offers no other 
hypothesis of equal value to 

3 Measurements of the magnetic field at great altitudes, by means 
of remote-reading 

magnetometers installed in rockets, have shown the existence 
of a discontinuity in 

‘the variation of the field at the height of the E layer of the 
ionosphere. This dis- 

continuity confirmed the existence of electric currents 
at the level of 90—105 kn» 

which might, judgin by their intensity and diurnal variation, explain 
the quiet 

diurnal variations %S -variations) of the magnetic field. The hypothesis of currents 
b f 

flowing in the uper lgyers of the atmosphere was postulated by 
B.Stewart long e ore 

the experimental detection of the conducting properties 
of the ionosphere by radio 

methods. 

F-TS-897A/V 3 
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explain the field of geomagnetic variations, without assuming electric 
currents ex- 

ternal to the earth's surface. According to the Chapman-Ferraro and Alfven corpuscu- 

lar theories of magnetic storms, which are widely recognized today, the 
excitation 

of these currents in the upper layers of the earth's atmosphere, and beyond it, 
as 

a result of the action of a stream of solar corpuscles is a physical reality. 
Other 

authors consider the field of magnetic disturbance to be the direct field 
of flying, 

charged corpuscles of solar origin. This view evokes two remarks. First, motion of 

electric charges at high velocity is identical with an electric conduction.current, 

and thus, this view cannot be opposed to the current theory of magnetic storms; 

second, considerably more theoretical and empirical arguments can be opposed 
to it 

than can be cited in its favor. The ultraviolet theory of magnetic storms*, ac- 

cording to which the prime causes of magnetic disturbances are outbursts of wave 

radiation, likewise reduces the effect of the disturbance of the upper layers 
of the 

atmosphere to the formation of certain additional current systems. 

For an explanation of the Sq-variations, a diamagnetic theory had been advanced 

previously. According to this theory, the upper conducting layers of the atmosphere, 

due to the rotation of charged particles about the lines of force of the 
permanent 

magnetic field are, as it were, magnetized. The magnetic field of these layers, 

superimposed on the permanent field, forms the diurnal fluctuations of the magnetic 

elements. As a result of the work by Tamm (Bibl.3l) and others, this hypothesis has 

been recognized as unfounded. However, even if the possible existence of a diamag- 

netic effect were not open to fundamental objections, it would be quite impossible 

to use the hypothesis for explaining such complex fluctuations as are observed 
dur- 

ing magnetic storms. For any view of the mechanism of action of a geoeffective 

solar stream on the magnetic field of the earth, it seems that the immediate causes 

of the fluctuations of the magnetic field during a disturbance are electric 

* This theory developed by Meyers and Hulbert, is at present time the object of 

violent criticism. 
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's surface itself, and by induction currents* excited in some manner outside the earth 

in its depths. Thus an explanation of the morphology and nature of 
these currents is 

of fundamental significance for the development of the 
theories of magnetic storms. 

The calculation and discussion of the electric currents 
responsible for magnetic 

storms is the primary purpose of the present work. 

Section 2. The Electric Current Systems of Magnetic Storms 

The problem of finding the density and configuration 
of the currents from the 

magnetic field observed on the earth's surface is, in 
the general case, a many~valued 

th fields of geo- lementary information from 0 er 

physics, the number of possible solutions is narrowed, 
leaving only one or two par- 

ate. For example, the very plausible hypothesis 
was 

one. However, by calling on supp 

ameters indetermin 
formulated 

:-||u||“||l| ."y ,

_ 

~e»— 1
t 
‘I fli II.

D 
tz
H
Z 11»111 1 

6‘ 8 70 I2 14 16' 18 20 22 24 l 4
‘ 

7 7 V// 
I8 l/// 

Fig.1 - Storm of 17 July l9h7 

Magnetograms of Krasnaya Pakhra Observatory 

th uiet diurnal variations, flow in a spherical that the currents, responsible for e q 

layer concentric with the earth's surface. This allowed calculation of the system 

of currents of the Sq variations by means of spherical 
analysis and served as a basis 

for the formulation of the physical theories of 
the Sq. Only one parameter, the 

l ulations of the 
height of the current layer, still remained indeterminate in the ca c 

f rimental data on the ioniz- 
Sqflayer. Its value was found by consideration 0 expe 

______________ * Not necessarily conduction currents. It is possible that the disturbances in 
the 

polar region are connected with a peculiar type 
of discharge currents. 
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__ ._. ____.-- 

l; etieh of the n and E layers of the ieueephere. 
Q._..;

. 

_i7_ii_ The situation with respect to questions 
of the construction of_the current-_-_

1 bl less favorable. 4 .._ 
as systems responsible for the field of 

perthrbation is considers y 

6"iH_______i_Hii “W “in. _ - l 

In spite of the large number of papers 
detoted to this subject, it has not yet 

been_ 

this is the above-mentioned complexity 
of __ 

l0.__. torm If the calm (quiet) diurnal 

12.. 
( f left part pf Fig.1) that a s ple 

14_. 
'

t 

it t t determine the law of variation of the 

:: definitively solved, The main reason for 

-- the fluctuations of the magnetic elementsiduring 
a s e

I 

_. variations are so regular c . 
' im Bveraging °f th° 

- data for a few days in a month is suffic _n o 

th ri ht side of the same 16._t l 

ti torms (as will be seem from e 8 

18... ahd at first glance completely random 
phen- 

2o_. 1 

' Ma tic storms are characterized not 

22..., t tions of the vector of the magne c 

‘24_. f uently of utterly irregular form, -‘1(P - 

2e.r t regularity). The distribution of the vectors of‘ 

‘j located in different late 

_. magnetic elements, magne c s 

__ figure) belong to those very capricious 

_. omena which are so abundant in geophysics. 
gne 

~— only by complexity in the fluc ua 
‘ ti fiflld with til‘ 

ra id fluctuations of various amplitudes 
and req 

-- follow each other without apparen 
313.. .

, 

_. the disturbing force in space is also extteueiy 
complex. The form and amplitude er

I 

~4 the oscillations at different stations, 
particularly those 

'zf>_‘ 

-J itudes, often bear little similarity to each 
other (Fig.2), The rough qualitative 

14.- 
_~ characteristics of the field of magnetic storms 

(the disturbance is greater in high 

3(1__‘ 
-l than in low latitudes, greater in the evening 

than in the morning, etc.) have long i 

been known, However, in order to study with more rigor the morphology 
of the field,

l 

*1 
‘,‘_J__,{ 

-~ by its spatial and time variations the accumulation of a large amout of empirical9 I 

st" 
‘ material was necessary, with long series of observatory 

data at a large number of %

1 t: ; 

‘ f 

geographical points, While Schuster disposed of the annual data of 
seven observap

' 

3 tories in his calculation of the potential of the 
quiet diurnal variations, which f

I 

W allowed him to get an idea of the system of 
currents that well represents the mean

I 

I 

features of the field, the workup of materials from 22 observatories to 
a few years 

Q ; permitted Chapnan to find only the general outlines 
of the morpholog of the storm , 

field 

1 
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d d b the complex structure of the storm field in The second difficulty pro uce y 

studying the causative electric currents, is the 
need for a special mathematical ap- 

paratus suitable for an analytical representation 
of the field and for the calcu- 

lation of the current function. Spherical analysis, which is successfully used to 

represent the permanent field and the quiet diurnal 
variations, has permitted so- 

lutions of a number of fundamental problems of the 
structure of these fields, but it 

the investigation of fields with a complex 
geographical 

is practically useless for 

distribution. 

All attempts made until now to construct a system 
of electric currents with

1 

fields equivalent to the fields of magnetic storms, 
were based on modest empirical 

material and were calculated by an approximate 
method (Chapman), or else were based 

on data relating to only a limited part of the 
earth's surface (for instance, a few 

polar stations) and were calculated under very 
narrow a priori assumptions (for in- 

tulate advanced by Birkeland, Gnevyshev, and 
others as to linearity of 

stance, the pos 
electric currents do not represent (with 

the current). As a result, these systems of 

the accuracy that is desirable for theoretical 
and practical problems) the geographic 

distribution and time regularities of the field 
of magnetic storms. Moreover, they 

have been constructed without proper division 
of the field observe d on the earth's 

surface into the parts of external and internal 
origin, without investigating the 

d without considering a number of other 
questions whose so- 

question of potential, an 

lution could be obtained only by means of the 
analytic representation of the field. 

Most of the known current systems, and in 
particular the system of Chapan, 

which is cited in all manuals and textbooks 
on terrestrial magnetism, are average ‘ 

systems, equivalent to an average magnetic storm. The literature contains only few 

works devoted to the study of electric currents 
of individual magnetic storms and to 

the relations between the average and individual 
pictures. It follows from this 

t need for a new construction of the current 
systems of mag- 

that there is very grea 

netic storms, based on the most complete possible 
emp irical material and performed __ 

F—T3—897h/V 7



by analytic methods. 

The publication of observations of magnetic observatories during the Second 
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Fig.2 - Storm of 8 April l9h7 

Magnetograms of Observatories: 

Sitka (6o°), Tucson (5o°), 

Cheltenham (n0°), San Juan (3o°), 

and Honolulu (210) 
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-w‘ International Polar Year (1932/33), was 

completed in the l9h0's. During this year, 

over 60 observatories were in action. The 

publication of the observations of a number 

of Arctic observatories for later years, 

places a rather broad empirical material at 

our disposition today. The use of this ma- 

terial, particularly abundant for the high 

latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere, and 

the application of new analytic methods, 

has enabled me to construct systems of e- 

lectric currents that are more reliable 

than those heretofore known. The discus- 

sion of the electric currents so obtained, 

from the viewpoint of modern ideas on the 

morphology of the ionosphere on a disturbed 

day, helped to explain the parameters of 

these currents and to formulate certain 

conclusions on the mechanism of their ex- 

citation. A consideration of the magnetic 

field on individual days made it possible 

to follow the development of the electric 

current systems of individual storms, and 

it was found that the current systems of 

individual storms may be regarded the re- 

sult of fluctuations of an average system. The use of analytic methods made it pos- 
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sible to divide the field of disturbance into parts of external and 
internal origin, 

and, on the basis of these parts, to judge the electromagnetic 
parameters of the in- 

terior of the earth.
' 

Section 3. Content of this Report 

It follows from the objects of this report, given in Section 2, 
that it includes 

two parts, a geophysical part comprising a study of the morphology 
of magnetic storms 

and of the disturbed ionosphere, and a mathematical part giving 
the development of 

practical methods of calculating the electric currents from the 
observed distribution 

of the magnetic field, to satisfy the specific requirements of our problem.= 
The geo- 

physical part covers the following points:
- 

sturbances and separation of the perturbation 

st be disting- 
l. Classification of magnetic di 

field into individual parts. I consider that two groups of storms mu 

uished: world (M) and polar (P). The field of a worldwide storm, as stated by 

Chapman is made up of three parts: an aperiodic part or, as it has 
been customarily 

called in all the earlier literature on geomagnetism, 
"the stormtime variations" 

(Dst), the disturbed diurnal variations (SD), 
and the irregular part (Di). However, 

dis- 
the worldwide storms are always accompanied by a series of 

superimposed polar
0 

turbances. The subdivision of the field of a worldwide storm.must 
therefore be made 

by means of a four-term equation 

0S,_+s,,+0,+P. 

The methods of calculating the various parts of the field 
are described while 

Chapter II is devoted to the exposition of these questions. 

2. Chapter III is devoted to a description of the geographical 
distribution of 

the field of Dst. The same Chapter gives the calculation results for 
the potential 

and currents of the field of Dst- The comparative simplicity of the field allowed 

us to use the method of spherical analysis. Two alternate systems of currents were 

calculated: the ionospheric layer of current, and an equatorial 
extra-ionospheric 

current ring. The ratio between the external and internal parts of 
the field was 
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obtained in good agreemen 

currents of the SD variati 

ther investigators. 
t with analogous data of o 

3. The regularities of the SD-var 

the role of Universal Timev th 
iations has been considered: the dependence 

e features of the distri- 

on geomagnetic coordinates, 

bution of s On the polar cap, and thelongitudinal 
members. The external system of

D d f surface integrals and 
on was calculated by the metho

o 

red with the Chapman system. 
The rat o o 6 

compa 

(v ) parts of the petehti 
tie V0 depends an thv 

1 
al is discussed. We find that the ra qr 

latitude and that its mean value is 
0.89. 

series of Bessel functions. A resemblan 

of the SD variations was 
found. 

ations resembling the fluctuations
o 

The above-enumerated questions are 
discussed in Chapter V. 

I A current system of an idealized 
pola 

1 r the external (v ) to the internal 

r storm (Chapter VI) is 
discussed, con- 

to 
f the storm field into a 

b and Vestine by expansion o 
structed from data of Sils ee

. 

ce of this system to the system 
of currents 

5 The seasonal and lleyear fluc ua 

variations are described (Chapter VII). X-0 

0 The current systems for individual sd\asons 
and years were calculated by 

appro 

found that the intensity of t e at 
imate methods. It was 

f solar activity. The seasonal march of the D 

t has two waves (one annual and 
the other se 

t tions of the currents of the D8t- 
and S - _ 

h D -current has cyclic fluctu 

miannual) and is completely exp- 

curren Th easonal and ll- 

lained from the viewpoint of the 
corpuscular theory of storms. e s 

ear fluctuations of the current 
systems of S are

I 

much more complex. The material 

of the ll- 
bservatories has shown that, during the course 

‘presented by a number of o 
1 both the intensities of the 

year cycle and during the course 
of the yjar, 

eddies and the position of the auroral 
zore vary. The in 

the middle and high latitudes obeys 
diffelent regularities. 

tensities of the currents in 

6. The Dst- and SD-variation of 
the density of ionization of the F2 

lay 

discussed. It was found that the Dst 
-variations in the ionization 

the ionosphere are i 

of the F2 layer cannot, either
f 
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tric currents £eI 

1+ 23' O 
0 -_- --_ - 

absolute value, be responsible for 
the ionospheric system of elec

e '1 
h:.%quired for explaining the Dst-variations 

of the magnetic field. On this basis, 

4:::conclusion is drawn that the most probable 
cause of DSt—variations is an equatorial 

__ ing with a radius of 3-A earth 
radii. A comparison of the SD-currents may 

be ex»
I 

r 0. drift of the charged I 
lained, both in intensity and in form, 

under the assumption 0 

-I O 

.: 

.>. 

‘U

H 

:: particles of the F2 layer 
under the action of the earth's 

permanent magnetic field
'

I 

e sition of these
' 

12.J 
_& and of its 

gravitational field. Chapter VIII is devoted to an xpo 

14- 
_ questions, 

16 --. 

_j 7, The electric systems of currents 
of individual magnetic currents are 

calcu- 

m_i 
_

' 

' lated in Chapter IX. It is found that in all cases the 
currents, at a given instant

x 

20:] 
I of time, may be represented as the 

result of the superimposition of typical 
systems 

» \ Q
_ 

“W of D -, SD-, and P-currents. However, the intensities and configurations of 
the 

, \ 

st 
)1‘. 

W Dst-, SD-, and P-currents 
vary within wide limits from case 

to case. 

| 8, The external (principal) part 
of-the field of magnetic disturbances induces, 

‘secondary currents in the inner 
conducting parts of the earth, which in 

turn influ- 

—_ 
nce the magnetic field observed 

on the earth's surface. The separation of the po- 

_tential of the field of Dst and 
the potential of the P-storms into an 

external and 

I‘
I 

;an internal part made it 
possible to calculate the conductivity 

of the deep parts of 

tin la er The calculations were x'_§ 
the earth and the thickness of the 

upper nonconduc g y , 

arth is 
1) the conductivity of the deep 

parts of the e 

QC
O 

\._ 

.1 made under three assumptions: 
‘ill 

iconstant; 2) the conductivity increases 
with depth; and 3) the currents induced in 

1'“. 
[the oceans and wet soil are allowed 

for. For the estimate of conductivity we use 

‘not only the data on the P-storms and 
the first harmonic of the Dst-field, 

but also 
‘ nduc- 

A» l 

the data on the Sq-variations. The results so obtained on the variation 
oi co 

tivity with depth differ somewhat from 
those of previous authors and are in 

good 

i mi 
_agreement with modern ideas on the 

internal structure of the earth, based 
on se s c 

of the Dst-variations cannot be ' data, The division of the field for the 
harmonic P3 

l 
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1

1

§ 
-I 

-.

\

3 

explained within the scope of the 
Chapman-Price induction theory. Chapter X 18 de- 

voted to these questions. 

The mathematical part of the work 
includes the following factors: 

The method of surface integrals 
proposed by Vestine in l9h1 was used for 

l. 

calculating the external and internal 
potentials of the SD_field. This method, which 

for the first time in geomagnetism, 
required the development of practical 

e material and of a technique of 
computation. is used 

methods ofprocessing th 

2. The author of the present work has 
proposed a method of calculating the

- 

current function on a sphere with a 
radius of a, if the potential observed on the 

surface of a sphere R(R < a) is assigned in numerical or 
graphical form. The method_ 

the current function for regions 
internal with respect to the 

sphere R, and on its extrapolation 
to outer space. The finding of the current 

is based on finding 

the known potential on the sphere 
leads to the solution of the inner 

Dirichlet problem by the aid of a Fredholm 
equation of the secondorder, Practical function from 

calculation methods were worked out. 
The method is applied to a calculation 

of the 

ts of S . The questions connected with the 
integral method of analysis are 

curren D 

discussed in Chapter IV. 

The principal conclusions from the 
work are collected in the Conclusion. 

Chapter 
ce this work is prinv 

arily devoted to questions of the 
morphology of the perturbation field 

and of the 

ion of the electric currents equivalent 
to it, out of the wide and varied 

tudies devoted to the solution of these 
construct 

literature on magnetic disturbances only
s 

estions are mentioned in the survey. 
Works devoted to other divisions of the 

theory of magnetic storms, to descriptions of individual phenomena, 
or to statistics very qll 

of magnetic activity are not considered 
in the survey. 

bered in each Chapter. In referring to an e- 
The equations are separately num 

quation given in the same Chapter, only its number is stated. In referring to an e- 

quation from a different Chapter, its number and the Chapter number are 
given. 
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SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE
1 

. Section l. Basic Properties of Magnetic, Storms. The Works of Birkeland 

The magnetic field of the earth is rarely completely quiet. Very often, the 

smooth march of the magnetic elements, due to the quiet periodic variations (solar— 

diurnal, Sq; lunar-diurnal, L; annual, A) is disturbed by irregular fluctuations of 

varied farm and amplitude. Any deviations of the magnetic field from the normal 

march are called disturbances. Some of them are so small (tenths and hundredths of 

0 a gamna) as to be detected only by special high-precision instruments (Bibl.l6). The 

strongest disturbances, expressed in large and sharp fluctuations of the magnetic 

elements and lasting from several hours to several days, are called magnetic storms. 

Storms are observed sinmltaneously either over the entire earth or, at least, in the 

high latitudes. The amplitudes of fluctuation of the elements during extremely 

strong storms exceeds 1,000 Y in the middle latitudes and 2,000-3,000 Y in the high 

latitudes. During the time of a medium (moderate) storm, the fluctuations are of the 

order of 200-LOO-to 500-l,OOOY depending on the latitude. The rate of variation of 
T 

the elements likewise fluctuates over a wide range, sometimes exceeding a few tens of 

ganmas a second. Occasionally, very slow and smooth variations of the elements are 

observed (especially in the low ‘atitudes, in the Z-component). The fluctuations of 

Q the magnetic elements during a storm are so diverse that, during the entire period 

over which the observatories have been recording the magnetic elements, i.e., for 

over A100 years, no two identical storms can be found. 
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Despite such randomness of fluctuations, statistical regularities obeyed by 

magnetic storms have long been known. These regularities are as follows: The in- 

tensity of storms (characterized by the frequency and amplitude of the fluctuations,5 

the mobility of the curves, and the magnitude of the deviation from the normal valued) 

depends on the latitude. It reaches its maximum values in the high latitudes, in thd

? 
zone of maximum visibility of the aurora; as the pole is approached, the degree of 

disturbance again decreases. The number and intensity of the storms has a seasonal 

march with maxima at the epoch of the equinoxes, and also has an ll-year cycle. 

maxima of the magnetic cycle lag l-2 years behind the maxima of the solar cycles. ‘ 

There is a correlation between individual magnetic storms and the manifestations of 

solar activity: sunspots, flares, eruptions. This correlation is of a statistical
: 

nature for the weak and moderate storms. The strong storms, as a rule, are uniquely‘ 

related to solar phenomena. Tendencies to a repetition of storms after a synodical_ 

revolution of the sun and to a lag of storms behind the passage of an active region 

across the central meridian, have been noted. Finally, the distribution of the in- 

tensity of a storm during the course of the day, the "diurnal march of magnetic act- 

ivity", has been found. 

An extensive section of the literature has been devoted to these regularities, 

and served, as already stated, as the basis for the development of the corpuscular 

theories of magnetic storms. Considerably fewer papers have been devoted to the 

study of the structure of the field of the storm field itself. A.Schmidt and van 

Bemelen (Bibl.LO) were among the first investigators who attempted to find the reg-’ 

ularities obeyed by the storm field, According to them, the vector of the disturbance 

systematically varies its direction during the course of the storm, and the "eddies" 

into which the storm is divided are displaced along the earth's surface. Without 

taking up this idea of the storm in detail, based as it was on the erroneous as- 

sumption that storms are local and of terrestrial origin, let us turn to an exposition 

of the memoirs of Birkeland (Bibl.38), which have not lost their significance even ~ 
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today. Having set himself the problem of studying the distribution of the vector of 

disturbance over the earth's surface and of explaining the origin of the storms, 

Birkeland comenced his investigations by accumulating observational data. He under; 

stood the particular importance of high-latitude observations and organized two 

special expeditions, in 1899/1900 and in 1902/03, during which a special system of
_ 

temporary stations, provided with apparatus of the same type and operating under a 

common program, was used. In working up this material subsequently, Birkeland com- 

piled, for several storms, maps of the geographical distribution of the vector of 

disturbance for successive most characteristic instants of time. Birkeland defines 

the vector of disturbance as follows: Fd = F - Fn, where F denotes the observed value 

of the magnetic field and Fn the normal undisturbed value. The construction of these 

"synoptic" maps showed Birkeland that, despite the apparent randomness of the fluctu- 

ations of the magnetic elements, a certain systematic character is manifest in the 

distribution of Fd. The vectors at closely adjacent stations are almost parallel; 

a definite relation exists between the vectors and the longitude of the station and, 

in particular, the latitude. Birkeland divided the listed magnetic storms, about 30 

cases in all, into five types. Type l, the most frequent, is characterized by the 

almost everywhere negative horizontal component of the vector Fd. The maximum mag- 

nitude of the vector is reached in the polar zone, declines sharply in the middle 

latitudes, and again increases somewhat in the equatorial belt. Storms of this type 

were called negative equatorial storms by Birkeland. Type 2, positive equatorial 

storms, are storms with a positive horizontal component of Fd; the least disturbance 

embraces all latitudes, but its value is usually much weaker than the disturbance of 

negative storms. This type was rarely observed. Type 3 and A are positive and neg- 

ative polar storms and are characterized by the fact that the vector of disturbance 

reaches high values only in the high latitudes, while the magnetic field of middle 

and low latitudes remains in fact almost undisturbed. Type 5, the cyclo-median 

storms, of small value, reach their greatest development on the daylight side of the 
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ted out, the cases of 
disturbances 

earth in low latitudes. 
As Chapman later poin 

classified by Birkeland as 
Type 5 would be more 

correctly included among 
the bay 

disturbances accompanying 
sudden ionospheric 

disturbances and due to 
outbursts of 

ultraviolet radiation. These bay disturbances 
are anomalous intensifications 

of 

these Sq-variations, but 
not ordinary disturbances 

of corpuscular origin. 

With respect to the 
equatorial storms Birkeland 

confined himself to the 
hypo- 

th were presumably due to 
certain systems of electric 

currents flowing 

thesis that ey 

not far from the equatorial 
region, and devoted all 

of his attention to a 
study of 

'is a sharp 

t rms The most characteristic 
feature of the polar storms 

the polar s o . 

increase of the H-component 
of the vector of 

disturbance and the passage 
of the Z- 

component through zero in 
the auroral zone. From this, Birkeland 

concluded that the 

polar storms were caused by 
a powerful linear current 

flowing at a certain height 

along the zone. Elementary counts, based 
on the use of the 

Biot-Sawara law, allowed 

Birkeland to make an 
approximate estimate of the 

height (100-300 km) and 
the intensi- 

ty (A x 105 to 9 x 105 amp) 
of the current. The short duration of 

these storms (last- 

ing from one to several 
hours) forced the assumption 

that the extension of the 
current 

along the zone is short: 
lO°, or a few tens of 

degrees. Birkeland postulated that 

his horizontal current 
was a part of a U-shaped 

current system, whose vertical 

branches extend beyond the 
limits of the atmosphere. 

The diagram of a typical 
field 

of a polar storm (Fig.3) 
shows the distribution 

of horizontal projections 
of the 

lines of force of the 
magnetic field (the solid 

curves), a graph of the variations 
of 

the vertical component (the 
lower part of the figure), 

and the system of isopotential 

lines (the broken lines). The hypothetical linear 
current flows in the direction 

of 

' f the 

the principal axis of the 
disturbance, marked by the 

arrow. The maximum value 0 

d t the point C, the 

vector Hd, as will be seen from the 
diagram, should be observe a 

center of the disturbance. 
of the Birkeland current 

system remained open, 
as- 

The question of the closure 
t a reat distance from the earth, 

of a 

suming the possibility of 
the existence, a g 
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very diffuse branch closing the current 
system, and also assuming the 

possibility of 

an unclesed system. 

This current system is in agreement with 
the views of Birkeland and Stoermer 

on 

h i in of magnetic storms. According to the well-known Stoermer-Birkeland 
theory, 

t e or g 
‘which is frequently set forth in 

the literature, 

the storm field is the field of a 
solar stream 

of charged particles of a single 
sign, deflected . 

1 , _
1 

~.
a 

1

\ 

in-°"' -, 
‘\ ' : -' ,

. 

% ~_ \ ~ ,.' 

+ by the earth's magnetic field 
toward the polar 

zones. Solving the equation of motion of
a 

charged particle, Stoermer calculated 
the pos- 

-| . 

' ,
- 

sible forms of the paths and, in 
particular, ob- 

tained paths explaining the above 
descrived U-M 

." I _
. 

* ' » 1 - _ 
5 

~ . . . . . . . .-T 
I l 

' \ I 

, 
4 - 4 ' i p 

these paths, approach the 

E penetrate the atmosphere in the 
high-latitude 

' t f 100-300 km take a 
:2 region down to a heigh o , 

shaped current: the particles, moving along 

earth from space, 

I 
-ii: 

horizontal segement of their path in 
the atmos-

x L , 
phere, as a rule along the auroral zone, 

and 

6 Field then once more leave the neighborhood 
of the 

Fig.3 — Diagram of Magneti 

Elementary Polar Storm (ac- earth. Experimental studies by Brueche(ir- 
of an 

cording to Birkeland). 
radiation of a magnetized sphere by a 

narrow 

The arrow shows the direction 
of beam of cathode rays), which allowed 

him to fol- 

the principal axis of the 
disturb- 

D‘ turbance' low the paths of individual particles, 
confirmed 

ance (C = Center of is , 

Lines of Force; — - - - Equi- 
tential lines; Z = Vertical comr the possibility of such paths and 

thereby gave 

P0 
ponent of the storm field) still greater significance to the 

Stoermer- 

's thus an attempt to systematize 
the data on mg- 

Birkeland theory. This theory 1 

netic disturbances, to establish 
an idea of the typical picture 

of a disturbance, to 

lain its origin. The 

calculate the electric current 
equivalent to it, and to exp 
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criticism of the physical bases of this theory is comonly known. Serious 
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to the theory (a stream of particles with only a single sign could not reach the 

earth, due to the electrostatic repulsion of the particles; the invasion of the 

earth's atmosphere by particles of a single sign must lead to great fluctuations of 

electric potential during a storm, etc.) forced the various investigators 

ly to abandon the hypothesis of a singly-charged stream. Let us discuss the remarks_ 

provoked by the morphological part of the study. Since Birkeland's system of sta 

was located in a narrow longitudinal sector of the Arctic (Iceland, Spitzbergen, 

Norway, Novaya Zemlya), he did not discover the fact that positive and negative polar 

disturbances are always observed simultaneously, but in different hemispheres. In 

reality, however, a polar disturbance usually covers all the longitudes of the polar 

region, the direction and magnitude of the vector of disturbance being different at
_ 

different longitudes. It would thus seem more expedient to construct the system of 

electric currents determining the distribution of the magnetic field at all longi- 

tudes. Further, Birkeland had too small an observational material on the course of 

disturbances in moderate latitudes. The morphology of the equatorial storms there- 

fore remained actually unstudied by him, and he did not get a clear idea on the 

currents responsible for them. The classification of storms introduced by Birkeland, 

as shown below, likewise does not seem usable. 

Section 2. Chaman's Investigations and their Revisions 

A completely different approach to the study of the morphology of magnetic 

storms is contained in the works of Chapman (Bibl.hO). As far back as the beginning 

of the Twentieth Century, the works of Moos, Director of the Bombay Magnetic 
Observa- 

tory, contained indications that, during the storms, the horizontal component first 

increases (first phase of the storm), then decreases below the normal (second or 

chief phase, during which the fluctuations of the magnetic elements are greatest) 

and then slowly return to the normal state. The return to the normal state [in the 

literature, various terms are used - restoration phase, aftereffect, Nachstoerung, 
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postperturbation, and noncyclic variation noncyclic change] takes several days, even 

when the field is no longer disturbed by irregular fluctuations. The work of Moos 

gave Chapman ground for postulating that the storm field contains regular parts, for 

which certain stable systems of electric currents influencing the distribution of 

the vector of disturbance of the entire earth are responsible. The varied fluctu- 

ations of these currents result in the individual features of each storm, the random 

fluctuations superimposed on the average picture of the magnetic variations. Chapman 

worked up the variations of the magnetic elements H, D, and Z for 22 observatories 

located between 22° and 60° North Latitude. His calculations consisted in averaging= 

of the values of the magnetic elements by hours, counting from the beginning of the 

storm. As a result of averaging a rather large number of cases (Chapman used the 

data of A0 moderate storms), the influence of the irregular fluctuations and of the
. 

regular part of the disturbance connected with the local time was to a large extent 

eliminated. He succeeded in finding the regular part of the storm field taking place 

at the same World Time at all longitudes of the same latitude. He termed this part 

of the field of a magnetic storm, the stormtime variations, i.e., the variations 

taking place according to a time reckoned from the beginning of the storm. During 

the 1930's and l9hO's, the English term "stormtime variations" was still used in the 

Russian literature on terrestrial magnetism to designate this part of the storm field. 

It seems to us preferable to use the term "aperiodic disturbed variations" as we will 

do in future, while retaining nevertheless the symbol Dst-variations or Dst-field 

which is generally used today in the world literature. The Dst-variations of the H- 

(or X) component at all latitudes (or at least at the middle latitudes) were de- ‘ 

scribed similarly by Moos for Bombay. The DSt_variations of the Z-component, on the 

other hand, reduced to the decrease of the element in the first phase of the storm 

and to its increase in the second stage. The amplitude of the Dst-variations of the 

Z-component is smaller than the amplitude of the H-component. No regular aperiodic 

part could be found in the element D. During the entire storm, the fluctuations of 
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lace about the normal value of the 

D, no matter how large they 
were, usually take p 

element. This is evidence that the horizontal 
component of the vector of disturbance 

on the average is most often 
directed along the magnetic meridian. 

The Dst-variations 
' f rm and 

during the course of moderate and 
great magnetic storms are the same 

in o 

differ only in intensity. This made it possible for Chapman 
to conclude that the 

avera e picture of the Dst-variations 
was constant (or, more accurately, stable).

8 

In analyzing the classification 
of storms proposed by Birkeland, 

Chapman con- 

cluded that the positive equatorial 
storms of Birkeland correspond 

to the first 

phase of the ordinary storm, and 
the negative ones to the second 

phase. The insuf- 
' that 

f’ ' c of the material, in Chapman's opinion, prevented 
Birkeland from noting 

icien y 

the two types of storms are in 
reality only two successive phases 

of a single phe- 

nomenon. The averaging of the value of the 
magnetic elements (after eliminating 

the Dst-part for each storm) in 
accordance with the hours of the 

local days allowed 

' t'c storm on the time of day. 
discovery of the relation of the 

field of the magne i 
' 

' t rmed the 

This second regular part of the 
field of a magnetic storm is 

customarily e 

disturbed diurnal variation (abbreviated 
sD). The exis 

' 
' ' uiet 

iations on days of magnetic storms, 
differing from the diurnal variations 

on q 

dently of Chapman, by a number 
of investigators. Chapman's 

tence of regular diurnal var- 

days, was noted, indepen d their 

l lation showed the existence of 
the SD-variations in all the 

elements, an 

ca cu 
' f the S -variations in the 

regular change with latitudes. A characteristic feature o D 
nts 

udes is the minimum value of the 
eleme 

H and Z components in the 
temperate latit 

in the morning hours and the 
maximum values in the evening. 

The third part of the storm field, 
in Chapmnfls opinion, is the irregular fluc 

th re lar parts and giving a random 
appearance to 

tuations (Di) superimposed on e gu 

d Considering the regular 

the variation of the magnetic 
field on disturbed ays. 

' dir- 

ts of D - and S - to be the principal and 
most interesting parts, Chapman 

Pa’ st D 

ected his efforts toward their 
further investigation, leaving the 

irregular part 

d S variations we have described to 
be due to 

Considering that the Dst— an D- 
aside. 
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r the earth's surface (in the atmosphere itself 
or be- 

electric currents flowing nea 

formed an idea, from the pbserved magnetic 
variations, of the con- 

yond it), Chapnmn 

fi rations and intensities of these currents. 
His systems of electric currents of 

Eu 

magnetic storms entered the geophysical 
literature as the most probable representa- 

tion of the electric currents, and served 
as a starting point for the development of 

the modern theoretical views on the nature 
of the phenomenon. His systems were con- 

structed by an approximate method, without calculating 
the potential of the observed 

fields of variations. He started out from the following postulates: 

l. By analogy with the Sq-variations it may 
be assumed that the field of Dst 

or S observed on the earth's surface is the result of 
the composition of an extern-

D 

al main field and an internal field due to 
induction in the conducting part of the" 

earth. The ratio of the external field E to the internal 
field I, i.e., E/I = 3/2. 

2. The external system of electric currents is a 
spherical nonuniform current 

The height of the current above the 
layer concentric with the earth's surface. 

earth's surface h = 200 km. 

3. The direction and density of the current may 
be calculated from the observ- 

ed magnetic field by the Biot-Sawara law, by 
replacing at each point the action of 

the nonuniform spherical layer by the action 
of a uniform, plane current sheet of 

infinite extension. The current systems of the Dst- and SD- variation 
so obtained 

are presented in Figs. ha and hb. It will be seen that the Dst currents flow every- 

where westward in the direction of the parallels 
of latitude. The intensity of the 

current increases somewhat in the equatorial 
region, and increases strongly in the 

olar cap The current along the auroral zone is represented 
in the form of a 

p . 

linear current of high density. The total intensity of the current flowing in 
each 

hemis here is 200,000 amp; the current lines on the figures are drawn in 
such a way

P 

that a current of 10,000 amp flows between 
adjacent lines. During the first phase 

d flow in the eastern direction. 
of magnetic storms (increasing H) the current 

shoul 

The current system of the SD-variations is 
much more complex. An analysis of 
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0 the field of SD-depends on the 
latitude and 

the material as shown that on the whol 
ssible slight longi- 

local times. For this reason, without taking into 
account the po 

tudinal asymmetry in the distribution of 
the field, Chapman constructed the 

current 

d if viewed from 
system in the same way as the system of 

the Sqfcurrents, i.e., fixe , 

the sun. In order to explain the variation of 
the magnetic elements during the 

the earth must be imagined to rotate 
inside 

The system SD consists of four current 
loops in the moderate latitudes and 

a layer course of the day, 
thifl 51194 8Y9t°m~

x 

of almost parallel currents flowing about 
the polar cap. As in the case of Dat, an

t 
increased intensity of the current is observed 

in the auroral region. The curren s » 

presented in Figs.ha and Ab correspond to a 
moderate magn etic storm with decrease of 

H in the principal phase equal to about hOY . During very strong storms, the 

currents can be expected to increase by a 
factor of l0-15. 

The systems of currents of Dst and SD, 
according to Chapman, call forth the 

following remarks: 

irical material that served for their 
construction is, absolutely 

without question, insufficient. If the workup of the data of 22 observatories 
gave l. The emp 

a sufficient idea of the distribution of 
the D8t- and SD-variations in the 

moderate 

latitudes, then the regular part of the storms 
in the high latitudes would still re- 

main in fact, unknown. Cha;umn.judged the intensification of the 
Dst-variations in 

hic distribution of the value o 
the auroral zone by the geograp 

f Dm. The symbol Dm 

denotes the difference between the mean diurnal 
values of the horizontal component 

on disturbed and quiet days, that is, D 
= fiq - fid. Since the principal effect of 

the aperiodic storm variations reduces down 
to the decrease in the horizontal com- 

nent it follows that the difference of the mean 
diurnal values of H on quiet and 

PO 1 

disturbed days may serve as a certain characteristic 
of the value of the Dst-varia- 

tions. Chapman judged the SD-variations inside the 
zone by the diurnal march for 

all days, at the Antarctic Station of Cape 
Evans. The data from observatories lying 

in the auroral zone itself were not fully 
available to Chapman. As shown by the 
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us for a number of high-latitude stations (cf.Chapter V), the materials collected by 

distribution of variations 18 in reality somewhat different. 

100000 2. The systems constructed by Chapman 

a) 
-- 1:000 actually corresponds to worldwide storms 

(those observed over the entire earth). The

1 absence of a distinct boundary line between 

200000 0 world wide and polar storms (Chapman did 
1 

1 not pay proper attention to the question of 

200000 the classification of storms) lead to a 

‘ 
-" certain distortion in the current systems 

in high latitudes (cf.Chapter II and III). 

3. I-Iy ovm calculations of the poten- 
75000 

. 
. _ 1. 

100000 ,t1al of the external and internal parts o
1 

2” ow ””l””J|‘“'\“““" -- 2”°°° the S -variations have sho\-m that the ratio 

6)
D 

-/' / ‘ \ I/E is not the same at all latitudes, and 

/Q 
/ 1 

\ 

that in any case, the value I/E = 0.6 

1/ 5000.0; 1‘ 50000 adopted by Chapman is exaggerated. 

__. 

__

u ,_; 
1;. The height of the currents h = 

-__,____ =2OO km seems too low, which in turn would 
50000 

1 
50000 

\'_’—i 
_ 

affect the numerical values of the current 

intensities found. \ / On comparing the Chapman and Birkeland 
I 

\\ ‘ (I v 275000 m'\'m""”””” "$000 systems, Vestine, in his paper written in 

¢Z"’-_—- 

Fig.1; — Currents of the Regular Parts collaboration with Chapman (Dibl.60) states 

of the Storm Field (after Chapman). 
ent stren h in amperes (a - Dat- curr gt that the Chapman system better reflects the 

Variations; b - SD-Variations) actual course of a storm, and that the 

Birkeland system does not withstand the test of comparison with empirical 
data. It 

seems to me that in comparing the Chapman and Birkeland systems it 
must above all be 
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mind that these systems are responsible 
for different types of disturbances 

borne in 
material that is not entirely of full value: 

Chapmn1 
and have been constructed from 

t no data on the high latitudes 
available to him, while Birkeland made 

course of disturbance in the middle and 
low lati- had almos 

little use of information on the 

tudes. _ 

The question of the necessity of verifying 
and elaborating the Chapnan.system 

from more complete magnetic data and 
applying more accurate m ethods to the calcu- 

lation of the currents has repeatedly 
been raised in the literature. The most ex- 

haustive revision made in the above mentioned 
work by Chapnmn and Vestine. Up to 

1937, (the work was published in 1938) certain 
worked-up materials of magnetic ob- 

servations made during the Second International 
Polar Year (II MPG 1932/1933) were 

la there were observations within the auroral 
available to the authors. In particu r, 

zone (the Thule and Godhavn Observatories) 
and immediately in the region of that 

zone 

(Bear Island, Matochkin Shar, etc). The values of the Dm- and SD-variations 
had been 

calculated for all observatories, the 
SD-variations being taken as the difference

d 
between the diurnal marches for international 

disturbed and quiet days*. This metho 

b e uently used by a number of 
of calculating SD involves very little 

work and was su s q 

investigators. 

The mathematical difficulties connected 
with the calculation of the electric 

currents corresponding to magnetic fields 
as complex in geographical distribution as 

S and D , forced the authors to abandon the solution 
of the direct problem (calcu- 

D st 
lation of the currents from the observed 

field) and to,take up instead the inverse 

problem (calculation of the magnetic field 
of the Chapman system of currents and its 

t rrent systems of Figs. 
erved field). For this purpose, he cu 

comparison with the obs 
al forms: S1, surface current in the 

ha and Ab were broken down into 
several princip 

______________ 
* The International Association for 

Terrestrial Magnetism and Electricity, since 

f a worldwide system of 
1905, has been selecting, from 

the magnetic characteristics 0 

observatories, the five quietest and the five most 
disturbed days in each month. 
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If one'in the Dat—system, U teixi“ “linear currentin the aurora s 
"g cap“ in the"Dat-sys , Ll, : 

1 A 

. -

t "1 
- t The magnetic field of_ueaoh“_compone_nt__p_af_ 

'1.’

I

% 

-4@.~.._ 

$2, current layer 
between two zones, e c.‘ 

i 

> 
“""""" """""' " "_'_""""" """" ‘ '”""' '

‘ 

A “' 
’ the Biot-Sawara 1» to the el- 

L t was separately calculated by applying of S, , e c. 
1 

|

. 

' 
' " ‘ '" er’ the surface 

th' "corresponding integration ov 
'ements of the current and ‘pe'rforming" e

2

s ".1 
,, \ F '1 or outline. This method led to rather coixplicated 

computational work and made major‘; 

i t lnation of the mag- 
A an éimmplewe may say that he eva _J ‘G Qsimplifications necessary. s 

lu 
Ti it to be of circular form, led to 

the ca -

v 

- a 

| \

) 

"‘“\netic field of the Llfcurrent, assuming an t p_“ °°° Q which are reduced to tabulated 
elf- 

lation of integrals of the type f________+__ dw , .,st 
f e currents ovtr the polar cap in 

the middle latitudes

»

I 

-4.44n- 

_<

-

l

I

Q 

.__.,-..,_.._. 

'liptic integrals; the sur ac i ddl 
were assumed to be plane, and the 

evaluation of the surface currents Sh 
(the mi 0-‘

\ 

latitude eddies in the Sd system) was 
not performed at all. As a result of graphic

I 

'integration, curves of the latitude dependence of 
the components of the SD and Dst 

with the observational data showed 
that the 

fields were obtained. Their comparison 

Chapnmn.systems do not contradict them, 
but still did not remove the 

question of the‘ 

ction of the systems, using all 
available material. 

desirability of a new constru 
tem was made in the paper by Vestine 

An attempt to elaborate the Chapman sys 

(Bibl.58), based on the same starting 
material as the above-discussed work. 

It was 

ti 

found that the Chapman systems had 
been constructed without allowing for 

the la — 

al etry in the distribution of the field tudin asmnm 

this asynnmtry is actually small, 
but it is impossible to ignore it 

in the high lati- 
' hi h 

tudes. Vestine expressed the very interesting 
thought that the asymmetry in the g 

. In the low and medium latitudes, 

latitudes is due primarily to the 
noncoincidence between the magnetic and 

geographic 

axes of the earth due to which fact 
the auroral zone is of an elliptical 

shape in- 

stead of circular and is elongated in 
the direction of a line joining 

the magnetic 

and geographic poles. For this reason, if we allow for 
the distance of a given point 

of observation from the auroral zone, 
instead of simply taking into 

account the geo-
' 

l asymetry is considerably dim? 
magnetic latitude of the point, then 

the longitudina 
d the location of the 

inished. Vestine, on th e basis of the magnetic data, 
determine 
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,-.._._.._...,._.,_.._..

_

_ 

,-—-.-.--s-v-v-<-,_-- 

.»---;-1-,-n---, 

..-...._ 

er close to the pa5i££65'6?W etr which he found to be rath
_ 

zone of linear polar curr , 

the maximum iecchasm obtained as early 
a _ 

g _ _u 

V, Section 7). Thus Vestine's work not only so 
1

1 

phology of the SD- and Dst-variations, but 
also disclosed e po 

th sition of the auroral zone. The magnetic data, i 

magnetic data for pinpointing e po 

being the result of continuous recording 
indepen 

roral statistics. 
can provide more reliable conclusions 

in the distribution of the 

onal march of Dm has a maxima in spring 
an au , 

in ddition it also has another maximum activity. However, a , 

s 1867 by Fritz (for more details 
see 

' lved certain questions as to the 
mor- 

th ' ssibility of using- 

dent of the meteorological condi 

than those based on au 

Among the worth that followed the 
investigations by Chapman, the paper by Chynk3 

(Bibl.I+l) is worhh mentioning. It points out the existence of a 
seasonal asymmetry j 

. 
I: 

*1 

field of Dst-variations. According to Chynk, the seas—
‘ 

-

Tc 
d tumn like various measures of magneti

1 

in the winter. 

Section 3. Analytical Bepresentation_of the Qgtfvariations 

Attempts at an analytical repres 

are also contained in the geomagn 

simplest part of the storm field, the 
aperiodi 

or, more exactly, only to 

papers on this subject (cf.Bibl.h0 an

. 

entation of the potential field of disturbanc 

etic literature. These attempts related only to th 

c disturbed and noncyclic variations 

th fields All known 
the middle-latitude parts of ese . 

d l5) followed a definite object, namely 
separ-1 

d ' ternal part explanation of the 
ation of the observed field into an external 

an in , 

internal part on th 

ductivity in the depths of the earth 

d d finition of the con- 
e basis of the induction hypothesis, an

e 

required for such an explanation. Cha;uan.and 

of the Dst-variations by 
Whitehead calculated the external and internal 

potentials 

expanding the spherical fun 

from the same data that had been used by Chapman 
for his approximate calculation of

n 

..-.-_- 

._.- 

0 

..-.-_¢_...-,..,....._ 

_..

E 

1

1 

i

i 

ctions of the H and Z components of the 
field into series 

t assumed that the field of Dst depends only 
on uni- U 

the Dst-currents. Since i was 

versal time and geomagnetic latitude , it 
followed that the values of the potential 

d b series of Legendre polynomials,“ 
for a definite instant of time were represents y 

and, since the potential was suppose 
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als. Thanks to the 
the odd harmonics were retained in the series of 

polynomi 
only 

fact that the distribution of the Dat-field in the 
high latitudes was not taken into 

account, it was possible to represent the middle-latitude 
part of the field rather 

well by the three first harmonics Pl, P3, and 
P5.’ The division of the field into an 

external and internal part (see Chapter III for 
more details) gave the following 

ratio: I/E = 0.39. It turned out that this ratio requires, for 
the explanation of 

the I-part within the framework of Lamb's 
induction theory, somewhat different elec- 

t of the earth than those that follow from an 
analysis of the 

tromagnetic parame ere 

Sq-variations. A more detailed analysis of the results obtained 
by Chapman and 

Whitehead and other authors, and a comparison of 
those results with our own calcu- 

lations, will be given in Chapter X. 

McNish and Slautsitays, who performed the 
spherical analysis of the values of 

ts corresponding to those values 
D calculated the intensity of the external curren ml 

and obtained interesting conclusions as 
to the ratio between the internal and ex- 

ternal part. 
de to date at an analytical representation 

of the distri- 

iations or of the irregular part of the dis- 
No attempt has been ma 

bution of the potential of the SD-var 

turbance. 

Section h. Position of the Points of Magnetic Storms. 
The Equatorial Ring 

rs enumerated in the preceding Sections 
exhaust all the studies of the 

The pape 
rturbation field and the calculation of the 

morphology of the regular parts of the pe 

e currents responsible for them. It goes without saying, however, that the 

is not a proof for their existence. If we make no 
surfac 

construction of these systems 

supplementary postulates, then the problem of finding 
the currents from the magnetic 

umber of such 
field is an indeterminate, many-valued problem, 

and an infinite n 

systems can be calculated, each of a different 
configuration or at a different dis- 

field will likewise well represen 

of magnetic storms. The postulate made by Chapman, however, 
that the layer carrying 

tance from the earth, whose 
t the observed field 
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the currents is spherical appears entirely reasonable in the light of our knowledge 

of the structure of the ionosphere. In fact, if we assume for example that the 

height of the layer varies with the latitude or with the local time, by 100 km, then 

this would mean a variation of only 1.5% in the radius of the spherical surface. 

Under the assumption that the current layer is spherical, its radius (or the height 

of the current above the earth's surface) can be theoretically determined from the 

magnetic data just like the configuration of the lines of current or the intensity _ 

of current. If we assume that the field potential is represented by a series of I 

spherical harmonics, then the cofactors of the expression (%)n enter into each term, 

where a is the radius of the spherical current layer and R the radius of the earth. 

Then, by comparing the weight of the nlth, nzth, etc.terms in the expansion, the 

value of % can be estimated. In practice, however, in view of the low accuracy in 

determining the coefficients with spherical functions, it is impossible to determine 

% with an error of less than a few percent. Thus, to define the layer of the iono- 

sphere in which the Dst-currents flow, using a spherical analysis of the type pro- 

posed by McNish and Slautsitays as basis, would hardly be possible. For any con- _ 

clusion as to the height of the current layer, data on the structure of the ionosphere 

would have to be used, together with an attentive study of the structure, ionization 

density, number of collisions, and other parameters of the ionosphere, which would 

help to answer the question as to how far a certain layer meets the requirements that 

a current-carrying layer must meet. While it seems almost unquestionable today that 

the currents of the Sq-variations must be'related to the lower part of the E layer 

and the D layer, there are still doubts as to the perturbation currents. The hypo- 

thesis that the disturbance currents are concentrated in the F2 layer seems the most 

probable, since this layer shows the closest correlation with the magnetic dis- 

turbances. Nevertheless, in discussing the possible position of the SD-currents, 

Chapman pointed out that their most characteristic feature was the evening maximum 

of intensity, while a maximum of ionization density in the evening is not observed 
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for the currents causing the Bat-variations, the thought is developed in the papers_ 

equatorial plane. The idea of an<'iequ.atorial ring current was first expressed by 

Stoermer to explain the great polar distance of the auroral sons (90 = 22 - 23°). 

1 The calculation of the paths of the particles under reasonable assumptions as to 

their velocities, and allowing only for the permanent magnetic field of the earth, 

leads to such lower values of 90, equal, for example, to -2 to -h° for cathode rays, 

and to -16° to 19° for alpha particles. The mag1etic field of the ring current in 
»~-_.-1

4 
3-. 

_'@_! leads to an increase of 60 to the necessary values. Th
\ 

westerly direction, reducing the horisontarl component of the geomagnetic fields, 

arguments in favor of the existence, in storm time, of an -extra-ionospheric current 
‘

I 

.. ._, ring. But it is precisely the great regularity in the course of the magnetic storms 

elements only slightly and where the return of H to the normal state, is slow) that 1 

limits of the earth's atmosphere, encircling the earth with a ring located in the ii

~

1

1 

_ 

_._...-4

. 

I 

-¢._._.- 

__

! 

Z

1 

ere are also other geophysical 

in the low latitudes (where the irregular ‘fluctuations distort the quiet march of th:e 

make both these phenomena difficult to under the assumption of an ionospheric- 

location of the sources of the field. Forbush (Bibl.h.3), in studying the correlation 

izbetween the magnetic storms and the cosmic rays, discovered such variations in the
1 
.- 

Jintensity of the cosmic rays as confirm the generation, at a certain distance from 
‘- --1 

._.;the earth, of a magnetic field diminishing the H component of the earth's magnetic 
__ 

-—:field. A detailed theoretical consideration of the possible influence of the equa- 

_:ltorial ring is also presented in the papers by Vallarta and Hess (Bibl.35). In 

-!recent years, a number of papers devoted to the effect of magnetic storms on the 
» --J | 

:- 

-,.._

1 

3
1 

We will show later that the disturbed diurnal variations of ionization density ....i.~. 0 C”? -of~-the F2 -layer satisfy this requirement, and thus eliminate the 
objection against 

placing the SD currents in the F2 layer. 
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ould be or a very great 
radius 

t' 

J 
' is calculations, the ring 

sh _

Q 
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‘ 

;>fia:‘"a;a:> 1;; "sia; 
<a:¢s;§;';"i¥ai"';2‘a;*n:a;§a'z"° ‘the noon, and 

-mm 

tresult of the curvature 
of the paths of charged 

solar particles by the 
earth's 115- ill 

netic field; the ring is not 
necessarily closed one. The energy of such a ring I 

Iavor of Stoerner's I

1 
5 1 

_' calculated par , 

‘K 
d. It has been supposed tha , ; [_. 

1' ~ 

1-\ 
|. 

"i W ' 

a radio signal is reflec 

ll .4‘ 
» t be eat (current strength 

~ . 
‘ 

' die signal _ 

.1119 81‘ 

ameters the "universe echo',', i.e., the great delay 
of a ra 

t in ' 

‘returning to the earth, has 
sometimes been advance 

ted from the Stoerner 
el.ec- 1

j 

_ Pl- 

tronic current-I’. ~di1'£erent idea on the 
equatorial ring. 

All later papers, howevfir, 
eccpress at 

Thus, according to the 
Chapman-Ferraro théory of 

magnetic storms, the solar 
stream, 

encountering the earth's 
magnetic field, torus a ring 

of such smaller radius, 
of the‘ 

i Since the corpuscular 
stream is aasmned by these 

order of two to four earth 
radi . , 

‘ 
\ tion of a ring current is 

explained 

authors to be neutral, it 
follows that the forna 

by the difference in 
the velocity of motion 

of the positive and 
negative particles. 

aro contain ‘ano rigorous 
mathematical treatment of the 

The papers by Chapman and 
Ferr 

t of the bodies of the 
corpuscular stream- 

question as to the formation 
of a ring ou 

They give only a system 
for the physical explanation 

of the process based on the 
re-§ 

tardation of the stream by 
the magnetic field of 

the earth**. The question 
as to thei 

ring is actually formed, 
is treated with 

considerable. 

stability of a ring, if such
a 

rigor, explaining the 
conditions of dyn8_.".'ic equilibrium of the ring 

(i.e., determ- 

t density) and demonstrating 
the 

fluctuations of radius and 
curren 

ssing through the ionosphere,
‘

H
. 

I‘! 

<; 

1‘ 

T;

r

Q 
1‘,

§

I
I

I
\ 

ining the allowable 

_______.__--— ti ns made in 191»?-l9l;9 
with high-power transmitters 

(Bibl.65) , 

* Special observa o 

failed to detect greatly 
lagging echoes. 

tions of the Chapsnn-Ferraro 
theory Icf. for 

** The USSR literature contains 
eccposi 

example, Eygenson (Bibl.31-Q]. 
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rin with Stoermer's parameters. 
In 1951, 

impossibility of a prolonged 
existence of a g 

Martin (Bibl.h8) considered 
the process of formation 

of the ring on the basis 
of the 

analogy betwem the electrodynanic 
processes connected with the 

motion of plasma in 

the magmatic field and 
hydrodynamic phenomena. 

The ionized stream flowing 
around a 

d to a. stream of incompressible 
fluid flowing around a. 

“ magnetic dipole is compare 
' 

int raction be- 

body submerged in the 
fluid, in this case, the 

pressure due to the e 

tween the electric currents 
induced in the body of the 

stream, with the magnetic 

field is identified with 
the hydrodynamic pressure. 

The parameters of the rings 
so 

obtained (a = 5. 5 R and I 
- 106 amp) proved to be of the 

same order as those 
calcu- 

lated by Chapnan and Ferraro. 
The literature also contains 

an attempt at determining 

the radius of the ring 
directly from empirical data, 

independent of any theoretical 

enerally known, one of 
the most widely used 

character- 

views on its formtion. As is g 
l to the difference 

between the 

istics of magnetic activity 
is the u-measure, equa 

diurnal values of the 
horizontal component on 

successive days. Considering that the 

descent of H during a atom, 
and, consequently, the 

value of the u-measure, 
is due

' 

f H may be 

i field of the equatorial ring, 
the day-to-day variability

o 

to the magnet c 

equated to the increase in 
the horizontal component 

of the field of the 
currentAH, 

I ‘fu D.Ka.lini-T1 (Bibl.l9), 
tion of the ring parameters 

a and , . 

thus permitting an evalua tion that the incrementb H 
was due either 

who made these calculations 
under the assump 

to the variation in a from 
day to day (with the 

constant I), or to the 
variation i.n 

I (with the constant a), 
found that the radius of 

the ring must be of the 
order of 

two to four earth radii. 
As shown below in Chapter 

III, the spherical analysis 
of

_ 

‘ti a and I independently, 
without 

the field of Dst permits 
determining the quanta. 

es 

assuming invariability of 
one or the other. 

b Forbush also confirm the small 
radius of 

bove-mentioned investigations y have 
_ 

The a 
ti s inting to other results 

‘the ring (amounting a few 
earth radii). Indica on po 

The studies of Hayakawa, 
Nagata, et al (Bibl.h6) have 

appeared in the literature. 
u tic storms in the 

distribution of the 

shown tha 
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currents of cosmic rays cannot be explained under the assumption of a ring radius of 

l.l R<a < 100 R within the scope of the Stoermer-Forbush theory. These authors as- 

sume that the recalculation of the data based on the modifications introduced into 

the theories by Lemaitre and Vallart might help to explain the phenomenon. One of 

the authors of this report, Nagata (Bibl.5l), estimated the parameters of the ring 

on the basis of the southward displacement of the auroral zone during the storm of 

30 April l933 and on the assumption of anyintensification of the current in the equa- 

torial ring during the course of the storm. It was found that, for agreement with 

empirical data, it is necessary to adopt a radius of the order of 20 earth radii for‘ 

the ring. 

Thus most investigators today tend toward the idea that an extra-ionospheric~ 

current ring exists, whose field expflains the variations of the magnetic field and 

other geophysical phenomena (position of the auroral zone, influence of magnetic 

storm, and cosmic rays). But no definitive clarification has been obtained with re- 

spect to the parameters of the ring. The possibility of the existence of an iono- 

spheric system of currents of the variations is likewise not completely excluded. At 
~. 

one time, Chapman (Bibl.hO) advanced the following argument in favor of an iono- 

spheric system. In view of the fact that the separation of the storm field into two 

parts is somewhat formal, it is necessary to approach with caution any attempts to 

explain these two parts by completely different causes; on the other hand, it would 

be extremely desirable to explain both_regular parts of the field of disturbance by 

one and the same physical process. It is difficult to give an explanation of the 

disturbed diurnal radiations within the scope of a theory of an extra-ionospheric 

ring (for this it would be necessary to assume one of two improbable propositions: 

an elliptic ring or eccentricity of the earth's position). It would seem more nat- 

ural to explain the SD-variations under the assumption of currents flowing in the 

ionosphere, whose parameters depend explicitly on the diurnal rotation of the earth. 

This, in Chapman's opinion, does not allow complete rejection of the hypothesis of 
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perturbation 

e We have already learned of 

tial of the field on a bounded area of 
3.1,: McNi.sh's work is interesting since the 
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I 
' +28-PM (Aucos nx-I-Bflsin nx), 
~ 

R _

1 

where x is the abscissa of the point (diafiance from the 
acne of polar current) and 

expansion of the H and Z com- 133e 
is the ordinate (height about earth's surface). 

e field into analogous series, from the data 
of certain observatories 

s allowed sgeparation of the potential into 
parts of 

SG:1a:cternal and internal origin (I/E 
= l/It) atnd has made it possible to calculate 

the 

1;
‘ 

53*-in height of the current. The best agreement with the observation 

'- ..§.a_height-_of_h 2.100 km and-the assunrpticnlthat the 
current flows in a wide belt, a __\ 
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.“object:e£this'_picture. the following Section, we will discuss papers 

devoted ‘to electric currents the polar sones. 

gt, __; 
r1aia='""1i1 the high latitudes has conpelled many 

investigators to assume that a power- 

calculations 

al data was given by
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the height varies over a very wide range ,1
I
1

1 

jparameters found by Harang and Sucksdorffp 
.4.._ 

..,_.,the empirical material is necessary. Harang found the linear horizontal current to 

be doubled in the polar zone, which is 

=»..4.m.. part of 0;. SD-variations were pa. (nn§1.M) aha _Su'"cksdorff:-:“ 1
1 

14___ 
‘ 

,. 
, 

._ 

. 1 

Y (Bibl.S5). _ The materials used in both cases were the SD‘ variations for the Second s

fi 

International Polar Year for several stations located close-to the auroral zone. -Bf“ 

combining the observations of pairs cf stations '(c‘f. Chapter ‘V for the forlilas), thew. 

the acne, and the height of the current for various hours of the day. According gto 

' from 100 to 1,000 km, and shows an obvious ‘- --a 

H 1 _; 1. ._ 1 , 0 
- -\‘ \_< 1" .

' 

. ~ < ‘ . . ~ 1 

. _ 
.- 

The calculations of the linear electric currents responsible -fo1‘..the high-1 
__ 

'

V 
‘ _ _. 1 1 

.~ 1 ,_‘ 1 

‘authors calculated the position of the acne, the strength of the current flowing in 
1

s 

Harang, the most probable value of the height is 100-200 kl. According to Sucksdorff, 
. 

'
‘ 

. _'- 
‘ "1 

discrepancies between the values of the _i 

indicate that a more careful selection Offl 

o confirmed by Iu.D.Kalinin (Bibl.20) on " 

ithe basis of the geographical distribution 
1 D , 

~.,for a better representation of the observefd material, it is necessary to assume a ’ 

K '_ .' 1

‘ 

systcn of vertical currents descending from outer space to the earth's atmosphere in 
“Y 

I

Q 

1;‘ 
--nregions close to the magnetic field. Suc:Isdorff's vertical current does not repre- 1. 

_ 

--{sent a closed contour, and it nmst be as 
_ 

d that it is scattered due to a recombi-1,
i 

K 

--»nation of particles in the lower layers of the ionosphere. In performing his calcu-1*“ 
‘

. 

llations, Sucksdorff started from 0hapnan's; 
‘perturbation field is equal. to 2/3 of the; 

idea leads to a poor correspondence of the 
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external part. Harang in comparing the 

‘calculated variations of the horizontal and vertical components, found that such an 
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2 T see later in Chapter V,'_the___caI_1.cu_1_ation qr’ the external and internal potentials of 

‘1 “ls for up latitudes leads precisely t<% such small values of I/E. 
__.‘ no I

I 

The aiplahation or tHe"'1‘ii1d‘6f a'iii.jT1etic stdi‘ii"b"y' a verticaitcurrent desc 

Efiin the auroral aone is likewise containediin the very interesting but somewhat con- 

” "" t 
h 

d b him. In cdmparing the magnetic and ionospheric data 

¢\ --- 

lE. 

3' 
lg of worldwide storms. He considers that “the 1naxinl.m of the vector of disturbances ;

- 

1! 

_ fication of s orms propose y
‘ 

H and considering the geographic distribution of the perturbation field, he came to the 
ll 

I . conclusion that there are two types of storms. polar and worldwide, but his classi- 

fication is not identical with that by Birkeland. He includes most of the moderate, 

3,‘ 1 

|

% 

great, and violent storms usualJy observed over the entire earth, into the category
I 

H q during these storms is observed in the auroral zone. He places a relatively small 

number of storms in the second, or polar category; these are storms for which 
the 

jTEiii'6“‘6r”£ii'6 I-i€f6‘I/mf'i$iii1i"6'n'a" 6f"the i¢i~<1ai‘ar ‘O.1, "ii"fii‘e'"'pi‘obable. As"we'wi1J.
|

1 

IQ: torversial papers by M.N.Gnevyshev (Bibl.l2, 13). Let us first discuss the classi- I

‘ 

. 

i

i 

1‘ 

M 

‘\ 

' 

____ 
auroral aone plays no particular role and éwhose disturbance reaches a maxilmm at 

thei 

1 Tmagnetic pole or near it. He supports this classification of storms with graphs of 

lithe disturbance vector plotted against the geomagnetic latitude, 
and with comparison 

‘J Ja- 0 | 

l-.----_.._ 

-.-- 

"221 at _,_ 

: .~, q _~ 
¢...... 

f the magnetic and ionospheric disturbance. The worldwide storms, according toO 

Gnevyshsv, are caused by a vertical electric current descending from outer space and! 

suming the direct superimposition on the geomagnetic field of particles 
of a singly- 

H;__§ver'y low flux densities (of the order of cm3), fairly high particle velocities, as 

=H.‘~.-l . 

iwell as a pulsating radiation (noncontinuous) of the particles by the active foci of] = 

’ __ 

‘ 

the sun. Postulating a linear vertical current, he successfully calculates, from the

I

, 

,. 1 . 

iobserved geomagnbtic variations, the current strength, the polar distance of 
the zonfe, 

u 

;the penetration of particles into the atmosphere, the cross section 
of the flux, theé 

3

S 

..}§r-Ts-8971+/V as ;
_ 

, 

‘ _ _ _{ _ 

Euiireaching heights of 80-100 km (the lower boundary of the region at which the aurora : 

can be seen). He takes this stand on the'basis of the Stoermer-Birkeland theory, as}
1

1 

charged stream. he circumvents the objections raised against that theory by assuming-_

1 I 
1
I

5

,»



-nFelocity 6‘: the particles, an e 
Q 

' 1. . 

singly-ionized helium atoms). The decruded anount___o_f_ §i_sturbance_»i§1__t_l}_e___aiddle_fl_a_{l_d_l 
-__ 

in the middle and low La 

the classification adop e by 

magnetograms (cf.Chapter II for
‘ 

[\- 

ting stones with intensities increasing owar 

Second it is very difficult to explain this regular 
par 

without assuming 

The flux densities obtained by Gnevy 

the question remains open as to how essen: 

one time against e
‘ 

Section 6. Penetration of Corgasc es ink, p 
i 

p L M i 1 I 

“ " ' "‘ '<i'£i{"ii££ii£i'2"c£ trio ,,.rw"1zr.".""(a"am'\1a'§*¢jna"us13=:".*1:¢1"@;» 

th 114 rnoteness from the sources of the field, 
111 

low latitudes is explained by him by e
i

1 

end. tence of any special cii'i"i'e'iiti'Y‘ii‘f§<3Tiiibli 
f5i"tli'e"di'itiirb'iii€i”“ 

not admitting the s H

_ 

titudes. Gneryshefls papers are of great yalne, since they-'1‘ 

t d the author is doubtful. A consideration of a series of 

i....._ 

4*|§-I 

t' d the pole in a separate category. 

t of the perturbation field 1

I 

currents flowing above th!e middle latitudes 
(cf.Chapter V, Fib._27). 

shev deem slightly too low*; in this connection,
*

1 

£111 the theoretical objections, raised at 1 

th Stoermer-Birkeland tlieory, are for Gnevyshefls works.
- 

show how the magnetic data can be used fozj 
judging the nature of the particles and \ : 

the geometry of the corpuscular stream, 
they do provoke certain objections. First,

~ 

more details) shoeis that there are no grounds 
for put- 

l to the Earth's Atmosphere. The Alfven Theog 

ticles of both signs into the earth's atnos-f The penetration of solar charged par 

phere in the high latitudes is considered qby 
t e ma y ’

1 

This conviction is based on the factual data 
on the magnetic variations it 

yond doubt. 
i f the intensity of the auroral displays 4

1 
' h jorit of modern authors to be be-8 

and the aurora. For example, a compar son o
f 

with that of the magnetic disturbances enzfibled 
Harang (Bibl.lJ.) to calculate the vel, 

'

E 

spectrum 
i l netrating the es.nth's atmosphere to various 

depths. In a 
locity/of the part c es pe 

‘

3 

‘numberlof other papers, radiosonde data are used 
to duncnstrate the deep penetration 

lof particles into the atmosphere. For example, the observations by Wells (Bibl.6l.) 

‘showed that the intense polar storms, as 
a' rule, are 

_________
. 

* We recall that the current density according 
to Chapman's data is equal to 102 _!._._ 

cm“ 

accompanied by the formation of - 

.-a 

._ 

.-ea,--...<¢ 
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stray brought in by the solar corpuscular,stream. During a few auroral displays of i 

g__w . 

, 
O ....vin the high latitudes between the night layer EB and the magnetic activity is noted_N~ 

__ in a number of papers (cf.for example, Bibl.l and 2). 
.“ The definitive eiperimetal proof for the penetration of solar particles into 

known that the absence of hdrogen lines in the auroral spectra was long a puzzle toe 

those interested. From the 1930's on, it has been possible, owing to the improved i 

technique of spectroscopic work, to find fibut rather rarely) the H‘, line in the a»
Z 

uroral spectra. In connection with this fact, Vegard postulated that hydrogen is not 

a permanent component of the earth's atmosphere in the high latitudes, but is only a~ 

-*“‘= ‘*' ._;"-U r-- 
.., 

1-_~ 
_ -~ —-...'.-_._. _ _—_— _;_- 

‘ “ " 
'l._q9_n.as.e§9s.1 arm...fe.12.e...§2r2s§i2n._2£.5.32222..aI_.§ha22se£1.l1~z__h1s12.,.=L212i.2a,@212l.eP...§!2s-ae1¢vel.3?

' 

the earth's atmosphere was obtained by spectrophotometry of the aurora. It is well ,‘ 

“U 
:

' 

.W1950, he was able to discover (Bibl.29) afDoppler broadening in the Ha, H5 and HX: f I“ '

I 

lines, indicating the vertical displacement of hydrogen atoms at velocities of 800- 

earth's atmosphere must be considered definitively solved. 

.32., ; 

_%3,000 km/sec. Thus the question of the introduction of solar particles into the 

' ~» Much still reains unclarified with respect to the excitation of the currents 

_--directly responsible for the fluctuations of the magnetic field. Since, with a 

¢i'3__,l 

~1some mechanism responsible for the separation of the charges or the excitation of 

L. 

;influence of the field of particles of Birkeland~Gnevyshev is inapplicable. Therefore, 
-neutral stream (and there are not many grounds for doubting such a stream) the direct 

'some kind of currents must be introduced into the argument. The Chapan-Ferraro 

‘theory, which is merely a theory on the formation of the equatorial ring (i.e., a 
...;

I 

theory of the middle-latitude part of the Dst-variations), gives no answer to this 

‘question. It is true that the above-mentioned note by Martyn does contain indi- 

cations of the direction in which the theory would have to be further developed to 
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l;:: the assumption of a stream consisting of charged particles of both signs, whose f
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6::""“”_1TT§fiflifiatiofi of the disturbances in the high latitudes is worked out in more, 

10:: Birkeland with those of Cha;nmn.and Ferraro. The Alfven theory (Bibl.h) is based on 
11 

‘4‘] motion from the sun to the earth takes place under the action of the inhomogeneous
K

1 

' 1

u 

_| 
)1 

“if detail in Alfven's theory, which is an attempt to reconcile the view of Stoermer and 

), 
_1 

. 1 
" ' 

~ — .. .. ,4 , 

magnetic fields of the sun and the earth and of the electric field created by the 

stream itself. As in the Charmnn-Ferraro theory, as a result of the encounter of 1 

the corpuscular stream with the geomagnetic field, a "hollow" is formed, which is al 

region surrounding the earth and which does not allow penetration of the charged
I 

particles. Under the action of the inhompgeneous magnetic field of the earth, the
h 

paths of the positive and negative particles separate, but since their total number 

in unit volume is the same, the volume chLrge remains equal to zero. The electronst 

which, in the equatorial plane, bed arouLd the forbidden region in an easterly di-1 
rection, and the positive particles moving toward the west, form an electric current 

of westerly direction, which is eccentricrwith respect to the earth (Fig.5). The 

--_-4-—_>-_____ 

current comes closest to the earth on the evening side on which, in addition, the 

greatest density is observed. This part of the current system is responsible for 

the DBt- and SD-variations of the middle latitudes. The dimensions of the forbidden
I 

* It is postulated that the charged particles in the equatorial current torus,close 
to its surface, might become detached from the body of the flux and be displaced to4 
ward the earth along the lines of force of the magnetic field, which are lines of 
very high conductivity. The entrance of these particles into the earth's atmosphere 
at the latitude of the auroral zone causes luminescence of the atmosphere, and an 
elevated ionization at the 90-100 km level, and would also produce a strong electric 
field of meridional direction (the positive and negative particles would bombard dif- 
ferent edges of the zone). This field, interacting with the permanent mag- 
netic field of the earth, would produce a drift of the ionospheric ions of both signs 
in a westerly direction. If the velocity of the positive and negative ions is as- 
sumed to be different (vi > v_), then a Hall current would flow along the zone, east- 
ward on the evening side of the earth and westward on the morning side, which would- 
explain the polar part of the current system of SD-variations. ! 
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jjien;§'&3535&"6a§¥fiG"iaraaeteri of the particles and therefore differ 
for the positive 

~”land negative particles; the positive particles come closer 
to the earth than the neg- 

ative ones. The penetration of positive particles into the region 
forbidden to the 

' _ t ti l difference at the boundary of the region (accu- _Jelectrons produces a great po en a
_ 

1

I ' " <1 'ide and negative particles on the night 

“J tivit of very rarefied gases in the presence of a magn 
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mulation of positive particles on the ay s 

side). The conduc y 
etic field _ 

is considerably greater along the direction of 
the field than in a direction perpen- 

dicular to this. In view of this fact, positive and negative charges, 
tending to 

neutralize each other, will move along the lines of 
force of the magnetic field from- 

the boundary of the forbidden zone to the upper layers 
of the earth's atmosphere in 

the high latitudes. The invasion of the ionosphere by the corpuscles 
takes place in 

the auroral zone. The conductivity of the polar ionosphere is relatively 
high so that 

the positive particles will be displaced from the day 
side along the auroral zone to 

the night side, and the negative particles in 
the opposite direction. Thus a peculiar

h 
kind of discharge current, counterclockwise in 

the first half of the day (O-12 ) and 

clockwise in the second half (12-lhh) will be 
established. Figure 6 gives a diagram 

of the formation of the current. This current, in Alfven's opinion, is able to ex» 

plain the polar disturbances and the aurora. 
This system of motion of charges was ob-- 

Alfven as a result of the solution of the 
equation 

c and electric fields, allowing (it is true, 
only approxi- 

tained by 
s of motions of particles 

in inhomogeneous magneti 

mately) for the interaction of the 
particles. The Alfven theory successfully explains 

-certain regularities of the morphology of 
the aurora (position and diurnal displace- 

lment of the auroral zone, certain forms of the 
auroral displays, etc.), as well as 

the penetration of corpuscles into the 
polar ionosphere and the formation there of 

currents causing the polar disturbances. Thus, the investigations by Alfven con- 

‘tributed greatly to the development of the theory of 
magnetic storms. The concept of 

robable in the light of 
‘the aurora as the result of discharge currents 

appears very p 

recent work by several Soviet scientists.

1 
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In spite of this, the work by Alfven evokes certain connwnts. First; aeeaiaifig 

i ti f rticles in the stream and their motion from the sun! to Alfyen, the polar za on o pa m_‘_ _ 
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Fig.5 - Curvature of Stream in the 

Earth's Magnetic Field, According 

to Alfven (- - - Boundaries of For- 

bidden zehe) a) Dipole; b) To the 

Sun 

to the earth is due to the Sun's magnetic L 

field; Alfven takes 103“ cgs as the talus of 

the magnetic moment of the sun, according to 

Khell's (Hull's) determinations. Repeated
I 

measurements by German and American authors 

resulted in much lower values, so that the 

question as to magnitude and constancy of the 

sun's magnetic field cannot be considered 

settled at present. The only fact which ap? 

pears to be beyond doubt is that the magnetic 

field of the sunspots is many times greater 

than the general magnetic field of the sun._ 

It would, therefore, appear that the magnetic 

field of the sunspots should have an influ- 

ence on the process of formation and flight 

of the corpuscular polar stream, the more so 

since the ejection of particles is undoubtedly from regions located 
near the spots. 

It is possible that the replacement in the Alfven equations of the 
value of the gen- 

eral magne tic field of the sun by the field of the sunspots, somewhat modifies 
the 

parameters of the stream, particularly on the first half of the path from 
sun to 

earth. Second, the explanation of the SD-variations in the geomagnetic field by 
as- 

suming an asymmetric location of the equatorial ring current 
seems improbable from 

the point of view of the morphology of the field of magnetic storms; 
according to the 

Alfven theory we would expect the field of SD to increase toward 
the equator, just as

I 

is done by the Dst field. In reality, the SD-variations are, on the contrary, almost 

entirely absent at the equator (cf.Chapter V). Third, according to Alfven, the polar 
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¢..._~ 

___-_..--.. ___\system‘of currents causing disturbances the high'latitiides is forined as a result“ 

M_&of the accumulation of space charges ttge equatorial ring. In this way, the in- 

“crease in the amount of disturbance in the: high latitude during worldwide 
storms could 

be explained, but this leaves the polar st{orms completely without explanation, 
i.e.,

i 

E

. 0 
‘ 

I‘ wmmwu-W m‘ww‘~wNe—.M_M I 

~-1 it does not explain the disturbances 

U Fig.6 - Formation of Current Systems According 

_ 

affecting only the polar regions, , 

8.) 
which are obviously not connected 

_ \ 
with the formation of the equatorial 

5 T ring. Besides these, and a number- 

I “‘ . ,a ii of analogous concrete objections, 

two other shortcomings of the Alhren 

I 

, ) 

theory, of a more general nature,
c 

* 
must also be pointed out. First, 

b) 
i 

the Alfven theory considers the for- 

mation of magnetic storms and of the 

aurora without any connection with 

to Alfven (---— Lines of Force of Magnetic the physics of the disturbed-day 

Field; Boundary of Forbidden Zone) ionosphere. At the present stage, 

a) To the sun; b) Magnetic axis; c) Boundary 
it would seem impossible to separate 

of Forbidden zone the explanations of the magnetic and 

ionospheric disturbances, just as it is impossible to explain them independently 
of 

the aurora. Second, many stages of the theory have not been vigorously 
developed. 

There are numerous assumptions requiring physical or 
mathematical justifications (for 

example, the assumption that the electronic and ionic temperatures 
in the stream are 

unequal, and the like). 

Thus, in spite of the fact that the Alfiren theory has 
contributed much of value 

0 ent of the ideas on magnetic storms and the aurora, it cannot be con- 
to the developm 

sidered to resolve completely all questions of their origin. 
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1 

bances. It is well known that, during 

_Section 7.‘ Qynamo"Theory“of Magnetic Storms
, 

\ of ma etic distur-
1 

‘ 
In this Section we will briefly discpss the dynamo 

theories gn
J 

the first stage of development of the doctrine; 

of magnetic storms, the dynamo theories 
ocpupied a prominent position(the Angenheister 

1 

‘Q 

theory, the first version of the Chapman theory, 
the Lindemann theory, etc.). These? 

5

1 

ts of magnetic storms by the ver< 
authors explain the formation of the electric 

curren
I 

tical motion of the upper conducting layers (due 
either to theral expansion, or to 

mechanical displacement under the action of the 
stream of particles penetrating into 

the atmosphere) in the permanent magnetic 
field of the earth. All these investiga- 1 

tions, in time, were found to be unsound (Bibl.hO), 
and today they are only of his- 

torical value. In l9h6, Yu.D.Kalinin (Bibl.lB) proposed a 
modification of the dynamo 

theory, explaining the middle-latitude part 
of the electric currents of the SD-varia- 

tions by the tidal motions of the upper layers 
of the atmosphere, under the action of 

onal attraction of the mass of the flux. He described the conductivity 

of the ionosphere by the two-term expressionp 
= pv + p wherepv, denotes the portion

C 

the gravitati 

of the conductivity due to the ionization under 
the action of the wave radiation of 

the sun, and PC is the conductivity due to 
ionization by the corpuscular stream. Nat— 

urally 0 depends on the zenith angle of the sun and pc 
on the geomagnetic latitude 

' v 

of the point of observation. It was assumed that the integral conductivity 
of the en- 

tire layer of the ionosphere Pv 2 x lO7, and Dc = 5,100 cgs. The calculations made 

by Kalinin showed that, under these 
assumptions, the current system would consist in 

each hemisphere of two eddy currents with centers 
located at latitudes 1 60°. On the 

f th earth the eddy with the positive current direction 
is in the 

evening side 0 e 

northern hemisphere, and on the morning side, the eddy 
with the negative direction. 

I myself consider that the mechanism of action 
of the stream on the earth's magnetic 

field, proposed by Kalinin is possible in principle, 
but I will demonstrate that the 

values of Q, and Q: , adopted by him are in need of 
review. The value of the pv of 

the F2 layer, in a direction perpendicular 
to the magnetic field (with which the SD- 
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responding justification. 

variations can be correlated), is possibly somewhat 
lower (for details, see Chapter 

VIII), while the value of oc, taken by Kalinin as equal to 5,100, 
requires the cor- 

b Ja ese geophysicists to 
Great attention has been paid in recent years y pan 

theoretical and morphological 

common to them is the assertion that a dynamo 
effect is 

magnetic disturbances. 

anese authors is connected with the discovery, by 

motions in the ionosphere an 

ly in the conductivity) of the lower layer 

in ti ations of magnetic disturbances. A proposi ves g 
tion 

the fundamental cause of geo- 

th ks of the Jap- 
The revival of the dynamo theories in e wor 

radio methods, of horizontal 

ti (and consequent- 
d of an anomalous rise in the ioniza on , 

s of the ionosphere in high latitudes.
I 

' f the E clouds. The 
Here some author 

correlation between the appearance of Es 

s connect the field of disturbance with 
motions o S 

in the high latitudes and magnetic activity, 

t the corpuscular nat- 
k d is no longer doubted and indica es as we have already remar e , 

of the S -currents flowing around the 
ure of the Es ionization. But the explanation D 

( d referring the current 
i due to the motion of the Es clouds an 

entire earth, as be ng 

of the I-variations, on the other han , 

below the very frequent appearances reasonable. As shown , 

regions well explain the behavoi 

d to the level of the F2 layer) would seem 
un- 

of Es in the equatorial 

r of Sq and L at Huancayo and by no means 
fit in with 

b N ata (Bibl. 52) are of consider- 
the regularities of the storm field. 

The papers y ag 
' i 

onsiders only the polar part of the disturbance 
(posit on 

ably greater interest. He c 

and displacement of the auroral zone, 
intensity of th e current in it, and width of 

6 O0 1 level as 
the zone) and shows that the polar current 

could be formed at the O-l on 

h i ht b 20-A0 times above its level 
a result of an increase in ionization 

at this e g y 

N ata and Fukushima conduct a polemic wi 
on quiet days. In their papers, ag 

pointing out that the configuration of the 
curr 

of the discharge currents postulated by 
Alfven. Nagata, using 1e c 
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th Alfven, 

ents does not correspond to the form 

t1 M Nish formulas 

“ for the representation of the field near 
the polar zone, also investigated the 

ratio 

E I = 2 6 which 
of the external to the internal parts 

of the field, and obtained / . ,

‘I
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the diurnal variations on quiet days and disturbed days in 19 pOlflr_Qh§§rYQtQ?i§§,~- 
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:7h5aB”£$£ contradict the data of other authors. Hasegawa (Bibl.45), in considering 

ll made use of harmonic analyses and calculated the electric conductivity of the upper 

‘__ layers as well as the gradient of electrip potential required to explain the SD- 
'|’u-‘

| 

. l

I 

_.._.___ ... _. _ _.._..__ -____..-_i__€i_i-- 

variations by dynamo currents. He also studied the form and displacement of the au- 

roral zones during the course of the day and with the seasons of the year.
a 

It seems that the excitation of dynaho currents in the lower layers of the iono- 

sphere at high latitudes is very probable; taking account of the increase in ioniza~ 

tion during storms and of the existence of vertical and horizontal winds. It may be 

that these play an important role in the formation of local polar disturbances. But 

for all that, it does appear unclear, without more detailed investigations whether 

these currents are responsible for the polar part of the SD-V&Tiati°n5: "hat T018 19 

played by the current excited in the polar regions of the F2 layer, and, a fortiori, 

by what mechanism the low-latitude part of the SD—currents is formed. \ 

ection 8, Bay~Like Disturbances 
i

! U) 

In all the above papers, except for the investigations by Birkeland, the subjedt 

of study was the fields of worldwide storms, i.e., of storms during which substantidl 

variations of the magnetic field were observed in all latitudes. After the investi- 

gations by Birkeland, which unfortunately have not been sufficiently developed in 

subsequent papers, it became clear that the polar magnetic storms accompanied in the 

middle latitudes by small bay disturbances, constitute a special phenomenon charac- 

terized by a different field structure and a different origin. A few papers devoted 

to the statistics of bays in the middle latitudes are known (Bib1,8, 25), Thanks to 

them, the questions of the diurnal, seasonal, or ll-year march of the frequency of 

bays have been partially settled, Papers devoted to the considered of individual 

bays are also known.
, 

The most complete investigation of bay-like disturbances was made by Silsbee ‘ 

and Vestine (Bibl,54) who subjected the bay-like disturbances observed by 13 obserh 
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\—~imean (or more accurately e yp 

i 

d Us will discuss the work of Silsbee 
and Ves- 

—e tins in more detail in Chapter VI, which is 
special y evo e 

-ibances. Silsbee and Vestine als 
Yentfl for 20 indi' 

—- vidual cases of bays, The direction of the current, in ahmost all cases, was paralH 

' din to data from 16 - lel to the auroral zone, T e e g 4

h 
18.. - closely adjacent observatories, varied over a wide range (for 

instance, l 25m on 

20.. - 3 July 1938, according to the data of oneipair of stations, h was 
100 km, while ac- 

:: cording to the data of another air h wa‘ 560 km, At Oh 50m on 26 June 1933, h wa P 2 P
q 

24.. 
—— 190 and 550 km, respectively), Such fluctuations of height must be considered 

an in- 

26.. 
-— dication that a linear current does not always 

well approximate the o se 

22 

*3 

""f D-— Section 9. Qurrent Systems of Indiyiduali Storms 
3 '2 

_'T 
3¢__ 

3C 
._q 

3 8__ 

""1 

-~investigated the problems of distribution-of 
positive-and-negative aye‘ 

‘1___ 

6- hour periods and during the course of 
the year. This led to a concept as to thfl 

i ’““_“m — Nunwmui M W H ‘ _ --M 0 _ n _ 

t rregponding 

—- to this typical bay was constructs . 

U...‘ - bution of the field of a polar storm. 3 

4u__$ 

4Q_ 
__, 

$L_ 

Mn 
~¥U__ 

"1 U__ 

<1 

I“ 

"lvatoriesuduring the decond International kolar Year 
to statistical processing. They 

ing the past two decades has been toward d 

b during 34~*" 

th t ical) bay, and a system of curren s co 

l d t d to bay-like distur- 

o calculated the linear polar cur 

h h i ht of tie current, even accor g 

b rved distri- 

As will be clear from the foregoing, the fundamental trend in gsomagnetism 
durq

I 

etection and explanation of the mean regu{ 

t b tion Field. A relatively small number of 
papers have

2 

lar features of the per ur a 

al tic storms In addition to the above-
? 

been devoted to a study of individu magne , 

mentioned calculations of the polar current 
of individual disturbances, there are 

e the surface-current systems of individual 
storms have been 

-_.-i'f___. 

also a few cases wher 

considered, Thus, Yu,D. Kalinin (Bibl.2l) in 1938 constructed isopotential lines 

the method of graphical integration for 
three successive instants of time for the 

disturbance of l7 March 1933 for the northern 
part of Eurasia, Since the distribu- 

es of the surface sys- 
tion of isopotential lines allows the 

configuration of the lin
I 

tem of currents to be judged to some extent, 
the conclusion may be drawn from these 

_ t res nsible for the disturbance of 17 March vilmaps of Kalinin that the current sys ems po 

1933 bear some resemblance to the mean systems 
of Dst and SD represented 

in the works 

45
' 
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bf Chapman (Figs.ha and hb). From 8&0 
1 I 

hnd of the polar current of SD may be 

h ma the part of the middle latitude eddies P: 

found. Specifically for a solution of the ques- 

t l ulated for individual instants of time 
tion as to how much the electric curren s, ca c 

resemble the current 
ld Vestine (Bibl.62) 

s of the regular parts of the storm fie s, 

t e of lh October 1932, 30 April 
constructed current systems for five magnetic s orm , 

1933, 5 August 1933, and l5 

values of the magnetic elements from observations 
of a 

ern hemisphere were used. The 

imate, i.e., the same as that used by 

methods of constructing the curren 

i l the mean-hourly October 1932. As starting mater a , 

bout b0 stations in the north- 

t lines was approx- 

Chapman for the construction of the Dst and 

SD-variations. The part due to the internal induced currents was eliminated 
from the 

observed 

the observed values of H, by 0.8. Thi 

factor 0.6 

bl and A6, whose results were mention 

current lines presented in the cited 

used earlier by Chapman, in connection with the papers 

b ved values of Z and dividing 
values of the elements by multiplying the 0 ser 

s factor was compiled by Vestine instead of the 

cited in References 

ed in the preceding Section. The maps of the 

work show very plainly that, in all cases, it is 

t 'stic for the S -variation, a densi- 
possible to detect two intense eddies charac er1 D 

fication of current lines in the polar zone, and 
parallel curren t lines in the low 

t‘ . The direction of the current corre- 
latitudes, characteristic for the Dst-varia'10ns 

sponded in all cases to 

average systems. 

what would have been expected from a consideration of 
the 

t‘ ' e erimental calculations Thus it may be considered that Ves ine s xp 

t b tantiating the investigations by Chapman, devoted yielded an interesting resul' su s 

to the regular part of the fields of magnetic storms. 
It goes without saying that 

for a more trustworthy solution of the question 
posed by Vestine as to the ratio of 

ld b necessary to accumulate 
l 

' dividual current systems, it wou e 
the average to tie in 

a large amount of material and to repl 

by their instantaneous values. 

Section 10. Irregular Part of the S 

ace the mean values of the magnetic elements 

torm Field 

The question of the irregular p 
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most obscure questions in geomagnetism. The statistical investigation of the mag- 

netic disturbance, or activity, is usually conducted by using magnetic characteris- 

tics, i.e., by estimates of the degree of magnetic disturbance. Usually these char- 

acteristics take account of both the regular part of the field, the irregular fluc- 

tuations during storms, and the small disturbances. Thus tle statistical regularities 

of the irregular part are studied in rather great detail. Unfortunately, only a few 

attempts have been made to correlate the study of the regular and irregualr variations 

and to explain them within the framework of a single hypothesis. 
The well-known mon 

ograph by Chapman and Bartels, which considers in rather great detail the questions 

of magnetic disturbances, devotes a page and a half to the irregular part, in which 

it is stated that the high intensity of the field of Di in the polar cap may possibly 

be connected with local and rapid fluctuations in tho ionization, which follow from 

the variability of the form and brightness of the auroral displays. The explanation 

of the irregular fluctuations in the temperate latitude differs according to what 

systems of currents (ionospheric or extra-ionospheric) were adopted to explain the 

regular part of the variations. Here Chapman states that, so long as no authentic 

theory of the regular parts of the disturbance has been constructed, scientists will 

be unable to give explanations for the irregular fluctuations. 

A.P.tikol'skiy (Bibl.26) has again raised the question as to the ratio of the 

irregular fluctuations to the regular parts of the disturbance, in a series of papers 

devoted to the statistics of magnetic activity in polar observatories. Like M.N. 

Gnev shev whose a ers were mentioned above Pikol'ski is a proponent of the theor 
Y , P P > Y 

of the direct influence of the field of charged particles on the earth's magnetic 

field. Each pip or pulse on the magnetogram is in his opinion, a direct result of 

the invasion of the earth's atmosphere by a group of particles. The regular parts of 

the field of Dab-disturbances, at least in the high latitudes, are tho results of 

formal averaging of individual and independent pulses and do 
not correspond to any 

real physical phenomenon. Since the distribution of the frequency of positive and 

F-is-8971./v 1.7 
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negative pulses during the course of a day obey definite regularities, the averaging 

of the values of the magnetic elements for a series of disturbances creates the im- 

pression that a regular diurnal march of the perturbation vector of SD does actually 

exist. Since, in most cases, the pulses in the horizontal component are negative in 

sign, this leads to the false conclusion that H decreases uniformly during the time 

of a storm. The mean diurnal value of Hg for disturbed days, taken at selected quiet 

intervals in these days, coincides vdtlin an accuracy of 2-3 Y with the mean diurnal 

value Hq for quiet days. This result, obtained by Fikol'skiy for a number of high- 

latitude observatories, indicated the absence of a general regular denression on 

stormy days. Jithout dwelling here on a criticism of this fundamental pronosition by 

hikol'skiy (we will return to it in the next Chapter) we may state that his work is 

of great value even if only because it has attracted attention to the study of Di, 

and has forced a reconsiderationude ROVON of the question as to the ratio of the reg- 

ular to the irregular parts of the disturbance. without a correct solution of this 

problem, to which an undeservedly small amount of attention has been given, a proner 

approach to the solution of a number of problems in the theory of magnetic disturb— 

ances is hnpossible. 

Section ll. Conclusions 

On the basis of the brief survey of recent papers on magnetic disturbances, 

given in the nrecedinfl dections, the following conclusions may be drawn: 

l. Phe morphology of the field of disturbance has not yet been adequately been 

studied. More snecifically, there is no complete clarity with respect to the classi- 

fication of majnetic storms; the regular variations in the high latitudes have been 

little investigated (not only is their form unknown, but even, as indicated by the 

works of A.P.Hikol'skiy, there is not even confidence in their existence), etc. 

2. ln spite of the large number of naners devoted to the construction of elec- 

tric currents, this question is still far from a definitive solution. Chapman's 

current systems, which are the most trustworthy, are based on insufficient material 
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_and have been constructed by an extreme y 
appr 

to use all the observational material 
available today and to use 0 J 

l oximate method. It would be desirable
‘ 

b eotive analytical 

methods for continuing the investigations 
in this direction. 

3. Too little material has been accumula
e 

parts of the field of disturbances 

correspondence between the average 

storms. 

A. There are also inadequate 

served field of disturban 

I D field has shown that the ratio I 
ation of tie st 

the quiet variations (Sq and L) is 

also important for a corr 

extern 

5. There is almost a complete la 

structed on the basis of magnetic 

Y Tle use of ionospheric data is nece 
disturbed day. 1 

reality of the currents calculated a 

6. The constru 

cc into parts of external and interna 

ction of a system of currents correspon 

t d to judge the ratio of the regular 

t stimate the 
to the irregular fluctuations, and o e 

current systems and the currents of 
individual 

data with respect to the separation of the ob- 

l origin. The separ- 

/E for the disturbed variations 
and 

not the same. A knowledge of the ratio I/E is 

d nfi ration of the 
ect evaluation of the intensity an 

co gu 

t‘ ‘t of the deep layers of the earth. 
al currents and for evaluating the 

conduc 1V1 y 

ck of comparisons of the current 
systems con- 

data with our modern ideas on the 
ionosphere of the 

ssary for any judgment as to the 

nd for refining their parameters. 

ding sufficiently well to 

sar basis for working out ptysical 
the observed geomagnetic variations, 

is a neces y 

explanations of the nature of magn 

The extensive 

connection with the published summaries 
of the 

materials on the geomagnetic variations, 
etic storms. 

accumulated up to now in 

observations of a worldwide system 

t hservatories, 
for the Second International Polar 

Year and with the data of Sovic o 

worked-up for a number of years, have 
induced me to review certain obscure questions 

d t carry out a new construction of the 
cur~ 

in the morphology of magnetic storms 
an 0 

rent systems. The following Cha 

of the results obtained. 
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CHAPTER II 

DIVISION OF THE FIELD OF MAGNETIC STORMS 

Section l. Classification of Storms. Polar Stonns 

Before proceeding to a discussion of the regularities obeyed by the field of 

magnetic disturbances, the most acceptable classification of magnetic storms must be 

selected. After the work done by Birkeland, Gnevyshev, Vestine, and other authors, 

it is indisputable that magnetic storms, in all of their diversity, may he still sub 

divided into two main groups: polar storms and worldwide storms. The most correct 

definition of a polar storm, in my opinion, is the definition given by Silsbce and 

Vestine, according to which an elementary polar storm is a disturbance lasting from 

one to several hours, which in its form recalls a bay, of great amplitude in the 

polar latitudes and very small amplitude in the temperate latitudes. Polar storms 

(see Fig.7 for examples) may be observed on both quiet and disturbed days. It will 

be seen from the diawram that, at high latitudes, the amolitudes of a polar storm may 

be very great, over 1000 Y but that, with increasing distance from the auroral zone, 

the value of the amplitudes drops sharply. Figure 8 gives the latitude-dependence 

of the H and Z components of a polar storm (according to Mcflish). Figure 8 shows 

that the correspondence between the field of a polar storm and the field of the lin— 

ear electric current flowing in the auroral zone is excellent. The decrease of the 

field in the temperate latitudes may be considered the result of the increasing dis- 

tance from the sources of the field. Thus the polar storms, as we understand them, 

have the same geogaphical distribution as the worldwide storms in Gnevyshev's class- 

F-'1':-6971»/‘I so 
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ification. As for Birkeland's definition of polar storms, as already remarked in 

Chapter I, there is no necessity of dividing polar storms into positive and negative 

according to the sign of the horizontal component of the perturbation field. Fiwure 

31 (cf.Chawter VI), which gives the distribution of the vectors of the field of a 
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Fig.7 - Polar Storms. Universal Time (a - lh March l9h6; b - 13 March l9h6). 

a) Tikhaya Bay; b) Hatochkin Shar; c) Dickson Island; d) Moscow 

tynical hay, shows very clearly that nositive and neyative polar storms are observed 
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simultaneously in the same latitude but in different longitudes. Polar storms are 

short-lived phenomena; the values of the magnetic elements return relatively rapidly 

to nonnal, and no prolonged aftereffect can be 
‘it’ h’ *m- fir fink

v 
— v-200 " '

f 

, Z ble to detect such a persistence by statistical 

detected on the magnetograms. Nor is it possi-
\

0 

/ T methods. At the Tikhaya Bay Observatory, the 
4| ~ -200 I 

mean values of H and Z were calculated for 38 

H _znf quiet intervals following immediately after
\ Polar bay disturbances, and for entirely quiet 

I 
days during the same period of time. The small 

difference obtained (2 Y in H and -BY in Z) 
Fig.8 - H and Z Components of the 

indicates the absence of any aftereffect. A 
Field of a Polar Stonu, According 

consideration of individual cases of polar 
to McPish ( -- Observed Values; ' 

storms (Figs.7 and 9) and of the typical picture 
----- Linear Current Calculated 

(Fig.3l) forces us to consider that the field 
for the Field) 

of a polar storm also lacks the aoeriodic dis- 

turbed variation (Dst) in the sense given to it in the papers by Chapman. Indeed, 

the field of the DSt—variations, by definition, depends only on the stormthne* and 

does not depend either on the longitude nor on the local time, while the disturbance 

vector of a polar storm differs at different longitudes of the same parallel of lat- 

itude. On the other hand, the disturbance vector of a polar storm depends explicit- 

ly on the local time, and thus, retaining the Chapman notation, we might consider 

that the two parts SD and Di were present in the field of a polar storm. However, 

in view of the fact that the duration of a polar storm is much shorter than a day, 

it would be meaningless to speak of its diurnal periodicity; it is more correct, 

¥ Ffie tune reckoned from the beginning of a storm will everywhere henceforth be de- 

noted by‘! ; for this reason, we will denote the frequently aperiodic disturbed var- 

iations by the symbol Dst (T ), 
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J without delimiting the regular and irregular parts of the storm field, to consider " 

_that the field of aipolar storm (which we will denote by the symbol P) depends on “ 

wthe local time, i e., P(t) The frequency of distribution of the positive and neg-

B iative P-storms is unequal during the course of a day (cf Table 13), and the mean i
H 
\: 

N:

| 
~- 

-—s--;..‘.~_ 1 tensity of the disturbance is likewise unequal It follows from this that, in cal- 

culating the mean diurnal vales cf the elements for days with P-storms, we will have? 
1 

‘
I 

I 

systematic decrease in H with respect to the quiet days and a systematic elevatio_nI_ 

in Z This must be borne in mind in considering the distribution of D = Id — 
~

1 

Thus, it seems to us that the accuracy of Nikol'skiy's conclusions that there are 
*

1
I

I 

.._-. _~__. ..».... 

0 qb s;/I 0/1 2 0/I yg/I 4/1 ~* 

'
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% éél h\ ./\ 

/\~ _ 

250‘ 

Fig 9 — Polar Storms of l, 2 and 1+ May 1933 Y-Component 

Sveag bveagruvan) 11> = O, A =l3l° Chester (Chesterfield), 

‘I’ #73 ,./X =32l+ Ii 0-va Bear Islands) ‘I’ =7l°, A =l2h° 
R S Rude Skou) ‘I’ =56°, A =98°, Azhin Agincourt), Q’ =55°,J\ =37h 

a) l May, b) 1, May, c l Hay, d) 2 May, e oveag 1‘) Chester., 

g) Bear Island, h) Rude Skou, i) Agincourt 

neither regular Dst—VaI‘l&tlOI'1S nor stable afterefiects is greatest for the P-storms 

Section 2 Norldwide Storms D t-V8.I‘l8.tiOI'1S _ 
For worldwide storms (cf Figs l and 2), the most characteristic feature is the 

distribution of the disturbance over all latitudes, although the high latitudes are - 

still the most disturbed A second feature of worldwide storms is the eiclstence of 
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01, . . n .. i 

%ations distort only slightly the smooth par s o e e , 

1
1 

_ ,,._ ,_ ._ _ ._. -.,,. .... ...- .»...-_., .._..-_...... - - 

i_~aai..»M ii .".-m__“aa»a_aam“~a_a I. . ~~.. n ~ - 

Th 8 can hardly be a 

-N.
5 

7
I

i 

_.regular components of the field, the Dst-{and 8D—variations. er : 

I i th tem erate latitudes. Indeed, if 
_M_doubt as to the existence of D5t—variatio1s n We p _

_ 

we consider magnetograms of low-latitude qbservatories, where the 
irregular fluctu 

t f th lements even during disturb- 

ances, then, without any statistical treatment whatever, we will 
in each storm dis- 

‘

. 

tinguish the positive and negative phasesiin the variations of the 
horizontal com- 

ponent. The statistical computati 

very stable aftereffect, are other convincing arguments for the 
existence of these 

variations. The slowness of the return of the magnetic elements to normal may be 

judged from the noncyclic variations. The noncyclic variations, measured by the dif 

ference between the value of the element at Zhh and at Oh on one and the 
same day, 

are always positive for H and negative for Z, on international quiet days. This is 

evidence that even on the quietest days, which are free from irregular fluctuations, 

a slow return is observed (increase of H and decrease of Z) to the normal 
values of 

the elements, i.e., the action of the Dst-current system is not interrupted. 

However, the work by A.P.Nikol'skiy has made it necessary to answer the follow- 

ing question: Do the Dst—variations exist in high latitudes? If they do, what are 

the values of Dst in the auroral zone and on the polar cap? To answer this question 

it is necessay to take account of the fact that, in the high latitudes, the irregu- 

lar fluctuations are so great as to exceed, by many times, the possible value of the 

regular part of the field. For this reason A.P.Hikol'skiy is justified in stating 

that, if the irregular fluctuation obey any law (for instance, the predominent de- 

crease of the H component), they will prevent elucidation of the true regularities 

of the regular part of the field. In view of this fact, I decided, as A.P.Nikol'skiy 

did, to evaluate the Dst field by calculating the mean diurnal value of the elements 

at intervals for the stormy days free from irregular fluctuations. This method of 

estimating Dst is somewhat arbitrary, since there are very few quiet intervals 
dur- 

ing great magnetic storms, and their selection is not without subjectivity. In most 
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cted after the extinction of the great irreg- cases, the quiet intervals can be dete 

ular fluctuations of the main phase, during the 
period of the aftereffect. By this 

method, I calculated the values of Hq = Hg and of Zq 
- Z3 for the observatories 

of 

Honolulu, San Juan, Hoscow, Cheltenham, Tucson, Sitka, Bear Islands, and Tikhaya Bay, 

whose magnetograms were available. As an example, Fig.lO gives graphs of Hq 
- Hg and 

Zq — T2 for 1932/B3 and l9h7*. 
Both parts of Fig.lOa show, in agreement, that the 

difference Hq - Hi, which reaches an order 
of lOO Y in the equatorial region, declines 

monotonously with increasing latitudes, reaching practically zero at latitude 700. 

Ho increase of Hq - Hg in the auroral zone is detected, while the difference EM‘: Hq 
' 3H? 

—Hd, after a certain decrease at latitude 
5C°, increases sharply at latitude 65-70° . 

tive and inabsolute value increase from small values The values of Zq - Zg are nega , 

in the low latitudes to large values for the observatories at 
Sitka and Bear Islands. 

t s'l b the fact 
In the low latitudes, we have Uq > Dn, which may be explained mos 

ea 1 y y 

that Hq - fig was calculated 
for a few of the strongest storms, while Dm is 

the result 

of averaging the international disturbed days, 
most of which coincided with moderate 

and even small storms. The excess of Hq - Hg over Dm in the high 
latitudes is to be 

explained, in all probability, by the fact that in these latitudes, there is another 

l s H during the time of a dis- 
factor besides Dsb, which likewise systematically 

ower 

turbance. This factor, in my opinion consists of the irregular 
fluctuations suner— 

ed on the regular part of the field of worldwide 
disturbance. 

impos 

______________ 
' l@'for Tikhaya Uay are taken from the paper by A.P.Hikol'skiy, * Phe values of Hq - q 

and since the data for the Second Interna 

the data for 193A and l9h6 were used instead. 
During the entire l2—year period of 

l93h-l9h6 for which Nikol'skiy gives data, however, 
the value of Hq - Hi is at all 

times of the order of 2Y . 

** The graph of the latitude dependence of Dm 
for l933, 1936, and 1938, constructed 

from data collected by me, is presented in Fig.32 (Chapter VII). 
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magnetic storms will convince the investi— 

gator that the polar storms of a quiet day 

and the great irregular fluctuations dur- 

ing a worldwide storm are one and the same 

phenomenon; during a worldwide storm, a 

large number of polar storms of various 

amplitude and forms follow each other or 

are sunerhnposed on each other, and, being 

accompanied by other fonns of disturbances, 

give the impression of C0mpl8X random 

fluctuations. This proposition has served 

as the basis for the conclusion drawn by 

Nikol'skiy that a magnetic stonn is the 

sum of individual pulsations piled one on 

the other, a conclusion which in my opin- 

ion is erroneous. It is correct to assert 

that, during worldwide storms, a multi- 

tude of polar storms is always superim- 

posed on the regular parts of the disturb- 

ance. A worldwide stonn without polar 

storms is hnpossible; they are an insep- 

arable part of it. But the worldwide 

storm is not a result of the simple sum- 

mation of the fields of the individual 

olar storms. It has a fundamentally new property, the regular parts 

' of the Dsb and SD field, which do not 
belong to the individual polar storms. This 

idea of the classification of storms into polar and worldwide, 
and of their inter- 
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relation, may well solve the contradic one 

ent He selected the values 

___¢ 

..__,_¢. DMUm“ ‘ 

ti i between individual investigators on the 

stions of the morphology and classification 
of magnetic storms. For instance, ,

K 

ar lpwering of H is absent during 
storms, due . 

que 

Nikol‘skiy's conclusion that the regul 

ito the presence of DBt—currents, can apparently be explained as 
follows: In calcu- 

‘ \ 

lating the mean values of Hg, Nikol'skiy used 
the tabular material on the hourly 

am- 

nd the mean hourly values pr the H compon
. 

of H in those quiet hours (at small 
valuesiof rfl), which immediately 

followed strongj
1 

plitudes of rfl a 

ly disturbed hours (at large values of rH)L In most cases, such sequences of a dis-Q
% 

turbed hour followed by a quiet hour 
take place on days of polar storms 

sinceain the
! 

days of worldwide storms, the number 
of quiet intervals in general is very 

small. In 
|

- 

is therefore natural enough that the 
statistical treatment should have 

disclosed a 

regularity inherent in the P-storms but 
not in the M-storms*, i.e., an absence of any

d 

decrease in H. In the selection of quiet intervals 
for the calculation of Hq for 

Sitka, Bear Islands, and elsewhere, we used magnetograms 
of worldwide storms and, as 

tained values of Hq - Hg different from 
zero. 

shown by Fig.l0, we ob 
ues of Dm to construct the polar 

part of 
Chapman, as already stated, used the val 

the Dst—currents. In the high latitude, however, the value of the horizontal compon- 

ent of the field of P-storms, 
superimposed on the regular parts of the 

field of a 

worldwide storm, is considerably greater than this 
same component of the Dst part. 

It is, therefore, only natural that the calculation 
of Dm by simply taking the 

aver-
d 

age should reveal the properties of 
P-storms, i.e., the sharp increase of Hq — Hq in 

the polar zone. 
i t f view M.N.Gnevyshev's views 

We may also attempt to explain, from this po n 0 , 

on the latitudinal distribution of t 

of the Gnevyshev paper (Bibl.l3) it 
would appear that, by the vector of 

disturbance 

AFQ he means the deviation from the 
normal values at the instant of some 

distinct 

maximum (for example, 2000Y at the Matochkin Shar Observatory), 
due to a great 

______________ * We will designate worldwide storms in 
this way to save space. 
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:P;storm, considerably exceeding the Dat-part of the worldwide storm in value) It is_f 

understandable from this that the,relation!between £\F and the distance from the 5 

jauroral zone, which is depicted in Fig.h of the paper cited, characterizes the geo-
; 

i 

graphic distribution of the field of a P-storm rather than that of an H-storm. This ' 

_<._ 

and analogous graphs served as grounds for-Gnevyshev to dispute the current systems 

of the regular parts of the storm (the equatorial ring or the ionospheric systems of j 

| 

'

: 

surface currents). Q
E

1 

As for the storms in which the vector of disturbance increases toward the pole 

("polar" storms, according to Gnevyshev's terminology), 1 am unfortunately unable to §“ 

confirm or refute the existence of such storms, in view of the lack of empirical ma- 

terial that would be necessary for this. It goes without saying that the discovery 

of such storms, if indeed they exist, would be of great interest for the morphology M 

and theory of magnetic disturbances. 

The examples given above show very plainly the extent to which the ideas of an 

investigator about the morphology of a disturbance determine his theoretical views on 

the physical explanation of the phenomenon. 

Section 3. SD-Variations 

Let us now discuss another regular part of the disturbed field, the SD-varia- 

tions, whose existence was doubted by Nikol'skiy. T0 study SD I used the same method 

applied to Dst, namely, calculation of the variations for quiet intervals of disturbed 

days. Here I obtained about the same results for middle-latitude and high-latitude 

observatories as in calculating SD by conventional methods, i.e., SD = Sd - Sq. The 

diurnal marches for the Sitka observatory presented in Fig.ll show that there is a 

great resemblance between Sd — Sq and Sg — Sq, except that the amplitudes of Sd — Sq 

are greater than the amplitudes of S2 - Sq. The calculation of Sd - Sq for the low- 

latitude station of Honolulu did not yield the expected results. In the low lati-
W 

tudes, the Dst-variations are so great that statistical treatment of a very large 

amount of material would be necessary in order to eliminate them, in spite of the 
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fact that the number of quiet intervals on stormy days there is very great. The ' 

quantity Sg - Sd was not calculated for the polar observatories, due to the lack of 
the necessary number of magnetograms; however, a simple examination of the individual‘ 
disturbed days is enough to show, as could hardly have been expected, that the ampli- 
tude of the S3 - Sq—variations will decrease north of 60°. On the other hand, it - 

would appear that these variations will behave in the high latitudes in the same way 
as SD, i.e., their intensity will sharply increase in the auroral zone. Figure ll *; 

allowed me to conclude that the second regular part of the field of worldwide storms J 

the disturbed diurnal variations, likewise has an existence quite as real as that of i 

7 __' I 
2.".-'~'"' -__ ,.-'7" 120° 

Fig.ll - SD Variations of the Z-Component for Sitka Observatory
_ 

(Local Time)
d 00000 

the D8t—variations, being found in all cases where the field is free from polar dis- 
turbances. 

A second argument in favor of the existence of regular SD-variations, evidently 
connected with the formation of a stable current system during worldwide storms, is

i 

the repetition of the active periods of a storm on successive days, which is well 

known to magnetologiste. This repetition is manifested not only in the fact that the 

disturbance increases at one and the same hour of the day, but also in the fact that 

the main features and form of the fluctuations are sometimes repeated for several 

days in succession. This phenomenon is easily explained under the assumption of a 

current system encompassing the entire earth and fixed, if viewed from the sun. The~ 
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system exists for several days, at first developing and then weakening, repeating 

the fluctuations at the very same hours of each day. The SD-current are apparently 

weaker in the low latitudes and considerably more intense in the high ones. 

Returning to Fig.ll, we may say that the SD-variations of worldwide storms are 

very similar to the time-dependence of the field of polar storms. For comparison, we 

present in Fig.ll the diurnal variations of the Z component of the field of a typical 

polar storm (taken from the vector chart of Fig.3l) for the latitude Q = 60°. lt will 

be found that both curves, while differing somewhat in amplitude, have the same shape 

and the same times of the extremes. Thus the currents of the SD-variations of world- 

wide storms and the currents of the P-storms, when superimposed, intensify each other 

without distorting each other. " 

Section A. Division of the Field of Magnetic Storms 

lt follows from the above that the field of a worldwide magnetic storm may, in 

nw opinion, be separated into four component parts: 

M=Ds,(1)-}-SDM (t)+P(t)+D,. 
The value of the different parts in high and low latitudes is not the same. The 

part P(t) has a great weight (greater than the first terms) in the high latitudes, 

while in the moderate and low latitude it is so small that here, without great error, 

we may adopt the Chapman three-term equation. 

l)n'l‘£h>d‘l)z 

and calculate the regular parts of Dst and SD with conventional methods, by appropri- 

ately averaging the available data for the mean hourly values of the magnetic ele— 

ments. The value of Dm can serve as a good estimate of the order of Dst in these lat- 

itudes; the SD—variations can be calculated as the difference Sd - Sq. Approaching 

the auroral zone, all the weight of the terms P(t), SD (t), and Di increases so much 

that it becomes difficult to separate the part of Dt by simple averaging, the more so 

since the value of Dst in the H component decreases; although it does increase in the 

Z component it still remains, in all probability, of the same order as in the temper- 
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Ch t r III) an attempt to calculate the 
ate latitudes*. As will be seen later (cf. ap e ,

_ 

th ordinary method is unsuccessful. The value of ’ 

‘ Dst of a polar observatory by e 

ze the value of D , the preq 
Dm F Hq - Hd in the polar latitude ceasesito 

characteri at‘
k 

,

. 

dominance of negative polar storm s has a strong influence 
on it. The Sd-variations‘ 

$

= 

as to S - S , bearing! 
in the polar latitudes, as in the low latitudes, may be taken d q 

in mind the fact that in this way we ar 

worldwide storm and the part due to the superimposition 
of the po 

e tstimating both the regular part of the
3 

lar disturbances. 

The properties and features of the polar storms 
are more easily studied by con~ 

f orldwide storms, as‘ 
sidering the isolated polar storms encountered on days 

free o w 

has been done repeatedly by a number of authors. 
stified not only 

The proposed division of the field of magnetic 
storms can be ju 

from the morphological point of view, but from the 
genetic as well. The Dst—varia- 

tions can be considered as the field of the equatorial current ring, the SD-varia- 

tions as the field of the ionospheric currents 
encompassing the entire earth, and 

the P-storms as the result of the invasion of the 
ionosphere in high latitudes by 

cor uscles. For a worldwide storm, the presence of all three phenomena is 
charact-

P 

eristic: the formation of a ring current, the formation of ionospheric currents, 

d the deflection of the corpuscles toward the 
high latitudes. Penetration of the 

corpuscles in the high latitudes always accompanies 
the formation of great iono- 

an 

c and extra—ionospheric current systems, but 
such penetration can also take 

spheri 
In such cases, only polar storms will 

place without the formation of such systems. 

be observed. 

.____________ * If we assume that the Dst-variations are really 
caused by the equatorial current 

ring, whose field close to the earth's surface 
is almost uniform, then the value 

of Z at the pole should be about equal 
to|H at the equator. while the graph of 

Zq - Z3 (cf.Fig.l0b) does not confirm 
this hypothesis, it still does not, in any 

case, contradict it. 
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i The above point of view on the classification and division of the field of mag- 
.

! 

K

1 

2 

netic storms was used by us as a foundation for the workup and analysis of the mat—
i 

~
: 

' erial on magnetic disturbances. The D8t—§and SD-variations were isolated by statis- 

Qtical methods from the data on worldwide storms, and the three independent systems 

‘of electric currents, those of the Dst- ahd SD—variations, and those of the P—storms 

were calculated. The electric currents of several individual polar and worldwide 

storms were also studied, and their connection with the mean systems was shown. 
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CHAPTER 111 

THE D —VARIATIONS st 

Section 1. The Starting Materials 

To assure uniformity of the starting material, the observations at all observa-' 

tories were taken for one and the same interval of time, namely for l93l-1933. 

There were two reasons for selecting these years: first, the largest number of data 

have been published for 1931-1933; second, these years are years of minimum solar 

activity. ln years of high activity, the superimposition of one storm on another 

makes it difficult to separate the storms and complicates any statistical investi- 

gations. 

For 1931-1933, I succeeded in collecting data of the hourly values of the mag- 

netic elements for 66 observatories, whose names and coordinates are given in 

Table l. The Table shows that there are a sufficient number of stations located at 

various latitudes in the eastern hemisphere. The number of stations in the western 

hemisphere is definitely inadequate. 

For 1931-1933 I selected 65 moderate and violent storms with amplitudes at 

Slutsk ranging from 180 to A50 Y . It would have been desirable to determine the 

time of the beginning of the storm separately for each observatory. However, the 

lack of magnetograms from all observatories, that would be necessary for this, 

forced me to assume that the storms begin simultaneously over the entire earth, and 

to take the incipient moment according to the data of the Slutsk Observatory. A 

comparison of the beginnings of the storms for several observatories showed that the 
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Tnbl e 1 ‘ “ 

Observatory (\ 

@~lO\U\$>bJ!\'J>-I 

1Mule (Tu.) 
Godhnvn (G0d.) 
Scoreahy Sound (S.Z.) 
Angmnaaalik £46 .) 
Sveugruvnn (.v.§ 
Chesterfield (Ch.; Tikhu u Buy (H.T. Culm Buy 
Bear 7alunds (M.O.) 
Julianenhunh (Yul.) 
Fort. Hne (l".|\.) 
Point. Burrow (l’.ll.) 
Tromao (Tr.) 
Chelyuakin (Che1.) 
PeL8nmO (PcL.) 
Mntochkxn Shnr (M.HlJ 
Collu e, Fnnrbnnks (K.F.) 
Sodanfiylu (Sod.) 
Dickson lslund (Dxk.) 
Lerwick (1ar.) 
Knndnlnkshn (Knn.) 
Dombua (Dom) 
Minuk (Min.) 
Uelleu (Uel.) 
$1Lku (Si.) 
Eskdulemuxr (Esk.) 
Lovo (Lov.) 
SluLsk ($1.) 
Nude Skou éR.S.) Ag1ncourL Ad») 
Abin$er (Ah.; de B11 (D.B. 
Srednikun (Srcd.) 
Moscow (Moa.) 
Paris - Val Joyeux (V.Zh.) 

YnkuLsk (Ynk.) 
Svider ($v.) Um|wMmm(UwlL) 
Kazan’ (Knz.) 
Sverdlovsk (Svcr.) 
Zuy (IrkuLsk) (|r.) 
Snn Fernando (S.Fer.) 
Tucson ('l'uk.) 
SouLh Sakhalin (Toyohurn) 
1%iliai (Tb.) 
MnyLun (Mt..) 
Thshkeut (Tnsh.) 
San Juan (S.Zh.) 
Tcoloyucun (Te0.) 
Helwnn (Khel.) 
Kak1okn (Knk.) 
Honolulu (Gon.) 
Z0-ac (Z.Z.) 
Hung Kon (G.|(.) 
Alihug (Humbny) (Uom.) 
Munilo (AnL1pnlu) (An.) 
Hunncnyo (Khunn.) 
|'Il1zubeLhvi|1e (Yel.) 
Apia (/\p.) 
BnLnvin (HnL.) 
l'i lI\r (|’1 l. ) 

Mnuriuius (Muv.) 
Cape Town (K.T.) 
WnLhcr0o (UuL.) 
Tonlnngx §1hl.) Amherley Amh.) 
Suunh Orkney Islands (Ork.) 
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W'the resultant Table was averaged by columns corresponding to the hours of the time, 

--fthe storms are distributed with sufficient regularity among the hours of thezday. 

~. 

_....1.._. 

..... 

»=-._.

4 

mi 
:i¥reckoned from the beginning of the storm.; This averaging eliminates the irregular Q 

. 
I’ 1'

1

.

4 

I’ T

8 

._b 

~’5h storms, used as the basis for the calculations, is given in Table 2.
a 

_lation of Dat was performed by the methodJproposed in his day by Moos. The hourly 1 

{error '§{{1¥J1§“éa“ifi' '£§iJa'§§$§€iBYf'{§ '15.? éiéiééii iriifi""¥1'§'1ISEi~§§"'§iHSé”iI{' HIS 
.\ 

ii ty of cases the.storms-begin simultaneously with.an“accuracy of l,hour.“lThe-calcu~1 

H . . . .. _... nul\ .-.....-.....-.___.. . __ ..._._.._......__. .-.,..._..,..-. _ .. ......-.._.._.,. .1 4. _...-.....“ J 

alues of the magnetic elements were entered for each storm on a separate line, and i 

luctuations and the systematic SD-variations, provided only that the beginnings of 1

1
4 

he distribution of the 65 storms selected by me revealed a marked predominance of_
k 

torms beginning in the morning hours. In view of this fact, I excluded ll storms 

eginning a A-7h Universal Time from thos% selected by me. The final list of the 

The Dat-variations of the three elements were calculated for BL hours: from the 

kph hour before the onset of the storm to the 30th hour after the onset. The calcu- 
I

I lation of the Dst of the declination, or of the Y-component, showed that neither in 

the high nor in the low latitudes was it possible to discern any regularity in the 

variations of these elements during the course of the storm. Since the previous lit- 

erature also contained references to the absence of distinct Dst-variations of the 

declination, the data on the accumulation were not included in the consideration, 

and I assumed that the horizontal component of the field strength of Dst lies rough- 

ly (at least in the low and middle latitudes) in the plane of the magnetic meridian. 

The Dst-variations of the H and Z components for the individual observatories 

are shown in Figs.l2 and 13. The time indicated on the diagram is the time reckoned 

from the onset of the storm; the observatories are located in the order of decreas- 

ing geographic latitudes. Our attention is struck by the mobility and irregularity 

of many curves, which is particularly marked on comparison of Figs. 12 and 13 with 

the well-known Dst graphs of Chapnan (Bibl.hO). An explanation of the presence of 

random fluctuations on the graphs of Figs.l2 and 13 might in all probability be 
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of Date Onset of Date Onset of Date Onset 
Storm Storm §torm 

.390-.. 
of 
Storm 

Date ELF"
I 

1931 r 

1 16/1 

2 2mfl1 

3 1/VI 

5 30/1x 

6 2/x 

7 12/x 

8 5/x1 

9 8/XI 

10 26/x1 

11 2/x11 

1932 r 

12 25/1 

13 27/I 

1 20/v111

3

O 

ll
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18

5

9 

13

l 

7

5 

5 h

A 

3/11 2 n 29 

3/111 12 30 

10/111. 6 '31
I 

28/111 5 532 

I/IV 10 

13/IV 8 

22/Iv 7
_ 

23/Iv 2 F23 

25/IV 10 131 

27/1v 10 35 

2/v 16 36 

1+/v 13 .37 

29/v 7 38 

26/VIII 8 39 

5/1x 22 10 

kl 

A2 

15/x 

20/x 

15/11 

11/x11 

1933 

19/1 

19/11 

20/11 

21/11 

19/111 

22/111 

21/111 

17/Iv 

12/v1 

23/v11 

13

7

U
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10

7

h
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ll 

21

O

6 

16
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A h

6 

#3 

hh 

A5 
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b7 

b3 

#9 

50 

51 

52 

53 

5h 

5/v111 

8/IX 

7/XI 

9/x11 9 _‘ 

193A 

1/1 

a/11 

1/111 

30/111 

29/v11 

21/Ix 

7/XI 

7/111 

A h 

lb 

ll 

A h 

13 

l0 

l5 

23

2 

ll 

16 

explained by the insufficient experimental material and the absence of any smoothing 

_process. A consideration of Dst at the polar observatories ( ¢ > 65°) shows that 

the averaging of the data for 5h storms eliminated neither the irregular part of the 

field nor the SD-variations. The influence of the SD—variations is manifested in 

the marked diurnal periodicity of the curves presented, which is particularly strong 
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Petsamo, and Sedan- 

nted confirm the assertion made in the preceding Chap- 

ter to the effect that the Dst—variations in the polar regions 
cannot be calculated 
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ude Observatories) 

* Translator'a note: For meaning of abbreviations in diagram, see Table l.



l ions the irregular fluctuations(D1), by the Moos-Chapman method. In the po ar reg , 

the Polar storms (P), an d the SD-variations are so great that a simple averaging 
of 

the material does not eliminate them. In view of this fact it appeared to be inad- 

th l r observatories given in Fig.l2 in calculating visable to use the date of e po a 

the potential function of the Dst field, characterizing the course 
of the disturb- 

ance over the entire earth. 

latitude observatories ( 

pproved for Release 2017/09/11 

A consideration of the Dot-variations of the H and Z components 
of the middle- 

T < 62°) allows us to draw the following conclusions: 

Y: » “Pa. »-P’: \!. n ?'.. J’--u 1. The principal feature of Pat is 

the lowering of the H component which is
h

s 

well perceptible at all latitudes, an is 

less in value than the increase in the Z 

component. . . 

' 

N’ 2. The Dst-variations of the H compon- 

ent are so similar in the northern and 

southern hemispheres, both in form and in%5% -~|: . 

1 

‘ ' v~aJ*”“‘ sign, that it may be assumed that the dis- 
I
A 

tribution of H is symmetric with respect 
Fig.lh - The Dat-Variations to the geomagnetic equator. The distribu- 

(After Vestine) tion of the Z component, on the other hand, 

is asymmetric with respect to the equator. 
tic latitudes, 

3. The Dst-variations of observatories lying at the same 
geomagne 

on the whole, resemble one another. Thus, it may be assumed that, in first approx- 

imation, the Dst field depends on two arguments: the geomagnetic latitude 4* and!‘ 

the time elapsed from the beginning of the storm. 

h. A more detailed consideration of Fig.l3 shows that the Dst-variations 
of the 

observatories of the western hemisphere differ from those of the eastern 
hemisphere. 

A difference is also noted between the observatories of the same 
hemisphere (for' . 
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"-‘ -i 0X3mPl0,flItku@sk-do Bilt, Gaps Town;Toola$gi, 
etc.)." It follows from the examples, 

T

l 

\~..-,& 
‘ ' 

_ 
_. 

1 
~

. 

‘ 

efi;given;that-the-fieldeof_D,gUlikewiselcontains“longitudinal.termslwhich,“atloneitime,<= 
éq-.1; 1 

‘ 

'- 
-, 

' ' 

~ ‘ ‘V 
‘ 

~ 
‘

_ 

-A‘. were found in the Sq-variations (B_ib1.9). 
‘. H 

' ‘ 

, 

V 

' 
_- 

at 

'

_ 

(1 ..~_._.,.._.-...l__. 
-...-i......-.__.i._.,,.._-;;_______,_________,__,_?,_,__,_,___,__gg,,_,, __g___q _;_:___,,_ l 

-4 The first phase of the storm (increases of the H 
component), noted by many in- t, 

'
\ 

"(lam 1 
“ 

. , 
‘I 

' l~,vestigators, was found to be vague on many curves of 
Fig.l3. The possibility is not _

1 

,. l(l....1 _

\ 

'-I »a’excluded that the absence of the first phase is connected 
with a certain inaccuracy 

T- 

.1t:._. . 

-_ in the determination of the time of onset of the 
storm, which might occur in cases 

1 4 ...., 
__ when the storms begin gradually. To verify this assumption, I considered the 

data 

as if 
.e’on the storms with sudden onsets (Sc). The Dat-variations obtained by averaging.

" 

1e_Q i 

~%‘13 So storms during the same interval of time, 
are given in Fig.lh, constructed from‘ 

'2 D ___.; 
_.imaterials furnished by Vestine (Bibl.62).. Each curve 

o g 
'1. .2 ._.. 

-qfor several observatories located at the corresponding 
latitude. A comparison of 

?i_A 
‘Figs.l3 and lb shows the great regularity in the distribution 

of the curves of Eig.lu 

'ot_! 
—§and the presence of a distinct initial phase in them. 

The remai g 
‘i 

s‘_ 

-3 

2 
g__

x

1 

--merated by us with respect to e o 

F1 

§Section 2. §pherical Analysis of the D5t§Variaticns 

'°—: In all possible types of 

»ient to operate not with the observed elements of 
the magnetic field H, D, Z, but 

" '1 

-<1 

-1 

LI‘, Y‘, Z‘ are connected with the var a one , ,
\

I 

1» 

_-A--I 

.._,_L__-av 

O‘

\ 
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f Fi .lh represents the mean 

nin conclusions enué 

th f rm and distribution of the Dat-variations 
are 

ully confirmed by Fig.lh. ; 

calculationgof a theoretical nature it is more 
conven-‘ 

I

r

\ 

eld of variations,‘ 
with rectangular components. The geomagnetic components of the fi ‘

I 

i ti: of D H Z by the following relations: 1 

r\ F" \.l 

X’ é Hcos (D, — \p) - H, Sm (D, - q») sin 1'0’, 
' Y’=Hsln (D,-qa)-{—H,cos <10,-4») sin I'D’,

- 

Z'=-Z. (2) 

“ where Do and ho are the mean annual values 
of these elements, and Y is the angle 

stween the geographical meridian of a given place.
_

i 

In our case (absence of substantial and regular 
fluctuations in D), the"second, 

ed and it was shown that the variations of 
1' 

terms of eqs.(l) and (2) were reject 
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in calculating the mean. 

a few stormtimes 

northern hemispheres are presented together, allowing 

of the Z component. The Dat- 

s of the individual observatoriei (Fig.l3) were first averaged by groups in 

e with the value of Q , and the dean data were then entered in Fig.l5. The 

n of the points on both graphs id relatively low, and, in particular, there

i 

ll

|
v 

I1
. 

on 40- nu We an 9* Q! "In “I? fl‘ ,_C i. , \ a 

‘ 

v ? 

q 
i \ ~l

I 

2 K

I

I 

g 

l

1 

I 

Figure 15 gives graphs of the dependlnce of X‘ and Z on G? for

C

l 

>4and southern hemispheres, g 

~ Since we abandoned the use of the D t-variations calculated from 
the obs 

u 

6I'V8.— 

' 

s of X‘ and Z were extrapolated to the ‘tions for the polar observatories, the cunve 

id tions made in Chapter II, it 
thigh latitudes, and, in accordance with the cons era 

-

I 

X‘ I O andfZ 2 X‘ equiv. The comparatively simple 

‘j 
‘was assumed that, at the pole, 

form of the dependence of X‘ and Z on Q allowed us to use the method of spherical t

§

1

» 
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analysis for the analytic representation of the field. 

Neglecting the longitude-dependence of Dst, the potential of the field may be 

represented, for a fixed instant of time 't, by a series of Legendre polynomials: 

i/=R;‘I"(f)n:l+k‘n(_;i’\,’IlIP"(cosU)' 

where, as usual, the terms En are responsible for that part of the field due to 

sources external to the earth's surface, while the terms In are responsible for the 

internal part of the field. 

On the earth's surface, r = R, and 

V = R2gnPn (cos 0), (5) 

where
n 

2,. = -’='.+ /,.- (5) 

Hence it follows that the rectangular components of the field in geomagnetic 

coordinates, for r - R, will be as follows: 

, 1 av__ ~1 dP (c 0) »<=.»..-;@~~e.L’ <6> 

, dV__ - Z =3-;_..2:_]nPn (cos 6), 
(7) 

1 I1
. 

where 
‘ 

j":-_fiEn—(N+l)ln. (8) 

The identity Y 5 0 completely corresponds to the absence of systematic Dat- 

variations noted by us in the D and Y elements. The calculation of the potential of 

the Dst field was performed independently for 56 moderate storms (analysis I) and for 

13 storms with sudden onset (analysis II). The method of calculation in both cases 

was one and the same. To find the coefficients of gn on the basis of the graphs of 

the dependence X‘ (T ) (the heavy curve in Fig.l5), I calculated the curves F G3) I 

_fX' sin 9 which, in turn, were represented by Fourier series in 9 
x 

F(b)=$P: sin k6. (9) 

k 
On the basis of the coefficients Bk , I used the Sohuster-Schmidt formulas 

.\ 

’(Bibl.6, 9) for calculating the constants gn, whose values are given in Tables 3 7 
lg’ F-TS-89714./V 70 i 
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and h. The constants jn (also see Tables 3 and A) were found by the 
Schuster form- 

ula by direct expansion of Z into a Fourier series in
9 

Z=;p, sin nu. (10) 

Table 3 

Analysis I 

1 ai 8% 9% 31 3; jg
F 

11- h 

12 21.7% -3-56 0.79 1.36 -6.21 1.79 

20 23.lh -0.61 -O.lh O.8h 'h.65 2.38

\ 

The coefficients of the expansion of the potential into series of spherical 

harmonics were repeatedly calculated by the Schuster method (Bibl.6, 9, 15), but 

nevertheless the application of this method requires certain explanations. The 

Schuster method is based on the replacement in the expression
' 

E E (g:‘ cos ml + /1: sln ml) = 
II I7! 

'1 = cos ml E g,',"P,1' + sin ml 2 /1:'P:'] fi=HI nnm 
(ll) 

‘Ii 

of the series 

/=~ <6) = 2 g:P:' - 1- 0) = 2 Il:'F;;' 
by the series 

, 

Iv" (6)=2¢; cos s0; I" (0)= Eascosfl (12) 

| : 1 

or 
(13) 

3M 
'@ hm 

: 

Ia" (e) .-= In sl; 1-(o) = 2 0, sinfl 
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and on the calculation of g and h in terms of <18, as or (38, bs. For m = 2t, 

Schuster recommends using eq.(l3), and for m = 2t + 1, eq.(l2). In these cases, the 

equations connecting g, h, c, d or B , b, are rather simple and convenient for cal- 

culation. 

Table A 

Analysis II 91 
gi gé er, Ji aé 

ijé 
»-I 

l h -33-3 —0~5h 1.15 -0.98 -6.19 — 

l0 hh.l -2.05 -0.63 3.20 -15.5 -6.6 

20 81.8 -0.90 -1.55 -1.20 -35.80 6.6 

30 69.3 -0.66 -1.32 15.8 -l2.8h -0.7 

A0 h7.8 -O.5h -2.01 10.7 -l1.hl 2.h6 

60 32.8 -1.63 -l.2h 9.36 - 9.92 1.10 

However, the representation of the function km(0 ) (m being Odd) kn°Wn in the 

interval from O to K, by the series E B S sin s0 imposes on it the conditions of 

asymmetry with respect to 9 =1! and of its vanishing at the points O = O and 9 = W. 

If the empirical function being studied satisfies these conditions, then the appli- 

cation of the Schuster method is theoretically irreproachable, and in practice 

assures high accuracy in the computation of the coefficients g, h. 1f, however, 

13% 9) differs substantially from O at the poles, then the use of the Schuster method 

distorts the distribution of the function in the polar caps and may introduce sub- 

stantial errors. It follows that an application of this method to the calculation 

of the coefficients of an expansion in spherical harmonics of the Z component of the 

earth's permanent magnetic field, of the Dst field, or of the noncyclic variations 

(i.e., of functions in the representation of which the terms P1, P3, etc., play the 

principal role) is not completely successful, and, in any case, should be accompanied 

by an estimate of the error to be expected. Accordingly, the calculation of the co- 
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efficients jn in eq.(7) for 
one instant of time (T = 12 hours) were calculated 

both 

by the Schuster method and 
the method of least squares. The good agreement between 

the results of the two methods 
(discrepancy of the order of 1%) and 

also a compa

d 

of the initial curves of Z(0) 
with those calculated by eq.(7) 

(cf.Table 5) shows 

t eat danger. Table 5 

that we could calculate jn by the 
Schuster method withou gr 

shows that the deviation of the 
calculated curve of Z(9) from the empirical curve is 

d ot know the true 

significant only in the polar regions, 
where, all the same, we o n 

distribution of the field. 

It follows from the swmnetry 
of X‘ and the asymmetry of Z with 

respect to the 

t'al eq.(h) must contain 
equator (0 = n /2) that, in the expression for the poten 

1 , 

only odd polynomials. 

The numerical values of the 
constants g and j in analyses I and II (Tables 3, h) 

b t are still in good agreement. 
In both cases, the first harmonic 

differ somewhat u 

has the greatest weight, having a 
coefficient gl of the order of 

20-30 Y in the first 

case and 50-80 Y in the second. The larger values of the 
coefficients in analysis 1I 

may possibly explained by the 
fact that almost all the storms 

making up the l3 Sc- 

th Sh stonns of 
stonns selected were great stonus, 

while most of the stonns mnong
e 

l to the category of moderate stonns. 
The coefficients gl calculated 

analysis I be ong 

for D by hcNish and for Dab by Chapman 
and Whitehead (Bibl.h0), lie within these

m 
same limits (30-50 Y). The sign of gl is everywhere 

positive, except for the first 

hour in analysis II, corresponding to the first phase of a magnetic 
stonn. The sign 

of the coefficient of the third 
hannonic g3 is 

negative, while the values of g5 in- 

clude both positive and negative 
quantities. or the coefficients representing 

the 

expansion of L, the greatest is j3, characterizing the stable negative values. 

at different in- 
lt will be seen from a comparison 

of the coefficients g and j 

stants of tbne that the storm reaches 
its maximum development at the end 

of the 

ond. The calculation by eqs.(5) and(8) of 
the 

first day or the beginning of the sec 
d f E and I separately gave the re- 

coefficients of the internal and external 
fiel s 0 
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ternal fleld lb greater than that of the 

D3 

Table 5 

internal field 

—Variations of the L Components, in 

shown 1n fable 6. In all cases, except for one, the absolute 

1 = 20 h 

Observed Calculated observed Calculated 

3

7

5

3 

-2 2 

-2 

5 7 

2 3 

The ratlo I E (Table 7) is very 

harmonlc (— U 1/ 1 0.12 and — U. 

Table 

stable for the first haxumnlc (mean value U A0: 

61 i 0.18) and is not very regular for the fl th 

»~1 1»; Y *1 Y I3 

18.8 

lh.9 

15.7 

20.7 

“'22. 2 

30.5 

5h.l 

5l.h 

35.h 

25.0 

l.% 

0.6 

0.2 

0.2 

6.1 

6.8 

7-A 

7.1 

-ll.l 

13.6 

27-7 

17.8 

l2.h 

h-5 

0.2 

0.2 

U./4 

0.0 

0.7 

1.3 

h.8 

l.7 

l.h 

0.7 
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harmonic. The value of I5/E5 for I = 20 hours in absolute magnitude is > l and dif: 
fers in sign from the corresponding ratio for other instants of time. Phis increase 

of the scatter of 1/E for P3, and especially for P5, finds its natural explanation 
in the fact that the absolute magnitude of these hannonics is considerably smaller, 
and consequently, the relative errors are larger, than with the first harnwnic. 

The systematic change of sign of the ratio is a point of interest 

/|_ , 1.: 0. _!§_ O 
/3 :>0' fin‘: ' 13 :’ ' _ 

and the very good agreement of the results obtained in analyses I and II will be 
noted. Table 7 also gives other data known in the literature on the separation of 
the perturbation field into an external and an internal part, which are likewise in 
good agreement with our results. Phe mean values of U.39 and U.AO Obtained by us 
for gl, Ust agree exactly with the radio calculated by hcNish for Dm. If, further- 

more, we bear in mind that ll/El for Usb (according to the data by Chapman and White- 
head) varies within the range of 0.36-O.h2 and, For the noncyclic variations, is 

equal to 0.30 (hcNish) or 0.28 (Dolginov), then it may be considered as proved that 
the external part of the first halmonic is equal, on the average, to 0.30—O.tO of 
the value of the external part. Phe negative value of 13/E3 is confinned by the 

data of Mchish For Dm, and in part by the data of Chapman and Nhitehead for Dst. 
Phe numerical values of l/E will be discussed in greater detail below, in Chapter X, 
devoted to the discussion of the inductive origin of the internal part of the fields 
of variations. 

Section 3. ionospheric System of Currents of the Dst-Variations 
lt was stated above (Chapter I1) that two versions of the explanation for the 

external part of the DSt—variations were pnaposedz one based on an ionospheric sys- 
tem of currents, the other on an extra-ionospheric ring current. Je used the data 
of our analysis to calculate both these proposed current systems. 

Assume that the magnetic field whose potential on the earth's surface is repre- 
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eented by the series of spherical functions 

V-_-_.~R 
3‘ 2(g:cosmk+hQ s1nmk)P;f, 

t d a s here having a radius of a(a > R). Then 
is caused by a current layer loca e on 

i p 

Table 7 

-. ..,_ M: .5 -4-n--u-'4 - 
9 

7 _ 

_ ‘

1 

--I 

D.st_ Amiyml 

Mean - - . 

Dst
_ Analwfi H 

Mean 

D5, Amie (hapmm 
and whi1ehe.\d 

Dm lcc.fo Ma N§sh . . 

um accfito Dolqinov - 

nch l923 

1 
‘ l1_ la IL ll. 

El 
1 

E3 
1 

E5 
1 

E1 

632 
0,45 
0,47 
0.34 
0,40 

9:99 8883 

9999999 

.° 

P999- 

o>w~a~lgwg 

--8.>--- 

--|~o\~n 

on 

~: 

Q--¢>4 
12 
20 
28 

9999999 
$388338 

1 1 w 1 ~ 
20 .- 

30 .- 

w — 
w - 

_._ 

Q9-—

‘ -21-6 1 11 
3/1 l 

1mm 
10/28 
1mm 
9/24 mu um 
1/20 - -0.5/- 

0,39 -1,12 0,27 -0.80 

0,28 0.20 0.86 1.46 

0,23 
0,37

o 
cunt 

0-O0-I 

-U‘oB______ 

om PPO 
O! _./ _ - 

__22 _. ._ 
1&1

- 
00 

.@n-or-1'- 

OI 

.__--n 
___ ._. 
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.:~@c.:8pQ-->- 
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bmtofi 

_.2§__1 
w1 
M1

‘ 

u 1 

a.cc.To Ma NisY\{ 1926 
‘c Nah. nch = Non!-Yf-\\ 

the distribution 

Bidlingmayer formula

5 yd __._ ]__ __ 4W4-I 
I! 

In our case

1 
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Since the most probable region of concentration of the currents responsible for 

the magnetic disturbances is the F2 layer of the ionosphere, we assumed h = 300 km 

and calculated, from the coefficients En of analysis I, the current density for r 

equal to A, l2, 20, 28 hours. ' 

As an example, Fig.l6 represents the current systems for T equal to l2 and 28 

hours. Since the potential of the Dst field is represented only by zonal harmonics, 
.@ L-s -

X 

" r 

A2!» 28 

———<~—- _.....__.<____ 

_ — _ _ _....<___.-—-— -...-.-.-_. .<__________ 
- - - - - - - --<-...-_.._...- 

.-________,_,._______ _ - _ _ . _ . . _ . _- ....-..--_ 
- _ _ _ _ __|mmm _ _ _ __ _ _ - -- - —- lmmlm —-- ~ - - —-- --~-———--<-----———- _ZIZ1ZLILI11Z;j ________I 

. s ;, u ,, u..- 

__..iI€-___-_. |,,|“|m| .___.i _ 
7 _ 1 __ 7 7 —- — —_—-— nonou __ 1 _ —- 4 

- 1
1 

Fig.l6 - Electric Currents of the D8t—Variations; a Current of 20,000 amp 

Flows Between Two Adjacent Lines 

Positive values of current function; - - - Negative values 

it is natural that the lines of current shown in the diagram should be parallel 

circles. Since only the odd polynomials (Pl, P3, P5) entered the expression for the 

potential, it follows that the configuration and intensity of the currents in the 

northern and southern hemispheres are identical, but that the sign of the current 

function is different. In the northern hemisphere, V > 0 and I < 0 ( the lines of 

current are given by broken lines) while in the southern hemisphere V < 0 and I > 0 

(solid current lines). The Chapman current system (Fi5.ha) does not allow for the 

change in sign of the current function on crossing the equator, in view of which 

fact, the current systems in Figs.ha and Fig.l6 differ in their outward 
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fo rms* . 

The lines of currents in Fig.l6 are so drawn 
that a current of 20,000 amp flows 

between two adjacent lines. The intensity of the currents in the two systems is 

from east to west between 
about the sane. The total value of the current flowing 

the pole and the equator is equal to 180,000 (for the system constructed by us). 
The 

81 
current density p =-3-= 0.0002 amp/cm. The direction of the current in Fig

S 

.l6 is 

detennined according to the rule that current flows around lmin 
clockwise and around 

lmax counterclockwise. Thus in both hemispheres the current flows westerly during

\ 

the main phase of a storm. 
will show the increased 

A comparison of the current systems (Figs.ha 
and 16) 

density of the current lines in the polar 
regions in the Chapman current system, cor- 

responding to the intensification postulated by him for the Dst 
field in the high 

latitudes. This densification of the current lines is absent from the systems con- 

structed by us. Conversely, a certain densification of the lines in the equatorial 

h sses the well-known fact that the amplitude of Dst 
regions can be noted, whic expre 

aries from O = 0.0001 amp/cm 
increases in the low latitudes. The current density v 

at latitudes ¢*from 50 to 60°, to p = 0.0003 amp/cm near the equator. 
A comparison 

of the current calculated for 12 and 28 hours 
shows that during a stonn the config— 

on of the current system hardly changes and 
that only its intensity varies. 

ase of the stonn (T = l hour in analysis ll 
urati 

Only in the prolonpation of the first ph 

is the direction of the currents opposite (from 
west to~ast). The systens of Dst 

curves in Fig.l6 correspond to a mean decrease of H in the temperate latitudes, by 

h0—50 Y. During certain stonns, this dec rease reaches 1000 Y, so that the intensity 

I 106 am and the 
of the currents equivalent to these stonus should increase to 3-; X p, 

density of the current should be 0 = 0.000h amp/cm. 

_____________ 
' t Iven in Nitra's monograph (Hibl.50), also shows 

* The figure of the Dst-curren s gn 

that the current function is of opposite sign 
in different hemispheres. 
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Section A. The Equatorial Current Ring
_

S 

Leaving the discuss 

sultant sy 

' tions of the magnetic eleme 

a linear ring current whose center lies 
on the 

ic field of 

Here i denotes the c 

and ra 

point P. If the ring lies in the plan 

"Q = U, and 

ion of the question as to the actual existence of the re-
- 

ow turn to a calculation of the 
stem for later (cf.Chnpter Vlll), let us n " . 

equatorial current ring, which presents an 
alternate explanation for the DSt-varia- 

t t'al of the magnet- 
nts. As is generally known, the po en 1 

axis 0 = O, may be repre- 

sented by the following series of spherical Functions: 

v,, .2m'\l _ cos no-}-(1 - ¢Qs=no) ‘,\;%Pn (cos a) P; (cos 0,) (lg-)"] . 

II
: 

urrent strength in the ring, floand a are the pol 

dius of the ring, respectively, while n and O are sp 

19 0 = 90° (the plane of the equator), then cos 
horical cooxdinates of the 

fl 

VP -2ni\l-+-:55 L #3(¢osu)F§(0)({§) X. (15) 

Uonfining ourselves to the first three tenns of the sum and substituting 
nwner 

ical values of Pu‘ (U) in eq.(l5)> we have 

Let us likewise cox 

ternal part of the DSL ; 

,y1+Kp_ 
xfine ourselv 

$50 

es to three tenns in the expression for the ex 

RB ‘RY; " F) l'1§ 7? 
F) ' 15' 

wotential. For the earth's surface (r T A), we have 

V, RlE1P1+[:‘3P8+ElPb" (16) 

tl b ervations to the potential 
tl 70b0Htl8l V calculated from 1e o s , 

Bquating "we
} 8) 

the magnetic field of the ring, an equ ation will be obtained by which the param- 

ar distance- 

P-lb-3975/V 
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' ‘ 

R5,;-21=z%(-'§) 
15 ‘R 5 

eters of the ring can be evaluated. Equating eqs.(l5') and (16), we have * F‘

I 

‘:_. 

RE, =_- 211-?- 
: 

(17) 

RE‘ =—" ‘Iii -8- 

Combining eqs.(l7) pairwise, we obtain the following three equations:
: 

' 
1 1 5 E a 4 us E, 

' which should be most trustworthy of all, do not display this increase. The mean val

+ 

(Zn) rs"-3-ii; (5) = 452* (I1) ‘Tag’ <18) - 

which lead to the numerical values of a/R given in Table 8. As will be seen from 

the Table, the values of a/R fluctuate within relatively narrow lhnits. 
The calcu-

_ 

lations of a/R on the basis of E3/E5 in El/E5 indicate the systematic increase of 

the radius of the ring during the development of a storm. But the data for El/E3, _ 

ue a = 3.8R - 0.88 is in good agreement with the views of Chapman, Forbush, and 

sed above. Thus both theoretical arguments and empir- Kalinin that have been discus 

ical data from the field of terrestrial magnetism and cosmic rays 
lead to a magnitude"‘ 

of the ring of the order of 3-5 earth radii. It goes without saying that the ring 

may be considerably larger than this during individual stonns, 
but all the smne 

Stoermer's hypothesis of a ring with a radius of several hundred earth-radii 
must 

be rejected. The current strength in the ring corresponding to the Dst—V8rl&tlOfl 

of 56 moderate storms is equal to 

i==%§}===7><10°A, 

for the 

. There is no analogous tenn in eq.(l6), since eq.(16) _ 

determines the field potential with accuracy to a constant. 
* The tenn 21ti in eq.(l5') denotes a part of the potential that 

is the same 

entire surface of the earth 
'

' 
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too, is in good agreement with the ideas of Chapman and Ferraro on the current ring. 

Table 8 

l u . - 

and that corresponding to 13 Sc ebonns, equal to i = 20 x 105 amp. This estimate,

v 

Analysis I 

FLH 

no
T mm 

vim it Mean 

A Hours A.5 

l2 3.6 

20 5.0 

28 h.5 

Mean 1. . 1, 

2.0 

2.5 

3-3 

2.6 

2.1 

2.7 

3.6 

3.8 

3.1 

3-3 

2.8 

3.7 

3-9 

i 0.8 

Analysis II 

l Hour - 

10 3.8 

2O 3.8 

30 5.9 

hO 5.2 

60 h.O 

Mean A.6 1 l.O - - - 
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CHAPTER IV 

CALCULATION OF ELECTRIC CURREHTJ BY FHE METHOD UF JUHFACE INTECRALS 

Section l. The Vestine hethod of separating the Observed Field into = 

an External and an Internal Part 

Spherical analysis, applied by us in the preceding Chapter to the study of the 

field of the Dab-variations, was long the only 
method for calculating the potential 

from the magnetic elements observed at a nwnber 
of points of the ea1th's surface. 

It has been repeatedly used with great success 
in the representation of the pennan- 

ent field and the Sq variation, and has allowed the solution of a number of major 

problems of the nature and structure of these 
fields. It has also been used in con—

- 

d we have seen above, of certain 
sidering the secular and annual variations, an , as 

parts of the field of variations: Deb, Dm, and nch. Uut the use of spherical anal- 

ysis is limited by the requirement that the field 
studied must possess spherical syn- 

metry and that it can be successfully 
represented by the first few tenns of the _ 

series. If, however, the field has a rather complex structure and 
requires a large 

number of tenns for its representation, then the labor needed in calculating the co- 

efficients is immeasurably increased, and the series so obtained ceases to be con- 

venient for various practical or theoretical 
applications. Accordingly, the spher— 

ical analysis of the SD—variations, which 
characterize a complex geographical distri- 

iori to be doomed to fail, and Chapman, Vestine, and other 
bution, would seem a pr. 

authors who have studied SD, have abstained from any analytic representation of the
’ 

al 
field at all. In 19b1, Vestine (Bibl.57a, b) proposed a new method of mathematic 
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rd‘ to the author's idea, was to replace spherical analysis in 
analysis which, acco ing 

pmovedf0rRemase:20TW09M1 

‘ b ed on the representation of the 
the case of rather complex fields. lhis method, as 

tential of the field by the aid of surface integrals, allows a separation of the 

in and one of external origin, from the com- 
PO 

potential into a part of internal orig 

ponents of the field as observed on the surface of 
the sphere. Since it imposes no 

restrictions whatever on the configuration of the field, I decided to apply this 

method to the calculation of the potential of the SD-variations. 
For the purpose of 

our work, however, as for many questions of peomagnetism, it is necessary not only 

to separate the field into an external and an internal part, 
but also to calculate 

tl bserved field. The calcula- 
the electric currents whose field is e1uivalent to "ae 0 

tions perfonned by us showed that this problan, too, is successfully solved by the 

aid of surface integrals. 

Since the method of surface integrals is here used in 
geomagnetic practice for 

the first time*, its mathematical foundations and practical methods 
will be discussed 

in the present Chapter, while the descrip 

the SD—variations will be reserved for the next Chapter. 

The theory of the method is very staple. Let the volume v he surrounded by a 

closed surface S, and let there be, both within and without the surface S, sources 

exciting the magnetic field. If U and 

tives in the region v and on the surface S, and continuous second derivatives in 

volume v, then Green's fundamental theorem indicates that 

" '1 * (U'bl.’7b) the calculation of the potential of the geomagnetic 

tion of the calculations of the currents of 

V are functions with continuous first deriva— 

the 

* ln Vestine s note 1 ) 

kin le and the work by Vestine and _ 
field at one instant of time is yiven as an e'=:p , 

Davies (uibi.ol) on the interpretation of magnetic anomalies contains 
several fonu 

'd f xface integxals. 
ulas based on the solu 
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,§_where n denotes the direction of the external normal. Let us assume that U == l/r _~. 

-Q... 

‘ (r == distance from a fixed point P outside S to the variable point M, in v or on S) 
\

1 

E 

i 

4...

A 

and v= v¢+v,, (2) ._ 

' _where Ve is the potential of the field ofathe sources 
external with respect to S, and 

?Vi is the potential of the field of sources internal with respect to S; we then have 

al 
few-»~-1->d»=/(e%<:-V-.,-;-) <1» 

For any point of the volume v
' 

‘

1 A-r-=0, AVe=O AfldAU!=——4flp' 

(I1 i = density of the internal magnetic masses). Consequently, the left side of ~ 

eq.(l') gives

1 

_/-; AVd'v=-4-xv‘/‘—‘:5d"u .=-41<v,; 
9 U 

and the potential at the external point P9 of the field of internal 
sources yields 

'

1 @_ 
1 I OV r d3_ V1="'K./V ¢5,r"Vs; <3)

s 

By similar reasoning we get the result that the potential 
at the internal point 

Pi of the field of external sources reads as 
follows:

I 0- \ 
1 /‘ 1 0V r 

V, tn. ;(@,, Van """ an 
S \ 

/I 

Let the points P and P» be located on the external and internal normals to S 
e 1 

passing thmugh the point of the surface P, where both Pe —- P and Pi - P. 

. 8 _ 

Then, taking Z1__] l_ .€\:_ ds as the potential of a single layer of the density 
TI ll‘ - I1 
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1 

E 

. BV 1 , _ 

_i 

, O = _ 1/Q -5; , and-Z;-I V-5;- ds as the potential of a double layer of the 
den=~a< 

Sity p " ;L.V, and allowing for the known properties of the potentials 
of single and 

4n 
double layers, we get the result that _ __ 

I 

I 

_ "- 

1 

0 , ‘ vI|P+=.— pa-F-dS—{-Qnp’, -.:: _____‘ 

@ 

. 0.
_ 

I 
1 1 av 1 _j[ g_ 

“* 

f O 
a-} . 

‘ V.I»_="§ 7“"'§ f"a7r“‘"2"PP “ 
0 \., 

| 
1 10V 1 V _L 

‘ 

=Ff7'Br1ds_K§/ V—¢3_'Tds+ 2 VP’ (6) 

where P+ and P_ denotes that the approach to the point was from the side of the ex 

ternal and internal normals. Hence, 

0 01- 
‘” 

v,-v,|,,=,}‘-S/v -1-§§-vi} ds. (7) _ 

5 

Knowing the distribution of the surface S of the total potential V and its nor- 
’ 

mal derivative '8V/B n, Ve — Vi may be calculated for any point of the surface; then, 

: 

by combining eqs.(2) and (7), the value of Ve and Vi can be separately detennined. 

It must be noted, however, that the potential V0 of any uniform double layer of 

a density of po, located on the closed surface S, equals zero outside the surface 

and -A n+ O inside it. For this reason, if, to the postulated double layer with a __1 

density of l/A n V, we add a layer of unifonn density po = -V0/An , then.eq.(3) will 

remain without change, while eq.(A) will take the form
'

1 

\ 
5- . v,=§‘-f $3‘-,1-(v-v.)-3% ds+V., <8) T 
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whence 1 

03-
' 

' v.|p_=;%j -1-%-,¥-(v-vow; ds+-"—",i’1+v°- <9’ 

Instead of eq.(5) we will now h'ave 

oi _ <10) 
v,|,,+=-K‘;/‘ }%’-(v-vo)-anl a;+L,i 

and, consequently, 

al _ av . 

V¢_V1=§:'=',,/‘ ':“b7f"(V”v<>)'5/? ‘?‘+V°' (11)
S 

It follows from eqs.(9) - (ll) that, if the potential V on the surface L5 is 

known only with an accuracy to an additive constant, then the values of Ve — Vi and 

Ve may be found only with an accuracy to a constant, while the values of Vi will be 

calculated exactly. Besides the above general fonnulas, Vestine also gave formulas 

applicable to cases when the surface S is a sphere or a plane. In spherical coordin— 

ates with the pole coinciding with the point P (cf.l~‘ig.l7a), the distance between the 

points P and M (r‘Orp ) is equal to 

r=2Rslns°2—=2R slnq), \{1=%-, 

01. 
r cos“ Vllfl 4-v_ _ 1 

dn 1' r‘ 4R'|ln Q1 ' 

Denoting 3V/an by Z, let us now transform eq.(7) into 

2: 

v,*—V.= /' /'(v+2RZ>cos+d¢d<P 
6' 6’ 

';"|... 

OI‘ 

2: % 
v,-v,=_-§f;/'/'(v- V¢+2RZ)cos¢d\{»dip, <13) 

O 6 0 
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if the value of V on the sphere 1S known only with an accuracy to the constant V . 

It was eq.(l2) that I used to separate the potential of the SD-variations into 

an external and an internal pazt. 

ad‘ P b) 

Fig.1?

I 

The solution of the two-dimensional problem leads to still stapler fonnulas. 

In cylindrical cooxdinates r,q1, z, whose origin is place at the point P, PM = r, and 
CO 7|! , Q) 2|:

0I @._ 
v,—v,==,%$/,/.(%Z—v-55 ~1rdw==§';_/ zdrdq». <11.) Q 0 O °' 

i.e., to find the diffexence of the external and internal potentials, it is suffic- 

ient to know the values on the plane of the A-component of the field. 

Section 2. Practical Methods of Calculating the External and Internal Potentials 

The fundamental difficulty in perfonuing practical calculations of the differ- 
ence Ve - Vi by eq.(l3) is that it is given in coordinates connected with the posi- 

tion of the point P, for which we seek the value of Ve - Vi. The transformation of 
the equation to any fixed coordinate at all (for instance, geographic or geomagnetic). 

I’ 

by means of the usual fonnulas for the transfonnation of coordinates, leads to a 

complex expression inconvenient for mass calculations. In view of this fact I adop- 

ted the following technique: 

If we denote by V and Z the mean values of V and L on the circle of latitude 
q:= const, then eq,(l2) is transfonned into 

F-To-8975/V
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~>|a 

‘ V, — V4-'= /‘ (QR? -|— 7) cosqadqw. (15)
D

1 

‘on the surface of the sphere, the mean values Z and V along the circles of latitude 

‘(P being taken as the pole of the coordinate system). For this purpose, the fonnu- 

las of transition from one system of spherical coordinates (fixed pole) to another 

(with the pole at P) were used for preparing overlays 

on which the lines W = const were plotted. The fonnu- 

las for calculating the overlays were obtained from 

the solution of the spherical triangles NDQ and PDQ 
K‘ 00 ' 

1 
In order to calculate the integral of eq.(l5), we must, find, fgr each point P 

1>T‘*~~_ ‘ (Fig.l8). The figure uses the following notation:
I 

N, pole of the fixed system of coordinates. In this 

system, P( 90 , A O). In coordinates with the pole P, 
Fi l8 g. 

the point Q is determined by the polar distance 9 and 

the longitude )\ . On dropping from Q a perpendicular to the prolongation of the arc 

NP and denoting the arc ND by k, we have 

tgk= tg Gcos (A - A0),
D 

'g*=§§§>7)'~ 
tg Q1)-=sln ktg(A —- A0), 

whence 
3 _sln(k—6o) '- 

From A PQD it follows that 

W ctg6=ctg(k-9o)cos).. 

By combining eqs. (17) and (18), we get 

cos? (k— 6°) ctgz 6 (lg? (A - A0) sin? k + sin! (k — U0) 

Equations (17) and (19) give an expression for the coordinates of an arbitrary 

F-Ts-s97z.Av as 
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point Q in the system with the pole P, in tenns of the coordinates of the points P 

and Q in the system with the pole N. By eq.(l9) We calculated the °“TV°5 °f W “ 0/3 

= const for various values of 9'0, andJ\°land plotted them on the coordinate 
net 

_ .___..._-_ ._~' < ' ~-—~;~:-=~—1- 1"-‘>1’ *""'*—*""~~'-— " “ "'~ *‘“"""‘ 

_ 

” 0,- 

I 
‘-7- 

i_ _‘
L 

‘ 
- : 

. 

\" 
\‘\~ 

Fig.l9 - The Overlay 

9, A.. By the aid of the overlays so obtained, the process of calculating Ve and 

Vi at the point P((?O,J\o) reduces to the following: 

l. From the components observed on the earth's surface, we must calculate (for 

instance, by integration of the X component) the potential V for a number of points 

covering the entire earth with a unifonm net. 

2. Plot the value of the potential and the Z component on the coordinate net 

6 ,A . For brevity we will, in the following, call a coordinate net with plotted 

values of any element a cartogram. 

3. Placing on the cartowrams of L and V the overlay traced on transparent paper 

on the same scale and calculated for 90 ,A(), take off the values of V and Z along

s 
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each line of \1', equal to W1, ‘V2, etc. and average those values of V and £ 

1+. Calculate for each value of qr the binomial (2R-Z + V), and, by means of num-
1 
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5. Knowing VP = VG + Vi and Ve - Vi, find Ve and Vj separately. As an example, 
Fig.1‘) and Tables 9 and l0 pive cartograms of the Z and V of the SD-variations and 
an overlay for P((-9 0) with (9 O = 200. The geoxnapnetic coordinates have been taken 
as the fixed cuorrljnnte system; the overlay and czlrtogrmn are given in c_'/ Lin<h'icnl 

projection, while the isolines of 1;: are dmwn at intervals ol' 5°. For one and the 
same values of ® U, but different values of/\ O, one overlay can be used, by shift- 
ing it in proper manner on the cartogram. with prelzhninarly prepared cartogrmns and 
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overlays, the calculation of Ve - Vi for each point is not so laborious. .__ 

Section 3. Calculation of the Electric Currents by the Integral I-lethod _ 

For calculating the currents whose field correspond to the external and inter- __ 

' nal parts of the observed magnetic field, the method of integral equations was se- 

lected. As is commonly known, the solution of potential problems is one of the
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classical Fields of application of integral equations. The internal Dirichlet proh- 

lem for the sphere is reduced to the Fredholln equation of‘ the second kind: 

— WIP = Qmp lbgioi d5» (20) 
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<_}the current function on the surface S o 
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‘ 

I 

.. _ < _ w ere v denotes the density of the double layer located on the sphere; W1 are values? 
\\ 

_
- 

AgM;Q{_the_potentialwas§igned for the surface,of~the sphere (l\Wi E_0 inside the sphere), 
¢::3and the values of r and ¢ are the same as in Section l. Unfortunately, the condi-

, 

;;t1aa§ Bf our problem do not lead directly“to_this easily studied equation. The §péEl 
‘:0 

? 
wlpific peculiarity _of our problem resides in the fact that we know the function Ve on 

;O_w the surface S1 of a sphere of the radius R (on the earth's surface), satisfying the
w 

uiLaplace equation inside the sphere S1, while we desire to obtain distributions of Q 

"$ 

._ 

_QI_. (D 

U_:§Since the magnetic potential of a currentilayer with a current density of V is equiv- 
. ,8?

I 

phere of a radius a, if a > R(cf.Fig.l7b). 

_. 

-_-?_= 

I-‘J 
\,- --a‘ 

lent to the potential of an inhomogeneous magnetic layer of a density of V, it fo

_ 

__.,_T_; 

ows that we can replace derivation of the current function by derivation of the 
l

I 

"density of the double layer. 

I VM» 

2 
Let M( 9, o) be.a variable point of the sphere S; and let Ml(9l, ¢) on S1 and

I 

\ 

,P( Qdwo ro) be a certain point inside the sphere S1 or on its surface. Then, 

, vM@_1_ 
v'== ————5ab, (21) o ~f@~ 

4 where r = PH. Since the values on the surface S1 are assigned, it follows that the 

expression VP for noli R may be found by the aid of the Poisson integral 

R'—'3f v VP: 4r=R 
S 
Fds’ (22) 

where rl = PMl. By equating the right sides of eqs.(2l) and (22), we get the Fred-
Q 

holm integral equation of the first kind: 

R 1 R[_2 vM6— 
411R F ds _ -_. ml V ___ /‘ dr d5, (23) 

. 
1 :-

" 

for ro = R
4 
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_§in the general form is very complex and requires the core of. the equation and the 
. I

_ 

{free term to satisfy certain conditions. {This compels us to dispense with its sol - 
. 1 ~ 

Ztion.‘ In order to reduce the determination of the density to the solution of eq.(2
I
1 

It is generally known that the solution of re o e_qu n r n 
-

1 

Q the function V8, which is harmonic withinithe sphere, must be extrapolated, by some .

C

Q 
- 

——-\r 

-A 

---- 

¢-.. 

._

5 

lmethod, to the external space. But this is extremely difficult, since V8 in the ex-1
. 

lternal space is an irregular ftmction. Igtherefore decided to take another path.
I 

Namely, knowing the function V6 at any point within the sphere S1, the fictitious 

density v is calculated for certain surfaces O 5 R, and then the values of v are 

extrapolated to p =- a_. This procedure is {legitimate in principle, since v ‘is a func-ff 

tion regular throughout the entire space. In order to show that this method assures 

the accuracy necessary for many geophysical problems, we present two examples. 

I. Let, on the sphere R, the potential of the external sources be assigned as

i 

V= RgP§ (cos 6) cos '9 
Everywhere, for p 5R, we have A V = 6, and therefore V may be analytically con- 

tinued on any p < R. For 

I 

P'"—'R: V=gRP§c°"P(%)’» 

p=R, V=gRP§cos<p 

p= R, V=gRP§ cos up . 

Assume that we are on the sphere R3. 

2:13 \—: 

Then: l) we know the field of V on the sphere R3; 2) we know that it is of ex- 

ternal origin; and 3) we do not know at what D (D > R3) its sources are located. It 

may therefore be assumed that the field is located on the sphere , R1, R, etc, so 

that the current density can be calculated by the usual formulas. If the potential 
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on the sphere R3 is represented by the function 

cos mgr- v= RWTP: 
sin Imp

’ 

then the current density on the surface of P (P > R3) will be 

. i___l%?Z£__i_l(_L)npmC0lm?7:. 
:1 

_F 4" "+1 R "sinmcp 

Ln our case ZILL-1 = 2 and R3 Y = gR(R )2, whence 
n + 1 3 -% 

. 25 1 
z=-6-7;-E§P}gcos <9. 

Denoting - Q Pl cos qa g by B, we have 
61: 2 

R2 
for 0 =n2 i=B%; atR2=O.96R i=O.92B; 

for p=-‘R1 i=BijE; atRl=-.98R i=O.96B;
R 

' for p = R i = BR; at R = 1.0011 i = l.OOB. 

But in reality the current flows along the sphere O > R, where we do not know 

the value of V8. Let us find i for D > R by simple graphic extrapolation (Fig.20). 

Then, for a = 1.028., we have i = l.OhB. Check: from the value of V on the sphere R 

we have, for a = l.O2R: 

1-: — (§P; cos e (1,o2)= =. 1,0413.
I 

II. On a sphere of a radius of R, the potential 

“ V = RgP}° cos Q, 

is knovm . 
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On the sphere 

=fiP p=R V=gRP}°cos9 

=:= R V: Co‘ ’ . 

I
. 

L l 4 0 

I19 ON up mo uu mo 

ll
0 

IO =R V-—=gRP},con 5}) . 

10

1
I 

pzqpwowl OI Bop 

=5 \ 
1-B(—1%)1° 

20 - Calculatlon of Current Denslty y b Extrapolatlon 

( Calculated Values, x, Extrapolated Values) 

values of V on the sphere R3, we have btartlng out from the 

10R 21 p R o w 
_. 4 I1 _: }0cos<pg =B’%m, 

= — glQ— RP cos 
= 0.678, 

For = O 

For = l 

Extrapolatlng on e g p 
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= 0.828, 

= l.OOB. 

th ra h of Fig 20 for = l.O2R will give 1 = l 20B Accord-



ing to the fonuulas of spherical analysis, i = 1.228, i.e., the ernnr is 2%. _ 

Section h. Finding the Current Density from an Assigned Potential on the 
Sphere. 

Extrapolation of the Potential 

f roblem to the classical problan _ 
After having thus reduced the solution o our p 

of finding the density of a double spherical sheet from values of 
the potential as 

signed on the sphere, we must select a practically conveni 

eq.(20). Equation (20) is a special case of the equation 

v,, -_-_ ‘ZRVP + x /‘ »M sf; ds 
‘ (25) 

for X = + l. 

ent method of solving 

l ation of the second kind by the aid The usual method of solving an integra equ 

of resolvents is inapplicable in this case, since the series expressing th e resolvent
‘ 

l ' e (2') are known in the liter— 
b@C0mB$ divergent at A = + l. Two methods of so ving q. ) 

ature. The first was given by Newnann in 1875, and the second by 
Bogolyubov and 

t tie following: Since 
Krylov in 1926. Newnann's method (dibl.lA) reduces ‘o 1 

211...: S-0-gds, 

then 

v C050 
2:v -: -ll--ds 

and 

VP: _/‘("u'""P) £oTsi5d5+4""P' 

COI G __. 

This transfonnation is necessary in order to replace the integral ‘[vA,—7;—dS, _ 

'd' itl P by a convergent integral which has a singularity at the point M, coinci ing w 1 , 

that has no singularities as M"* P. 
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The equation 
), 

IV 
| 

vp=a-f?f\§l\(vP—vM)E’;_l3dS+-i-€‘,- (26) 

is solved by the aid of the series 

"P=ZlE[UoP"|"7‘U1P+)‘2U2P+" "+)‘nUnP]' (27) 

which is convergent for )\ = + l. 

The functions Un are determined successively through 
the recurrence formulas: 

U0/> ‘= VP 
cos <1 Um = lo (uop ”' U0M)'T ds

s 

Unv" (Un-1.11"" Un—l.M)g%?ds 
(23) 

This method is convenient since the value of the 
nth tenn depends on the first 

(n — l) terms and does not depend on the (n + l)t'h and subsequent terms. Thus, in 

order to pass from the nth approximations to the (n + l)t’h approximation, it is nec- 

essary to add, to the sum of n terms, an (n + l)t’h term without changing the first 

n terms . 

On transforming eq.(28) into a fonn convenient for our calculations, we have 

_ 1 EEP UlP—-3:3/‘(vP“_ VM) ,2 R.Slfl5ie d)» 

Denoting the angle hetween the radius vector of the points 
I-i and P by <5 , we 

have 

3 6 
r==2Rsln-5, a=_;_§, 

where cos 6 = cos O cos 90 + sin 6 sin 90 cos (A — A0), if the coordinates of P are 

nu, A0 and the coordinates of1~i are 9, A . 
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i 

whence
' 

2|: 1: 

Up:-_%'/‘/v(Vp— VM)cosec%sln0d0dk. (30)
o o 

We remark that, for I~i 
“‘ P, coscc <5/2 -' co, but since VP .— VM - U, it is easy 

' to show that (VP - VM) cosec g- remains finite. 

If, in calculating U1, we take for each point P its ox-m syetem -vf‘ coordinates ‘ 

with the pole P, then 5 E 9 and 
‘Zn n 

U”,-—-éf f(V,,— VM) cos gdfidl. ::(3l) 
0 0 

2n 
l. Introducing£l/2 =\v and vp = vM = 2 £ 

(vp - vH) ax ( the mefln value of vp -vm 

from the parallel circle), we have 

“:1 

Nu-4 

~\ 

I/1p=—f F,;—'- v‘;> c<>s~4»d+ <3?’
0 

and in general 
Y1 Q "‘

1 UnP= 2I(Un—l,P'_Un—l,M)cos'Pd‘¥:':
0 

r:

2 

1 I
— =5 Un-|,P'_'§'f Un-1.M c°5‘i’d‘P- ('53)

0 

Thus in zen) 8[)pI\DXlJI18ti0H, the function o[‘ current density is vp = - l/Int Vp 

and, in first appro7.iJ:;..tiun, ' 

f'~

2 

vp-:=-—£;-[-3- V,,— v,,¢osq»dq» (3/')
i

0 

etc. 

ution the current den- These formulas very clearly show that, in zero -'l[|p1‘\.)XlnlZ , 

sity is equal to the potential with an accuracy to :1 c-Jnstzmt cue[‘I'jcient. ‘l'hcn-I'ur'e,l 

for a rough estimate of the configuration of‘ a current system, it is sufficuent to 

t' as will he ole-'|‘1‘ from ‘ construct the isolines of potential. In first approxima ‘Jon, 
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4 

eq.(3l+), the value of the current density is detennined by the inequality: - 

_
i 

I 1 3 F"P\<|'Pt< m'V"\' 
. <35)

1 
Ehllfltivn (314), serving to calculate the current density, allows u's again to use 

the overlays described in the preceding paragraph. 

Let us now turn to the question of extrapolating the values of V6 for!) < R.
A Qince we obtain Ve on the earth's surface not in an analytical but in e numerical 

form, the most convenient method of extrapolating Ve within the sphere is the Pois- 
_,_n 

son intv -ral. If the varirhle point of the surface of the sphere is I-KR, B , rp) and 

the internal point at which we desire to calculate the potential is P( 0 , 9 0,‘? O), 

then __ 

Ra._ a 4 . 

UP=T12l_/‘UM???’ <3“)

S 

where UM denotes the surface value of the potential. For convenience in przctical 

computation, we will })cI‘fuI‘u cert: ll] tr:~nsf1>m: tions. 

bince 

r’=R’+p’—2Rpcos8, 

where 6 is the angfle between OM and UP, then 

U 1 R_(_R_: 
._ P2) J‘. fa UM sin 6 d0 dqv __ P 4" (R' + p2 — 2Rp cos 6)'/' ' (37) 

0 0 

lf we again place the pole of the coordinate system at P, then 

'5 2!! n I RkR=-=) 1 a — Up - 4nR8&__f’l ;‘ 5:? 
0 

_/‘J. UMdq>d0=j'_L1(9)/((9)40, US) 
° K +7?_§_ Frog 

) 0 0 _ 
1 Q11 

where U = 5- J Uldrp denotes the n.e:n value of U]. for the circle of l.-"ttitudc * 
[ ‘s ‘. _ 

O * 
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an 

K0 f _f_ slnfi .() 2<l Ra)(l+%—2§-c000 9 

Thus the extrapolation of V6 to any spherical surface p < R may be performed by 
means of the same overlays that were used in calculating the difference V — 

Section 5. Practical Methods. Conclusions as to the Suitability of the Method 

In accordance with the above, the calculation of the external electric currents 

from geomagnetic elements known at the earth's surface reduces to the following 

steps: 

1) Calculation of the 

2) Calculation of the 

3) Calculation of the 

Rs 

A) Calculation of the 

height of the currents above the earth's surface by means of graphic 

potential Ve at 

potential Ve on 

current density 

current density 

extrapolation of vp2,\u)l, andv R. 
We succeeded in turning all three laborious operations calculation of 

° 

“=0-=1- 

single type which could easily he performed by the aid of ovexlays Phe total volume 

of computation work in this case is comparable with the work for spherical analysis. 

In this way, we calculated the electric currents iOSPOfiS1bl8 for the 0U—VdIld~ 

tions. The experience in actual calculations showed the method to be completely 

applicable to the study of magnetic fields with a complex geographic dlot1)bUtlOfl 

These equations pennit calculating the electric currents 1GSpOnS1blC fol the 

external part of the potential. Fonnulas intelpleting the internal part of the }
— 

tential may be obtained by an entirely analogous method The basic method in this 

case will be the solution of the external problem of Diiichlet hv means of the 
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spheres of I&d11F3l andr>q, 

v for three spheies of radii D1, 02 an 

for a sphere of radius a(a - R is the 

ll 
n 2 

(2RZ + V) cos m d\y, f U(€))K((9)d0 and I _n cos d dd into operations of a 
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Fredhohn equation 
'T_ 

‘J COI a 
I vP:2flVp"- 

A0) 

Vp in this equation denotes the values, known on the surface of the sphere, of 
the 

I‘ outside the sphere. It must be taken into 
potential satisfying the Laplace equa.1on 

account here that the corresponding homogeneous equation 

03a vc 21w -J‘-——-——'_, ds (hi) 

has a solution other than zero (v = const) in view of which certain complications 

arise in the solution of the external problem of Dirichlet. In courses on mathemat- 

ical physics, however, it is shown that this problem can be solved for any distribu- 

tion of VP. It is true, of course, that the values of v will be found with an accu 

racy to a constant. Thus, in both cases (finding the external currents responsible 

for V8 and the internal currents responsible for Vi), the problems are not solved 

with complete accuracy. ln the Fonuer case, V8 is detennined from the observed dis- 

tribution of the geomagnetic components with an accuracy to a constant, while in the 

latter case the current density vi is found from the calculated distribution Vi with 

an accuracy to a constant. Uut these lhnitations are negligible in considering the 

variations with time or space of the geomagnetic field. 1n studying the variable 

magnetic field or magnetic anomalies, we may reconcile ourselves to the fact that no 

unifoxm system of currents related to the pennanent part of the potential is being 

calculated. 

The extrapolation of the values of Vi known on the surface of the sphere H to 

external space may likewise be accomplished by means of the Poisson integral which, 

in this case, will be of the Fonn 

_P'=-R.*.fE. UP-‘ “R ‘is’ 
(1.2)

S 
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where 41' is the radius vector of the point P6, and r' lS the d1StnncO between the 

point Peiand a variable point on the sphere. Thus the practical methods of calculat- 

ing the internal currents may likewise by of entirely of the same type.
I 

A consideration of the question of accuracy (for more details, cf.Jection 5, 

Chapter V), has shown that the error of any operation of computation may be made as 

small as desired, and thus the accuracy of the results obtained is completely de- 

tennined by the accuracy and completeness of the initial empirical data. Exactly as 

with spherical analysis, the integral method requires a knowledge of the geomagnetic 

components over the entire surface of the sphere. lf the data dd not cnVuF the en- 

tire earth and are absent over large areas, then the Pinnnl calculation of the poteh- 

tials and the calculations of the currents still remains iussible, but the values so 

obtained will represent the phenomenon well for Pd{l)HJ nlhh abundant data -nd, pos- 

sibly, represent it poorly for regions for which there are no lita. A shortcsming 

of the method is the fact that it does not yield n complct analytic expression for 

the potential nnd for the current function: the final results rre obtained in [reph- 

' ical or tabular form. hevertheless, the fundamental pmhlems (L5')].|'I‘¢||,.il)Zl if the

1 

parts of external and internal oripin fnnn the observed field and calculation oi the 

sources of the field, whether electric currents or magnetic masses) are solved by 

means of surface integrals. Fhe method described above is therefore rimpletely capa- 

ble of replacing spherical analyses in cases of complex fields, in the consideration 

of a number of problems of ieomagnetism, and possibly of other branches if geophysics 

as well. Pbr example it would seem aivisable to use this uethod in otudyinp magnetic 

disturbances, the secular march representing a rather lJC4l phenomenon, 4 field of 

ma;netic anomalies, etc. 

A certain limitation of the method must also he pointed out. Fhe extrayolation 

of the current density v ,ives an accuracy which is sufficient hir practical |m1poses 

if the current-carrying layer is not too far fnnu the surface 1H which the distribu 

't a however an extrayclntion may tion of potential is known. ln the opposl e c JO, ~~ . , 
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lead to great errors. Phus, in the second example cf Jection 3 of the present Chap- 

ter, the extrapulntion Qf v to a sphere with a radius of l.2Ud gives an erxur of the 

older of 10$. if the sources Hf the magnetic field, huwever, =re far enungh from the 

surface nt which the ubservuticnc ere made, then the field till not be characterized 

by greet complexity hf ;cu,rnphic Jietrihutiun, nfld, C0HQ8qUCHLlj there till he noth- 

ing to prevent the use of 5PhQPiCal analysis For atudying the field. cut in all 

cases nf complex ;enphyJ1cuL .lelds (mhrnetic annmalieu, Magnetic Jtunus, and a nwu— 

her nf cthers), whlcn dn hut llnw the use »F upherictl analysis, it may he aqsumed 

that the snurces of the Field wre Located Hut mere than J.lH - u.2h awe; Prum the 

earth's eurfucc, ML which the extrapolation required by the mctncd JP JUPYHCG integ- 

ral» is entirely allowable.

I 
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CHAPTER v - 

The SD—Variations 

Section l. Basic Data 
d no tion of the field of magnetic As stated above in Chapter II, the secon 1 r _ 

e dif- 
stonns, the disturbed diurnal variations SD, is rather well represented by th _ 

ference between the diurnal march on disturbed days (Sd) and on quiet days (Sq). 

The differences SD = Sd -Sq, averaged over the year, were 
calculated for the 61 sta- 

tions enumerated in Table l. Since the SD—variations vary markedly with the ll-year 

cycle of solar activity (Chapter VII), the observations for the Second International 

Polar Year (II MPG) were used as in the study of Dst, in order to assure unifonnity 

of the starting data for most of the observatories. The list of quiet and disturbed 

days for these years, established by the International Association for 
Terrestrial 

Magnetism and Electricity on the basis of the magnetic 
characteristics of a worldwide 

net of observatories, is given in another paper (Jibl.AO). The characteristics of 

da s show that the disturbed days were days of moderate
- 

magnetic activity on these y 
'1 h ' t davs were completely quiet. Thus 

and great magnetic disturbances, wh1-e t e quie J - - 

the difference Sd - Sq can be completely characterized by 
the additional diurnal 

fluctuations which, on stormy days, are superimposed on the 
nonnal Sq variations. 

From seven observatories which are of great interest because 
of their geographic lo- 

cation, we did not have the data for the Second International 
Polar Y ear at our dis— ~ 

b e ' tions for three of them (Yakutsk;— position. In view of this, we used the l9hh o s-rxa 

Tbilisi, and Tashkent). A comparison of the SD—variations for l9hh and l933 
for a 
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both form and amplitude of the SD in these years number of observatories showed that 

closely resembled each other. The data of four observatories (Chelyuskin, Uelen, 

Kakioka, and Apia) relate to 1935, but to "reduce" them to the 
Second International 

Polar Year, the amplitudes of SD were decreased in accordance with the 
change in the 

SD-variations from l933 to 1935 at the other observatories. To reduce the first two 

we used the series of observations at Tikhaya Bay and Dick- of these four stations, 

son Island, and to reduce the last two we used Watheroo. 

It is well known that the field of SD displays more smmnetry with 
respect to 

the geomagnetic coordinates than to the geographic. In view of this, we calculated 

the geomagnetic component X‘, Y‘, Z for each observatory from the observations of 

the variations of H, Z, and D. A summary of these components is given in Fig.1 for 

the hhth observatory listed in Table l. The time on the diagram is local geomagnet- 

ic tflne. The local geomagnetic time tM was derived in l936 by McNish (Bibl.9) by 

analogy to local mean solar tine. Without allowing for small seasonal fluctuations, 

it is assumed that 

¢M= T+A __s9°, 
tic meridian In the middle latitudes, T - 69° denotes the time of the zero geomagne . 

A - 69° differs little from the geographic longitude of the locality X , and there- 

fore the difference between the local geomagnetic and geographic times is slight. 

Before proceeding to calculating the potential of the field of SD-variations and 

the construction of the current systems corresponding to it, it seems advisable to 

make a qualitative examination of the collected material with the object of elucidat- 

ing certain questions of the morphology of the field. The most substantial of these 

questions are as follows: 1) dependence of SD on local and universal time; 2) geo- 

graphic distribution of SD and selection of a system of coordinates convenient for 

the execution of the computational work; 3) choice of a working hypothesis as to the 

sources of the SD-variations. 

Section 2 of the present Chapter is devoted to the first two of these questions. 
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Sectlon 3 18 devoted to the thlrd question, while an exposition of the results of the 

calculation of the potential and electric currents of SD is given in the next four 

Sectlons. 
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Section 2. Dependence of the SD-Variations on local and Universal Time. 

The Su—Variations in the Polar Regions 

The graph in Fig.2l discloses the rather evident dependence of SD on tM and ¢ ; 

It still seems necessary to verify whether the position of the principal (or, per- 

haps, of the secondary) extreme values is tied to Universal Prue, since the question 

of the influence of Universal Pime on the diurnal variations has been repeatedly 

raised in the literature. K.K.Fedchenko, studying the diurnal variations of declin:
A 

ation (for all days) has shown that the location of the diurnal maximum of D in the 

high latitudes is governed by Universal Pime. A.P.Nikol'skiy (Bibl.26) makes analo=' 

gous assertions with respect to the maximum of disturbance. According to him, there 

are two independent maxima in the diurnal march of the disturbance, one of which oc 

curs in the evening hours of local time, and the other toward 17 h of Universal Time 

(noon at the magnetic axis pole). Since the correlation between the SD—variations __ 

and the diurnal march of disturbance (Sa) is a priori very probable, and since in 

addition, in the high latitudes the SD-variations are very close to the diurnal march 

for all days, these assertions force us to admit the possibility of the existence of 

two waves in the SD-variations as well. Phe times of the principal and secondary 

maxima and minima of the Z component of the observatories of the northern hemisphere 

are noted on the diagrmn in Fig.22. Figure 22 shows the rather regular distribution 

of the extreme values as a function of the local geomagnetic thne, while their dis- 

tribution by Universal Time is completely random. The presence of two maxima in the 

SD-variations is also found in the polar zone Q? = b3 — 67°), over which, according 

to present ideas, the electric currents causing the strong diStUPb3JC€ of the high 

latitude must flow. For other latitudes, both at the center of the polar cap and in~ 

the middle latitude belt, the existence of two maxima is not characteristic. Thus 

Figs.2l and £2 compel us to consider that the SD—variatinns over the entire earth are 

governed primarily by local time. The Universal Pime either has no influence at all 

on the distribution of SD or exerts such an insignificant influence that it cannot 
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be detect ed without a special workup. ‘ 

The existence of SD-variations at the magnetic axis pole appears to be somewhat 
in contradiction with this conclusion. A 
local eo 

t the magnetic axis pole, the concept of 1 

8 magnetic time loses its ordinary meaning (Just as the concept of local time _f 
at the 8@0graphic_pole has a i l ' 

va 

at all at 

spec a meaning, since the altitude of the sun does not
_ ry in the course of the day). It would se tr t J em 1a , .f a diurnal periodicity exists n 

this boreal pole, it would have to be due only to Universal Time. In fact 
in the zone near the pole (cf. the data of the Thule Observatory) the SD-variations ~ 
of the X and Y c 

ponent are equal to zero. But this contrad 
not hard t 

at the pole (6 = O) may be exal 
field on U 

general ca 

omponents are rather distinct, and only the variations of the Z com-_ 
iction is merely an apparent one. lt is 

o show that the existence of diurnal variations of the horizontal component 
1 ained even without assuming the dependence of the 

niversal Time. Indeed, the potential V of the diurnal variations in the 
se may be represented as a sum of Tesseral hanuonics*: 

L cos mt Pg‘ (cos6) Sm mt, Ill .7/:0. 

From the definition 

it follows 

P"' (cos 6) = sin"'b flfi " d (cos 0)" 

that, for 6 = O, 

» F¢50smVmpfl)(m>m 
Since 

I Z 

<‘_1 @v__ | m_, _Q:f¢_ U _ 
ami”/3 cosnd XMTW "'7 [m 51" 9¢°s 9d(cos 0)"' + bmlm I0 

sin mt ' 

y 1 
_. In 

I 
m_]0 limp" ==-—-----==.:-— n ---—-

. rslnfl 5! r S 
d(co5-6)"! Q05 /nf 

dmp 
== ix ~ finm6~---"

, 0" d(cos 0)”' '_;—+-‘--— Phls reasoning is equally correct for geographic and geomagnetic coordinates. 
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then Z(O) 5 0 for m = 1, but X(O) qé O and Y(O) £ 0, i.e., Y and X depend on sin t 

and cos t, and the vector diagram in the horizontal plane of diurnal variations must 
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Fig.22 - Distribution of the Extremes of the (Z component of the SD-Variations 

by Hours of the Day. C) Thne of Occurrence of Hinflnwn; 

O time of Occurrence of Maximum 

have a circular fonn at the pole. The actual data on SD at the poles are in complete 

agreement with these arguments. As a matter of fact, SD Z is very small at Thule, 

while the vector diagram of SD in the XY plane for Thule, as for Cape Evans (an ob- 

servatory near the south geomagnetic pole, cf. Uibl.hO), is of circular form. 

Here it is found that the vector of the horizontal component of SD rotates with 

the variation of the azhnuth of the sun (at the pole, the latitude of the sun does 

not vary throughout the course of the day, while its azimuth does vary). Thus, if 

viewed from the sun, the distribution of the vectors of the field of SD remains con- 

stant, as is also the case for the Sq—variations. t 

Returning to a consideration of the graphs in Fig.2l, we note that the depend- 

ence of SD on<b in its general features may be described in the following way: The 

auroral zone (m = 65 — 690) is characterized by small amplitudes of X‘ and by an un- 

stable two—wave fonn of Z. This is in agreement with the hypothesis that a linear 

current flows along the zone at the height of the ionosphere (or that the lines of 
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current of the surface current system are more closely 
spaced). North of the zone,

I 

um at noon the greatest amplitude being 
Z has the fiann of a single wave with a minim ,
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Fig.2} — The Auroral Zone and the Line of Centers of the hiddle—lmtitude Eddies 

Position of done According to Vestine. of SD—Variati0ns ( 

Coordinate Nets: Geomagnetic; -——-- Geographic) 

reached at latitudes 75°, north of which the amplitude again decreases. North of the 

zone, X' decreases in amplitude up to m = 75° where the phase is reversed. ounth of 

the zone, Z retains its fonn down to the very equator and only gradually decreases in 

amplitude, while X‘ decreases sharply in amplitude, resulting in still another phflse 

reversal at latitude AU to 50°. 

However, there are a number of cases (Angmussalik, Cheiyuskin, Bodankyla, etc.) 

which indicate a longitudinal asymmetry in the incidence of the variations. Vestine 

has pointed out that the asynmetry is considerably decreased if, instead of*P as the 

argument in the geographical distribution of SD we take n, which is the distance to 

the zone of the hypothetical linear cur 
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from the data of the magnetic variations and compared it with the maximum isochasm 

(the Vestine zone is shown by the broken line in Fig.23). 

The data collected by us for the Second lnternational Polar Year have allowed 
the position of the zone to be pin-pointed (the solid line in Fig.23), bringing it 
somewhat further south on the territory of the USSR. Po detennine the position of 

this zone, maps of the isoamplitude of SD X‘ were prepared, and the zone indicated 

in Fig.2} is the isoline of maximum amplitude of SD X‘. The second Line in the dia- 

gram, lying between A0 and 50°, indicates the latitude at which the SD-variations of 
X‘ change their phase*. 

In columns A and 9 of Table l for each observatory, the values of n expressed 
in degrees and the values of 'b‘ are given (q»' is the geomagnetic latitude cor- 

rected for the deviation of the zone fnmn the circle of latitude~bo = 67°; m‘ = 67° 

-r\°). The arrangement of the graphs of SD in accordance with m‘ (Fig.2h) leads to 

an almost complete destruction of the anomalies in the distribution of SD, especially 
in the high latitudes. ln the low latitudes, the replacement of‘? by ‘P‘ is insub- 

stantial, and a consideration of the middle and low latitude portions of Figs.2l and 
2h shows the same absence of any clearly anomalous observatories. 

in this connection, the complete nozmality of the SD at Huancayo and other ob- 
servatories of the equatorial region is of great interest in this connection. Since 
the Sq— and L-variations of Huancayo_are abnonnally great, the absence of anomalies 
in SD and Dst is an indication that the current systems of the disturbances and of 
the quiet variations are Located in different layers of the ionosphere. 

The close relation between SD and<p‘ stands out most vividly on the graphs in 

Fig.zb, which iive the "meridian" of X‘ Y‘, L corres|mnding to U, b, 12, and 18h 

local geomagnetic time. The dispersion of the points, mappiny the relation X‘ (¢ ‘) 

and Z( ¢‘), is small. the dispersion of the curve of Y‘ ( m‘) is considerably 

* As we will see later, the centers of the middle latitude eddies of SD—variati0ns 
are located at this Latitude. 
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seem trustworthy. The authors found that the polar zone in the southern hemisphere 

also has an elliptical fonn with its focus at the magnetic axis pole, except that it 
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Fig.25 — Ldtitudinal Distribution of SD—Variations _ 

is not located symmetrically to the northern zone but is elongated on the side oppo- W 

site the south geographic pole. This conclusion is based on extremely scanty and ' 

nonunifornnmaterial - observations of 1882, 1903, l9l1, 1933, l9hl are used. olDC8 : 
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a 

SD varies considerably (cf.Chap 
er

\ l 
V 1 

servations without an appnap
\ 

of the impossibility, at the 

zone of magnetic activity mo 

’ sphere in the analytic represex 

in rough approximation, the 

t V11) with the ll-year cycle, the use of these ob- 

riate reduction might give orloneous iesuits. in view 

present tyne, of making the position of the 
southern 

re precise, we used only the data of the 
northern hemi- 

ntation of the field, considering that, although only 

potential of SD is the same in magnitude, but opposite in 

sign in the northern and southern hemispheres. 

These arguments on the geographic distribution 
of the SD-variations compel us to

I th field of S may be assumed to depend 
consider that, in calculating the potential, e D

. 

on two arguments, the geomagnetic 

l ‘t dinal tenns will be rather great. The long 
case, however, the ongi u 

metry will be considerably less if the corrected 
val 

latitude W and the geomagnetic time tM. In this 

itudinai asym= 

ue 4" is taken instead of @ as 

w "" tM). Fhe replacement of + by ¢' corresponds 
the first argwnent, i.e., SD - SD (1 

to the replaceme nt of the actual auroral zone by 
an arbitrary circuln 1‘ Z0118 ¢ 

Section 3. Selection of the Type of the Uurrent System 

t} currents responsible for the mag- 
fhe selection of the method of calculating 

1e 

netic variations depends to 

the current system. 1
\ 

the currents from an assign 
¢ 1 

‘ 2 ' - 
- 5, -- 

, ' I ‘fink 3 

a large extent on our a priori opinion 
as to the fonu of 

d‘ ; the distribution of 
t is well known that the problem of fin lfl{ 

ed yeomagnetic field on a sphere is in 
practice many- 

d sirin' to evaluate the intensity and con- 
valuedp Torlthisireason all investigators e g 

r tl is with F8Jp8CL to 
£igurati§n_oT-Ehe currents have adopted in 

advance some hypo 188 

that fnnn this point of 
theigfidistribution. We have already shown in Chapter I1 ,

\ 
_. Ia , 

'. 1 . 

.“ ‘i - 
. 2 . 

view, all.1nvestigators of magnetic ston ns are 
divided into two groups. the works of 

th ma netic disturbances are due to linear currents or 
the firstigroup assume that e g

N - 

F d roup embraces the 
nt belts in the auroral zone. he secon g 

relatively narrow curre 

works of Chapman and his colleagues, who consi der that the currents of magnetic stonms 

I a s herical current Layer. lo check these 
encompass the earth as a whole, fonning p 

hypotheses, we ca 
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f tl fields of linear cur- 
lculated the geographical distribution o '18



O , 

rents and compared them with the actually observed distribution of the field 
of SD- 

variations. Figure £6 shows the latitudinal distribution of the X-component 
of the 
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Fig.2o — Comparison of SD—Variati0ns with the Field of 
the Linear Electric ‘u 

Current. Along the horizontals, the distance in degrees to the oone of 

linear current (the auroral cone) is plotted, and along the verticals, the _ 

field intensity in gammas ( 
- - — -, amplitude of night minimum of X com 

ponent of SD—variations; , X component of field of vertical current 

(according to Gnevyshev); —.~.—., X component of field of horizontal current 

(according to Uirkeland) 

field of vertical current (according to Gnevyshev), and of the horizontal current 

(according to Uirkelund). In readink the figure, the vertical linear current is con-m 

ccived as flowing in the direction 02 from infinity to a height of $0 km, while the 

t of 100 km in u direction perpendicular to the % 
horizontal current flows at a heigh 

plane of the paper. the graph of the X‘ component of the SD—variations is disting- 

uished from the two theoretical curves by its asymmetry with respect 
to OZ and by its- 

negative values of X‘ at a certain distance from UZ. Obviously the theoretical 

curves will be unable to approximate sufficiently well to the observed curve, no " 
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matter what parameters are selected. The same non-correspondence is observed be- 

tween the curves of latitudinal distribution of the field of linear currents and the__ 

SD-variations of other components and at other hours of the day. M 

The hypothesis of a spherical inhomogeneous current layer is more general and, _ 

as shown by sample calculations of Chapman, it is able to explain the complex struc- 

ture of the field of SD. The above arguments forced us likewise to adopt the hypoth—. 

esis of a spherical current layer, and, without making any further assumptions with - 

respect to the configuration of the current lines, to calculate them from the ob- ‘

_ 

served geomagnetic elauents, using the method of surface integrals. 

Section A. Calculation of External and Internal Potential 

fhe values of the potential V, corresponding to the SD-variations observed on 

the earth's surface were obtained by integration of the X‘ component. it follows 

from the symmetry of the X‘ and the asymmetry of Z with respect to the equator (cf. 

supra) that the potential should be antisymmetric and should vanish at the equator. 

fhe values of V(9 , tn) (for the northern hemisphere) were calculated from the 

graphs of.Eig.25 by the fonnula 

'2 2 

v=- I x'dv+v,=;=-I xwzo. 
0 

2
0 

The calculations mere made for 216 points at intervals of 2 hours in longitude 

and 5° in latitude, fhe integration along various meridians led to tne fOllOHjfit 

values of V0 = V = O0: 

Ti.e, hours . . . 0 2 A o 3 l0 l2 la lo 13 20 22 

vo x lu-3 . . . 2 it it 12 -13 -19 10 so 3 o -13 2 

Since, as already noted, the potential of the diurnal variations not depending 

on Universal fime, must assume zero values at the pole, the values of V0 frnn the 

annexed table would have to serve as an indication of the value of the calculation 

errors. out in reality the values of V0 exceed the mean error of analysis, equal 
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to 3 ‘ l0-3 CGS (for more details on the accuracy of analysis, see l&b@P)- PUG _ 

existence of a potential—free part in the field of SD-variations might be an ¢XPl&n-_ 

ation for this discrepancy. fhe existence of a p0tential—free part (H) in the penm- 

anent field of the earth and of the S -variations has been detected by a number ofQ 
authors. But since such a part requires the existence of vertical electric currents 

103 to 10h times higher than the currents that can be observed by the methods of at- 

nwspheric electricity, the reality of the'N field has always been subject to doubt. 

The vertical currents necessary to explain the N field of SD-variations, calculated _ 

by the fonnula i ==¢ Hds, should not exceed 0.5 ‘ lO-lb CGS and should, as shown by ‘ 

calculations, be concentrated in the polar latitudes. fhe observations of the vert- 

ical current in Franc Josef Lend by Scholtz and at Chelyuskia by Gcrasimenko (oibl.lO; 

have shown that the mean value of the currents fluctuates about 2-3 Y l0-16 CG$, 

while individual values often reach l ’ lO—15 CGS, which is only 5 tbnes less than ‘ 

the values calculated for the N part of the SD-variations. ~ 

without discussing the question as to the reality and possible causes of the 

vertical currents (to which an extensive literature is devoted), we may say that it 

would be extremely desirable to repeat the observations in high latitudes on stozuy 

days, which would help to solve the problem finally. 

since the uu,nitude of the potential-free field (if it exists) is small in com- 

parison with the potential part, it proved possible in first approximation to neglect
_ 

it, by assuming that integration along all meridians leads to one and the same value E 

of V0, equal to zero. fhe ernars of closure (i.e., of the values of VU obtained by 

integration) were distributed proportionally over all the latitudes, so as not to 
n

~ 

violate the condition that the algebraic sum of the 2a values of V along each para- 

llel of latitude should be equal to zero. This last condition is dictated by the 

fact that the SD-variations should be represented by deviations from the mean liur- 

nal values of the magnetic elements. fhe values of the potential V obtained in the
~ 

result of the above corrections are given in the cartogram of fable lO. fhis carto- _ 
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ram end the enalo*ous »ne Poole V tor tne Z component (;renared -1om tte <re hs g L 
, 

. L 
i4__ of Fig.25) served as the stertinL materi: for calculating the external ;nd internsl_ 

parts of the pOL8nbl~l, V8 and Vi. lhe celculations were perfonied bu the metlod 

described in the precedinL Shzgter; the values of Ve and Vi were found for lO8 points, 

at intervals of lOo in latitude and 2 hours iv longitude. Figures 2] and 28 are i 
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Eig.28 — %he 5D—Variations. uatio of bxternal Part of Potential to , 

observed-Potential (Ve/V) 

maps of the potentials Ve, Vi and the ratio Ve/V. The isolines of Ve and Vi are 

drawn at intervals of lOh GGS. As will be seen from the diagram, the values of the 

potentials lbr Ve range from 92 X 103 UGO to -90 X 103 S65, and for Vi from -29 X 103 

UGS to l9 X lUj CG5, end the signs of the potentials are different on the morning 

and evening sides of the earth. The distributions of the isolines of Ve end those 

of Vi differ considerably. lt is true that the distributions of both JI and Ve are 

charocterized by four extremes (two pOl?P MUM two middle lutitude), but the fonn of 
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' 2) it is possible that the height of the current. layer is different at 
different lat 

the isolines on the Ve map is more elongated in a longitudinal direction. lhere is 

a shift in longitude which is particularly great for the morning polar maximum. The 

regularity of the distribution of V8 and Vi compels us to consider the results ob- 

tained as plausible. , 

In absolute magnitude, Ve considerably exceeds Vi, confinning the proposition 

that the principal sources of the field are located outside the earth's surface. 

The value of Ve/V varies over a wide range, from 0.55 to 1.75. For three points, 

Ve/V > l (1.50, l.ll, and 1.75). A regularity in the latitudinal distribution of 

Ve/V is noted: the mean value of Ve/V for the entire earth is 0.83; for the low- 

latitude belt (<1~ 5 50°) ve/v = 0.79; and for the high—latitude cap (*l>> 50°), 

Ve/V = 0.89. The figures so obtained differ considerably from the value Ve/V = 0.60, 

adopted by Chapman, by analogy with the Sq-variations. It is not possible at the

d 
present time to give a trustworthy explanation of the latitudinal dependence foun 

for Ve/V. Two hypotheses may, however, be advanced: l) The variation in Ve/V with 

the latitude indicates the unequal conductivity of the earth at different latitudes; 

itudes, which would sewn to be entirely plausible in view of our present knowledge 

as to the heights of the ionospheric layers. 

Section 5. Discussion of the Accuracy of the method 

Let us now dwell on the question of the accuracy of the integral method of rep- 

resenting the field. First of all let us evaluate the error in the calculation of 

V. On replacing integration by summation, we have V = HA6 Z X, where the X, for 

shnplicity, are denoted by X‘. 

The error in V is evaluated as follows. 

oV=-=RA6Z8X, 

where 6 X is the error in X. 

For A6 = 5°, R = o.A A 105 and 5l.= 1, 5, and 10 Y, we find that the maxunwn 
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error accwnulated up to the pole 6Vmax is l2 x 103, 12 x 10h, and 60 X lob CO3: PC“ 

spectively. The mean error 6V = l/n 6VmaX i8 Q-5 X 103, 3 X 103: “nd 6 I 103 CGS- _ 

O ' ror for 5X = 2Y will be 5VmaX = lb X 103 and the 
At latitude 55 , the maxunwn er 

lO3 CGS If the accuracy of X is lower in the 
polar cap 

mean error 5V = l x . 

(T 3 55°), for instance 5X = l0 Y, then the errors 5Vmax = 6 x 10“ and 5V — 3 X 

lO3 will accumulate up to the pole. Judging from the graphs of Fig.2b, the accuracy 

of the observed data of X in the middle latitudes 
is actually of the order of 2 Y, 

while in the polar latitudes it is of the order of l0 Y ; thus the accuracy of V ob- 

served can be evaluated as l x 103 CGS in the 
middle latitudes and 3 x 103 CGS at 

eaches lOO x 103, the error 
the pole. dince the observed value of the potential r 

would appear to be allowable. 

The error accumulated in the calculation of Ve - Vi may be eval 

On replacing the integral expression eq.(l2, IV) by the summation expression, we 

have 

v,- Vi A4» M22<2Rz+ v><=<>s 

For Am == A9 = 5°, cos\v = 0.5, we have 

-s 
.= \ 

10-’ '1 s ~ 

~(ve- v,) =9->’(;_§— >:z(2RoZ+ 0V). 

Phe accuracy of observation of d is lower than 
that of X; the calculations have 

been made under the assumption of a 6 Z equal to 2, 5, lO, :nd 20‘y (Fable ll). 

in this calculation we assumed 2 mean error 6 V for the entire earth, since in 

uated as follows: 

th ter the integrand expres- 
calculatinp V — V- the values of V for the entire ear en 

3 1 

sion. fhe number of terms in the expression 5 (Ve — Vi) is 2000. The small fable 

presented shows that l) the error 5 (V - V.) is due more to the inacculucy of Z 
6 1 

than to the inaccuracy of X; 2) the mean error 5 (Ve — Vi) is one or two orders 

e der the least favorable asswhptions smaller than the error of the observed V, even un 

as t0 6 £- Thus the practical accuracy of Ve is the same as the accuracy of V.

2 F—FJ-697A/V 1 1 
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\ ~ 

In the calculations pres 

the mathematical oper 
1' 

I eccuracv much higher than the accuracy 

ented we did not take into consideretion the errors of 

ince these me" bc per- ations themselves tintegretion, etc.), s. ' - J 

of the initial data. 
fonned with a very 1ig1 . ‘, 

Table 11 * 

6V .. 
CI: /-\/\ <‘<5 

. . . . . 0,3)<l0* 0,3)<l0‘ 0,3)(l04 0,3)<l0 
az . . . . . . .. 2><10~‘ s><10-5 1o><|o~’ 2o><10-5 

'.’RaZ . . . . . . .. 2.s><10¢ o,5><1o¢ 1a><10\ 2<s><1o: 

"'v;)ma:< . . 

3 CP - . ¢ 

3§<l0* 7)<lO* l3><lO‘ 26)<l0‘ 
24 56 I04 208

1 

nte'rPl method is ztle to 
Phese eveluetions 0? the error; inJic:tC thnt 

the i L 

provide nde1uete accuracy. ln practice lta ccur 

accuracy of the observed experimentcl mute 

deta, of'c>urse, we mean not on 

also the stability end represen a 

l
| 

ac] iu completely ieterninei by the 

rinl. my the accuracy of the >hserv0d 

ly the tccurncy of the observations 
themselves, but 

t tive nature of the mean date and the distribution

1 

of observation points over the earth‘; zurfhce. 

Section 6. the Current Jystem of 5D-Varrntions 

From the va 

d 't* in ' spherical ltjer of radius current ensi J t 

lues of Ve calculated by the integral Method, . distribution of the 

a = 1.05 R (0.05 d = 313 km) was con- 

f th F layer of the ionosphere, to which it 
structed, c0rrespondinL to the height o ' e q 

The current system so obtained (.ig 

is most probable that the currents of the magnetic disturbances cun 
be lefelred. 

"'.29) like the nhove—uescribed Chapman System, con- 

l' f which the two more intense ore loc~tel on the morn- sists of four current ed\1es, o 

ing and evening sides of 

The signs of the current 

latitude morning edlies heve e positive sign f 

the poldr cap, and the other two in the middle latitudes. 

functions are different: the polar evening znd middle- 

or the current function, the polar 

_____________ 
* All values given in Table ll are in the UGSM system. 
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I 

morning one middle-latitude evening eduies 
aixie-etiv 

‘pmovedf0rRemase:20TW09M1 C06028201

I 

e nijn. Fhe centcrs of the yolar 

° 1' hour meridians those of the middle-lati- 
current eddies ere located on the l unu 9 . 

- 
. ,

1 

Pl venin' end morning eddies nre un- 
tude eddies on the A vnn lo hour meriiians. 

.J6 e ‘ L 

l‘ edd is more intense than the evening eddy, 
equal in Intensity: the morning :0 tr y 

than the morning eddy. ln the ' while the evening 1-.iddle-latitude eddy is more intense 
- I

‘ 

zone d = o7 — 70° (the auroral zone) the current lines ere closely spaced, giving us 

i 
t‘ w Um]immrcumem;£wwUg 

the right to liken this part of the eurren, sys em 

eastward on the evening 

this cxowding of the lines of Force that is re.; 

side of the earth end westward on the morning side. 
it is 

enonsible For the specific pecu£Liz1rit;," 

t‘ and ionospheric phenomena in the AQH6.
_ 

of the course of megne lC 

the picture so constrdcted for th 

lowing manner the pattern of geobrephic distribution 
of 5. 

e currents allows us to interpret in the fol 

U described by us 
in iection 

F ch.1 ctcristic t pes of o —verietions: 
2. in each hemisphere, there are our -u‘e \ 

, 
, D 

‘ 'n'iun in the A‘ and o compon- 
I. Uircwupoler type, chnracterizin; tne daily mi n 

Fh' L“pC rarres-ends to the center of the 
ents; the ;mplitude of J is very small. lb J 

' 
" is layer in the direction of the 

polar cup, over which the currents flow in .he UflllOl 

20 — 3 hour meridian 
k e of close spacing of the current lines ll. Polar type, observed netwven t.e son 

nt the latitude 07 — 70 , .n 1e - 

750). lt is CMUPHCLQFLZOJ by the aftern .= 

in L. the amplitude of hoth components is hiyh. 

Ill. hiddle-latitude type, observe 

over wnlch 

charucterized by an evening maximum in X‘ end 4. 

IV. now-latitude type (between the n,1 \ 

latitude eddies and the equator) wi 

mum of t. fhc amplitudes of hoth components, eb,€C]= y , 

directly over the latitudes of the centers of 
the eddies Qt = 75° end\t = 55°) 

F-'1‘.s-<3*)7l+/ v 

the centers of the middle latitude vddies ere 
oce" t 

O d tl latitude of the centers of the polar eddies (¢ = 

‘ oon ll< ximun. in A‘ Ind bf, the .l:*;'ti;ue .-‘i'\1J‘-lUh 

d between the auroral zone nd the letituue 

1 te1t‘l‘ = >50). It is 

l t'tule of the centers of the middle- 

th an evening minimum of A‘ znd on evening maxi- 

*o '1Ll of J vreswmll. 
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1 
_-me. 

and under the zone 0 

ch;\racter“.'\.:;ed by the change in ;;.'L;,u o 

1‘ cmwdlnt; ul‘ the current lines, tr

Y 

amsitional forms are observed, 

1' the X‘ variatium and the maximum increase in 

' \ e in 41.511 uf J. :.uu.l an lucr<:u..c 
the amplitude cl‘ Z in the former case:-a and b_,' the ch: ng

l n 

'/

/ 
' 

‘”l'

l 

n-\

»
/ 

»\\,;g§,.t;

' ~.¢' I
1

I
r

1r 

~~ 

.___m_ 

_.D..--- 
ll 

V" ' ‘ion l11ten.sity of current Vivcn Fig.2? - Current ‘_5_\,'ste1n 0f-:3D- ..r1;.., _s. 

in 

successive lines» of curre 

latltude e-nu Eeo1.mg\1etic time ( , 1 

in the amplitude uf A‘ 1n tue latter case. 

lU (J u 1 1'10‘.-is bet»-ecu two 
thousands .>f u.|l1P81‘0S. A current )1‘ , u tan}; 

ut. the c.>u1\1i_n..t.* net is the L'¢30l1lh;_§I\Gl}.'lC 

multive VZILUUJ .>1' current 1'1u1c- 

Lions; - - — — newtive values) 

Ehe location cf the centers 

ious meridiauls is 111 full u.t_1‘L3€llV3Ilt uith Uh, ~.:ell 

' The unequal .1.11LG!1.>it§' Jf the .w1"u1r15_ v - 

"taudable if we bear in ..ind that the ixeigh u ‘ 
. ~ 

23 

of the u.i<1llle-la tltudu (ml polar ud.1.u2_; :-t the ve11‘- 

-kno\-.~.1 fact that the time Of occux-— 

K1 l ml Joler .l_2t,.Ltu\1es. 
rence uf't'ne extreme values of SD is Jlfferent in the :..1 u. e t I 

' mi weuing extreme mlues is li1:e\:i‘e LU1tltfI'- 

in the t 1 th. raveuin; |.1z.;»;;i1.1L1:u of 3D 
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middle latitudes is greater than the depth of the morning mnximum. in refllityi as 

pointed out above, the auroral zone (or the zone of linefir currfifib) 53 "UL “ LPUQ
r 

parallel circle. For this reason, the boundaries of the regions corres{ondin5 to 

the various types of SD will likewise deviate from the parallel. 

A comparison of the system of currents of SU calculated by us, which we 
Shall 

hereefter tenn the Hl1ZM* system) with the Cha|man system (cf.Fig.hb) JiSCl050$ U 

nwnber of substantial differences. First, in the Chapman sum of SD—CUPrUnt3) “S in 

his Dst-system, the signs of the current function are not indicated. Obviously, the 

difference in sign of the current eddies discovered by us must be of significrnce in 

the construction of a quantitive theory oI'tJe SD—variations. 

The second difference of the HIIZM system is the shift of the centers of the 

polar eddies, that of the morning eddy to 2h of ;eumHEH6tiC time, that of the even- 

ing eddy to l2 - lhh, while in the Chapman system bith eddies are centered symmetri- 

cally at t and 13h. Because of this digplacement of the cldv centers, the currents 

in the polar cap have e direction [erpendicular to the A - lh hour meridian, which 

well explains the 5d—variations of the horiZOnt€L components ct Thule wnl Jodhavn, 

with the minihuuu of X‘ at lth. According to the Uhoymwni system“ z'.1inihnun Jf X‘ at 

lsh and a zero value at l2h might be expected rt these ubSGPVhLOPi8S¢ 

The [usition of the morninr middle-latitude eddy likewise does not vgrce in the 

two systemx, and the nhnslutc velnes of the iqtensity of the polrr eilies is 1iffcr— 

ent. In the Chafmvn systwn, the tutu] intensity of Zhu current flowing thriugn the 

polar Cap is n5u,uOu amp, fihile in the tIlZh JJJLOM it is ?flU,bUb imp. 1n the shap- 

men system, moreover, the inten;1t;.' of the r.o1"ni'1;' and eve:'1i.1{_ Y;-.1 in the .=.. -1-.

C .. 

;_ However, it does sew. at all these iiffcrewces \ezc.rt 1J1 the iiffcxence in 

the signs Jf the current function) rre iue Flt ., INCL L1 the different nethol Jf 

calculation as 0) the difference in the starting dct: used. An zp;ro2in~te ev&lu?- i 

tion of the intensity if the currents frvm -ur l"t2 geve the following results: 

* ferrestrizl hEFfietiSm meseerch Institute 
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As is commonly known, the density of 2 unifonn current layer of sufllciently [rent
I 

. . e . . . - _ extent is 1 = 5} , where Fe 15 the field induced by this lnger on the >urfnce of the 

earth, p€Pp8Rd1CUlhP to the .1rect1on of 1. Asswnin; th.t the Pdtlu o[ the OXtCPHul_ 

field to the observed field (F) is equal to k, we have i = §E . If the width of the 

' belt of current is lcm, then the total current. is I = il, where i is the me:-n vnlue

) of the flux density which, w'thout great error, can be tflkefl as equal to e/3 imqxl 

if parabolic distribution of the denoity in the Flux is asswnel. It follows frim
I 

this that 

kF 2 ~ 1 1 _2M1co§. W 
Applying this approximate fonnula to the observed verintions at Thule (X'maX = 

= 60Y),setting the width of the fllux at 32°, and replacing the value of thz coeP§ici— 

ent k = 0.0, adopted by Uhapman, by the value k = U.V Found by us fl>r the polar cap, 

we have 

. . -5 r ' /=93->5-‘6l3Z_"’ ><3"-;<a2><1,11><101c0s_e22><10¢A. 

Fhus u r>urh estimate of the vurrent likewise leads to odd; jntenoltioo half as 

great as thise Liven by Chepnen. As For the Jirectiona of the parallel currents 

flowin‘ throu'h the polnr ca» HJ we nave ilrerd" noted it Follows llrcctl’ from the 
. I: J : 

observations at Fhule and bodhnvn that the currents must he parallel to the 3 — 20 

hour meridian instead of to u — l2 hour meridian, nu is the cnae in the the man sys- 

tem. Phus the absence of Q ;Jod ngreement between the polar value of the 5D—currents 

e observed v"riutlonJ is explained simply by the in2!e- SI in the Chapman system end 

quacy of the ibeervztlonel materials that were available to him. the calculations 

presented above atom that the 'pproximnte method of estimating the intenaity ind 

direction of the currents gives very good results. Of course, the approximate meth- 

od does not make it pu3SibLe to sepnr:te the internal Ind externrl parts from the 
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observed Field, to obtain the nwnericwl vy ues 0 - 
- p ,. '

, 

the currents, etc., u 

" ' t' 1' u-"iun of vzrieus |¢0blems. 

signs if the current fnncti»n, nor to elucidate the letulla >1 the COflflLUP3tlOn of 

b t it 12 -mply sufficient to obtain a ruugh picture cf the cur- 

i 

‘ '~ 

'1 f the otentinl to detcntine the 

rents vs necessary for z 1U<1Jt8 ive ific JO 

eectien 7. the Polar Part of the U. 
C} —Uurrentg 

The distrihutien of the So—curren Q t in *he rnrornl z>ne shown in 315.79 was $.- 

su Cnmptred kg ue with t.e ie~1'ct-r: hf the current nbt"ined under the assw.>tion
' 

1 
' Uizvter 1 the calcuL:tions JP the inten- uf lin-urity of the current. Au st'tei in r 1 

. , 

sity, hei;nt, ;nJ p 

out by n nwtter of HULHOPS fr,» »b¢erv»tions >F ‘ hr 

surface currents. 

Phe listrihutiun ef the vectors of the m:;n~t_-

>\ '~\ 

\¢-IY \ \ \ 
-5:->e,

/

\ 
, \ 4'“ 

F P 4 

Ann " been carried >s1ti~n Qt the line"r rurr:nt in the fUD)PZl ' 0 “ts 

ir of »tzti»ns >r JV Qeveral’ 

pairs, yielding’ different re mlts, \le;"~-zndiwp »n the .-teri:.1., use-1. ;\cc\:1\.lihgly, we 

con,lructihp the s stem 3f 
repeated JUF cuiculations using the JPMu dvt~ we used in 9, . 

‘c field hf the Linear electric . 

1 
' ' .30. ln c»nsidcrin' this Fiyure we mugt ' current i.s sch<>m~t.ic-11;, l“C§.‘I‘£:‘w\;‘ht,CL lll wig" t -

( 

iMuLinO the current to Flow perpenlicular 

to the plane of the nzper in the lirection 

\1° FDN- the PPPCR KJw@rd the oteervvr, 'nd
I 

I ats*nune *1 to 1); illc x "i5! t \-F the \u.rxwn1t 

_N< \ > 
' e ub>ve the earth's surf co, w ile znd B 

are tee points Pt which the v~cturs of the 

Niy.jU — Pattern of hagnetjc Field of 
marnetic Field "re tnaun. un the drawing, 

Horiz»ntnL hiH@:T Current 

in 11 .jU that. 

thev rrc ‘ac t 1 at liFf*rrnt sides of U, 

the projection >F the current ento the enrth'n JUFF-CC. ll felines Frau tdv irawing 

AO1=hdgas (v BO==hdg@,
~ 
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' ll to obtain the nwnericel v
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t‘ nor to elucidate the letails 
signs .11‘ the current flll1C'1~H1, 

t but it ie uuply suffic the currents, e c., 

rents vs necessary for n lur 

r \| ) ) 

observed tic c, . 
alucs of the potential, to detcntine the 

of the configuration of
“ 

lent to obtain a rough picture of the curi 

f ' ious ywoblems. ljtativc lincussion o v.r 
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so compercd by no uith the ;ar= Lh0C?F3 of the current obtiined un 
ti 1 ornl z>ne shown in £15.99 was dl-" trihution of the SD-currents in ,1e rlr 

ler the asswuption 

‘k ter 1 the calcul:tions of the inten- 't' F the current. no stwted in b1rP' > of ]iflJUPl 5 o 

t‘ I tho linear current in the rurort sity, height, and pos1,1on o 

out by u nwn e 

repeated JUT culculntions using the 

surface currents. 
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current is 

'1-V
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1 considering this Figure we must 
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U . 

U 1 

1-_ 

AB " Tag?» (3) nu‘ 
Cl a-

r A . 

tga=Zf , (h) 

;**L3< s13= (5) 

<Do=4>B+hctgfi=<bA—Izctga, (6) 

if $0 is the latitude of point O (in our case of the auroral zone) and ¢A and ¢ B 

are the latitudes of points A and B. _ 

The vector of the magnetic field created by the infinite linear current 1 at the 

distance r is equal to
i 

/1 F” .f 

Consecfuently, if H is expressed in grams, I in amperes and r in kilometers, then -~ 

a5rf1 5 " 'Y‘- -=5 F-a Ah 
sin a sin a_ s|nB sin B 

or ' 

1_-= sax’, (1 +¢:g=a) sax” (1 + ctg’§). (7) 

For the case where both points A and B are located on the same side of the pro- 

jection of O, we have 

/,_,= ___’i__- (3') 
ctgfi—ctga’ _ 

¢0=<bB+/zctg@=¢bA-1-/zctga. (6') 

Equations (3), (3'), (6), (§>_'), and (7) allow us to calculate all the parameters 

of the current if we know the distance between two observatories whose observations _ 

are available to us. _ 

A‘ consideration of Fig.2} shows that the most convenient pairs located near the --—
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auroral zone are as follows: 1) Petsamo-Bear Islands; II) Fort Rae-Minuk; 

III) Point Barrow-Uellen; and IV) Tikhaya Bay—Dickson and Matochkin Shar. This 

selection of pairs was made so that the two stations should be on about the same 

geomagnetic meridian, i.e., that the direction of the hypothetical linear current _ 

should be perpendicular to the line connecting the stations. 

Table 12 _ 

I II III IV 

km to 1x10“A 

0 311+ 

2 A01 

1+ 1+83 

6 362 

8 271 

lO lO78 

12 1270 

l1+ 767 

16 561 

18 189 

20 

22 

64°.t -17 

6L}05 "'37 

_24 

-12 

65.9 

67.9 

69.8 7 

66.3 l5 

70.1 32 

29 

67.0 35 

65.0 13 

69.0

l 

71+ 

232 

361+ 

462 

O82 

A21 

580 

593 

1+1+2 

283 

165 

331 

62°.3 

63.7 

66.6 

65.8 

68.2 

66.6 

67.5 

67.0 

66.6 

65.? 

62.6 

65.1 

-15 

-20 

-16 

- 9

5 

18 

2/. 

21 

lh

5

3 

- 2 1.69 

251+ 

265 

31+8 

350 

360 

61+5 

621+ 

585 

320 

335 

63°.8 

62.9 

66.2 

66.6 

67.0 

67.2 

67.6 

66.6 

61+.9 

63.7 

63.0

I H°“1‘s hm 1),, IX.L\)L"h1fl11 <b,, llXlUL*Ahkm {>0 l£><10‘+A
A 

-18 

—ll 

- 8 

-17 

-5 
1+ 

lh 

19 

26 

l6 

lO 

1 1 

1,66 

528 

293 

ll8 

61°.7 - 

62.0 -l 

66.0 

66.2 

The results of the calculations of h, 10, and I For corresponding pairs of 
stations given in Table 12 allow us to draw the following conclusions: The height 
of the current layer varies within tide limits, from 200-250 km in the night hours 
to lUOO km and more in the daylight hours. Since all four pairs used agree in indi- 
cating an increase in height during the daytime, and since this is confirmed by the 
statistics of the heights of the F2 layer in the polar regions, the diurnal march of 
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the height of the current may be considered to exist 
in reality. Lhe most reliable 

height detenuinations appear to be those in the night 
and early mQ1flifl[ hours (0-6) 

and in the afternoon hours (lh-20) when the replacement of the surfece current by 

the linear current is most logical. 1n these hours, all stations give results in _ 

agreement,with each other (increase from 250 to 500 km in the period A to 6h and de- 

crease frdm 000 to 250 km in the period from 
16 to 2Uh), which are very close to 

those of ionospheric measurements. At the end of the day (PO-’hh) end at noontime, 

the values of the heights are very diverse. The calculated values Jften nppezr ab- 

surd; h § lOOb km or h 
< U Mn (cf.omissions in the height column of Table 12). The 

poor results during this period are entirely understandable 
if we bear in mind that “* 

in these hours there is no crowding of the current lines (cf.Fig.£9) which might be

I 

compared to the linear current. 

Owing to the relatively great dispersion of the values 
of h, no systemic differ- 

's found lt cwn only 
ence in the values calculated for different pairs of stations 1 . ¢ 

be noted that the calculation of h for the pair IV 
pave the worst results, which 

Pikho 1 Ud observatory is lo- 
most probably can he explained by the fact that the _ ‘y: -y 

cated far from the zone of linear current and is in the region of £Cti)H of the sur- 

face current flowing in meridional directiin through the polar cup. 

Thus the detenninution of the height of the current in the polar zone hy the 

above-presented formulas, as rough as it may he, still does lHdlCuL8 that in the 

high latitudes the current system of SD can likewise be referred to the level of the 

F2 layer, and that we did not commit a great error in adopting the height of the 

system h = 0.05 R for the entire earth as an average. ln more detailed calculations; 

which would be outside the scope of the present work, 
the diurnal fluctuations and 

the latitudinal variations of the height of the current 
layer should also he taken 

into account 

The V&PibtiJfl5 in the 'eomv1netie latitude of the linear current zone ( ¢ 
*=

o 

ive a still more regular picture; All stations agree in indicating an increase in
8 
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the northward shift of the linear current during the daytime hours and a southwanl 
shift in the night hours, which is full agreement with the position of the zero ¢5}= 
rent line on FiL.29. Fhe unexpected drop in the value of 4'0 at lOh and the great 

scatter at 2o-Bah is explained, as in the case of the calculation of heibhts, by the 
absence of ClUWdiDb of the current lines in these periods of the day. fhere is a 

notable systematic difference in the values <LU I, <bU II, w O III, and m O IV, Two 

pairs of stations, LiHUk—FOPL Jae .nd Point Barrow-bcllcn give about the same values, 
_ o .. . . fluctuatini in the morning and eVCfi1fl£ hours about mo = 66 , Wnlch 15 1" Complete 

agreement with the position of the $016 Jfl rig.23, which we have lrawn along the 
l50&mplitudGS of HSD. As should have been expected on the basis of Fig.2}, the pair~» 

Pikhaya dry-Hatochkin dhar and uickson inaicvte the siuthernmost position of the 
__ O zone (‘P0 — 63 - at ). fhere is n certain lack of correspondence between Fig.23 and 

the values of fable ll only for the pair Petsano-Je;r lslands (‘D = U
i 

isoamplitudes and ~PU = 670 for the morning uHd evening hours of Table l2. Thus U 

o~ \h
O 

\./ z1mm"Um 
‘A8 

calculation of the latitude of the zone of linear current on the average is in very 
good agreement with the position of the zero current line in the system of surface _ 

currents and allows the position of the zone to be made more precise at various long- 
itudes. 

A comparison of the intensity of the linear current with that of the surface 
current flowing in the belt b0-700, indicates good agreement, both in order of mag- 
nitude and in diurnal distribution. The systematic difference in ll ... IIII again 
indicates the existence of the longitudinal zsymmetry in the distribution of SD, re- 

eatedl noted b' us. For obvious reasons there is no 5786181 >oint in attrchin, ‘* 
, C 

any particular significance to the scattered values of IIV. 
fhe above-described parameters of the linear current, calculated by us from the 

S0-variations for the Second International Polar Year, agree in part with the para- '71 

meters from the calculations of Sucksdorff and (Uibl.55) and Haranfi (4ibl.hh). In 

pnPtlCUldI, the diurnal variations of altitude :nd density are about the sane for 
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all three studies. We did not, however, discover the existence of two branches of 

the current on one and the same meridian, which would follow from Harang's work. We 

likewise fail to find even indications of the existence of the "almost vertical" 
l linear current calculated by Sucksdorff. On the contrary, the idea obtained by us -

' 

as to the parmneters of the linear current is in full agreement with the system of 

surface currents, which is more objective, and has been calculated without a priori iii 
» assumptions as to the configuration of the current. 

F--T.-5-<3971+/‘V 1 $2 _ 
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CHAPTER VI 

PULAR STURHS 

Jection 1. Expansion of the Field Potential and Electric Currents into Series 

of Cylindrical Functions 

As has been stated above, during the thne of a lwlar sto1h1(P), the fluctuations 

in the magnetic elements in the hiph latitudes reach great amplitudes, often exceed:h 

ing 1000 Y, while in the low latitudes a polar stonn manifests itself in the fornlof 

small bay-shaped disturbances. It follows from Figs.7a and at that the field of a 

P storm for 4*< 55° is so small by comparison with the field in the golar cap that, 

without great error, a field that vanishes at Q = 50° may be adopted, and the distri- 

bution of vectors considered only on the spherical segment ¢ 5 A00. In this case, 

taking the spherical segment as a portion of a plane, the potential of a P stoznlmay 

be represented by a series of Bessel functions. The approximation will of course he 

very rough and will tive particularly great distortions alonL the edbes of the re- 

gions considered, but it will still enable us to separate from the field observed on 

the earth's surface that part due to ionospheric sources, and to fonn an idea on the 

L 
__ 

configuration and intensity of the currents flowing in the ionosphere. In the cent— 

ral part of the polar segment, we hoVC 9 5_/5°, and it is here that the most intense 

fluctuations of the magnetic field are concentrzted, while the distortions intro- 

uuced oy the replacement of the spheric,l surface hj t plane surface are relztively . 

Sluéz .

_ 

ln view of the fact that the expansion of Bessel functions is here used for the: 
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1 uetic Field of the e.=rtl., we will in 
first time in investigations of the vzzrinble 1:45 

Iccfiim to a tles- (Z >6 

this .5ecti(5n derive the necessary for..ul.':: -.nd will .:ev»te ‘h: 

P sto nus. criptiun of the current system obtained for the 

After selecting :1 system of c_,'linririctl coonlinateas r, ‘P , z sucm that its ,1-.1- 

1 with “lie 1-egnetic aria; vole, th-' t the plane '/. = (- c>1'r'-=35-ml-: 1) L1.e 

‘ gin coincices --' ' 
.. 

» - ‘ '11 xrl let u.. re1~res-<-.'1t 

earth's surface, and that the positive a->:i:. z i., lir-'ct~.-i .r/ - 
, .

1 

the potential of the storzr at some fixed inst-nt of 
time '1‘ by th~ l"0u1‘ier-—Je'_;sel 

series: 

"1 "w “Q 
V=- (afm cos 11'; -1- fig," sin Imp) e 

° 
J" (ET + 

fl "I 1m 
Q 

1 n
W 

-1-2Z_(zfmcosn<p+,’:f,mslnmqv)e "J" (71? (1) 
II HI 

The first half of the St-3I‘l€f3 cmvergres in the half‘-:1,-.ce '4 > 0, helm the ,\n~f‘:we 

of the earth, find represents tne pote'1t1:l hxe to e;4l,ern:.L sources (VG). l‘he .secoml 

he-ll‘ If the series cmvergcs For 7. < (1 ':nl r1p1"cse~1t., the gwtehti 1 >1‘ l.‘1<‘- Yield due- 

1i¢:_,~ueL f',.L::c ti 1:1 of 
_~ 

.- 
F\ \.1 

to extermul SJUPCOS Hi). [ere A A denotes the mu‘ root of 

the rxth order, ml e4.(l) v=.ni:3r.es on the surface of‘ the c_,lin~ler' oi" r'='.l.iu- 1' = D . 

Jince we have assumed that V = (J for O 11,00, the nu1r.eric- ] vz luv of p in our 

¢:nul_/sis equals the length of the .5e_rjn.ent of the ncridi-'|n included i-ctucen 0 0° an-11 

9 = au°, 1.8., ill X no mu, or t.5 1 103 cm. rue Field intensity is 

(IV UV 
F~- -—,<3radV H R= -'37. Z ---5;, (Q) 

where .1 lenotes the componerlt of the horizontal vector 
-lirected aluni the geonmgnetic 

meridian. Jince the direction towarft the pole is usually considered posfntive in
l 

c measurements, while r increases with incre-'.sju;', '1ist'-nee from the pol-:, 

' geomugneti 
_ 

' 0V 
we have, irom eq.(l), X =— R -dr- (9') 
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Fmm eq.(l) we also have

A __ m z 
I} 

‘\ 1 1. 

_= 
fl’ 

(1zmCOS!tq>-{»[1;'mS1I1IlQ)8 " ./”().Z'%-)- 
II I71 

. 27,, 
'1 11'" 

. ,. . 

"‘ 
,» r (3) F > . §_,~;&- 

~w~ 1,, ~,,-1j 
uh the e:\rth'.e surface, 4 = U and 

where 

If on 1 'a1‘e known then e ... 1 may he celculated by the 

/1fiQ V: cos rl<§+bm sin mp)!" (131.3), (M 
=1 4-. 

("P/' (5) Z=Z}.I<¢..,. °°5"‘P+dnm W1») 1,. 1»-I-\ 
H M

MX 
- __ H 3 ___ I 

anm 1: aftm+ aim: ’ Cnm ' T (arm grim) ’ 

1 
1;" 

, . 

bum 7"; $7-um +(j;:n1' dflm = T (grim — ' 

um I run 
‘ ’ nm mu 

The values of cm“ and dnm are e:.1si].y obtained by expanding into series 

1 P . 
- 

_ 
1 P 

“fun :2‘? anm+_ m Cum 1 aim: ":'2_ anm'__T» cnm ‘ 

In 21,, 

I P . 
.- 1 L 

piun == Y <anm dnm> 1 Hun ‘ § (bum — Ix‘ dam) ‘

n 

['0 rmulas 

(6) 

(7) 

‘In 

(,\ the properly work-up dat; of the vnrjatitms of the 1/.2 component of the geo- 

ma.=gne'tic field. For the calculation of am‘ \.I1\i lam“ it is more convennent to ntke u.,e 

of the data of the varia Lions oi‘ the 11' component. r‘1~om e~1.(Z') it follo.-ls, for 

rU > r, the 

.— -= Xdr :1 V —- Xdf+V- 
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1

1 

Q 1 

Taking ro = p, we have 

V=-1 Xdr, __ 

since, by hypothesis, Vp = U. 

On finding, by numerical integration of the 
X‘ component, the value of V for a 

the region r < p, we may find the coefficients anm 
and bnm of the expansion of eq.(O 

From the distribution of the potential VG found on the 
surface z = O it is not 

difficult to pass to the distribution of the currents responsible 
for it. Let the 

potential V8 known on z = O be due to a plane layer of currents lying at the 
level 

ll

H 

tial for the lover surface of the layer by 
z = -20. Denoting the value of the poten 

V_, and that on the upper layer by V+, we have, 
under the condition th 

derivative is continuous, 

ov_, 0v_ t 

‘T;="62'- U) 

Since the current layer is equivalent to a double magnetic sheet, the second 

equation 

tle density of the current layer, will als where I(r, Q ) is 1 
o hold for the level 

z = - zo. On expanding V+, V_ and I into a series of Bessel functions, we have 

II 

“‘ ll‘ 0+1.» 11 
V_--= (a;_cosn9+B;"msinn<p)e’ J" LA:-Ll) as |z|<zo, ( ) 

II M 

‘IR 

1 —"—<=+:a 
‘V_k=L2(¢;fncosn<p+f1j'ms|nn<p)e " .In(N:-F-\ as |z\>z°, (12) 

II ll 

’I'/J +4 1= ,,,cosne+rmsinn9)./n()~Z'{‘) as |z|=—-zo. (13)

l 

I I 

at the nonnal 
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Subgblbutlng eqs (ll) - (13) in cqs (9) and l0 and equatlng the coeffici 

of the same cos nm 
n we have 

-——-_--' ---'i‘.fl8 m"' nm' 

'nn=_ um’ _ __ man 

——-__.~-- -’ —-—..1-i 
__.- -—- nm ’ '21: 

For = O we have the two ldentlcal cxpresslons 

" __)mI., 
_ "" m ___ 

_ 
a" cosne-pi sh1np)e 

\ "1 
V X 3 ( = cosnu M sinrz'.p)Jn Ag‘- 

An-J in 

Un equatlng them, we have 

ms jmzn 
). _i _. 

- =- P e " - me 

--1 m ——‘ 

where Z0 1s the modulus of the helght of the curlents postulated by us. 

Sectlon 2 btartlng Laterlal Results of the Analysls 

varlatlons. Nevertheless, th 

(lh) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(1%) 

(19) 

As our startlng materlal for calculatlnp the currents respons1bl- for polar 

storms, we used the data collected und worked up by )llSbC8 and Vestlne 
(B1bl.5A). 

Polar stonns are so Jlverse 1n form and 1n lntenslty that 
the formal averaging of 

serles of observetlons cannot glve such good results as 1t 
glves wlth tie SO or S -

1 

e statlstlcs of u lur e number of storms for certain 

b-is-397A V 
'

* 
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t ies given by these authors 
do sh 

observe or _ 

of the day. The relation between the number of 

the distribution of storms by 
hours 

stonns and the true of day gi 

deviation in H, All , 

1 march of the bays denending on the latitude
' 

ff ent times of t di er 

of the point of observation. 
" 

' ‘ "cl ‘n the work of Silshee 

and Vestine, an 

ven in Table 13 shows the 1 

> O) and the negative stonns 
(A 

he day, the diurna 

fhe list o1 Ob5CFV8LoP10b 
Hank 1 

Table 13 

' F da7—5h:ped Disturbances diurnal March of Frequenc; 0 

(ilumber of o-'1;,'s in J) 

d the number of bays registered, 
ere Liven in fable lh. 

tlarity in 

t the oositive SUJUHS (i.e., 

H < U) are usually encountered 
at

T 

T 

Q O 
1

1 Hours n 

16 1/ 13 19 20 21 22 23 2h fnm-to AH~ 
l 2 3 A 5 6 7 Q 9 10 ll 12 13 lb 15 

' c - 

ow that there is a definite reg‘ 

r‘~ 
i—

1 

38 + l+l»356533'7 2385321431»? 5 51414 
1 O O

. F’ 1 C U O O O 1 1 2 3
U 

1-‘ 

OC \CO 011C G\O 
<'?'O 

\AO '\)C 70 — 63 + 0 0 
-llrll 111UOUUU 2

1 (4) 8 1O 

‘ 

1 it 11% 

.- 

O O O 0 U U U U 1 

OP CDLJ CM 
Ci—’ 

i—'C I-‘O 
PQC) 

1+3 -' + 8 6 
O 0 3 3 3 3 Q 5 5 h 3

1
2 

6 9 l0 
1 U O 

8 9
1

»

- 3 - 16 + 9 6 
' O 2 2 2 ' h h U U U O U O O O U 

5 3 2 2 1 O U 
O U O O 1 1 1

1
3 

6 8 
2 2 1 O 

A considerati 

(or more exactly,
, 

' 
different for different hours 

and the same hours 0 oc . 

d 1 other for observatories 
located at 

d f the of the my 0 
I found that the stonn 

field depends on the local 

the same latitude. ln other words, 

b —ShfipGd f1UCLUdL1UflS {or all 

on of the form and intensity of the 
ay 

three elements enabled me 
to construct for each 

observatory u picture of the mean 

' '~ ' .s encountered at one
" 

idealized) bays by fivereging 
the disturbance 

Y l 31 time these mean bays were 

local day, hut resemble eacx 

Chapter V ellownnce was ma , 

time and the latitude. As in , 

d . Figure 31 wives the distribu- 
time and the geomagnetic 

latitu e 

de in nvernrinf, For the 

local geomagnetic 
,

, 

f Oh Universal Time. The coordinate net on 

tion of the field 

F-Ts-897A/v 
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Table lb 
1-F 1 

1 

1 r T

1 

Group Observatory Q /\ Number of Bays ~ 

1 Thule 

2 Julianahoab 

Fortlwe 

Promso 

Colle,e, Aleskv 

Dickson 

3 Tucson 

Ebro 

Watheroo 

A Antipolo 

Huancagw 

bbgndiscio 

Apia 

.<ss°.o 

70.8 

69.0 

67. 1 

61.. 5 

63.0 

1.0.1. 

43.9 

-1.1.3 

3.3 

-0.6 

-2.7 

-16.0 

0°.o 

35.0 

290.9 

116.7 

255.h 

161.5 

312.2 

79.1 

1%5.6 

189.8 

353.0 

115.3 

260.0
1 

20% 

227 

2A3 

99 

lhé 

103 

191 

1&7 

173
r 

117 

98 

12h 

72 

the map is fonned by the geomagnetic parallels and meridians. On the edge 0P the 

Universe]

E

1 

. . . . . 
. 1 

1 1 ma uetic time oi the meridians corresponding to O1 P diarram, the oca yeo y 

I d ot onl the vvlues of the vectors 
Time is shown. In preparing the diagram, use n ' y 

being placed on the meridians corresponding to 21 + - 9 u 
for the 13 enumerated observatories for Uh, but also for 21 and 3h, the latter values 

t field is represented hv the vector, 

I] /\ 6 O nd 3h +1\ - c9° geomag- 

netic tine. The horizontal component of the s'orm 1 ‘ 
- t 

tl H i in of the vector. It will be clear 
the vertical component by the digit at .1e -r 5 

t t‘ tors of H are directed primarily along the geomaynetic 
from the Figure tho ‘HQ vec 

1 ' the zone m = b0 — 65°, and 
meridians, that the vectors reach their maximum va nos in 

that, at latitudes lower than 50° they are negligibly small. The representation of 

the field of 8 polar stonn shown in Fig.31 by a series of Bessel 
functions was accom 
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3

I

!

4 

various latitudes ( ¢ equal to 90, 70, 67, at and 50°). For each latitude I calculat- 1 

‘ed the coefficients of the expansion of Z into the Fpurier series 

Z = 2 (pn cos mp + qn sin mp), _ 

where the argument W corresponds to the geomagnetic longitude /\ . For a satisfactory -= 

representation of Z it proved to be sufficient to confine myself to n = 0.1 and 2. 
' a 

c» 

"ea

e 
/as 

55* 

‘\\
t 

14 

~ in Q M170’ 
. . 

I I5 L5 " U I

§ 
_.9_.._- 

1,] 

Fig.3l - Field of Polar Storm (According to Vestine). The horizontal 

component of the field is shown by an arrow, the vertical by numerals 

(in gammas). The corrdinate net is the geomagnetic latitude and the 

geomagnetic time 

Then'pn and qn were represented by a series of Bessel functions of the 
nth ~ 

F-TS—897l+'/ V 1/+0 _'l 
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whlle c and d were found 

taln the value of the potentlal V, and then a 

“ eq -~- ~ 

.

_ 

Table l5 glves a sumary of'the coefficien s anm ..

0 

pn := Z cnm‘/n '

m 

qn =2 Z‘ dnmjn <11”: '5')‘ 

by the well-known fonnulas 

2! rp, (r) 1, (1;
I Cnnl [J'_1(1:|)]: 

2 
I rq,, (r) 1,, 7:.) 

dull 
I 

[.In__l(A:)]g
- 

Table 15 * 
\ 

I 

l 

1

’ 

1 2 ...-a2,-as 46 ...-51-11 - 
..._26_64_ 

Phe values of the H component, as indicated above, were flrst lntegrated 
to ob- 

nm and bnm were calculated by 
means of 

t d so obtalned 

-288 

l P 

3 4 5 
as 
s so 

21 -an -84 
l 

13 
18 25 
5 2 1:1 -31 -1 - _ 

341 1.66 -0.60 0.02 -oo 
I I I‘ 3.28 3.66 -1.48 - 

1.03 1.36 o.1s 
» - - 

’— 

J . 

Equatlons (A) and (5) satisfactorily represent the 1n1t1al observed data, as 1n 

dlcated 1n Table 16 whlch glves the calculated and observed values of V (ln CGSM) and 

* In fable 15 the values of the coefficients are given 

values of al and b2 do not exceed a few units of the fifth declmal place. 
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of Z (in Y ) for four points. 

Thelseparation of the potential into portions of external and internal origin 
by means of eqs.(6) and (7) showed (Table 17) that the external potential V8 consid- 

Table l6 

Q /\ Zobs Zcalc Vobs Vcalc 

30°‘ 0° -170 
so 

I 
90 

' 66 0 

- 60 

120 
66 90 180 

-140 5 X 1o_5 5 X 10-5 
- 90 5 

D

6 

100 2 2 

200 2.5 2.5 

erably exceeds the internal potential V-. For a quantitative estimate of the ratio 
of the external to the interna 
form 

=M =M 
-11-I(nv+1:') + V= Efe 

where 

l fields it is more convenient to represent V in the 

en-a(I9+t:') :0’), (20) 

at E: = 1/<~=;,,>' T <@;,.>'; is 1: = — . 

IIIII 

1;" = 1/<~;,.>= + <@;,,>= ; 1 

Table 17 gives the value of E2 ... fr and a

I 

gC";'= _@_ (21) 
‘fill 

150 of r = I/E and 5 = Y - K . 

This fable shows that in two cases £'> l and in one case f could not be calcul— 
i _ 

ated, because of the smallness of the initial coefficients. In Chapter X, we will Q 
show that the values obtained for f and 6 are in agreement with the hypothesis that 
the internal part of the field is of inductive origin. The mean value f = 0.86 is 
the same as that obtained for the polar cap from 
(Vi/Ve = 0.89), which indicates the plausibility of these values. The value I = 0.86 
— - 0.89 considerably exceeds the corresponding values for the Sq- and DSt—variati0n8 
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CHAPTER VII 

SEASONAL AND ll-YEAR VARIATIONS OF THE Dst AND SD CURRENTS 

Section l. The ll-Year and Seasonal Variations of t he Dst Currents 
! 

. . 

The present Chapter is devoted to a discussion of the variations that the mean 
pictures of the electric currents described by us undergo with the seasons of the 
year, and with the ll-year cycle. It is not possible to collect the observational 
data for a series of years from the wide net of observatories that is necessary for 
the mathematical calculation of the currents. I therefore confined myself to the 
study of the ll-year and annual variations of the Dst and SD variations from indivd— 
ual base stations, on the basis of which I then drew my conclusions as to the varia- 
tions of the current system as a whole. As my basis I selected observatories with 
long series of observations whose variations are characteristic for the correspond- 
ing regions.

. 

Let us first turn to the ll-year fluctuations of the Dst currents. The depend- 
ence of the degree of magnetic disturbance on the level of solar activ ity is widely 
known: the coefficient of correlat 
of magnetic activity and the relative sunspot number may go as high as 0.9. Since 

ion between the annual numbers of the u-measure 

with increasing solar activity, the number and mean intensity of the disturbances 
also increases, it may be expected that in the 11-year cycle the mean characteristic 
of the Dst variations will vary and, consequently, the intensity of the system of 
currents equivalent to it will also vary. Instead of the very laborious calculation 
F-TS-897l+/v 
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in whose analysis the data from the entire earth were used. The possibility is not... 

excluded that this discrepancy is not fortuitous, and that it indicates the aniso- 
tropy of the deep parts of the earth (for more details, see Chapter X). — 

The ionospheric currents whose field is identical with the field of the ideal- 
ized polar storm were calculated by eqs._(l3) and (19). The disturbances of the polar 
ionosphere, as a rule, extend to heights of 100-30 km. Down to these same heights 
-the lower boundaries of the aurora usually descend. This forces us to consider that 

Table l7 * * 
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the most probable height of the currents of polar storms is the region of the E layer_ 
of the ionosphere, i.e., 90-120 km. The highly local character of the course of these

V

v storms, when the form and intensity of the disturbance varies considerably over a dis- 
tance of a few hundred kilometers, likewise prevents us from referring these currents 
to great heights. These assumptions forced us to use zo = 100 km in eq.(l9). fhe 

* In fable l7, the values of a, [3, E, and I are Liven in gammas and those of £1, 5 , and Y in degrees 
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h D iations for different years I limited myself to the consideration of of t e st var , 

the quantity Dm = Hd - Hq. A consideration of Dm is entirely adequate for judging 

the geographic distribution or time fluctuations of the field of Dst, since, as noted 

above, Dm is approximately equal to the mean value of DstH on 
the two first days of 

a storm. 

From Fig.33, showing the relation of Dm and.y, it will be seen that the geo- 

graphic distribution of Dm in the middle latitudes (m 5 50°) varies little during the“ 

course of the 11-year cycle: the curves of Dm(¢) in the years of high activity 

(1938) and low activity (1933) almost parallel each other. In the high latitudes 

(¢ > 50°) there is a considerable change in the form of the 
curve of Dm(¢). However, 

as repeatedly pointed out, the 0m of high latitudes are due mainly to polar storms 

and do not characterize the Dst field. In view of this it can be considered that, 

from year to year, there is little change in the configuration of the Dst current 

system, but that there is considerable change only in its intensity. 

In the preceding Chapters we have pointed out that the approximate method of 

evaluating the intensity of currents gives good results, close to those of the exact 

mathematical methods. Thus, for example, the intensity of the Dst current flowing 

west along the parallels of latitude in each hemisphere, according to the data of 

spherical analysis, is I = 180,000 amp, while the approximate estimate, based on the ’ 

value of Dm at Huancayo, gives I = 176,000 amp. Starting out from this good corre- 

spondence, the current strength of Dst was calculated from the Huancayo observations 

for 1922 - 19th. As will be seen from Fig.3h* the current strength undergoes great 

fluctuations, from 12 X 10“ amp in years of low solar activity to L0 X 10“ and 50 X 

X 10h amp in years of high activity. Corresponding to this, the mean current den- 

sity varied from 1.2 X 105 to 5.0 X 10'5 CGSM. Just as in the consideration of the 

* The values of I for 1919 - 1922 are calculated from the values of Dm at Watheroo, 

and for l9h5 to 1950 from Dm at Zuy. The values of Dm at Watheroo and Zuy were mul- 

tiplied by the factor 1.2 to reduce them to the values at Huancayo. 
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coefficients s and T (in amperes) calculated under this hypothesis are given in 
fable 18, and the resultant system of currents is given in Fig.32. A comparison of

B 
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Fig.32 - Current System of Polar Stonns; Intensity of Current in 10,000 
Amperes. The current flowing between two adjacent lines of current is 
lO,UOO amp. The coordinate net is the geomagnetic latitude and geomagnet- 
ic tbne. (._____ positive values of current function; - - —negative values) 

the current system of Fig.32 with the Silsbee - Vestine system, constructed on the 
basis of these same data, but by an approximate method, indicates their great resen- 
blance. This is still another confirmation of the conclusion drawn by us in Chapter 
V to the effect that the approximate method gives a good idea of the configuration 
and intensity of the current lines, and can be successfully used in cases where a 

qualitative idea of the current system must be obtained without great expenditure of 
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I 

' 1936:. 

'11-year cycle of other magnetic characteristics, a lag of the magnetic maxima behind. 

the solar maxima is noted in good agreement with the corpuscular nature of magnetic 

(b disturbances. 
soy‘ Q In the work of Chynk (Bibl.hl), cited in

. 
6 _ O 0 ' ' ' Chapter I, it has been established that um has 
40* N systematic seasonal fluctuations. Besides the 
20- ' 

double wave with maxima at the epoch of the equi-
| 

&T~ 
, 

noxes and minima at the epoch of the solstices,
O 

60* , ' which is inherent in all measures of magnetic 
. I 

40" 
. 

.' I activity, a simple sinusoidal wave with a maxi- 
flB3a 

30' mum in the winter for each hemisphere and a 
80" minimum in the summer may also be separated 
50 t 

fiuaa ' 

. 
from the annual march of Dm. At Huancayo, lo- 

_ O 40 ' e 
. 

cated close to the geomagnetic equator 
Z0 - 

- ' J 1- '- (m = -0.6°; m = l2°S), the value of Dm is about 
0 10 20 342 40 50 

equal at the December and June solstices (cf. 
Fig.33 — Dependence of 

Dm I Hq - Hd (in Y) on the 

Geomagnetic Latitude 

Fig.35, which gives the values of Dm for the 
' years 1922 - l9hh). This compels the assump- 

tion that in the epoch of the solstices the 

lines of zero value of the current function are not deflected far from the geomagnet- 

ic equator, in contrast to what happens in the case of the Sq variations. The inten- 

sity of the current (in 104 amperes) in the northern hemisphere, (calculated from 

the Dmfl of Zuy Observatory) and the southern hemisphere (calculated from the DmH of 

Watheroo Observatory) is shown in Table 19. The mean values for 1938 - l9hh of the 

intensity of the Dst current are given separately in Table 20 for the northern and 

southern hemispheres. 

Thus the seasonal fluctuations of Dst actually do have a maximum at the epoch 

of the equinox and a minimum at the epoch of the solstice. The summer minimum is 

F-TS-8971+/V lime 
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labor. 

The system of currents represented in Fig.32 consists of two eddies in which the 
current flows in opposite directions, This explains the fact, illustrated by Figs.9~ 

and 31, that at polar stations located in different hemispheres the storms are usual- 

ly observed sflnultaneously but have different signs for the H component. The current 
eddy located on the morning side of the polar cap is considerably weaker than the 

evening eddy: The total current in it reaches l6,000 amp, while on the evening side 
it is 55,000 amp. 

The system so described is completely different from the currents postulated ha 

explain the polar stonn by Birkeland, but, conversely, it does resemble the polar 
part of the currents of the SD-variations. This resemblance is entirely understand- 
able if we bear in mind the fact that the polar disturbances, which everywhere accom- 
pany worldwide stonns, make the greatest contributions to its SD-variations. 

Table l8 

6'3‘-f'..°.°é"

3 . 1 2 s 4 s .-32)<l08A -11><1o=A s><10=A 2a><10=A 1><1om 
-20 -To H 5 13 -11 -16 -2 0 -1

5 
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'deeper in both hemispheres than the winter minimum. 

Table l9 

Year £6!‘ 
____‘?l____ __.__i>________ _ "7 -_..

I 

> e) 
Y => <1) Q) on cu‘ ¢> 

1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
I924 
I925 
1926 

' 1927 
I928 
1929 
I930 
1931 
i932 
1933 
1934 

a) Watheroo; b) Zuy; c) Summer; d) Winter; e) Equinox 

Section 2. ll-Year Variation of the Middle-Latitude Part of the SD Currents 

26 1935 12 
31 1936 I7 
16 1937 15 
2] I938 35 

26 
1940 18 

I6 1941 25 
4| 1942 21 
28 I943 18 
22 I944 21 
22 1945 
28 I946 
14 1947 
I9 1948 
19 1949 
I5 

16 
19 
25 
34 

21 1939 45 
ll 25 

40 
15 
29 
14 

The ll-year and seasonal fluctuation of the SD variations are considerably more 

complex. The mean annual SD variations were calculated for a number of observatories 

for all years for which the data was available to us. As an example, the SD varia- 

tions for three observatories (Dombas, Slutsk and Huancayo) are given in Tables 21 - 

23. A consideration of the materials collected by us has shown a very systematic 

variation of the SD variations from year to year. In many cases these changes are 

expressed in the increase of the amplitudes with the increase of solar activity. 

But in a number of cases, changes of form and a shift in the time of the extreme val- 

ues is observed (thus, for example the SDH of Slutsk, the SDZ of Uellen and Matoch- 

kin Shar, etc). At different latitudes, the cyclic variations of SD proceed dif- 

ferently. The peculiarities noted in the variations of SD force us to assume that 

the intensity, location and dimensions of the four current eddies making up the cur- 

rent system of SD vary during the course of the cycle, the variations in the polar 

F—T3-897h/V 111.5 8. 
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ddle-latltude eddles belng unequal In thls Secti 

tuatlone of the m1ddle—latitude eddles responslble 
for the course of the SD var1a- 

tlone 1n the belt of ;t 60° geomagnetlc latltude 

\/\“\A/“M 
\/,-_»//fl\\”'/§Lw/_~\~’ 

<? 

\fl\\,» 
Flg 3h — Cycllcal Fluctuatlon of Electrlc 

Currents 0 st D 

slty of mlddl 

slty of the addltlonal eddles 
- 1 

Table 20 

12 

f D and S Varlatlons 

on we shall dl3CUSS the fluc- 

N gun‘? ||'\”\|l\?0|||?u||$“ W-M0 D loo 

5 -20 

-:0 

20 

60 

l I -1» 
‘=EE§§S 

W - relatlve sunspot number, lat — lntensity of D t 
current, I — ten- 

e—lat1tude eddy of S current) The dots indicate 

ntenslty of polar eddy Units of 

lntenslty -1 amp I O 
- geomagnetlc latitude of auroral zone from 19 

1936 from data of the D varlatlons at Sitka 
observatory, from 193A to 

l9h3 from data of the SD varlatlons at Uellen Observatory) 

Hemlsphere Equlnox Wlnter Summ 

Southern 

Northern 36 x 10“ 2a x 10" 23 x 10h 

0 28 23 

38 28 23 
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The variation of the SD variations at the low 
latitude observatories during the 

ll-year cycle are small (for example, the SD variations at Huancayo, Watheroo and 

f t themselves nainly in variations of amplitudes. 
In the equatori- 

Paris), and mani es 

al zone, the SDZ components differ li 

contrary ar 

<4» = 

ttle from zero, while the H components of the 

e rather distinct. At the latitudes of the centers of the current eddies 

ihO° — 50°), the SD variations of the X components are 
faint while those of the 

Dz Z components are distinct. In view of this 
I71 60" ° fact, it is more convenient to select the am- 

50 ~
' 

plitude of SDH (or X) at the equatorial sta- 
° o 

1/0- 0 
' ° ° tiehe (RH) and the amplitude z at the middle- 

30' '0 0 

20 

.° 
O 

o 
' latitude stations, as our index of intensity 

C of the SD variations. The values of RH and 
m- 

;‘ ; , l , , L RZ given in Table 2h for Huancayo, Watheroo, 
0 20 40 60 80 /00 /Z0 W 

Paris, and other observatories show that there 

Fig.35 - Values of Dm = Hq - Hd is.no exact parallelism between the march of 

from Huancayo Data for 1922 - 1935 ‘ t 

(0 

VI 

all 

the 

the amplitude and the annual relative sunspo 
— I, II, XI, XII months; o - V, 

numbers; but still the periods of elevated 

, VII, VIII months; W - Relative activity (1925 - 1931, 1936 - l9h2) are like- 
Sunspot Numbers) 

wise marked by an increase of amplitude at 

s. A certain shift'of the maxima is noted (a lag of the maxima of observatorie 

SD amplitudes behind W), which is entirely absent 
in the Sq amplitudes (for com- 

th R(S H) for Watheroo and the u-measure of activ- parison we also give in the Table e q 
f the c cle 1923 

ity). Particularly characteristic in this respect is the maximum o y 

‘t and S variations in 1928 and in SD, in 
- 1933 which occurred in solar activi y q , 

1930 ( 

is less smooth than the march of RSq, th 

depends on t 

see the very sharp increase of RSD at Watheroo). The march of the RSD numbers 

e u-measure and W. The cyclical variations 

he latitude: at Paris, the RSD are greater than at Watheroo and Huan- 

cayo. 
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The observatories located in the zone of the center of the 
middle-latitude eddy 

of S 
(8 = A0 - 50°), display not only considerable fluctuations 

in the amplitudes D, _ 

th t the osition of the center of 
but also a variation in the form. This indicates a p 

the middle—latitude eddy varies in latitude from year to year.* 
Thus, according to 

the data of the Sd at Slutsk (cf.Table 22) it is very clear 

what north of Slutsk, and in the remaining years south of Sluts 

ing group of years the form of SDH approaches the low-latitude type ( 

that in l92h, 1931, l933, 

and 1935 the center of the eddy was at the latitude of Slutsk, 
in 1932 and 193A some- 

k. In the first 

years of those enumerated, the SDH hardly deviates from the 
zero line, in the followi 

with a minimum 

th las* group the form of SDH is typ- 
in the afternoon hours), and in the years of e vv , 

ically middle-latitude, with a clear maximum in the evening 
hours. The same varia- 

dl k Kazan‘ de Bilt and Zuy. To 
tions in the phase of SDH takes place at Sver ovs , , , 

'ddl latitude_ 
give a more impressive idea of the fluctuations of the center 

of the mi e- 

r this edd in 1932 - 1933, 1938 - 
eddy, Fig.36 shows the position of the center 0 y 

1939, l9hl, l9hh, and l9h8. The position of 

lar Year is plotted from the most complete data of a 

the center in the II International Po- 

ll. It will be seen from the 

figure that it represents, like the zone of magnetic activity, 
an ellipse which, in 

th e of magnetic activity. This is 
very coarse approximation, is confocal with e zon 

also exists in the middle latitudes, but to a lesser 
degree. 

the USSR the line of the center of the eddy pa 

evidence for the view that the asymmetry of SD, which was 
mentioned in Chapter V, 

On the territory of 

sses through Slutsk, north of Sverd- 

bl t the north of Toyohara, 
lovsk and Kazan‘, somewhat north of Zuy, and considera y o 

South Sakhalin. In another year of minimum 

most identical with its 1933 value, the SDH at Zuy is close o

i 

(l94h), in which the value of W was al- 

t that of 1933, but at 

dd durin the hours of the day, 
* There is also a small shift of the center of the e y g 

which is manifested, for example, in the shift of the maximum 
of SDZ at Slutsk from 

ll b com rison 
19 hours in 1932 to 1730 hours in 1939. But this shift is very sma y pa 

with the variation of the latitude of the center of the eddy. 
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Sverdlovsk and Kazan‘ SDH is almost of transitional type, which compels us to plot - 

the line of centers in l9hh somewhat to the north of these observatories. In the 

years of high activity, the line of centers plainly descends to low latitudes, but _ 
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Fig.36 - Position of Line of Centers of Middle-Latitude Eddies in

/ 

Different Years of the Solar Cycle. The Coordinate Net is Geomagnetic 

this movement is not parallel in the entire sector we are discussing. The fact that - 

in a year of exceptionally high activity (l9h8), the position of the lines according 

to the data of Kazan', Sverdlovsk, and Zuy was almost the same as in l9hh, appears 

to be somewhat surprising. Thus the conclusion may be drawn that the fluctuations 

of the line of the center of the middle—latitude eddy are very complex, and that the 

data of observatories located at different longitudes must be used for their study. 

Considering however, that on the average, with increasing activity, the lines 

of the centers descend by 5 - 6°, I calculated the intensity of the current of the 

evening eddy (I%D) for 1922 - 19kb, based on the value of the evening minimum of SD r: 

at Huancayo and using the above described approximate formula. It was found that 
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the march I is completely parallel to the march of R at Huancayo. It follows that -" D H 
SD depends almost completely on the value of X and depends little on the extension of 
the eddy along the meridian. Consequently, the error of ih° which may possibly have 
been made in estimating the position of the center of the eddy will distort the value 
of 1§D only slightly 

Table 2h 

e1

1 

b) c) d) Q) 1‘) <1) 

R2 RE R2 R, R, R, 

i) 
_ 3) 

RH 
N7 S‘?!

0 

1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
194L 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 

20 
18 
20 
18 
14 
12 
15 
22 
24 
19 
24 
32 
16 
17 
18 
15 
21 
22 
23 
31 
32 
27 
30 
21 
26 
20 

22 
24 
38 
40 
47 
49 
26 
28 
22 
20 
52 

35 
30 
50 
100 
60 
65 

60 
57 
40 
58 
60 
05 
10 

200 
130 
160 15 
140 13 
100 
135 
130 
112 

75 
72 
98 
125 
120 
125 
155 
240 
120 
115 
110 
80 5 
110 20 
117 30 

50 
77 
95 
77 
85 
35 
30 
20 
15 

rr9999rrrrr999¢¢o~——-oooo-~ 

aacmomwwwaaom<uuNo0bbkb§bMbLb 

16 
15 
11
8 

24 
26 
15 
25 
15 
18 
ll
9 

12
9 

24 
19 
21 
18 
24 
19 
24 
22 

2&2 
15¢; 
123% 
14,2 
12A 
151) 
14A 
1&6 
222 
230 
1&5 
1&8 
140 
14A 
132 
1&8 
1&0 
1&0 
2&4 
2&6 
2&2 
18A 
200 
110 
18A 
16J 

a) Year; b) Watheroo; c) Paris; d) Slutsk; e) Sitka; f) Tromso; g) Lovo; 
h) Dombas; i) Huancayo; j) u-Measure 

The following features must be noted in the march of ISO (cf.Fig.3h) 
l. The values of I1 vary by a factor of almost 3 from the year of maximum ac- 
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tivity to the year of minimum activity (3.8 in 1925 and ll.0 in 1927 and l9h3). _ 

2. After 1938 the values of lg continue to rise almost monotone, reaching very
D 

high values in the years of the minimum (l9h3 and l9hh). Since material for only two 

cycles is available to us, it is difficult to give an explanation for this phenomenon. 

3. In some years (years of high solar activity: 1927, 1928, 1937) the center 

of the eddy splits into two parts, that is two maxima are found in the SDH at Huan- 

cayo. The secondary maxima are marked by dots on Fig.3h. 

A. The agreement between the cyclical variations of Inst and Ién is small. 

Thus, for example, the sharp drop in Ién in 1928 corresponds to a 
smooth march of 

Iést, and, on the other hand, the maximum of Iést in 1930 corresponds to a minimum 

in I%D. The fluctuations Ién are less regular than the fluctuations‘of Inst; the 

latter follow the cyclical variations of W considerably more closely. The march of 

' 

Ién displays no tendency to a lag in the time of the maxima with respect 
to W, and, 

on the other hand, a certain lag of the epochs of the minimum does appear. The re- 

b t’ ll nd I1 becomes particularly interesting -latively poor correspondence e ween 
Dst 

a SD 
if we bear in mind the fact that the intensity in both systems of current is calcu- 

lated from one and the same empirical data of the X component at Huancayo Observa- 

tory. This poor correspondence, it seems to us, is one of the indications of the 

different nature of these two current systems, the Dst currents being more directly 

correlated with the intensity of solar activity, while the SD currents may possibly 

be affected by other factors as well. 

Section 3. The ll-Year Variation of thegPolar Part of the SD Qurrents 

For studying the fluctuations of the polar eddies, the SD variations of the ob- __ 

servatories at Dombas, Lovo, Sitka, Godhavn, Sodankyla and other Arctic Observator- 

ies were calculated by me. The fluctuations of SD at the polar observatories from 

year to year are considerably greater than at the middle-latitude observatories. 

The cyclical variations of the amplitude of SD reach their maximum value in the im- 
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mediate vicinity of the auroral zone (observatories at Tromso, Sitka, etc). At the 

observatories with the circumpolar type of variations (Godhavn, and, in part, Tikhays 

Bay) the variation of the amplitude is again considerably smaller. 
Since all the

I 

above enumerated observatories are far from the centers of the current eddies, 
the 

SD variations of the horizontal component are of 
the same type as to form in all 

years, and differ only in amplitude. A change in form is observed in the SD of the 

observatories located beneath the zone of the hypothetical linear current: 
Sodankyla, 

Matochkin Shar, Dickson. In the Second International Polar Year, a transitional 

type of Z variations was observed at these observatories: at Sodankyla, 
it was close 

to the middle-latitude type, while at Matochkin Shar and Dickson 
it was close to the 

polar type. This indicates that the zone of linear current, (or of strong concen 

tration of surface currents) must pass to the north of Sodankyla 
and to the south of 

Matochkin Shar and Dickson. In years of high activity, the SD variations of Z at 

all three observatories take on a distinctly polar form, which 
confirms the well 

known fact of the descent of the zone to lower latitudes with the 
growth of activity. 

To obtain the numerical data on the location of the zone and the 
intensity of 

the current in different years of the ll-year cycle, I calculated the value of I and 

@O, using the formulas for the linear current (cf.Chapter V), 
from the data of few 

observatories, assuming that the height of the current during the entire 
ll-year 

cycle did not substantially vary from that of 1933. The replacement of the surface 

system of currents by linear system as we have seen in Chapter V, 
allows a rather 

good estimate to be made of the position of the auroral zone. The assumption of the 

invariability of h does not of course correspond to the actual behavior 
of the 

heights of the ionospheric layers, and this produces a certain element of the arbi 

trary in my results. But whatever scanty information on the ll-year fluctuation of 

the height of the F2 layer in the polar latitudes is today available 
indicates that 

these fluctuations are not large. The calculations made separately for the morning 

and evening hours (cf.Table 25) show that the latitude of the 
zone and the intensity 
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Table 25 ’- 7 
_ 

' ' ' 

3 mmw3 _-' 
Year Tame of Day ‘I; ‘P3 \ 

1920 

1921 

1922 

1923

r6 
1ms 
1926 

1921 

1923 

1929 

1930 

1931 

1932 

1933 

1 
1934 

1935 
1 1936
E

I 

I 

_~3—¢--1

_ 

a1 
b) 

31 
b) 

a1 
b) 

a1 ' 

b) 
31 

b1 
A1 m

I 31 
b1 

ab 3 I 

61 w ' 

a)tb 

M I 
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a1
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b1 
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660 
6&6 
66$ 
6&3 
6&7 
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689 
618 
6&9 
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6&6 
6&3 
688 
6&0 
6&4 
6&0 
6&8 
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-I 
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;_ 

_, 
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1933 

1934 

1935 

i936 

1937 
' 

1938 
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'1940 

1941 
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1943 

1944 

a) morning b) evening 

A1 
b1 

A)
M 

4&5 
5&5 
SL4 
59A 

56] 

U‘ 

-B

L 
_-8>_~l_KO 

(A7 

-F 

Kl 

54I6 
528 
5&1 
496 
5&7 
46$ 

‘1 

a) 
b1 

31 
b1 

3%» 
‘>91 
A1 
1b)d 
b1 

a1w 
31 

1» 

a1‘® 

‘ytfi
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44 
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gents (cf.Chapter I). 

'of the current vary about equally in th
' 

e two halves of the day during the course of these years. No s t ys ematic difference whatever was found in the cyclical variations‘ of I or mo at various times of the day, as should have been the case if the morning and evening disturbance were due to different solar a 
In view of the fact that the fluctuations of the parameters of the cur t ren , from the data of observatories located south of the auroral zone, lead to similar results for all those stations, Fig.3h gives the mean values for I and $0 of the morning and evening hours at the Sitka Observatory for 1920 - 1926 and the Uellen Observatory f°P 1933 — l9h3.* The southward shift of the auroral zone was distinctly manifested during the co urse of both maxima: this shift amounted to 4.5° in the 1923 - 1933 cycle, and to 3.50 in the 1933 - l9hh cycle. But the return to the high latitud es after the 1938 maximum was not immediate. In l9h3 alr , eady characterized by low val- ues of the solar activity, the position of the zone was only slightly north of its 1937 position. There is a strikingly good correlation between the position of the zone and the intensity of the zonal current, which is notable not merely in the gen- eral tendency of the variations during the ll-year cycle, but also in the oscilla- tions in individual years (for example, the incr 

l9hO, in l9h2, etc). The absence of parallelism between the ll-year fluctuations of the intensity of the current in the polar zone and 

ease oféo and the decrease of I in 1 

the middle latitude current oddY indicates that possibly the mechanisms exciting them may be somewhat different. The curve f ' o annual values of the intensity of the polar currents would appear to dis- play two maxima each in the course of an ll-year cycle, of which one is l ocated on the branch of rising activity, and the other on the branch of falling activity (cf. years 1930, 1935, 1938, 1939)- 
0~ ' 

The variations, with the solar cycle of the ' ' ‘ ' , position and intensity of the po- lar current, according to the data of observatories situated in the zone itself or .________7___ 
* The absolute values of I and qb, as alread y stated in Chapter V, differ somewhat between the different observatories. 
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north of it, are less regular. Thus, for example, according to the data of the Dick- 

son Observatory, the southern position,of the zone connected with the maximum of 1938 

was maintained until l9h3 inclusive. The fluctuations of the position of the zone, 

from the data of the Matochkin Shar and Chelyuskin Observatories, according to the 

extremely fragmentary information represented by the data of Table 25, appear to be 

entirely random. The intensity of the polar current, according to the Chelyuskin 

data had maxima in l9hO and l9h3, but according to the Matochkin Shar data, in 1937. 

It is possible that the results obtained may be interpreted as follows: during the 

ll-year cycle the width of the auroral zone varies. Its southern boundary is regu- 

larly shifted southward in the years of high magnetic activity and northward in the 

years of low activity. The northern edge of the zone is either little shifted at 

all during the ll-year cycle or is shifted according to certain peculiar and still 

imperfectly elucidated laws of its own. These facts are in good agreement with the 

view of auroral investigators to the effect that the cyclical fluctuations of the 

auroral frequency in the zone and in the polar cap are different from those at lower 

latitudes. Thus Vegard denies any existence whatever of a regular cyclical behavior 

--in the auroral frequency. Tromhold indicates a cyclical march inverse to the march 

- of solar activity. On the polar cap, the ll-year oscillations have 2'ma'>drna each
i 

(on the branches of falling and rising activity), and in the zone itself the ll-year 

march has a transitional form. Pushkov and Brunkovskaya (Bibl.28) have found that 

the southward displacement of the auroral zone on days with elevated magnetic activ- 

ity does not involve the weakening of the auroral displays to the north of the zone, 

which once again indicates the possible expansion of the zone with increasing ac- 

tivity. ~ 

The question as to the position of the zone of linear current and of its fluc- 

tuations in the ll-year cycle is of great importance in calculating the working fre- 

quencies of radio waves over routes passing through high latitudes, since this zone 

is at the same time the zone of maximum absorption. In view of this fact it appears 
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c) ? to be necessary to continue the accumula- 
0/» ,2/1 ,4/>0 1; g 1? 2'4/war H 

I "‘ - - . .
_ 

‘D 
' ' ' 

u tion of material on magnetic disturbances

9 QJ
N 

El 
'4> 

.f' and their auroral displays, which will m_
I 3T :- I. 

help to pinpoint the position of the zone. 

The material on the SD variations 

clusions: first, that the study of the 

SD variations can yield useful informa- 

tion on the diurnal march, on the ll-year 

A4 My /\¢ 
us ¢"”“~\/J ““”“\/P "”“””“ 
Sver. I-’~'v~'%.-/‘ V“/V’ '~“\-"/-A 

SUV‘ ,--/~"\/~./- ~L-'\/VJ IA
Z 

fluctuations, and on other peculiarities 

ly available data from observatories sit- 

uated inside the zone are insufficient 

for the formulation of any reliable pic-

> t__;T\5’ 

/>/i"c 

ib 

‘V 

ture of the displacement of the northern 

edge of the zone. 
mt ~ 

Section A. Seasonal Variations of the SD 
Currents 

Let us now consider the seasonal va- 

nah .- 
/ 

riations of the current systems of the SD 
V variations. The literature summaries of 

the SD variations (Bibl.h, 6, 61) show 
Kai: |- 

h\ that the seasonal variations of the SD of 

all three elements are small, especially 

pig_37 _ The SD Variation of the H and in the middle and low latitudes. As in 

1932 _ 1933 from USSR Observatories character of the variation of the compo- 

3) winter; b) Equinox; C) Summer nents with the seasons is completely de- 
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termined by the position of the observatory with respect to the current eddies. At 

observatories far from both the centers of the eddies and the zone of linear current, 

the seasonal variations reduce, on the whole, to an increase or decrease of the am-_ 

plitudes. Observatories near the centers of the eddies often note an inversion of 

the the phase of X, while observatories located in the neighborhood of the polar cur- 

rent note an inversion of the phase of Z. Figure 37 gives the SD variations of a 

few observatories for the Second International Polar Year, which give a clear idea 

of the seasonal variations characteristic for different types of SD. The amplitude 

of the variations is greatest at all latitudes in the epochs of the equinox and is 

smallest in the winter period. Their position of the centers of the middle-latitude 

eddies does not remain constant throughout the year, descending southward in the sum- 

mer months and ascending northward in the winter. From the SD variations of the hor-
I 

izontal component at Zuy Observatory, at the latitude of which the centers of the 

eddies were located during the Second International Polar Year, it is clear that in 

sunmwr the ndddle—latitude type of SD is observed, while in winter the type observed 

is low-latitude. In the equinox, when the lines of centers occupy an intermediate 

position, the SD at Zuy are of transitional type with very small and irregular oscil- 

lations during the course of the day. 

At observatories close to the auroral zone (Dickson, Matochkin Shar) the middle- 

latitude type of SD variations is observed in summer and the high latitude type in 

the equinox (cf. the SDZ components) while in the winter the SDZ components have a 

characteristically transitional form. This indicates that the fluctuations of the 

auroral zone are similar to the fluctuations of the line of centers, more specifical- 

ly, that zone occupies an intermediate position in winter, descending to the south 

in the equinox and ascending to the north in the summer months. The position of the. 

line of centers of the middle-latitude eddies and of the auroral zone, calculated 

from the data of the whole net of observatories, is shown in Fig.38a. The broken
\ 

lines in the sector 180 to 270° denote the absence of data for these longitudes. _ 
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The intensity of the 
middle-latitude eddies (I) and of the high-latitude 

eddies (II) 

rface current, are given 

(in amperes), calculated by 
approximate formulas for the su 

in Table 26. 

‘ 

Table 26 

~ a) 
‘ usmtuno 

1 , 

u 1 ,
n 

12 4 ‘ 18 

$3 - . 
5 18 7 96 

4 16 5 2! 
d) . . . . .. 

e) . . . . . . . 
5 21 

bl . . . . .. 3 

4 J5 

Note. The values in Table 26 
are given in 10“ amp. 

l Polar Year; b) Winter; c) Equinox; 
_ 

1 

a) Second Internationa 

d) Summer; e) Year 

of different solar activity: 
in the 

The seasonal fluctuations differ 
in years 

years of high activity they are 
considerably sharper. Figure 38b gives the position 

8 — 1939. The character of the 

of the line of centers and 
of the polar zone for 193 

' ame as in the years 

displacement of the line of centers 
and of the zone remains the

s 

of the minimum, but the 
value of the shift is considerably 

greater. It will be seen 

e maximum the seasonal 
fluctuations of the in- 

from Table 26 that in the year 
of th 

tensity of the currents likewise 
increased. 

f llowing con- 

izing all that has been said in 
the present Chapter, the o 

Summar tions of the Dst and SD 
vari- 

clusions may be drawn: the seasonal 
and ll-year fluctua 

ations, which differ in character 
and amplitude at different 

observatories and for 

different elements, find their 
explanation in the changes undergone 

by the systems 

' urrents responsible for these 
variations. The ll-year fluctuations of 

0 of electric c 
' st closely of all, 

c cle of solar activity mo 
the Dst currents follow 

the ll-year y 
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'with the lag that is characteristic for geophysical phenomena due to corpuscular ra- 
I l diation. The seasonal march of Dst has the pronounced equinoctial maxima which like- - 

wise confirm the corpuscular nature of the phenomenon, amplitude and also have an 

annual march of small amplitude with extreme values at the epoch of the solstices. 
This second annual wave likewise may be explained within the frame of the corpuscular 
theory, if we bear in mind that it is not only the heliographic latitude of the earth 
that varies during the course of the year (Corti effect) but also the angle between 
the magnetic axis of the earth and the line sun-earth. As stated by Bartels, the 

variation of this angle during the course of the year changes the direction and mag- 
nitude of the field on which the charged particles coming from the sun impinge and, 
Consequently, also modifies the conditions of the course of the disturbances. The 

ll-year and seasonal variations of the currents of the SD variations are much more 
complex. The correlation between the ll-year fluctuations of solar activity and the 

intensity of the SD currents is not so close, and is different for the middle- 

latitude and polar currents. It would seem that the fluctuations of the SD currents 

are not due only to fluctuations in the intensity of the corpuscular radiation, but 

also to the condition of the upper layers of the atmosphere. This latter differs in 

different latitudes, depends on the solar radiation of both types (photon and cor- 

puscular), and obeys its own more complex regularities. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

MORPHOLOGY OF THE DISTURBED IONOSPHERE AND THE CURRENT SYSTEMS 

OF MAGNETIC STOR 

Section l. Ionospheric Disturbances _ 

In the preceding Chapters we have described the calculation of the electric 

currents corresponding to the external part of the field of magnetic storms, and we ~ 

have discussed the properties and peculiarities of these currents. But since we 

used only geomagnetic data in studying thaes currents, many questions still remained 

obscure: the distance of these currents from the surface of the earth, the actual 

physical conditions in the medium in which, as we postulate, the currents are locat- 

ed; whether the current layer can be identified with one ionospheric layer or anoth- 1 

er; and so on. We have seen in Chapter I that the discussion of these questions in 

the literature is only beginning. In order to give answers, though only provisional 

ones, to these questions, it is necessary to formulate an idea as to the variations " 

that take place in the ionosphere during the time of magnetic disturbances. In the 

present Section we shall briefly set forth certain information of the morphology of Y 

ionospheric disturbances, taken from literature sources, and other data obtained as 

a result of the work up of the data from a number of ionospheric stations. 

The first investigators of ionospheric disturbances were Bulatov, Berkner and 

Wells and Seaton (Bibl.3, A0) whose works give a detailed description of magnetic 

storms from observations at Tomsk, and in South America and Great Britain. The au- 
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thors noted the basic features of the behavior of the disturbed ionosphere: the low-- 
ering of the critical frequencies of the F2 layer and the increase in its heights, - 

the appearance of a sporadic layer at the level of the E layer, the fused and scat- 

tered reflections, indicating the inhomogeneous, cloudlike structure of the'iono- 

‘sphere, and the increase of absorption. These features were further confirmed by a ; 

number of works of Soviet and foreigh authors, and a description of them may be found _ 

in modern surveys of ionospheric physics (Bibl.l, 2). One of the latest works devo- 

ted to the description of the individual disturbances is the paper by Burkhard (Bibl. 

39) on the magnetic ionospheric storm of l5 March l9h8. The data of about 30 iono- - 

spheric observatories were available to Burkhard, who calculated the value for each _ 
' foz _ foz 

I1 

observatory of A =——————;———— where fo = critical frequency of F2 layer on day of 
fn 

storm and fg = corresponding value for a normal day. The latitudinal distribution 

of A discloses obviously decreased values of fOF2 in the high latitudes and increas- 

ed values in latitudes near the equator. The dispersion of values is relatively 

small, which forces us to accept, without doubt, the relation found. A work by Yu. 

D.Kalinin (Bibl.22) is also devoted to the morphology of an ionospheric disturbance. 

To elucidate the regularities of the behavior of the ionospheric layers, he used 

statistical methods common to the methods used in geomagnetism. He studied the Dst 
and SD variations of the critical frequencies and the heights of the ionospheric lay- 

ers for two ionospheric observatories, Leningrad and Tomsk. An analysis of the ma- 

terial showed that the parameters of the E layer remained in fact normal during the 

time of magnetic disturbances. This conclusion is in full agreement with the well 

known fact that usually, in the middle latitudes, the disturbance affects only the 

F region and only in the strongest storms does the disturbance penetrate down to the 

underlying layers and disturb their structure. In the variations of height of the 

F2 layer and particularly of the critical frequencies of that layer, a regular part 

could be detected. The Dst variations of fOF2 are characterized by an increased in- 
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dex of f F2 in e O th first hours of a storm, followed by 
a decrease in the subsequent 

' t' of fOF differ for the winter and summer 
hours of the storm. The SD varia ions 2 

months and are 

for two years for two stations is, 
under 

'\ 
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Fig.39 - Dst Variations of the 
Critical 

Frequencies of the F2 Layer 

a) Alaska; b) Slough; c) Hobart; 

d) Watheroo; e) Brisbane; f) Huan 

cayo; g) 0.5 mc; h) Hours 

take the following co 

crease in the critical frequencies of the F2 lay 

tive phase, which is repl 

crease of f°F2 in absolute value considerably 
exceeds 

phase. The negative phase lasts 

return 
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not the same at Tomsk and Leningrad. 
A C0 

urse: during a few first hours of the magneti 

aced afterwards by the negative phase, 
in whic 

nsideration of the materials 

all circumstances, inadequate for 
any judg- 

ment as to the geographic incidence 

of the disturbed variations, or even 

as to how much the variations 
change 

from year to year. Nevertheless the 

work has shown that statistical 
meth- 

ods are fully applicable to the study 

of the ionosphere of ionospheric 

disturbance. 

Analogous results have been pub- 

lished by Appleton and Piggott (Bibl. 

36) in 1950 on the question of 
the 

correlation between magnetic and 

ionospheric disturbances. After 

working up the data on the F2 layer 

of a number of observatories located 

at different latitudes, the authors 

concluded that in the middle latitud- 

es ionospheric disturbance usually 

c storm an in- 

er is observed. This is the posi- 

h the de- 

its increase during the first 

't' hase. The 
considerably longer than the pOS1 ive p 

drav ing out to a few days, as 
to the normal state of the F2 layer is slow,

gg



occurs with the phase of restoration of the Dst 
variations of the magnetic field. 

The negative values of fOF2 are observed during 
the entire magnetic storm. In the 

high latitudes, on the contrary, the ionospheric disturbances 
as a rule have only a 

negative phase, commencing immediately together with the magnetic 
disturbance. The 

negative disturbances of the fOF2 of the high 
latitudes differ substantially from the 

negative phase of the middle-latitude disturbances. 
But it is precisely the restora- 

tion of the normal state of the F2 layer after 
the polar disturbance that occurs very 

rapidly, without a long drawn-out period of 
after-effect. This fact, it seems to us, 

is responsible for the negative disturbances 
in the F layer that accompany polar2 

tl t bv now the Dst and _ 

geomagnetic storms. There are indications in the literature 1a 3 

SD variations of fOF2 have been 
calculated for many ionospheric observatories, 

but 

more detailed data on the results of such 
calculations are not available to us.* 

The papers devoted to the variation of the 
critical frequencies and the heights of 

the regular layers during the time of a 
disturbance have been enumerated above. In 

addition to works of this kind, there have also 
been a large number of oth er inves- 

tigations with respect to special types of 
disturbances (for example sudden iono- 

spheric distrrbances due to outbursts of 
ultraviolet radiation), formation of addi- 

tional layers at various heights during storms, 
the correlation of E sporadic with 

the degree of magnetic disturbance, the nonuniformity of the ionosphere, etc. In 

view of our basic object, to elucidate the ionospheric conditions of a typical mag- 

f s 
' Indeed the existence of an 

netic storm, these studies are of less interest or u . , 

Es layer of corpuscular origin, 
related to and correlated with the degree of 

magnet- 

ic disturbance, is very probable. However, in the middle latitudes, in a large num- 

ber of cases, ES is observed with a completely 
quiet field, and ES is often absent 

refore no reason to consider that its formation 
leads 

during a storm. There is the 
_____________ 

' ' d A l - 
* This question is also considered in the papers by 

Martin, Louis Waldo, an pp e 

ton and lhrtin, published before the completion 
of the present work (cf.Proc. Roy. 

Soc. and Journ. Atm. Terr. Phys., I952 and 1953). 
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to the formation of the electric currents responsible for the regular parts of theQ_ 

field of magnetic storms. - 
This applies to an even greater extent to the appearance of additional high lay- 

O I2 24 hours 
f'r2

'

1 

a) 
(65'u)

0 

b) 
(53-N) 

0 ‘ I 
0.5 mc 

0 < -‘ 

(4-1'5) 

(ws) 

-+ \/ O 
( vrs) 

Fig.h0 - SD Variations of the Crit- 

ical Frequencies of the F2 Layer 

a) Alaska; b) Slough; c) Hobart; 

d) Watheroo; e) Brisbane; 

f) Huancayo; g) Hours; h) 0.5 mc 

ers during the time of a disturbance. Addi- 

tional and sporadic layers at the'level of 

the F2 layer and above it are not invariably 

observed during the time of magnetic distur- 

bances, and it is not probable that they arei 

connected with the regularly originating cur- 

rents. 

On analyzing similarly the other mani- 

festations of an ionospheric disturbance, it“ 

may be concluded that the regular parts of 

the field of a magnetic storm are most like- 

ly to be related to such processes in the 

ionosphere as variations of density or circu- 

lations of large scale. Starting out from 

these considerations, in the present survey 

we have touched only on a few investigations 

devoted to the consideration of precisely 

these questions. M 

The additional statistical treatment of 

the ionospheric data performed by us leads 

to the following results (Figs.39 and LO): 

l. The Dst variations of fOF2 have a two-phase character at all latitudes: in 

the high and middle latitudes, the first phase is positive and the second negative. 
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In the low and equatorial latitudes, on the contrary, the first phase is negative <- 

and the second positive. Thus the geographic distribution of the Dst variations of 
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the magnetic field and fOF2 do not resemble each other. 
2. The SD variations of f 2 vary strongly, depending on the season and on the 

level of solar activity. Nevertheless certain regularities in the geographic distri- 
bution of SD can be established: the amplitude of SDfOF2 is smallest in the equato- 
rial regions and greatest in the polar latitudes; the time of the extreme values 
likewise varies with the latitude: in the low latitudes the minimum is observed in 
the forenoon hours, and the maximum in the afternoon hours, while in the high lati- 
tudes, on the contrary, the minimum occurs in the second half of the day and the max- 
imum in the first half. It follows from this that the geographic distribution of 
SDfoF2 is analogous to that of the SD variations of the magnetic elements. 

3. The Dst and SD variations of f0F2 are considerably less regular than the 
corresponding variations of the magnetic elements. 

No regular disturbed variations of the E layer are detected, either at low lati- 
tudes or in the polar regions. 

Section 2. iConductivity of the Ionospheric E and F Layers, and the Dynamo Effects in the F2 Layer 

As we have seen in the preceding paragraph, the density of ionization of the F2 
layer undengoes variations during the time of a disturbance, depending on the storm- 
time (Dst variations) and on the time of day (SD variations). Our task is to eluci- 
date the question whether these variations can cause the rise of the electric cur- 
rents responsible for the Dst and SD variations of the geomagnetic field. In order 
to compare the quantitative characteristics of the ionosphere (for example the den- 
sity of ionization or the velocity of motion) with the intensity and configuration 
of the electric currents, it is necessary to have some working hypothesis about the 
mechanism of excitation of these currents. The hypotheses in the literature as to 
the causes for the origin of the currents of magnetic disturbances may be divided in- 
to two main groups. The first of these groups includes the hypotheses related to 
the assumption of the deep penetration of solar corpuscles into the earth atmosphere 
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(to the level of the F 
region and lower). As we have already shown, this 

hypothes _ 

cently been confirmed by 
auroral spectroscopy, and thus 

there should be no
_ 

has re 

doubt of the penetration of 
corpuscles down to the very lowest 

layers of the iono- 

' uscles‘ 

the olar latitudes. But the question as to the 
penetration of corp 

sphere in p 
h middle latitudes still remains 

unsolved. Eckersley (Bibl. 

into the ionosphere of t e 
' ' tl t the» 

d (Bibl 39) and a number of other authors 
consider it possible 1a 

A2), Burkhar . , 
' t action of the cor-‘ 

corpuscles penetrate in all 
latitudes, and explain, by the 

direc 

puscles, those variations that are 
observed in the ionosphere and 

the magnetic field 

f a disturbance. 
of the earth during the time

o 

According to Eckersley, the positive ions penetr 
‘ ' f med is 

rtical electrostatic field thereby 
or 

ate somewhat deeper into the 
at- 

mos here than the electrons, 
and the ve 

p
\ 

the prime cause of the drift of 
charged particles and of the 

excitation of the elec- 

tric currents responsible for 
magnetic storms. Without making it my task here to 

give a complete critical discussion 
of Eckersley's work, I may say that an electric 

vertical field should in my opinion 
prevent the further invasion of 

the corpuscles 

into the atmosphere, and thus, 
the process of a disturbance, 

as soon as it began, 

d’ to the formation of stable 
cur- 

should at once thereafter die out, 
without lea ing 

rent systems. 

According to Burkhard, the entrance of corpuscl 

some manner (the author does not specify 
precisely in what manner) not to 

the in- 

‘ but to its decrease. The corpuscles emitted by the sun 
during 

es into the ionosphere leads, 
in 

crease of ionization 

uiet periods penetrate the earth atmosphere at all 
latitudes and reduce the ioniza

Q 
' ' 

' the tine of disturbances, 

tion of the F2 layer due to 
ultraviolet radiation. During 

the parameters of the particles vary 
in such a way that the particles 

are collected 

toward the polar regions of the earth, 
without reaching t e 

' l there is a particularly strong 
decrease in the density of ionization 

in the 

lng Y» 
e low latitude there is an increase, 

connected with the 

h low latitudes. Accord: 

high latitudes, while in th 

disappearance of the negative corpuscular effect. 
We have cited Burkhard's reason- 
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'ing in order to show to what absurd conclusions the speculative idea of the deioniz- 

ing action of the corpuscular stream, developed without any connection with experi- 

mental data, can lead. Not only is the course of the arguments of Eckersley and 

Burkhard erroneous, in our opinion, but the very penetration of particles into the 

lower latitudes would appear to be contradicted by a number of facts. First, the geo- 

graphic distribution of the aurora is such that, at relatively low latitudes, (m = _ 

= 30 - A00), it is observed only during exceptionally strong nagnetic storms, while 

the ordinary moderate and great nagnetic storms are accompanied by a shift of the 

isochasms by only 5 - 6° toward lower latitudes, from their mean position (¢O = 67°) 

The calculation of the paths of the particles in the magnetic field and the determin- 

ation of the zone of their penetration into the ionosphere that have been made by a 

number of authors, with various objects in view (Stormer, Bugoslavskiy, Vallarta, 

Alfven, Martin, and others) are likewise all in agreement that the approach of par- 

ticles to the earth in the low latitudes is impossible if the velocity of the parti- 

cles is less than the velocity of light (for instance about lOOO km/sec). It goes 

without saying that particularly great active formations on the solar surface emit 

corpuscles at high velocities (about 3000 km/sec and perhaps even higher) which are 

little deflected by the magnetic field, and produce the aurora in the middle lati- 

tudes, while the intensifying the ionization in the high layers of the ionosphere or 

the (more energetic) lower layers of the ionosphere (cf. work of N.V.Mednikova 

(Bibl.2h)). But such powerful processes are relatively rare, and consequently, we 

should not take them as a basis for discussing the possible mechanism of excitation 

of the electric currents of the regular variations, flowing around the earth during 

moderate and small magnetic storms. 

The following argument against the approach of the corpuscles to the earth sur- 

face is provided by the morphology of the magnetic disturbances. The great but 

smooth deviations from the normal values in the march of the magnetic elements, and 

the absence of a local character in the course of storms in the equatorial latitudes, 
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all speak for the view that the fluctuations of the magnetic field are due to stable 
current systems encompassing the earth as a whole, which are not disturbed by the in-” 
vasion of streams of charged particles. 

It follows from this that it is more advisable to assume that the middle- 
latitude parts of the currents of the magnetic variations are excited in'the iono- 
sphere, if they can be referred to the height of the ionosphere at all, without di- - 

rect entrance of additional charges into the ionospheric layers.* The authors of the 
works placed by us in the second group share this viewpoint. In Chapter I we have 
already mentioned the investigators (Yu.D.Kalinin, S.h.Matsushita,hhiroyama) who have 
attempted to explain the currents of magnetic storms by a dynamo effect in the iono- 
sphere. In addition, the thought has been expressed that with the existence of an 
external extra-ionospheric primary field varying with time, the currents in the iono- 
sphere would be excited owing to electromagnetic induction, and would make their con- 
tribution to the observed disturbance field. These thoughts have been developed in 
the paper by Ashour and Price (Bibl.37), and in certain papers by Sugiura (Bibl.55). 
But the dynamo and induction effects are not the only methods for the excitation of 
currents. It is well known that the excitation of currents in an ionized gas by the 
combined action of two fields of force on the particles (magnetic and gravitational 
fields, or magnetic and electric fields) is also possible. The current so excited 
(drift current) has been used to explain the Sq variations and the regular field of 
the sun. A number of considerations, which we shall present below, compels us to 
consider the drift also as a possible cause of the formation of the currents of mag- 
netic disturbances. It is to the discussion of the dynamo, drift and induction me- 

* The literature sometimes gives as an argument for the penetration of corpuscles 
into the ionosphere the so-called "geomagnetic effects" in the F2 layer (the depend- 
ence of ionization density on the geomagnetic latitude, etc). But it would appear 
to be more plausible to explain these effects by the redistribution of the charges 
already in the layer under the action of the earth magnetic field. 
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'chanisms of excitation of ionospheric currents that this and the following Sections 
_of the present will be devoted. 

The question of the excitation of electric currents in plasma and of the evalua- 
tion of its conductivity has been discussed with great vigor in the literature of re- 
cent years. The works of Pedersen, Tamm, Cowling et al (Bibl.2 3) Show that the 
value of the conductivity of an ionized gas depends substantially on the magnitude 
and direction of the magnetic and electric fields acting on the particles, on the 
length of the free path, and on the parameters of the particles; the motion of the 
particles in the plasma will be completely different from that in the case of a rare- 
fied gas, the interaction between whose particles may be neglected, and which has 
been considered in their 
li 

time by Stormer and Chapman. In the works of Tamm and Cow- 
ng, the conductivity of an ionized gas is considered specially in its application 

to the earth atmosphere. Tamm assumes the ionosphere to be completely ionized and 
gives approximate expressions for the conductivit y, one of which expressions is true 
for regions of short free paths and the other for regions of long paths. Cowling 
considers the ionosphere as a ternary gas composed of electrons, positive ions, and 
neutral molecules, and obtains more general expressions for its conductivity. It is 
not hard however, to show that the conclusions of Tamm and Cowlin g do not contradict 
each other. If the charged particles of the plasma are under the action of a mag- 
netic field (E), an electric field (E) and a gravitational field (acceleration of 
gravity §) and, is also undergoing motion of translation under the action of certain 
other forces, at the velocity W, then according to Tamm, the density of the current 
formed by the translation of particles of one kind will be: 

1-=@1v{17¢+%’%(E+;j[E+[»Z1§J}-§%'-£5 vr)} r})., (1) 
» _. _ --. _. (2) fl =¢’N’w+,%HNmg+Ne(E+ [wH]) —-grad(k7‘N)}H] r<(A. 

Here the density of the given gas (N) and the temperature (T) are not assumed 
to be uniform, r is the radius of vortex motion of th e particles about the lines of 
F-TS-8971+/‘V 
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fforce of the magnetic field, and A = free path of the particles. The component of_ ! 
density of the current parallel to H in the field of the long free paths (r 4<X) is- 

likewise described by eq.(l). If we have a binary gas (n+3; n_ I N), then, from 

eq.(l), neglecting the temperature gradient and density gradient, we get 

]l_=¢,(E+l&3/7]) r>A, (3) 

where 

__ 283/V 1+ 
7 

l___ Ne3A+ NflA_ N83 N! 
do —- 

3 V9:/cf + P py|__ ) "|+V_§: + m._U_ "l+Y+ + "|_V_ 
is the conductivity of the gas in the absence of a magnetic field. Here v = kinetic 

velocity of molecules, and V = number of collisions per second (XV - v). The cur-
\ 

rent described by eqs.(3) and (A) is the dynamo current used by Schuster and Chapman 
to explain the Sq variations. 

According to Cowling, in an ionized gas under the action of the crossed, mutual- 

ly perpendicular electric and magnetic fields Eland g, an electric current of den- 

sity 

j=,,=g,+°1~ (5) _ 

is excited, where fii must be understood as meaning not only the proper electrostatic 

field E of some external origin, but also the electric field arising as a result of 
the motion of the mass of gas in the field E at velocity G, that is 

z~"=z~'+mfiJ, ‘6’
_ 

and, consequently, 

,~=,= <§+m1>+o-- +22) <7’
‘ 

The first term in the expression for j denotes the Schuster—Chapman dynamo ef- 

fect, while the second indicates the formation of a current in the direction of the
N 

-0 velocity of motion of the gas w, or in a direction perpendicular to the crossed mag- 
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YIOI 
netic and5electric fields. The expressio , 

, 
eh 

particle (w ='1f , vl_- r 

ity of a gas in a direction perpen 

according to Cowling, is equal to 

==1t;:§fi~ 

— v'1), and w = angular velocity of procession of the where T =rtime of free path (T — 

— m). It is identical 

literature by Pedersen: 

For a region of short free paths 

we have o_L'5'o'o, as is p 

with the expression for the conductiv- 

dicular to the magnetic field, introduced into the 

ed by the expression 

r vl 2 
(—X = -5-“ 1) neglecting the value oft» , 

h ductivity ollis determin- 
ut in the Tamm equations. T e con 

§|==_;a2:_, (9) 
1 -}— mzzz 

In the field of short free paths, 

0" goo 33- ands" <<c'.
( 

Consequently, Tamm did not make a large 

10) 

error by neglecting the current in the 

f this region In the region of long 
direction of Q (or perpendicular to H and E) or . 

free paths (v/w << \) 

and, consequently,

1 
s‘ go.%5-, 0" goo -3- (ll) 

0' <0" <00 

the current in the direction of H is considerably great er 
than 

f entirely natural that‘ in the ap- 
the current in the direction of E. It is there ore 

proximate equation of Tamm, out of the terms describing the dependence of the 
cur— 

rent‘on E and E, only the term _§% HE + [$fi]) fi] should be retained. 
Ii I1 

The scaler Coefficient E; is the same
H 

as the coefficient.lL__ in eq.(5).
H 

In fact , a"~Ne’ v __Ne*ln____I_\L¢ 
_/»T==1TT}iu'»"‘mH eli-“HY 
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_ 

Thus eqs.(l) and (2) of Tamm and eq.(5) of Cowling do not 
contradict each other} '" 

Let us see now to what extent the identification of this or 
that ionospheric 

layer with the region of long or short free paths is correct. 
The angular velocity 

of motion of a particle he = :31) depends only on the parameters of this particle 
and 

I11 

the magnitude of the magnetic field. Neglecting the variation of the earth magnetic 

field with height for the region of the ionosphere, we find that 
for all ionospheric 

layers the velocity of an electron ué = 5 X 106 and the velocity of an ionized oxygen 

moleculemni = 102. The number of collisions in the ionosphere has been repeatedly 

determined from the experimental data on the absorption (Bibl.l), 
and has also been - 

calculated by the formulas (Bibl.ll): - 

Ana! —- ll 

Yr";--3-Nm'U 
+ - /=1‘

' 

V; = --(Zj), Nfv m (0551 ---[W13 ) (12) 
--

> 

6 P 2 - 
vf_= l53——-a'N,,.'u 

i 
I V5?‘ '_ 

,

- 

v, = _-W N,»v m (om --Ml’) 

Here v° denotes the frequency of collision of electrons with neutral 
molecules,

m 

vi with positive ions, vi“ the number of collisions of ions with molecules, and vi 

of ions with ions; a = effective diameter of a particle (for air the value naz = 7 X 

x l0'l6 is usually taken); 6 = kinetic velocity of the particles. 
The collisions of 

electron with electron and ion with ion with the sgme sign may 
be neglected in eval- 

uating the total number of collisions, and therefore the term v% will have a sub- ~

I 

stantial value only in those regions where there is a 
sufficient nunber of both posi- 

tive and negative ions. Radio methods enable us to determine directly only the ef- j 

fective ionization density Nef, while the actual number of 
charged particles 

N = Ncfegfi-remains'unknown. But a number of supplementary considerations (the * 

me
_ 

magneto-ionic splitting of a deflected radio signal,et0) allow us 
to judge the ratio 

between electrons and negative ions in the layer l 
=.2;- There is no doubt today _ 

nc T 
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‘that the conductivi 

It is also probable that, in the E layer as well, the conductivity is determined 
mainly by the electrons, since in the D layer the number of free electrons is in all 
probability small. The first columns of Table 27 give the values of Nef adopted in 
‘the modern literature for all layers, together with the possible values of 1; the 
following columns give the values of ne, n_, n_, and the most probable values of nm, 
all calculated on the basis of Nef and I. Columns 7 - l2 give the values of ve ... 

Ill 

vi calculated by eq.(l2), as well as the total number of collisions for particles 
of a given kind, ve or vi. Column 13 gives the value of v determined from experi- 
mental data. It will be seen from the tables that in the D layer, the total number 
of collisions is determined by the collision of charged particles with neutral par- 
ticles, and none of the three assumptions as to the value of I contradicts the order 
of the observbd vef. For the E and Fl layers, as will be seen from the table, the 
data on vef agree only with the assumption 1 = 0, that is, with absence of any sub- 
stantial number of negative ions. The value of nm for the F2 layer is determined 
only indirectly, namely on the basis of the number of collisions. For an ionization 
density of the order of 106 ions/cm3 and the assumption that ionization in the layer 
is due to electrons and positive ions (1 = 0), this number of collisions corresponds 
to the effective number of collisions between electrons and ions (cf.Table A, p.97, 
of the Ginzburg monograph Bibl.ll). About the same number of collisions takes place 
for electrons and neutral molecules, if the molecular density nm % 1011. From this 
it is concluded that the number of neutral molecules in the F2 layer does not exceed 
1011 molecules/cm3. It is true that the literature also contains hypotheses of the 
complete ionization of the F2 layer,,particularly in the daytime. 

The data of Table 27 show that the D layer is a region of short paths of both 
ions and electrons, that the E layer is a region of short paths for the ions and 
long ones for the electrons, and that the Fl and F2 layers are a region of long free 
paths for particles of both kinds. The conductivity Q1 which determines the dynamo 
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'effect has the smallest value in the D layer and rises for the higher layers just"asI 

the conductivity 011 does. In the D layer 011 ‘:01, while in the overlying layers
_ 

Q1 and all are of comparable value, and all is even somewhat greater than 01. Evalue 

ating the integral conductivity of the R region, Cowling shows that it is possible 

that the conductivity of this region is considerably less, since the presence of cur- 

rent in the magnetic field leads to the excitation of ponderomotive forces [wH] which~ 

retard the further motion of the charged particles, that is, it is as though they de- 

creased the value of the conductivity. Thus the current that arises should be damped 

after the time-T (where 0 is the density of the mass), which amounts to A5 days 

for the E layer? Q5 hours for the Fl layer and 20 min for the F2 layer. The damping 

of the currents does not occur if the particles are under the constant action of a 

force, that is, if the motion of the particles is accelerated, or if under the ac- 

tion of the magnetic field a polarization of the gas occurs, neutralizing the retard- 

ing force [wH], or if currents screening the internal parts of the volume from the 

action of the magnetic field are induced on the surface of the moving mass of gas. 

In accordance with the above, Cowling considers that the conductivity* of the 

F2 layer in reality does not exceed oi = e X lO’9, and that the conductivity of the 

E layer is practically constant (for instance, 0] = 10'? for l = 25). Cowling con- 

cludes from this that the total conductivity of the entire ionosphere must be within 

the range from 10'? to 104; and must be due primarily to the charged particles of 

the E layer. 

The values of ,'oI dh given in Table 27 force us to apply the following correc- 

tions. Since the more probable value of the conductivity for the E layer would seem 
to be _;n] dh = lO'9, then the integral conductivity of the entire ionosphere, caus- 

ing the dynamo effect, is probably not more than 10$), while both layers of E and F 

* Under the condition that the motion takes place under the action of tidal forces. 
From what has been said it follows that the conductivity differs for different kinds 
of motion of the gas. 
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1 

possibly yield equal contributions do the value of the conductivity. The conclusions 

drawn as to the conductivity of the E and F layers are based on the values of the 
"-: 

ionization density for a normal day. On a disturbed day, however, (cf.Chapter II), 

the order of magnitude of the ionization density remains the same and, consequently, 

the order.of magnitude of the conductivity should likewise not differ markedly from 

that of a normal day.* 

It follows from Chapter III and VII of the present work that the Dst variations 

of the geomagnetic field may cause ionospheric currents flowing westward along the 

parallels of latitude and having a density of about 3 X 104’ CGS in a year of moder- 

ate solar'activity. If these currents are attributed to the action of the dynamo 

effect, then it would be necessary to assume the presence in the ionosphere of a sta- 

ble wind of meridional direction with a speed of the order of 

3><10'5
I _-_-_--- = 0° cu sec.=1 K sec. w o,3><1o'9 I ml 

* After the present work had been completed, I learned of the paper by J.K.Csada, 

Acta Phys. Acad. Sc.Hungaricae I (3) 235 - 2&6, 1952, which considers the variation 

of the electromagnetic parameters of a gas under the influence of turbulent proces- 

ses. It is shown that the local magnetic field formed in presence of turbulence 

lead to an increase of magnetic permeability and to a decrease of the electric con- 

ductivity of the gas. The turbulent processes occurring in stellar atmospheres may, 

according to Csada's calculations, reduce the conductivity of the atmospheric gas 

by several orders of magnitude. During magneto-ionospheric disturbances, it is gen- 

erally known that turbulent processes also develop in the ionosphere. However, as 

shown by rough preliminary calculations, owing to the low temperature and the low 

degree of ionization of the ionosphere of the earth, the turbulent processes in it 

cannot lead to such great changes of the electromagnetic parameters as occur in stel- 

lar atmospheres. 
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A number of experiments in recent years (cf.Bibl.2, 3, and 27) indicate the ex- 

istence of horizontal movements of the clodds in the ionosphere in 
both its lower 

layers and the F2 layers. In most cases, however, the authors give lower values for 

the velocities. Thus, according to the data of Australian stations, a systematic dis- 

placement of clouds in the F2 layer, having a meridional direction and a velocity of 

80 - A00 m/sec, has been found. Observations at Slough have shown displacement from 

time to time, of the F2 layer as a whole (or of parts of it) at velocities of 120 

m/sec in east-west direction. Velocities of the order of one kilometer a second are 

noted considerably less often. Thus, for example, from the observations in Austral 

ia the usual rates of motion of the clouds of the F2 layer (of the order 
of A00 - 

500 m/sec) increase, sometimes to 1800 m/sec, during magnetic storms. It would thus~ 

appear that the dynamo—excitation of the Dst currents requires somewhat higher 
rates

I 

of motion in the ionosphere than those usually observed. A still more weighty argu- 

ment against the dynamo hypothesis of the Dst variations is the configuration 
of the 

current system, which is a latitudinal distribution of the current lines from 
east- 

ward during the first phase of the storm and westward during the second stage. 
To 

explain such a form it would be necessary for the Dst variations of conductivity 

(and, consequently, of the critical frequency of the F2 layer) to be of a very regu- 

lar character, which would be the same over the entire earth, with an increase 
of 

fOF in the first phase of a storm and a decrease in the second phase. However, as
2 

will be seen from Chapter II of the present work, the Dst variations of fOF2 only 

have such a form in the middle latitudes, while in the low latitudes, their form, on 

the cdntrary, is negative in the first phase of the storm and positive in the second 

phase. The irregularity and instability of the Dst variations of fOF2, which is 

particularly striking on a comparison with the Dst variations of the magnetic field, 

compels the definitive recognition of the impossibility of explaining the latter by 

the dynamo currents flowing in the F2 layer of the ionosphere. These same consider- 

ations as to the dissimilarity of the Dst variations of fOF2 and of the magnetic 
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'field also force us to abandon other possible mechanisms of excitation of the iono- 

'spheric curents, although these, too, may not lead to any quantitative contradic- 

tions with respect to conductivity or motion in the ionosphere. 

_; let us consider in greater detail the possibility of current originating in the 

‘ionosphere in the direction of motion of the gaseous masses. It follows from Table 

27 that the conductivity f<fl1 dh of the F2 layer in the direction of motion is one 

order of magnitude greater than the conductivity_fo1 dh. Moreover, in the case of 

the formation of a curent in the direction of motion of the retarding mechanical 

_ force o11H2w, which arises as a result of the motion of charged particles in a direc- 

_ tion transverse to the magnetic field, would cause not a decrease in conductivity as 
.‘ Q 

__with Cowling's examination of the dynamo effect, but the excitation of a Hall cur- 

rent of perpendicular direction. Thus the value of the conductivity f<91 dh in the 

-Fé layer would hardly be much less than l0'9, and, consequently, if there are any 

:“displacements of ionized masses or winds in the layer, they would lead to the exci- 

- tation of currents of relatively high intensity in the direction of these motions. 

0 ‘It follows from eq.(7) that to explain the Dat variations, very low velocities would 

-be sufficient: 
__ -5 

J Q 3X10
6 

==-—-—————-;;1 aqcex. 
0,3 X 10“ 

The presence of such small motions in a latitudinal direction would appear not 

to be in contradiction with the empirical data. Nevertheless, as we have already 

pointed out, it would hardly be possible to explain the origin of the Ds£ currents 

in this way, since the fluctuations in the ionization density of the F2 layer during 

storm does not satisfy the necessary requirements. 

The density of the drift current produced by the combined action of a magnetic 

field and, for instance, of the gravitational field, on the charges, in exactly the 

same way should be proportional to the ionization density (for further details see 

below), an, consequently, the drift currents which have been repeatedly used by in- 
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vestigators to explain the disturbances (Hulburt, Eckersley) are likewise unable to 
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explain the regular character of the Dst variations of the magnetic field. Thus a 

consideration of the Dst variations of the ionospheric parameters and a survey of the 

possible mechanisms of excitation of currents forces us to consider that the most 

plausible explanation of the Dab variations of the magnetic field would be an extra- 

ionospheric ring current. The great radius of the ring by comparison with the iono- 

sphere (3 - A R according to our calculations) well explains the regularity and the 

absence of local anomalies in the Dst variations, which are very difficult to ex- 

plain if the distance between the earth and the current-carrying layer is assumed to 

be short. - 

Section 3. Explanation of the SD Variations of the Magnetic Field by Drift Currents 

In the brief survey of the literature presented in Chapter I we stated that the 

SD variations of the magnetic field might be explained either by means of an extra- 

ionospheric ring, assuming it to be elliptic, or by the aid of ionospheric curent 

systems. Most of the arguments, however, are in favor of the ionospheric system. 

The SD variations of the parameters of the F2 layer which we have just described 

likewise do not contradict the attribution of the SD curents to the height of the 

F2 layer. The fundamental facts supporting this point of view, it seems to us, may 

be considered to be the similarity of the geographic distribution and of the ll-year 

fluctuations of the SD variations of the'magnetic field and of the ionization densi- 

ty of the F2 layer. From the example of the Dst variations that we have discussed 

we have seen that the quantitative relations between the current density necessary 

to explain the magnetic disturbances and the possible values of the conductivity, 

and these relations between that current density and the possible motions in the 

ionosphere, lead to promising results. The current density of the SD variations in 

the temperate latitudes (between Q = i500) amounts, in years of moderate magnetic 

activity, to a few units of lO'4 amp or of l0"5 CGS. At latitudes Q = 50 - 67°, the 

. ‘fly.
v 
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current density is 3 to h times as great, that is, it reaches 10 CGS. Thus, to ex 

cite currents of the necessary density in the F2 layer, the existence of systematic 

displacements of 

the direction of the current coinciding, on the whole, with the directio 
masses at a velocity of several meters a second would be sufficient, 

n of the wind. 

In the light of experiments disclosing the motion of ionized gases at velocities 
of

I 

tens and hundreds of meters a second, the existence of such small velocities is very 

th t ents ma be adduced according to which possible. Moreover it seems to us a argum y 

the formation of such storms during magnetic storms would be very plausible 
from 

theoretical point of view as well. These argum 

the 

ents are as follows. Since we have 

th f ti of an equatorial ring current is the most probable ex- recognized that e orma on 

planation of the Dst variations, the influence of th e field of this ring current on 

i the ionos here must be examined. We have already 
the electromagnetic processes n p 

mentioned one possible effect of the ring curren , 

currents in the ionospher 

t the electromagnetic induction of 

e under the action of the alternating field of the ring. 

uld h dl be of major importance As we shall show below (Section 3), this effect co ar y 

I th' Section we shall turn to a different for the formation of the SD currents. n 18 

ici ates 
type of the action of the ring on the ionosphere. Since the ionosphere part p 

t ‘s while the field of the equato- in the diurnal rotation of the earth about i s axi , 

rial ring may be considered in sun-bound coordinates, as constant or slowly varying, 

id th roblem of the rotation of a con- it follows that it is necessary to cons er e p 

1 l ' uasi-constant field H. Let us simplify our problem by ducting spherica ayer in a q 

considering, at first, the rotation in the magne tic field H of an individual charged 

d h If this rticle is bound to the earth (of mass M) particle of mass an c arge e. pa 

by the forces of gravitational attraction, then its motion, in fixed coordinates, 

will be described by the equation 

k A4 
—,'§-,— + eRwH rnw" , 

(13) 

‘TM l f eRuH = Lorentz force where —;5~ = force of gravitationgxnwn = centripeta orce; 
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acting on a charge moving at velocity<nR in 
the field H; and w - initial velocity of 

otation. On introducing a new system of coordinates 
rotating at velocity Aug it is 

e motion of the charge in the new system will 
be as 

I‘ 

easy to show (Bib1.33) that tn 

follows: 

mwn -__. _'_",_§§‘- + emu + 2m/M.» + mR(Aw)'. <11‘) 

If X» is selected such that 

eRu»H 2mRu>Au> + mR (Aw)' = 0 , (15) 

then it will be found that the charge will continue 
to move along its orbit, but 

with a changed velocity equal to m + Aw. If the motion of our charge were governed 

only by eq.(l3), then the quantity Am would be found to be so great 
for an electron 

and an ion that they would practically not participate 
at all in the diurnal rota- 

tion of the earth, but would obey only electromagnetic 
forces. However, as soon as 

the charge begins to move with respect to earthbound 
coordinates, it will be under 

the action of the geomagnetic field HO, which considerably 
exceeds the field of the 

ring H. The resultant motion under the action of the fields 
H and HO is described 

by the equation: 

l'£",,,l + @R [(<» + Aw) H + AwH(,] + 2/nRu>Aw + mR (At)! = mwn . (16) 

By an appropriate choice of Am, we get 

8Hw+8HAw—{—eH0Aw+Q,n0,_\u,+m(_\w)2 _.0, (17) 

whence, neglecting the small terms, 

_ ‘_ H 18 Aw__ H+How. ( ) 

Taking H = 10-3 cos, no = 0.3 cos, w = 7 >< 10-5, we have Aw s -3 x 10-3 and the 

linear velocity wn 2 l - 2 m/sec, which is the same for charges 
of both signs. It 
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goes without saying, of course, that these arguments are not 
entirely correct, since 

cles will disturb the regular drift of 
particles in the

' 

the collisions between parti 

westward direction. Nevertheless, owing to the low molecular density of the 
atmos- 

phere at the F2 level, it may be considered that the interaction 
between the field of 

the ring and the main field of the earth 
will lead to a certain mean displacement of 

the charges in a latitudinal direction. 
If this displacement, all the same, should 

s or meters a second, it would still be sufficient to produce a 
amount to centimeter 

current of density 10's CGS in latitudinal 
direction. This current would have a max- 

imum density at the equator and a minimum 
density at the poles. Its role in the de- 

formation of the SD variations could 
therefore be substantial only in the middle 

latitudesl 

The inductive influence of the extra-ionospheric current ring, 
however, is not 

the only cause leading to the formation 
of stable currents. A consideration of the 

drift of particles in the F2 layer 
likewise leads us to the formation of an analog- 

. 
. f 

ous current of latitudinal direction. 
It follows from eq.(2) that, in the region o 

long free paths, a drift of particles under the action 
of the gravitational and mag- 

netic fields will occur, provided that 
the force of gravity per unit volume gNm 

is 

not balanced completely by the partial 
pressure grad kTN. Since, in Tamm's opinion, 

there is a rule a disturbance of the 
equilibrium distribution by a barometric law 

in 

the ionosphere, the term [(gNm - grad kTN) h] may play a 
substantial role in the for- 

on of the Sq variations. Cowling gives the following expression for 
the density 

mati 

of the drift current. 

1 
'- ’ 0/1, P. ap (19) 

1'=T1?LHi2“aT' "7 1%)]- 
Here pe is the partial 

pressure of electrons, p = pressure of gas as a whole, 

and r = radius vector. 
d sit obeys the barometric law, and whose 

ioniza- 
For a layer whose molecular en y 

tion density obeys the Kryuchkov-Chapman 
law, 
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p\% %("'£‘) 
"= 'P'<7>' 8 (20) 

and 
1 I p 

.__l P " ?("'F) Op 21 
,._p,H%(%)*e ,7. 

< > 

Here Pe = value of Pe at level of maximum 
electron density, while P = corre- 

sponding value of p. 

Integrating eq.(20) over the entire thickness of the ionosphere, 
and putting 

Pe = 2.5 X 10-7 CGS, Cowling obtains the result for the equator j = 3 X lO"6 CGSM, 

that is, a quantity smaller by one order of magnitude than what 
we need to explain 

the disturbance field. But if we bear in mind that the actual distribution of 
molec- 

ular or electron density may differ strongly from both the 
Chapman law and the baro- 

metric law, then a calculation by eq.(20) leads to other results. Atzthe present 

time experiments do not yield so great a material on vertical 
motions in the iono- 

sphere as we have on horizontal winds, but still it is 
possible to find certain opin- 

ions on this subject in the literature. First of all, investigators have several 

times succeeded in noting a variation in the height of the 
level reflecting a radio 

signal, deducing such variation from the Doppler shift of 
the frequency. The veloc- 

ity of the displacement so revealed was found to be 
of the order of meters per sec- 

ond. A consideration of the behavior of the active heights of the F2 
layer during 

disturbances shows that H often varies by lOO - l5O km in one or two 
hours, which 

makes lO - 20 m/sec.* This can also be noted both in the analysis of individual 

_______€__.-_Z—-—i— 

* We shall not dwell here on the tidal motions of the F2 layer experimentally found 

and theoretically considered in a number of works by Martin 
and other authors. The 

existence of horizontal vertical motions connected with tidal 
effects is today be- 

yond all doubt, but it would still seem to be more 
advisable to correlate them with 

rmal diurnal march Sq instead of the the geomagnetic variations in discussing the no 

disturbances. 
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cases and in calculating the mean parameters. At the present time we have no oppor- 

tunity to establish whether these changes in the 
height of the reflecting layer con- 

stitute actual displacements of air masses or wavelike fluctuations of density. But, r" 

under either of these assumptions, we should have a 
deviation of density from the 

barometric equilibrium and, consequently, a drift term that does not vanish in eqs. 

(2) and (19). It is very probable that the disequilibrium is 
intensified on days of — 

magnetic disturbances, when the scattered and diffused 
reflections and the appear- 

ance of additional layers speak for the cloudlike 
structure and motions in the layer. 

If we assume that the fluctuations with density with 
height may be by a factor of 

several times (2, 5, 10), then the order of the term gNm 
- grad kTN is the same as 

the order of gNm. Then, as follows from eq.(2), the density of the drift current: 

J. 
1o3><a><1o°>é§>><1o-”><1o’ ___5X1O_scGS 

is half an order of magnitude smaller than the density 
of the SD currents. The vec- 

tor of densities of the drift current must be perpendicular to the 
magnetic and grav- 

itational field, that is, directed according to latitude. 
Thus both the influence 

of the equatorial ring current discussed by us, and 
that of the drift charges under 

the combined action of the gravitational and magnetic 
fields, should lead to the for- 

mation of currents of latitudinal direction and density 10-5 to 
lO"6 CGS. Let us 

now consider whether these currents could lead to the 
formation of the current sys- 

tem of the SD variations. The mathematical formulation of the theory of drift 
cur 

rents of the Sq variations proposed in 1920 by Chapman has 
not been carried to com- 

pletion and gives only a qualitative scheme of the formation of the Sq currents, in

I 

stead of a quantitative calculation, which the dynamo 
theory does give. Neverthe- 

less, this aspect of the work, the possibility of the formation of currents of the 

necessary configuration, has not evoked objections either from Tamm or 
from critics 

of this theory. I therefore deemed it possible to transfer this qualitative scheme 

as well. 
of the formation of the Sq currents to the formation 

of the SD currents 
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The fundamental proposition of Chapman's theory 
of th e Sq variations is as follows: 

tional and magnetic fields leads to the formation 
of a 

the interaction of the gravita 

drift current in an easterly direction. The mean diurnal value of this drift, IO, 

corresponding to the mean diurnal density of ionization 
of NO, makes a contribution 

to the main field of the earth, somewhat increasing the H component. In the noon 

hours there is an excess of ionization AN, to which 
there likewise corresponds an 

excess current of easterly direction AI. To the deficit of ionization in the night 

hours there corresponds the negative current 
- AI. As a consequence of these addi- 

tional currents, there is an accumulation of positive 
charges on the evening side of 

the earth and of negative charges on the morning 
side. Since the conductivity of 

the ionosphere along the lines of force of the magnetic 
field is very great, these 

charges will tend to be displaced toward the higher 
latitudes along the lines of 

force, and will form two current eddies: a more intense 
one on the daylight side of 

the earth. 
the earth and a less intense one, negative in sign, on the night side of 

In its application to the SD variations, this scheme must be modified as follows. 

If we assume that: 1) the SD variations of the ionization density 
of the F2 layer 

are responsible for the SD currents; and 2) the vector gNm - grad kTN is directed 

vertically upward,* then an additional current will begin to 
flow in westerly direc- 

tion on the evening side of the low latitudes (O to A50), while an easterly current 

__,_ii-1--——:—-1-i 

* Since only the term gNm, directed vertically downward, entered into the Chapman 

drift theory, this predetermined the formation of the current IO of easterly 
direc- 

tion. Following Tam, we assume that the drift is determined by the difference 
vec- 

tor gNm - grad kTN, which may be either positive or negative. 
The assumption of a 

§Nm - grad kTN directed downward leads to signs of currents opposite those obtained 

from geomagnetic data. The assumption gNm — grad kTN directed upward leads to the 

formation of a westerly mean current IO, which, being superimposed 
with the western 

current, due to the effect of the equatorial ring, gives the necessary signs of AI 

on the morning and evening sides in the low and middle 
latitudes.

' 
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will begin to flow on the morning side. In the middle latitudes (A5 to 60°) the 

direction of the currents on the evening and morning sides will be opposite, and the 

closure of the currents along the lines of force of the magnetic field leads to the 

formation of a negative eddy on the evening side and positive eddy on the morning 

side, the centers of the eddies being located at the latitudes A0 - 50°, where we 

have an inversion of the phase of SDfOF2. This scheme of formation is a rough one, 

intended merely to show that the explanation of the SD variations by ionospheric cur- 

rent is possible in principle with respect to both the order of magnitude and config- 

uration of the current lines. Which of these two mechanisms we have discussed, the 

influence of the equatorial ring or of the drift current, yields the greater contri- 

bution to the formation of the SD currents at one latitude or another, remains ob 

scure without performing exact mathematical calculations. The question as to wheth- 

er these effects are capable of explaining all features of the SD variations like- 

wise remains unanswered. To elucidate these and other questions that may arise in 

connection with the explanation of the SD variations, a detailed development of the 

theory would be necessary. The above presented reasoning is but an attempt to de 

termine the direction in which this theory can be developed. 

Section h. Qurrents in the Ionosphere Induced by the External Eield 

In this Section we shall discuss the role of the currents induced in the iono- 

sphere by the alternating magnetic field of the equatorial ring current. Let us de- 

note the field external with respect to the ionosphere (that is, the field of the 

equatorial ring) by the letter E, and the field of internal origin (with respect to 

the outer edge of the ionosphere) by the letter I. The field I is made up of fields 

induced by the external field in the conducting layer of the earth and the iono- 

sphere. Let us assume for simplicity, an ionosphere beyond the homogeneous conduct- 

ing spherical layer of conductivity od(0 = specific conductivity, d = thickness of 

layer). Then, denoting the external and internal fields observed directly under the 
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current layer by E‘ and I‘, we have, by the Whitehead formulas: - 

E'=E—%‘l%[nE-(n-|—1)1] M 
. 0., 4 (22) I I n+ld‘[rzE (n+1)/1 

4 Tin 
where CO = -3--21 od and ao = radius of the conducting spherical layer. ‘Let us es- 

... n + 

timate the influence exerted on the E and I fields by the currents induced in the 
ionosphere, that is, in other words, let us estimate the differences E‘ -E and I‘ 
-I. Considering only the first harmonic of the series representing the fields E and 

I, and assuming the terms E and I to be expressed by exponential term of the form 

E:/4 e—=¢-(¢—'<>@) ,_Ae—~¢(1-rm) (23) 
3 ’ _- 

1 a 

we have 

dEZZ d1 ‘F-i"-—-aeE, I 

E’--E—Co§<E—21>,/'=/-%,%(E-2/>. 
El _~;= E(l —|-—C0aL,)—2Co¢1i[ t I C0“ 1 =/(1-coa,)+T=g 

The quantities E and I are completely unknown to us, while the values of E‘ and 
I‘ may be judged on the basis of the field of Dst variations observed on the earth 
surface. Thus, eq.(2h) enables us to determine the values of E and I if we only 
make definite assumptions as to the conductivity of the ionosphere. After eliminat- 
ing I from eq.(2h), we have - 

E’ l—Ca 2C <2 I’ E = —("1 
' (25) 

whence 

I M‘. 2C°all’ 
— COG E’ E“ E ' '1'_+c@@, -6.‘-T‘ (26) 

It follows from a consideration of table 27 that if od is understood to mean 
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1

i

i

1 

!‘.c -wl-in‘! i\'1t\ <-vi--1 oi‘ tn» »-m1:'~' 1'11‘! .~._; m‘ 
2 ~ 1| 1“;-ix-*!‘~', ii mu]-i --Jr--1 I-v.1 

-:.u'll_\' he 1‘C.L:$u-ml-lv Ln uv1_Lu.\&.<= in 1.3 1 .;;1'|Lity ,rv._1L1-r lfinul 5 X 10 - Hf‘-S. .i<-nee 

the appro\im\L0 quantity 

~ V2.5 ’6.4 H1“ 
<,,,,. 

‘ 
3 
" 5X10-1;1,s><10'. 

The numerical values of we and.zi are unknown to us, but an idea of their order 

of magnitude can be formulated in the following way. Let us assume that the field 

of the equatorial ring during two days (the mean duration of a moderate storm) falls 

to O.l of its greatest value observed at the instant t°. In that case it follows, 

from eq.(23), that 

0,1Ae == A,e""8X36°° Md a,'£10"5- 
|l 

If the storm dies away still more slowly, then the value of<1e is even less. 

The coefficient<;i is of an analogous order of magnitude. Thus, 
l 

c,¢g1,s><1o"". 
and ‘ E-E'g1,5>< 10-’(21'-E’). (27) 

The values of E' (that is, the field of the equatorial ring, allowing for the 

influence of the currents induced in the ionosphere) and of I‘ (the field of the cur- 

rents induced in the earth) are known to us, not directly "under" the current layer, 

but on the earth surface. It follows from eq.(3 III), however, that the value of 

the field at the earth surface and at the level of the lower edge of the ionosphere 

(h = lOO - 3C0 km) are little different from each other, and, thus, the value of the 

difference eq.(27) can be estimated from the values of I and E in Tables 7. Thus, 

for instance: for T = 20 hours, E‘ - E = 1.5 X lO‘2 (5hY — 28Y X 2)?‘ O; for 

Y = 30 hours, E‘ - E = 1.5 >< 10-1’ (5lY— l7YX 2) ao.3 . 

From these results the difference I - I' was calculated. 

For'more rapid fluctuations (for example weakening of the storm to O.l of its 

initial value in l2 hours or, on the other hand its development at the beginning of 
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M and 1 (cF.Tahle 7), will they exceed 1 - 2!. It follows from thv ¢ALup]~s given 

] s D cannot exert 
that the currents induced in the ionosphere by variations as s ow a at . 

any substantial influence on the magnetic 
field on the earth surface and, in any case 

cannot be called upon for an explanation of 
the SD variations. They can likewise in 

our opinion not be used to explain the 
seasonal fluctuations of Dm, either (cf.Chap- 

ter VII, Section 1). On the other hand, in studying the rapid-course fluctuations 

(pulsations or aperiodic fluctuations of the type of sudden commencements), 
the cur- 

‘ furnish a substantial contribution to the 
obser- 

rent induced in the ionosphere may 

ved variations.* 
drift and induction mechanisms of current exci- The discussion of the dynamo, , 

in Sections A and 5 had the object of explaining 
the origin of the 

middle-latitude part of the SD variations. The formation of the polar part of the 
tation given 

SD currents and of the currents 
of the P-storms may possibly originate 

in entirely 

different ways. First of all, in the polar regions, the direct penetration 
of charg- 

ed particles occurs, and it goes without saying that this cannot 
but affect the con- 

ditions of the electromagnetic field. Then, as we have pointed out above, the dis- 

turbances of the polar ionosphere as a rule are 
accompanied by a sharp increase of 

ionization in the lowest layers of all (the D and E layers). Thus it may be assumed 

that the current systems disturbing the normal 
geomagnetic field are formed in these 

layers as well, and not only in the F2 layer, 
as is the case in the middle latitudes. 

l ions would go beyond 
A discussion of the electromagnetic processes 

in the po ar reg 

the scope of the present work, since any opinions 
on this question would have to be 

based on a special study of magnetic and ionospheric 
material that are unavailable 

. . . th 
* It is easy to show by analogous calculations that 

the induction produced in e
l 

E layer by the magnetic fields of currents flowing 
in the F2 layer, is likewise very 

slight.
1 
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to me. It would, however, appear advisable to say the following. It is very prob- 

able thatlthe SD currents in the polar latitudes flow, as in the middle latitudes, 

at a great height (the height of the F2 region). This is indicated both by the geo- 

magnetic data (determination of the height of the linear current, cf.Chapter V) and 

the great influence of the disturbances on the F2 layer (the decrease in the ioniza--
I 

tion of the F2 layer in the high latitudes, as we have seen, is far more substantial
a 

than in the middle latitudes). The penetration of corpuscles down to the lower lay- 

ers of the ionosphere, resulting in an elevated ionization at the level of the D and 

E layers,‘may possibly be responsible for the origin of polar storms. This proposi 

tion is based on the statistics given by Wells and a number of other authors, dis- 

closing the correlation between the appearance of the Es, the aurora, the bay shaped 

disturbances, and the disruption of radio comunication, as well as the highly local
1 

nature of the course of P-storms, which does not allow us to refer the SD current to 

great heights. All determinations of the height of the current of the P-storms, un- 

der the assumption of the linearity of the current, may lead, as we have seen in 

Chapter I, to heights of the order of 100 - 120 km, or less. As for the mechanisms 

of excitation of the P—currents in the low layers of the ionosphere, it would appear 

not impossible that the dynamo effect plays a great role in their formation. If, as 

follows from Nagata's work (Bibl.52), the ionization density of the lower levels 
in-

I 
creases tenfold during a disturbance, then the conductivity 0 of the D and E layers 

may reach such a value (about lO‘6), that the displacement of ionized masses at 
re- 

latively low velocities is able to produce currents of the necessary intensity. 

But conduction currents are not the only possible cause of the polar storms. 

In the light of the modern theories of the aurora, which have been developed with 

particular success by the Soviet scientist A.I.Lebedinskiy, it would appear more 

probable that the storm field is induced by currents of the discharge type. 
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CHAPTER IX ' 

CURRENT SYSTEMS OF INDIVIDUAL STORM 

Section 1. Polar Storms 

The preceding Chapters of this work have been devoted to the discussion of the 

average features of the field of magnetic disturbance and to the description of the 

average current systems. The few attempts to construct the system of currents corre- 

sponding to individual storms (cf.Chapter I) have shown that the individual systems 

are of the same character as the average systems. The task of the present Chapter 

is to check this proposition on a large amount of empirical material. 

A calculation of the external current systems of the SD and Dst variations and 

of the P-storms, performed by rigorous analytic methods, showed that the approximate 

method of constructing currents gives good results both with respect to the configu- 

ration of the currents and to their intensity. This conclusion must be understood 

to the effect that with a given relatively sparse distribution over the earth sur- 

face of points with observed values of the magnetic elements, the analytic and ap- 

proximate methods give a similar and rather coarse picture of the currents. With a 

more complete starting material, the analytic methods, of course, would yield more 

accurate results, while the accuracy of the approximate methods would not be in- 

creased. In the present case, the consideration of the individual disturbances, the 

number of observatories whose materials can be used proves to be still smaller than 

the number used by us in our study of the average features of the field. For this 
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reason it seems adviswhle to construct the individual current systems by the approxi- 

mate method, estimating the current density by the Biot-Sawara law (cf. eq.(l.V)). 

The ratio between the external part of the field E and the observed field was assum- 

ed, in accordance with the results of an analysis of the SD variations, to be 0.8 _ 

for the middle latitudes and 0.9 for the high latitudes. 

The current systems are calculated for 26 separate instants of polar and world- 

wide storms. The current systems of two polar and one worldwide storm are given as 

an example in Figs.hl - A3. _ 

All the figures were constructed of exactly the same type. The legend under 

the drawings indicates the Universal Time, and the local time for the various merid- 

ians corresponding to that Universal Time is indicated at the edge of the coordinate 

net. The coordinate net composed of solid lines is formed by the geomagnetic paral-‘ 

lels and meridians, while the net composed of dashed lines is formed by the geograph- 

ic parallels and meridians. The negative values of the current function (the cur- 

rent flows clockwise about the extremum) are indicated by dashed lines, while the 

positive values (the current flows counter clockwise around the extremum)by solid 

lines. The horizontal component of the vector of the disturbance field is shown by 

an arrow. The current lines are so-drawn that a current of 10,000 amp flows between 

adjacent lines. The legend under each drawing gives the intensity of the largest 

current eddy. 

Let us turn at first to a consideration of the current systems of polar storms. 

In order best to bring out the characteristic features of the P-storms, all the ex- 

amples were selected on quiet days, when one disturbance is not piled on top of the 

other. Figures hla and hlb represent the maps of the currents for two consecutive 

instants of the polar storm of 9 October l932.* The vectors plotted on the maps 

correspond to the mean hourly values of the magnetic elements. 0n both figures the 

* The starting data for the disturbances of 9 October 1932 and 23 February 1933 

have,been‘taken from Vestine (Bibl.62). 
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current system consists of two pairs of eddies. The odd; with the current of posi- 

tive direction is located on the evening hours of the polar latitude, while the eddy 

with the negative current is located on the morning hours. ln the middle-latitude 

pair of eddies, the signs are opposite. On Fig.hla, corresponding to the greatest 

development of the storm, the polar eddies considerably exceed the middle-latitude 

eddies in intensity. The intensity of the morning and evening eddies is not the 

same. Of the polar eddies, the most intense is the morning eddy, of the middle lati- 

tude eddies, the most intense is the evening eddy. Figure Alb shows the end of the 

polar disturbance, when the values of the magnetic elements have almost returned to 

the normal state. The form of the current lines and their location with respect to 

the local time persists in both figures. A comparison of Figs.hla and Alb with 

Fig.32 shows that the distribution of currents during the disturbance of 9 October 

l932 is very much like the currents of the idealized P—storm, both with respect to 

the sign and position of the current eddies, and to the configuration of the current 

lines. It is true, of course, that it is necessary to note that the centers of the 

eddies on the idealized picture are located at earlier morning hours than in all in- 

stants of the disturbance of 9 October 1932. The second example (Fig.h2) yields a 

picture of a more intense polar storm. The intensity of the current in the polar 

cap reached one million amperes at lAOO hours, 23 February 1933. The current streng- 

th in the middle latitudes in this case remains very small. The general form of the 

current lines and the distribution of the signs of the current function are the same 

as in the first example. Our attention is attracted by the strong asymmetry in the 

intensity of the morning and evening polar eddies: the morning eddy is 5 times as 

intense as the evening eddy. Such asymmetry in the distribution of currents gives 

the impression that the storm is observed only in a narrow longitudinal sector of 

the Arctic over North America. Since in many cases the distribution of the degree 

of disturbance in a polar storm is also characterized by such asymmetry, an uncriti- 

cal consideration of the material has led many investigators to the conclusion that 
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polar storms are ‘ocal in character, that is, that a polar storm usually covers only 

A small longitudinal sector. The examples of polar storms we have considered show, 

on the contrary, that an intense negative disturbance on one side of the earth is al-_ 

ways accompanied by a small positive disturbance on the other side. Thus the current 

system of a polar storm always consists of a pair of current eddies of different sign 

and intensity. The disturbance of 23 February 1933 vividly illustrates still another — 

property of the current system of a P—storm: the current system is fixed with re- 

spect to the sun but not with respect to the earth. During the two hours that elaps- 

ed between lhOO and 1600 hours, 23 February, the centers of the current eddies were 

so displaced with respect to the earth that at both lh and 16 hours the center of 

the main polar eddy remained at A hours local time. 

The vectors represented on Figs.hl and A2, as already mentioned, represent the 

mean hourly values of the elements. They show that the smoothed course of the indi- 

vidual polar storms, as represented by the mean hourly values, is in good agreement 

with the typical picture of the polar storm described in Chapter VI. For other pol- 

ar storms, the diagrams of instantaneous values of the vectors have been constructed 

and the current systems corresponding to them have been drawn. 

A typical polar disturbance was observed on 7 March l9t6. The magnetograms of 

the Sitka and Tucson Observatories revealed a barely perceptible curvature of 

the quiet march of the magnetic elements at the Tucson Observatory, while at Sitka 

the amplitude of the fluctuations reaches 2OOY. The first diagram of the currents 

corresponding to maximum deviation of the H and Z components from normal (that is, 

to the moment of maximum development of the disturbance) shows a negative current 

eddy of considerable strength on the morning side of the polar cap (I = 170 X 10h 

amp) and a weak eddy on the evening side. The middle-latitude eddies, positive on 

the morning side and negative on the evening side, are developed relatively well, 

but there are no currents flowing along the parallels of latitude and responsible 

for the'DSt variations. At lb hours the current strength in the polar and middle 
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'1.-1t,iLn<1@ (}(](]j_('{§ we.'1|<r;rm<i, and the polar ed:l_',' :shiI'tu'l tn the ui/{ht hc>'1r:s. The :si,'ns 

of the current eddies remained the save as at I23 h0HP3- Th"$ LN" i“3Lfl“tfl"¢0"3 di9' 

tribution of the field of the polar storm is likewise in good agreement with the 

field of the averaged storm. The same picture of currents typical for polar storms 

is shown by the disturbances of lh March and A July 19h6. In all cases (except one), 

the polar part of the system consists of two eddies, a positive on the evening side 

and a negative on the morning side. The exception is the current system for lh 

March l9A6, 20 hours, on which the negative eddy moved over to the evening side. 

The morning eddy, as a rule is more intense than the evening eddy and is usually exr 

tended to the central part of the polar cap. Only in two cases (12 hours and 1530 ‘ 

hours, A July) did the evening eddy prove to be more intense. The middle latitude 

eddies have the opposite sign to the polar eddies: the morning is positive and the 

evening is negative. In intensity they are either both the same, or the evening ed- 

dy is stronger. In almost all cases the intensity of the middle latitude eddy is 

considerably less than the intensity of the polar eddies, and only at the beginning, 

or, on the contrary on the extinction of the disturbance, do the middle latitude and 
polar eddy become comparable in power. It was not possible in even a single case to 
draw even a single current line along the parallel, which would be due to a vector 
of disturbance equal for all meridians (Dst variations). 

The form of the current lines, the intensity and locations of the centers of 
the eddies, fluctuate from instant to instant, and from storm to storm, within wide 
limits. Thus the center of the morning polar eddy is sometimes observed at 7 hours 
and is sometimes shifted to 2 - 3 hours. The position of the center of the evening 
eddy fluctuates within just as wide limits (from l5 to 19 hours). The line of max- 
imum crowding together of the current lines is in all cases located between Q = 60° 
and Q = 70°, regularly shifting to the lower latitudes with increasing disturbance. 
The greatest current intensity registered, I I 170 X 10h amp (1230 hours, 7 March 
l9t6) is about three times as intense as the'current of the average bay (Chapter VI). 
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But the storm of 7 March l9h6 is not particularly great; stronger disturbances are 

often encountered with a current strength probably much exceeding this amount. It 

follows from all that has been said that the penetration of corpuscles in the high 

latitudes always lead to the formation of a current system of a definite type. The 

most characteristic features of this system are: the formation of a powerful nega- 

tive eddy on the morning side and in the central part of the polar zone, and the for- 

mation of a weaker positive eddy on the evening side. The fluctuations in the in- 

tensity, form, and position of these current eddies results in an infinite diversity 

of disturbances. But with all the multiplicity of the currents of the P—storms, the 

fundamental features of the system always persist, which is evidence of the definite 

regularities which the formation of these currents obeys. 

Section 2. Worldwide Storms 

The storm of 8 April l9h7 is a moderate storm. The currents calculated for 22 

and 23 hours, 8 April, characterized the first phase of the storm in elevated values 

of H. The current encircling the earth along the circles of latitude is directed 

eastward in both cases. At 22 hours, both polar eddies of the SD variations show 

up rather distinctly on the diagrams, while, of the pair of middle latitude eddies, 

only thegpositive morning eddy still persists. During the course of an hour, the 

position of the eddies was considerably modified, and the polar evening eddy spread 

out to the middle latitudes as far as LOO, while the polar negative eddy occupied 

the central part of the polar cap. Three consecutive instants of the disturbance 

(7, ll, and l7 hours, 9 April, Fig.h3) were selected in the negative phase of the_ j 

storm, during which the Dst current was directed westward. From the current systems 

of the SD variations, two polar and the negative evening middle 
latitude eddy per- 

sisted for all these three instants. _ 

The storm of 8 August l9h6 is a small magnetic storm (with amplitudes RH 
= 70, 

gammas at Sitka and RH = 25 gammas at Honolulu) without great irregular fluctuations. 
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All the three instants of time 
for which the current systems were 

constructed are in 

the second phase of the storm. 
The system of currents of 22 hours, 

8 August, con-
\ 

sists of three current eddies 
in the polar cap and a current flowing 

along the cir- 1 

latitudes. The negative eddy in the morning 
cles of latitude in the middle 

and low 

hours of the/latitude zone 60 
— 70° is the most intense; the weaker 

eddy of positive
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Fig.h3a - The Worldwide Storm of 9 
April 19u7 

0700 Hours 

current is located at the center of 
the polar zone. In these eddies the pair of 

olar eddies of the SD variations may 
be recognized. The third negative eddy on the

P 

afternoon side of the earth is in all 
probability the evening eddy of the middle 

la- 

' 'th 

titude part of the SD variation. 
The positive eddy on the morning hours 

paired wi 

it is absent, neutralized by the 
negative current girdling the entire 

earth. This 

l t current (presented on the basis 
of two stations, Honolulu and San Juan) 

gives 

as 

an indication of the existence 
of Dst currents symmetrical 

with respect to the earth 

axis. For three instants of the storm of 8 August l9h6, the Dst current is weak 
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(I 10“ amp) and is noted only in the low latitudes. The conF1gurut1on of the cur- 

rent lines varies considerably from hour to hour, but the general character of the 

distribution persists. From this hasty description it follows that the current lines 

of the storms of 8 April l9h7 and 8 August l9h6 may be considered as the result of 

the composition of the SD and Dst systems.* The direction of the current, the ratio 
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Fig.h3b - Worldwide Storm of 9 April l9h7 

llOO Hours 

of the corresponding intensities of the eddies, and the location of the centers of 

the eddies — all these features of the current system of a given disturbance find 

* The current systems of Fig.h3 have been calculated, for convenience, under the
4 

assumption that all the current flows in a spherical layer at the height of the _ 

ionosphere. However, as follows from the preceding, it is more probable that the 

Dst currents form an equatorial ring several earth-radii in size. For this reason 

the current maps that we have described are arbitrary, and they must not be consid- 

ered as a proof that all the current actually does flow at one level. 
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variations. _‘ 

explanation in the fluctuations of the current systems of the average Dan and Q“ 

The principal features of the DBL and SD current systems are likewise manifes- 

ted in two other examples of disturbances discussed, l7 April and 5 June l9h7. These 

storms are great storms and the intensity of the currents during them reaches 60 and 

70 X 10h amp. The variation in the configuration of the current lines and the vari- 

ation of the current intensity from hour to hour in both cases are very great, but 

the general character of the system remains unchanged. 
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Fig.h3c - The Worldwide Storm of 9 April l9h7 

1700 Hours 

It follows from the four examples we have discussed that, in spite of the very 
complex and outwardly random course of worldwide magnetic storms, the field of dis- —~ 

turbance, even at individual instants of time, obeys definite regularities which are__ 
well described by the average Dst and SD variations. The multiplicity of the fluct- 
uations of the magnetic elements during a storm is explained by the fluctuations of 
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'the parameters of these current systems and the superimposition on them of polar dis- 

turbances, the piling up of which gives an irregular and grotesque form to the vari- 
u 1 

\ 
ations of the magnetic elements. A comparison of diagrams for successive instants 

__ 
of one ahd the same storm clearly shows how the current systems are deformed (theiri 

configuration and intensity both vary), thereby producing the variations of the geo- 
\

I

1 magneticifield. ' 
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CHAPTER X
I 

THE INTERNAL PART OF THE DISTURBANCE FIELD 

Section 1. The Inductive Origin of the Inner Part of the Field. Survey of the 
Results Obtained _i_i-i.--2-1-it 

It appears beyond question today that the part of the field of*magnetic varia- 

tions whose sources are located inside thd earth is not independent;,its existence
g 

is due to currents induced by the alternating field in the conducting regions of the 

earth. The study of this internal part is of great interest, since it is still the 

only source of our knowledge of the electromagnetic properties of the deep parts of 

the earth. The idea on which the induction theory of the internal part of the mag- 

netic variations‘is based is very simple. Every external alternating magnetic field 

E(T) induces, in a conductor of conductivity x and magnetic permeability u, magneti- 

zation (magnetic induction) and a certain distribution of currents (electromagnetic' 

induction). The field of these currents (I') and of inductive magnetization (I") 

can be calculated theoretically'if the function E(t) and the parameters K and u of 

the medium are known, that is, _ 

r+Jh=uagpy (D 

On the other hand, by substituting in eq.(l) the values of the external and in- 

ternal fields known from the experimental data, the parameters K andL1 can be expres- 

sed in terms of E and I. In practice, however, the finding of I (E,x,;; ), and all 

the more the solution of the inverse problem, to find K and u from observations of 
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E and I on the earth surface, encounters great nmthematical difficulties. The prob; 

lem has been solved only for a few very special cases. Thus, Lamb (Bibl.hO), devel- 

oped a theory of electromagnetic induction in a sphere of uniform conductivity ‘i 

(K = const) for the case when the field of E(t) is a periodic function. Lamb's form- 

ulas, used by a number of authors (see (Bibl.9) for more details) in the analysis of 

the solar-diurnal variations (Sq), show that the earth could be represented as con-H- 

sisting of a conducting core Qfi- = l0'l2 - l0'13 CGSM), surrounded by a nonconduct- 

ing shell 200 - A00 km thick.* A consideration of the diurnal variations does not *- 

enable us to determine the values of K and u separately, but it appears unlikely that 

u in the deep parts of the earth should differ much from unity. To verify this prop- 

osition, Chapman and Whitehead undertook a qualitative investigation of the slow Dst 

variations. The potential of the field of induced magnetization (I") should be ex- 

pressed QQ the same harmonic as the induced field E(T), and the ratio of the harmonic 

coefficients of the internal field to the external not depending on the rate of 

change of E(t) (for more details, see Section 6). Therefore on the 5th to lOth day 

of a stogm, when the variations of Dst are extremely slow, and, consequently, the in- 

fluence of electromagnetic induction is very slight, I" should exert most of the in- 

fluence on the field observed at the earth surface. This influence decreases H and 

increases the Z component of the E field. For example, for 11- l0, the expected ef- 

fect should be equal to-2 E in H and.%.E in Z. During the first days of a storm, 

with rapid variation of Dst, the field of electromagnetic induction I' should have 
5‘ 

great weight. This field, as is comonly known, is expressed by the same harmonics, 

but with reversed sign, that is, increasing H and decreasing Z. But Chapman and _ 

Whitehead (Bibl.h0) found no substantial difference in the ratio of the observed H 

and Z of the Dst field on the first and subsequent days of a storm, which is evi- -_ 

dence that magnetic induction plays a small part in the establishment of the inter- I 

-Z-—-—1-ixiu-v . 

I 1 

* The tgrm "core" here employed is not identical with the notion, generally adopted 

in geophysics, of the earth core, with a radius of O.6R. 
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nal field. 

The rigorous solution of the inductive problem 
for an aperiodic field (for ex- 

ample the Dab field) involves major 
computational difficulties. For a sphere K = 

= const this problem has been solved by Price, who 
found that to explain the ratio 

of E and I of the first harmonic of the Dst field 
it is necessary to assume different 

ameters for the earth, namely a thickness of A00 km 
for the nonconducting layer, 

par 

and K = A x 1OJ2 . The most probable explanation of this disagreement would 
appear 

to be the phenomenon of the skin effect. Let us assume for simplicity that the field 

E is proportional to sin pt. Then the magnetic flux f through any contour at a cer- 

tain level in the earth will be proportional to sin pt, 
that is, f I fo sin pt, and 

- df 
the electromotive force due to it, E = --3:- = —pfO cos pt, whence it follows that 

the current induced in this layer is proportional to p 
and K. The field I‘ created 

by this current will neutralize the inducing field E 
and will prevent it from pene- 

trating into deeper layers. The depth at which the full screening of the internal 

region from the field E takes place will be inversely proportional 
to the intensity

1 

of I' or e, that is, proportional to-E-. Consequently the more rapid fluctuations
P 

of E(t) will induce currents concentrated in a thinner 
surface layer of the earth, 

while to the slow fluctuations will correspond currents extending 
to great depths. 

Thus the increased value of K and the increased depth of the 
nonconducting shell for 

Dst indicates that the currents of Dst 
penetrate deeper within the earth, and that 

increases toward the center of the earth. Accordingly, Lahiri and Price (Bibl.h7) 

have made calculations for a model of the earth with a core of nonuniform 
conductiv- 

ity, x = KOO'S(O = _£ , where a = radius of core), which explains the ratio 
of the

8 

fields 3_ for both the So and the Dst variations. Calculations showed that for a 
E a 

depth of the order of 600 km, the K differs little from the K of dry rocks, i.e., it 

is lO‘l4 to lO'15 CGSM, and that below that level it strongly increases 
with the 

depth. 
-

i 

A number of authors have attempted to evaluate the field of currents induced 
in 
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the oceans and upper conducting layers of the earth crust. They have succeeded in
_ 

findinggthat a uniform layer of seawater, 1.5 km thick, markedly changes the ratio — 

-—— observed on the earth surface (for instance, for P ,from O.h to 0.5). But the _ 

continents, alternating with the mainlands, reduce the effectiveness of the currents 
l

. 

in the oceans, and as a result it may be considered that the internal parts of the : 

Sq and Dst fields are almost entirely due to currents flowing in the deep parts of 
the earth. It goes without saying that for the more rapid variations of the magnetic 

field the influence of the surfaceicurrents is greater, and, in the case, for in- 

stance, pf the pulsations, which are periodic fluctuations with a period of a few 

seconds, the upper conducting layegs may possibly completely screen the conducting 

core. "
I 

S.Sh.Dolginov (Bibl.l5) has obtained interesting results by using the spherical 

analysisiof the noncyclical variations to evaluate the earth conductivity. Consider- 

ing the honcyclical variations as the derivative of Dst and using the approximate 

Chapman-Whitehead formulas, Dolginov confirmed the value x = A X l0'l3 for a radius 

of the cbnducting core from O.88R to l.00R which had been obtained by Chapman from 
Sq data. 

In l9h9, A.N.Tikhonov (Bibl.3l) found a new possibility of estimating the con- 

ductivity of the earth by using simultaneous observations of the geomagnetic varia-
' 

tions and the earth currents. The equations relating the variations of the magnetic 

and electric vectors at a given point permit the determination of the conductivity 

and the thickness of the earth crust for different regions of the earth, and thereby 

yield material that is valuable for geotectonics and geology. 

All the authors mentioned by us, except S.Sh.Dolginov, started out from one and 

the same experimental material, the spherical analysis of the Dst field performed by 
Chapman and Whitehead. Only the first term of the spherical series, the harmonic Pl, 
was examined in this case. In view of this fact, the literature has repeatedly 

pointed out the necessity of repeating the evaluation of the parameters, using new 
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b is of the separation of the _ 

experimental materials. We performed such work on the as
a 

disturbance field into E and I parts, as described in 
the preceding cTapters, and the i 

~_
1 

results of this work are given below. 

Since the theory of induction in the form developed 
in the worksiof Lamb and 

Price can be successfully used only in cases when the 
E and I parts of the field are

- 

d t n the S variations remained 
represented by series of special functions, the a a o D 

unused. It proved possible to employ only the Dst variations 
and the'polar storms

~ 

for the evaluation of1<. In the calculatibns based on Dst we used the formulas 
of 

Price for a homogeneous sphere and of Lahiri and 
Price for a sphere of nonuniform 

conductivity. Since the field of a polar storm was represented by a series 
of Bessel

V 

functions, the induction problem was solved in cylindrical coordinates 
in order to 

use of these data possible. For convenience, the exposition of the solution
‘ 

make the 
ate section (Section 2), while Sections 3 — 

l“ 

of this problem has been placed in a separ 

6 are devoted to the calculation of the conductivity 
from the data of Dst, and the 

results are discussed in Section 7. 1 

' _ 

Section 2. Solution of the Induction Problem in Cylindrical Coordinates 

Assume that the earth, beginning at a certain depth zl, has 
the bonstant conduc- 

tivity'K. The upper half-space (the upper layers of the earth and the atmosphere) 

constitute an ideal dielectric. Then the magnetic field may be described in the di- 

electric by the scale of potential v, and in the conductor by the vector potential K, 

which, as shown by Lamb, satisfies the equations: __ 

-+ ” 2 AA—d%=0 () 

and 

divZ=0. (3)
\ 

Here a2 = h1an1,and T, as before, denotes Universal Time. The condition of con-
H 

tinuity of the tangential components of the field H and of 
the radial component of 
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induction B at the surface of separation oi‘ the two media (z = zl) enables us to find 

1e constant a entering into the expression for vector potential, and thus to evalu- 

ate K and ll. It is therefore necessary first of all to solve the system of equations 

(2) and (3), and, from the vector potential so found, to calculate the components of . the vectors of induction and field intensity. 

Putting K - R(r)q)(q>) (z)‘I‘(T), we may, without prejudice to the generality of the 

solution assume that T(T) = e'inT, where in the case of aperiodic variations n is a. 

real number, for aperiodic variations an imaginary number, and in the general case, 
-5 

a complex number. Denoting R(r)*l>(<P)Z(z) by A0, we have 

' A =A-8"" 
<11) 

0/1 __ " - inf -—- -" AJIIC 

and
F 

AAo+k'Ao=0» 
where . 

kn Z irfimqz = ina’ . 
(6) 

In curvilinear coordinates, the meaning of the symbol A of the vector is defined 

by the identity rot rot CF‘ = grad div F = A_§, from which it follows that

7 rotrotzt,-—k“Z:,=0. ( ) 

I. 

In cylindrical coordinates, the r, (p , z components of eq.(7) are written as 

followsz; 
\ om am am 
r‘ <09 0: 0?") + dz3£+k,A'= 0’ (8)

3s I om a.4" 5'"!- 
vl d(1_' v_\ " _|_ dz! Tdr r 0r/ drdqr .'.~'A_=-=0, (9) 

LECAI 0'14? 
'_—-...O_ 

r drd: r 090: 

Here Aq, and Ar denote the respective components K0 and AZ = O, which corresponds

F 
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S8Lt»ll'1g R(I" ‘(W7 = Y(I‘, I 
and Asp = ZYr|J) we have) from eq 8 

and 
1 

r2)’ __ 
"z" " ,-y ma 0,1‘ 

7":
I 

Introducing the notation A - k f , we have 

Z =f*Z;mdZ=e' 

Equation (10) is equivalent to the identity 

Y r 
On replaclng —-2 1n eq 12) by --——— we have 

,@r2R 10rR 1 '0 

¢ y. 
—COl'lS iii 

It follows from the rlght side of eq.(l3) that 

<I> =s|n (h<,0+ ) 

matlons , 

to the fact that the induced currents are assumed to be parallel to the plane z = (J ~ 

“;i" '5?-57*‘;-a +71 +k’yrZ= ~ 

(ll) 

(12) 

(ll') 

(l0') 

(13) 

(11+) 

Putting rR 91 and A = p in the left side, we obtaln after several transfor- 

, 
\ (15) 

"ll +P‘Zl +(P —/1)‘21=° 

Equatlon 15 15 the Bessel equatlon of order h whose integral
I 

<21 = cJ,, (PWR = - 1,, m (16) 

where c 1s a constant coefflcient. It follows from eqs. ll‘, 11+, and 16 that 

A = ‘f”s1n(hq>+*)lJh()~r) (17) 
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1 

_i

! 

‘

I

Q

I 

Substituting eq.(l7) and eq.(l0"), we get 

A,= 7-l—e"‘cos(/z<p+=) 913212 , 

___¢’ 

-O 
t A we find the _ 

18 

(18) which completely determine the vec or O, 
From eq.(l7) and eq. , 

components of the magnetic induction 
‘ 1 

- » ' B-=rotA.ForT=O
\

1 

B’=--(2‘;%_=_h£_f'e-/2cos(hs9 +
1 

‘ B. = = ~ “ff” =1» ow + ==>"1.<1r>. 
B, = — e'” cos (ho + 0) J, (Kr).

I 

It follows from eqs.(l9) — (21) ‘that the 
components of the v 

real parts of the expressions
1 

__ ¢f -/1-101 +1-'/IT n 

1 

B'—_Re_/Te , . I 

dr 

; 

. - - ¢- 1 

= 

B,=Re—zh55fe 1‘ '('"'+) '"T7J,,()~r), 

ck? 8-/z-i(n¢+¢)-mrj O‘r)_ 

dJ ()1) ( 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

ector B(T) are the 

(23) 

B,==R€---if 1| 

'

\ 

The field of the polar storm discussed in 
Chapter VI is a. f 

time ¢,. Putting h = n and T + ‘P = t in eqs.(22) - (21+), we have, for 

-_=‘,3,=_-Q 

rg=¢B,=-Jnfl "”-m”“lJ>¢ 

B‘-__= 1%): e—fZ|—l(Ill ; I) J" . 

In the nonconducting ha1_f-space, the potential of the field sati 

sented under the condition h = n, by 
place equation and consequently ma.y be repre , 

the series 

unction of the local 

Z-=Zl: 

-1:.-1011+-1 fi (M), (25) 

26 

22) 

sfies the I_a.- — 

-1) -l(n!-1-1) [en -1(n:+c)] Jnom) (28) _ 

V=-—-Re[Ee ' -1- 
' 

, _ 
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where E, I, Y and C are known constants (cf.Ta.ble 17, Chapter VI). From eq.(28), for 

Z = Z13 . 

H’=__P [E8-1,11-n.u+1)+ (29) 

Hw = _ in“ [E8-—z,X-((11!-1-1)+Ie:,1-i(nl+!)] %__/nor), (30) 

B2: X [‘__ Ee—z,k—l(nl+1) + lez,1—I(n!-i-1)] J" ' 

From the condition of the continuity of Hr or H“) for Z = Z1, we get, by equating 

eq.(22) and eq.(l'7), or eq.(22) and eq.(23), and putting ,1 
= l:

‘ 

% 1/ )3 —_ina’ e - "*7 - ""=‘=-— "' -1 
Ee""*_"T + Ie“““. (32) 

From the condition of continuity of Bz on Z = Z1, we have 

___:_)\eYF:_I:'1?z,-l:____E~e-2,).-i-;_{__lez,1.-I: 
-

z 

On dividing eq. (32) by eq.(33) to eliminate the unknown constanté c and e, we 

have 

e_ 1/ >-='—'_!1':*l E="‘"’:' '=*-if '= 
. on 

1 ___Ee-—Z;1- |1+Iel‘1—iZ
1

~ 

Equation (3h), connecting these complex quantities with each other, is entirely 

sufficient for the determination of the constants a2 and Z1 in which we are interest- 

ed. Introducing the notation
» 

-I 2:1 na‘l 
—E-e ‘ zzxlfld-5;-ii, 

we get 

I ia - l1i§-cal (35) — _ (1-xe“)2.' 
Separating the real an imaginary parts in eq.(35), we get 

. . 

I = (Ii x9)'— 4x! slnl 6 (36) 
(l—2xcos6 -1-xi)! ’ 
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4x(l-fl)smb1_ (37) 

‘ 

xa:__4_(\--2xcos6+x')°' 

It is easy to obtain a computational 
expression for x from eq.(36):

R = 1.?“-.31.“). _ 

(38) 
COS 0 

1 
From eq.(37) we have 

* I ;§lnn:((ix:{-iv: 6)9 
‘ 

(37' ) 

is introduced in connection 
The coefficient E = 

2 = 1 1O"4 
24 X 60 X 60 1.5 

indicated in eqs.(25) — (31) no 

but in seconds. The numerical value of the coefficient 
0 (cf.Chapter VI) is h.5 X 

103 km, or h.5 X 108 cm. 
d ma be found, if the field ob- 

From e (37') and eq.(38) the quantities 
K an zl y 

q. 

served on the earth surface is separated 
into an external and an internal 

part. Thus 

with the fact that the time t is 
t in angular measure 

the solution of the induction problem in 
cylindrical coordinates leads to very 

simple 

formulas which are entirely convenient for 
practical calculations. *

I 

The-values of x and zl calculated from the 
data of Table 18 are presented 

in 

I did not succeed in getting a 
reasonable value of the con; 

Table 28. For five terms 

k ductivity, owing to negative values of 
the numerator in eq.(37), but in 

evaluating 

' h efficients E and I for 
the results it must be borne in mind 

that the values of t e co 

a few terms would hardly exceed the 
margin of accuracy of the analysis. 

The results obtained are discussed in 
more detail in Section 7. 

.______________ 

* After these calculations had been 
completed, I learned of the work by Yu.D. 

Kalinin (Bibl.l7) in which the plane 
problem is solved in rectangular 

coordinates, 

and still simpler formulas for 
determining1< and zl are obtained. 

Kalinin's formue 

' 
' le 

las, however, are applicable only in the 
case where the field depends on a 

sing 

argument. 
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Table 28 

‘r r 
/z 1| 

Z|,KM . - . . - . 

1.CGSM ... 

'/_.CC1SM.... 

z,,1m 

NJNI----

®
1 

-10"“? 14-10-13 - 1 
-1a-“ 2 -10-'2 

19s 45 
144 

i 

256 - 
__ - 1-10-4° - - 
_- 

! 

121 10a 
| 

- 81 

Section 3. Determination of the Earth Conductivity from the 
Data of the First 

Harmonic of D5£ (the Lamb Model) 

f i in external to the earth surface is re-- If the alternating magnetic field o or g 

presented by the sum of terms of the form 

__ mhl n 
RE;-~<1~@ "" 

114157.» (39) 

then, under the condition that the conductivity of 
the earth is uniform, to each term 

E:h will correspond a term in the inductive field, 
represented by the same 

/;;1h(¢) = (TQ-Y" 
' 

lEg"~¢,;=" (t) 8;," .
_ 

th time de ndence of IE“ and represented Here wfih(t) is a function expressing e pe 

by the infinite series 

'~PZ"' (i) =- -- '52:-K 2 (2?! + 1) (k,'f" )’ X 2 (Mane): [(k:1n)ze__ €k:;n)i]‘ . 
(A 

The constants k2 and a are connected with each other by the 
rela 

and q = %%, where a is 
the ra 

n-1-I 3-=1 

I _.Mht __ allh‘ 

tion 

= — 411:4: 

are not arbitrary, but satisfy the following conditions: 

... (kZ:_n)2q2a! == (xggh). =__. 4nM::_nqza2 0+3) M 

harmonic 

(ho) 

1) 

(A2) > 

mh d dius of the conducting core. The constants kn: an amh HS " 
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and 
*J,._i(""7's") =°' (hJ+)

2 

l
. 

The terms containing e'“fl§c are introduced in the 
expression for<p(t) by Price 

in accordance with the fact that the equations 
describing the boundary conditions 

(analogous to eq.(30) and eq.(3l) of Section 2) have 
solutions even in the absence of

I 

the induced field (Egh = O). These solutions indicate the existence of free electric

I 

systems which are damped by an exponential law. 

dic fluctuations, which do not require the satisfaction In considering the perio 

of initial conditions, the free systems may be left out of consideration, 
but in solv- 

ing the problem of induction by aperiodic variations, 
these systems must be included

I 

in the equations of the initial conditions. The failure to allow for the free sys- 

tems led Chapman and Whitehead to erroneous conclusions. 

The imposition of initial conditions (vanishing 
of the total field for t = O) 

causes qhe terms containing e‘“s‘ to obey eq.(h3) 
and eq.(hh). 

For convenience in calculating series eq.(hl), 
Price proposed selecting, for the 

representation of the induced field, the constants 
ugh, equal to a certain as satis- 

fying the conditions eq.(h3) and eq.(hb). In that case, putting ugh = up, we must 

omit the term s = p from the sum eq.(hl) and add the 
term 

I nq@tt}_2(2n-+l)te_’P' 
n + 1 q9a241w.

' 

Fixing our attention on one term of eq.(h0), and omitting the indexes n, m, and 

h in eq.(hl), we have 

[48 _2n(2n-1-1) 2,;-{.1 te"°P' 
_ 

'ap(8_'J'-eV_apt) ___ 

(‘PP (t) 2' __nT}- l 
q 4n$Cq3e2 asqzaz (kg _ kg) 

3: I 

Q. 
2'1<?"+.'>'1’“'*_'l Ar -~ 2 

'1' W"-e‘°P' 
_— 71+! 1:28 p __xp 

_ x3<x§.__xz)
v 

9:I 

where A = _______. 
- 4Kq2a2 
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Chapman and Price performed their calculations for the case n = l, for which 

eq.(hh) is transformed into 5 

g<~>=;—"‘,é=@»d~="~ <L.5> 

where s takes on the series of successive'values O, l, 2... 

Under this condition, on the basis of eq.(h3), we have 

_:z ‘ 

1»: 
a 

§,§,-; a,-,,j,‘;‘_-,-s=A (us) 

and 
(D 

3 I 9-2 1»: _ ’ 8’-4' 

<+>»<*>=%- <~+--a’-—>e 2 - W 
.1‘-1 

To solve our problem, which is to find K and q, we must calculate the value of 

m(t) = E%¥2- from values of I and E known on the earth surface, and must then by 

some numerical or graphical method determine
Q 

Q- /' \\“-~e_ q and K from eq.(h7). In view of the ex- 

l¢Q
’ ‘ 1° 

I ““~ 
_ treme complexity of this method Chapman and‘ 

0
I 

Price attempted to satisfy the observed val- 
-w 

. , , , , , , 1 . ues of §$El_ calculatingq>(t) from the val- 
0 m w w w“ E 

ues of q and x found on the basis of the Sq 
Fig.hA - Coefficients of Spherical 

‘ variations (q = 0.96,x ==h X l0'1% A = 5.7 
Analysis of the Dst Variations 6 ‘X 10' ). The poor agreement between the cal- 

(after Chapman) - 

culated and observed values of I(t) (cf. --- observed value; 
Fig.hh) forced them to assume that to the ---- calculated values 
Dst variations correspond greater depths of

‘ 

penetration of the currents (q = O,9h) and greater values of the conductivity 

(x = Ah X lO'13). Evaluating a and q from the data of the spherical analysis of Dst 

performed by us, we considered it more advisable to begin the tests of the calcula- 

tion of I(t) with the values of x and q proposed by Chapman. For K = A X lO'12 CGSM, 
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we found the value A = 5 X l0'l7, or, if t is expressed in hours, then A ? 2 X lO'3. 

The time dependence of Bl so obtained (cf Table 6, Chapter III and Fig h5 was ap- 

proximated by four terms of the form as(l — e mat), whose coefficients as are pair- 

wise equal, i.e., 

- 2 ‘t -:2 -—s2At —s2A! 
E,(t)=—a1_2(e SM —e ’M)+a3_4(e 3 —-e ‘ 

), (A8) 

where sl < s2, s3 < sh, and sh < sl. Such a. selection of constants assures the re- 

presentation by eq. (I48) of the first and second phases of the magnetic storm (the 

terms sl and s2 being mainly responsible for the first phase and s3 and sh for the 

second). 

The most favorable numerical values of s and a were found in the following way. 

Denoting the value of E(t) for t > 5 hours by E11, we have 

' En 1.-1’ a3, 4(e_s§M - ed?!) . 

(A9) 

as _, _, 
'Tl!=aa.4(-XAe ""‘+yA@ M‘), (50) 

0 where x = sg and y = si. EH reaches its maximum value EH max = 55 at t = 20 hours 
whence we have the two equations: _ 

‘ 

xAe“ 2°"‘=yAe“2°”, (51) 

55 = (13. ‘<6-W-' _ e”°A"). (52) 

As the third equation necessary for the unique determination of x, y, and a3,4 

let us take the value of El at t = A0 hours: 

as=a3_4(e"°""-e"°"’)- (53) 

It follows from eqs.(5l) — (53) that the pair x = 16 and y = 36 will be most 

favorable, whence s3 = A and sh = 6; the a3 A corresponding 
to them is 190. The 

~ 
.1 

coefficients al, 2 = 200, sl = 13 and s2 = 18 were found in a completely analogous 

way. 

The formula so obtained 
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E] __ 200 (e- 0,34: _ e-uosr) + 1 

+ 190 (8-u.cm:4_ 8- 0,02-2:) (54) Q (51+) 

approximates the observed relation rather well. The observed values of El(t) 

are shown on Fig.l+5 by the solid lines, while those calculated by eq.(5l+) 8-P6 5h0W1'1 

,,-;0;’ ,’ "" \'"\\_ by the dashed lines 

.~.-_\__'lI‘§‘;_ 

____.J‘_\‘ of I1, COI‘I'e8p0nding to the field El, thus 
..\_~ 

0 led to the calculation of four functions by 

1/ | 
\ \\'\\ . 

/ ~-__
_ 

1/ / 
| ‘ 

L The calculations of the induced field 
1/ ~

\ 
r-Tr

.

§ 
~- 

..-. 

/I 

°q.(l+7)HP1+(*'»), ‘P6(t): ‘p13(t): and ‘p18(t)~

0 
____

I \~ 
3 | 

The calculations were made with accu- 
- au- 

racy to the eight term of the series, which 
is \‘~-\_ 

'2' /{ff/§\x:_\k ““““ '"' '4 provided the fifth place in the value of 
S"/W 

0;) ( 0~ P (t). The resulting function '\=\ 

\ !\.-.._.__.1.._-.._. x 1..--_. 1. ..| I 
, . 

1. . 0 0 w ,0 
<3) 

do 5“ b 
/1 (t) == _ a|s,1a(91a"" 9°13) + 

. _ 
+ a5, 4 (‘.95 _'?4) = 200 ((1913 _' (F13) + 

Flg,h5 - Coefficients of Spherical + 1900196 _ go (55) 

Analysis of Dst Variations 
is shown on Fig.h5 by the dashed curve. It 

(Analysis II)
j 

corresponds to the observed I1 (the solid 
a.) Hours 

curve) considerably better than the analog- 

ous curve calculated by Chapman and Whitehead (cf.Fig.l+/4»). 

Thus the calculations above presented confirm Chapman's hypothesis that the val- 

ues = 0.91; and K = A X lO'12 well correspond to the first harmonic D . q st 

Section A. Determination of the _Constants q, s , lo (Lahiri Model 
The values found for q and ‘K. are in good agreement with those previously cal- 

culated by us on the basis of the sq variations'(Bibl.9) q s 0.935 and'K = 5 x 10-12. 

But this agreement can hardly be regarded as an argument in favor of the correctness 

of the assumption of a uniform conductivity for a. core of radius qR. An explanation 
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of this agreement might rather be that in both cases variations of about the same 
ve-

1 

locities were investigated ( in the case of Sq, the gradients were of the order of 

2 - 3 Y an hour, in the case of Dst; 3 Y an hour on the first day of the storm and ly 

an hour'on the second day), and consequently gave information about one and 
the 

same layers of the earth. In view of this it appeared advisable to evaluate the 

earth conductivity in accordance with the Lahiri model (q, K = KO 0'5) Lahiri and 

Price (Bibl.h7) selected the constant coefficients q, KO, s such that they satisfied 

the ratiolof the amplitudes and phase difference of the harmonic P§Sq, and then sep- 

i

1 

arated, from the series so obtained, those values best corresponding to the ratio 1; 

f P D l In contrast to this method of calculation, we made simultaneous use of 

the data of several harmonics of Sq and PlDst, which enabled us to set up the number
I 

of equations sufficient for the determination of all the coefficients. 

It follows from the Lahiri formulas that if the inducing part of the periodic 

field is represented by the expression
s 

I 

E<¢>= Ere’ ('""+':')» <56)
1 

and the induced part by 

/<¢> =12‘! 
('"'+’m 

, (57) 

then (omitting the indexes n and m), we have 

. 

-é.--_-=m0d /\/(x1), (58) 

j-a==argN(ia), (59) 

where 
2"+l ‘ .....-, v. -,, _ _ 

NU“) £1:-g-1* IE8"-"|-»))(;)2 \°°s'2'E+‘s'"?;)' (60) 

2 +1 
" --" 1;”-_;'§' , 

(61) 

4R |/ Kw: (62) <1 m x=='-1:1;--'
U Gm-—-Ill» 
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1
- 

F
A 

"1

a 

1 

i

1

1
I 

¢-9-,9, 

_.

. 

p 
I, 

iv
I

l 

and 
=2. 

=='2r.-53'-¢~?o‘~ 
, 

(63) 

Equation (60) is approximate, and is true for v < l and small enough values 

[Ill 

of K. Denoting -2- by fm 1 We have 
lag‘ 

fm 
nq'Zfl+1 l1(x)2., _. 

'1 
_ n -{— I l‘ (I + *1) 2 

. 
--- *9 ill 

_ ~q“"‘=_‘ 1‘.<.1_—_:i ('15_¢.1£;=~;~.: Y1-"*2 <6“) 
_'n+l Pfl+fl s-2 ' 

Selecting from among the coefficients of the expansion of Sq to a-series in 

spherical functions, two terms with the same indexes n and different orders ml and 
I . 

m2, we obtain, on the basis of eq.(6h):
‘ 

2n+1 * 

(my-2. 
/Z" "'2 (65) 

Equation (65) allows us to evaluate s from known frl and f:2. From Table (15) 

of the above cited work (Bibl.9), it follows that fi = O.h3, fg = 0.38; £3 = 0.53, 

r§= om. 
Thus, 

I-‘ 1 
f’ 

1 7 
""j;~”f'_'§"°'“°")/3%‘-"">'§"_I*_>' (66) 

The first of the eq.(66) leads to the value s 3 23, the second to the value 

s 3 33, which allows us to take the mean value s E 26. 

Putting in eq.(6h), n = 2, m = l, f§= O.A3 and v = 0.21, we obtain the follow- 

ing equation connecting the unknown q and KO with each other: 

lgx°==-—l&27—-25JOlgq. (67) 

To obtain the,second equation for the determination of q and KO, let us turn to
» 

PlDst. The formulas obtained by Lahiri are sufficiently convenient only in the case 

where the external, inducing field is approximated by an exponential function and 
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10 

I 

The series 

-€__ 

the unique Heaviside function* _;5 

./3(1) = Ae“°'H(t), (68 

where n(u) = O for 1; < 0, and 1-1(n) - 1 for t 3 0. 

-._ 

In this case the function w(t) (for its definition, see Section 3) is represent; 
ed by the infinite series 

2n—I-I 1 v 
Iv <1=(t)==(n;"l')m+vj{(;7) M__., (¢t)+2(§;-)'* M_,_,(¢t)+...+ 

2[P(1—V)]' 1 I-f-2v 

(H) M-1-=~<°“>+~-I» (69) “ 
16nR2q2xo 

where T = 
)9 and M-A is the confluent hypergeometric function (s - 2 “

~ 

M (at) - 1 “‘ + ““" —* i 01-1 (1--A)(2—A) 0 (70) 

For the calculation of m(t) by eq.(69), the observed curve of El(t) was replaced by
0 

the curve 

Q E. <¢>=Ae'"""’°’H<r>.
H 

repressed in Fig.h5 by the dashed (dash-dot) line. 
Here H(t) = 0 for t < 20; H(t) = l for t_§ 20 hours. 
Starting out from the values E (20 hours) = 55 and E (60 h ) 1 1 ours = 25, the numer- 

ical values of the parameters were found: A - d - 55 an Q = 0.02 (if t is expressed in 
hours). 

The approximate formula so obtained 

‘ E, (t) = s5e‘°'°"’-"°’ H(t) (71) 

(the broken line i 

* For convenience of exposition, the notation in the Lahiri formulas has been modi- 
fied, and in addition, the misprints have been corrected. 

l 

1
. 
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i 

hours. The replacement of the smooth variation of the values of El during the first 
phase of the storm by a sudden increase at the moment of the maximum should not, in 
Lahiri's opinion, strongly distort the subsequent results. For assigned values n = l 
s = 26 and a = 0.02, we get, for the instant t = 30 hours (that is, t - to = 10 
hours) the following numerical values of the quantities entering into eq.(69): 

1- = 3,s- 10"-q=3<,,, v=O,12, M_,.,,= _ _ _ _iT__ _= . 1l_ _2,8a, M_,,‘,, _o,79s, M_,',,__ 1,828, w_ ,0) 0,25 10 

Confining ourselves in eq.(69) to three terms of the series, and bearing in 
18 mind thatw (30 hours) = ?i;- = 0.33, we have 

0,62 = 9,8><,°"’q “"“+ 2,72 - 1031,‘-"qt" + 4,58 - 10"2},'“q°"8. (72) 

By graphic solution of eq.(67) and eq.(72) we get q = 0.925 and no = h.0 X l0'1q 
If the data for the term P§Sq are used in eq.(6h), then q = 0.909 and KO = h.0 X 

x 10-13, 

Thus an investigation of the Dst and Sq variations has shown that if we start 
out from the Lahiri model of the earth, then the conductivity of the core varies by 
the law 

Y.4,0‘10_l3p-26, (73) 

Its radius is 0.9lR - 0.92R, and the thickness of the nonconducting upper shell 
d = 500 — 600 km. 

Section 5. Allowance for the Upper Conducting Layer , 

As stated in Section 1, Whitehead and Lahiri considered the question how much 
the parameters of the core would be modified if we allow for the effect of the cur- 
rents induced in the upper conducting layers of the earth (oceans and wet soil). 
They found the following formulas. If the conductivity of the upper spherical shell 
is K 1, the radius of its lower surface is ql and its thickness 8 = (l - ql)R, then 
the field in the nonconducting layer under the shell (ql >7?-> q) is connected with 
F-Ts-897!»/v 22? 
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the field of the earth surface by the equations: 

C5 d = -3-;5lr1E—('1+ >1 
(71+) C d 

I 

4——I n_;1dt[nE (n l)fl 

'Here|Ei denotes the field of origin external with respect to the surface qlR, 

Ii the internal field, E and I, as before, respectively the external and internal 

fields observed on the surface r = R, and 

4 R c0==;,%,@»=1- (75) 

The parameters of the core may be calculated in this case by the formulas of 

Section h, if the values of Ei and Ii are used instead of the quantities E and I. 

We give below the calculations of the errors introduced in allowing for the upper 

conducting layers in the evaluations of s, q, and1<O, obtained by us. 

If the field observed on the earth surface is a periodic function of time (cf 

eq.(5o) and eq.(57), 

E(t) .—_-EZ'ei 
(“""+'") 

; 10) = /Z'e' ("mm"). 

then eqs.(7h) are reduced to the form: 

Ei: Eei("mt'i l) __ COIQ-‘nl {n5-eflcmt-|-1) _ (n _ l)lel (°‘mt+/)}’ 
ia -—' ch _. Q Iizletmtl/)_n_<:fi_ll_lnEez;um¢4)_(n+1)Ie1(,,,:+/)}_ (77) 

Here, to save space, the indices n and m after the quantities 8 and J are omit- 

ted. 

Equation (76) allows us, after several transformations, to calculate, from as- 

signed values of f =-{? and s - J, the values of fi I -;i_ and ei — ji. We give 
11 

below the values of fi for four harmonics obtained under the assumption that the con- 

ducting shell consists of a continuous ocean, l km deep, of conductivity K1 - 5 x 
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-11 _ -6 ~ _ , 
= __Z__ .

G 
X 10 CGS (K13 — 5 X 10 and Loam — W-llK13§ 2“ T1 1.3 

2" T Ii).
| 

m. n . . . . . 1,2 2.3 2,2 1.3 ~11- 

fi . . o Q I 1 

A comparison of the values fi so obtained with the initial values of f shows 
1 I 

that allowing for the conductivity of the oceans in all cases decreases the ratio 35-‘ 

The evaluation of the parameter s from corrected data, performed as described 

in Section A, yielded the following results: from a comparison of fg and fg, s é_ 

= 30; from rg and r?,, S > 100. 

The latter value was rejected owing to the unreliable value 3% - 8% = — 15°, 

and for convenience of calculations, s = 32 was taken. A recalculation of eq.(6h) 

with the new values of the constants:
1 

v=.=o,11,-f; -_-0,62-10°q1/Yo, f,1=0,42, 

»=o,2s, :_§-=0,s9- 10°q1/1-0, f§=o,4o 

gave the following relations: 

. for Pglglg - 

,, 
Pglgxo-= -13,61---32,44lgq ' 

Allowance was made for the influence of the surface currents on the Dst varia- 

tions in the following manner. The internal part of the first harmonic was repre- 

sented by the approximate formula 

ll==25e-op4u-2m (79) 

(time in hours). 

For n = l, 

. 

D=(i‘l-t[nE—(n-{—1)l]=£dl%—2%€l= 
___ _ 3 I 

_ 
10--4e—l\.0?(f--20) + 5 6 _ 10-4e-0,04(!—20) 

c,-=-_1,s4 - 10“, 

-‘_ 
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OD - -1,20‘ -"’ ‘ '" +7,se‘°'°“" 
. - 

For I -2OhnC0D=—*—3,3 E,==55—-3,3-"=52, 
_ z==ao »mc°D.~+1,e 1;‘,=45-1,6=43, 

z_-.60 hrs coo -_ -0,4 13,=2s+o,4=.2s. 
Whence E1 may be approximated by the expression 

El = 529--0.01s (1-.0). (80) 

The revised value ofq>(t) for t = 30 hours in completely identical with the pre- 
17 - vious value. Indeed, for t = 30 hours, Ii = 18 - 0.8 = 17, and<p(3O hours) =.3E_ = 

0.33. 

For the new values of the constants (v = 0.1, a = 0.018, 1 = 2.3 X lO'16Koq2)r 
the numegical quantities entering into eq.(69) are somewhat modified, and q and no 
are connected with each other by the following equation:

0 
, 0,67 = lO,8x0°"q3"+1,O4- 10‘”><,,"‘q5-’ + 9,14- 10‘”»0"’q5". (81) 

On solving eq.(8l) in turn by the first and second equation of eqs.(78), we get 
the following results: 

I 

P; 
| 

P:
I 

I

I 

n I
|

I 

4 . . . . . . . . . .5 0.949 0,921 
1., . . . . . . . . . 

| 

2.5 - 10-13 a,1- 10"" 

Sinde the mean value of x'B for the upper layers of the earth is obviously less 
than theqvalue 5 X lO'6 CGS taken by us, the most probable values of the parameters “ 

q and KO may be expected to lie between the above values and those calculated in the _ 

preceding Section.
" 

Section 6. External and Internal Parts of the Harmonic P3,Qf the Dst Field
\

I 

In the present Section we shall discuss the application of the Lamb-Price in- 
duction theory to the third order harmonic of the Dst field. From eq.(h2), which 
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! 

holds for the case n = 1, it follows thatrp(t) > 0, Since all terms Of the B8Pi85 

D/)8 
ugh 3% 

— cs! ___ cap! 
'2 —-.\') 

.\;1 P 

are always < O. 
-a L -a L 

Indeed: for s < p, Kg < xg, and as < sh, consequently c 3 ~ c T’ > 0 , and 
Q -a L -a L 

— 
3 for s < p, Kg > K; and as > up, consequently C S - c P > 0, and 

X

X 

mm 

mto

X

X 

"aw 

are

v

A 

C) 

CD

O 

From this it follows that each term of the potential of the induced fields 
41"‘ 

I§h(t) will be of the same sign as the term of the inducing field E2“ (1 — e "L) 

mh 
corresponding to it, and the ratio -£5T- for any instant t must lie within the 

11':
‘ 

limits*
= 

Imlx 
0 <-5',‘-,1-< 1. 

1:” 

. I _ , 

Accordingly, the negative ratio —E- for the harmonic P3 (cf.Table 8) 18 very 

surprising. The data obtained earlier by other authors (cf.Table 8), however, do not
3 

contradict our results. It will be seen from the Table that the negative values of 
' 

.1 

3- for the harmonics P and P are also obtained by Mc.Nish in the spherical analysis 
E 3 7 
of Dm. The values of the coefficients E and I for the third and fifth harmonics in 

the Chapman—Whitehead analysis are at the limit of accuracy of the analysis. But all 
I3 

the same it does seem possible to assume that with these authors 77- < O, while -é§- 
*3 5

1 
> O. A positive sign for Téi was obtained only once by S.Sh.Dolginov, in the analy» 

=3 
sis of the noncyclical variations. Thus the four spherical analyses of the aperiod- M 

ic part of the storm field, made by different authors and from different starting ma; 
._¢¢-—-__-—i_- 

-=-Q 

* The erroneous assertion of Chapman and Whitehead that %T- can vary within any lim- 

its from - == to + @= is connected, as was shown later by Chapman and Lahiri, with
“ 

the failure to allow for the free damping currents, which has already been mentioned 

in Section l of the present Chapter. ~ 
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' nt in favor of the alternating sign of the ratio.l_z terials, all speak in agreeme E

I 

I ~ I 

‘ 

-IL: >0 ‘for P16hdP5; /2. 
<0 jar P3 H P7- 

For the harmonics P3Dsf, as for Pl, we calculated the internal field I3 
corre— 

' d E . For = 3 eq.(h2) assumed the form: sponding to the external fiel 3 
n , 

Q0 4 2 4-u 
: -2-10; ¢__,-2-loxp 

I 

cp'(t)=_-gqv 2 . l0"4t8—-cpl --x; Xe 

x§(xg_x;) 
A 

, (32) 
S-=1 _ 

l K2\ 
2 

S’ .
. 

root of the equation where a = -1;-and x3 is a 
rt!-I 

-.;. 

J (x)=—lTl[(€i-~-l)slnx—%cosx:|=0. (83) _ M = v M 
From the tabulated values of the roots of Bessel equations we selected 

values
l 

of up satisfactorily representing the observed 
function E3(t) (see the solid curve 

Fig.h5):‘d4_= 0.035 and as = 0.o7u. 

The approximate curve so obtained: 

— 0 035! —0.074 E}==80(e ' ——e § 
(8h)_A 

(t in hours) is given on this same 
figure by the dashed line. 

The internal induced field corresponding to E3
_ 

5”=‘80(?e"?4), 
(85) 

while com utational expressions for <m1and<m3 are given by the series eq.(82).
P 

‘ d field of I (t) (solid line) and the calculated Figure A5 also gives the observe 3 

field (dashed line). It will be seen from the figure that the calculated 
values of 

I plotted with reversed sign very satisfactorily 
represent the observed I3. Our 

3 . 

tention is struck by the very high agreement in the 
course of the curves E3(t) and 

I (t), which forces us to the conclusion 
that the Lamb-Price induction theory well

3 
explains the ratio of the external and internal 

field of the third harmonic of Dst 

in absolute value, but cannot explain the 
negative sign of this ratio. 
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The negative sign of -%- is possible under the condition that the medium in 

which the currents are induced possesses a high 
magnetic permeability (u fi>l). In - 

this case, eq.(h2) is of the form 

Q” (t) = 11:3-'*'-1;1_l_ _(_ri,%-_’_B_11\»§’_*__j‘_1_) (1 __ e..¢r)+ 
... 

09 -an I —at - 

¢‘§' - a 
‘ S ‘-8 

- :—~_ - 
, 

(86) 

sfi k:sq2a?} E u 

where the terms containing u — l express the magnetic induction. 
If the inducing 

field does not depend on the time (m = O), then eq.(6) is transformed into the ratio; 

mentioned in Section l, between the inducing and induced permanent 
magnetic fields 

w“+H»~n 
np--1-n +1 ' 

' l 

Beginning at certain sufficiently large values of t, the terms expressing the 

electromagnetic induction and containing the exponential functions 
e'“@ become small, 

and m(t) passes into the region of negative values. But such an explanation of the 

negative sign of_ll_, expressed at one time by M¢Ni$h, appears to be implausible,
' 

1'}; 

811106 - 

13 
l) the ratio ___ gives no indications whatever that u >*l; 

13 
2)_E_. maintains an almost constant negative value beginning at t 

= 0 hours to 
'3 

the end of the storm (t = 60 hours).' McNish's other assumption as 
to the role of the 

nonuniform conductivity of the surface conducting layers appears to 
be equally un- 

founded. The nonuniform conductivity of the medium leads to the result that to 
one _ 

harmonic of P: in the inducing field there correspond a 
considerable number of har- 

monics in the induced field, with coefficients depending on the 
law of distribution 

of the conductivity of the medium. This argument at one time was used by me to axe 

variations of .i_ in the longitudinal terms of the field of Sq 
li 

plain the great 

(Bibl.9). However, as shown by the calculation described in Section 5, the influence 

of the surface layers, even under an exaggerated assumption as to 
the conductivity 
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of the ocean, is still relatively small and cannot change the sign of the ratio -Tr 

Thus the only reasonable explanation of the negative sign of .%%_ would appear 

to be the assumption of the nonuniformity of the structure and condugtivity of the 

deep layers of the earth, located 500 - 1000 km below the earth surface. In the 

light of recent calculations of conductivity made by A.N.Tikhonov (Bibl.32), and also 

taking account of the results of certain works devoted to the main magnetic field, 

such an assumption does not appear impossible: but since I have had no opportunity 

to make any quantitative calculations supporting this view, the question as to the 

negative ratios for the harmonics P3 and P7 must remain open. It would be extremely 

desirable to conduct a study of other aperiodic variations with various rates of 

change of the magnetic field to obtain a broader experimental material, which would 

help to solve this question. Since at the present stage of the problem, the ratio_%_ 

of the harmonic P3 cannot be quantitatively interpreted, it would appear reasonable, 

all the sahe, to consider the deep layers of the earth as uniform (more exactly, to 

consider that the physical properties of these layers depend only on the radius) and 

to base our judgemnts on the conductivity of the earth only on the data of Sq, Dst, 

and the P-storms. . 

Section 7.: Variation of Conductivity with Depth and the Internal Structure of the 
Earth 

0 0 

-———-— | 

The results of the calculation described in Sections 2 - 5 are summarized in 

Fig.h6, on which, for purposes of comparison, the conductivity data obtained by Chap- 

man and Lahiri are also given. It will be seen from the figure that the boundary of 

the nonconducting shell passes, according to the data of Pé and P; Sq and PlDst, at 

a depth of about A00 km (see curves 2, 3, and A), while the conductivity of the core 

1<attaine an order of A — 5 X lO"12 CGS. Information that is somewhat different (and 

with the data in less good mutual agreement) follows from the analysis of the polar 

storms (the results of calculations are shown by crosses whose abscissas are the 

thicknesslof the nonconducting layer d, and whose ordinates are the value of K). The

I 
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es from lO"4 to 2 X 1O'|2 ‘while d rang- 
value ofK , 

according to this material, rang 

ll ‘f we leave out of consideration the 
considerably aber- 

es from A5 to 250 km. Sti , 1 

rant point d = A5 km, K = 2 x l0'12, we shall note a tendency 
for the conductivity to 

f m the Chapman data on 
increase with the depth. Still smaller values of K follow ro 

P28 (x = 0,37 x 10-12, d = 250 km, curve I). 
3 Q 

Such differences in the values of w and d, 
calculated from different experiment- 

al material, would tend to indicate the 
arbitrary nature of any sharp boundary 

be- 

tween the conducting core and the nonconducting 
shell. The curves showing the in- 

crease of conductivity with depth appear 
more plausible. The two curves calculated 

by me for the model q, KO, s, that is, without allowing for the surface 
currents (cf. 

the cuves 5 and 6 on Fig.h6) are in good 
agreement. Both of them indicate the low 

12 t d an of 400 - 700 km, and the sharp values QfK Qc10- QGS) a ep 
increase of x for d = 

= 900 — ll0O km. In still deeper layers a further increase 
of K is found, but the 

data from depths over >l5OO km, obtained from short-period variations, must 
be con- 

sidered unreliable. According to Chapman 

ductivity, 70% of the induced currents corresponding 
to the harmonic Pé and 77% of 

the currents corresponding to Pg are 
concentrated in the peripheral shell of the 

sphere, 0.9Rq < r < Rq, that is, with our values of q, at depths of h0O - ll0O km. 

The increase of K with depth, of course, also increases the downward 
propagation of 

the currents, but still, a substantial part of the currents would 
hardly be induced 

at levels deeper than l3OO — 1500 km. 

The allowance for the currents induced in 
the upper layers of the earth crust, 

h ' l reasoning increased the values of K (see 
as would be expected from simple p ysica , 

curves 7 and 8). Thus, for example, at depth 1100 km, the value of x increased 
from 

50 — 65 X l0-13 to 70 - llO X 10-13. In the upper layers of the conducting core 

(d < 700 - 800 km), however, the corrected values of K are somewhat smaller than the 

uncorrected values. 

From the series of curves of K(d), calculated by Lahiri, Fig.h6 gives the two 
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‘ that he considers the most probable. Curve 9 is calculated on the assumption KO - 

= A X l0*14 CGS, q = l, s = 37, and xla = 2 X l0'5 CGS. Curve l0 assumes KO = 2.3 X 

x lO'13,'q = 0.903, s = co, and K13 = 5 x 10-6. Both curves indicate the shallow - 

,.. 
, 

, 

depth of the level at which K increases 
, 

n 1 

“V” I 

(d ? 600 - 700 km). The discrepancy between 
am“

»
0 Kr 

_"-§___. 

. 4

0 

§_-_-& 

;: 
' sumption no = A X l0'11, q = l, and s = 30 

~ I 
E 

(without allowing for the conductivity of the 

: 

[If own curve 7. Thus a consideration of Fig.h6 
rm 5 1' 

; v_ 
shows that the following distribution with 

zit ?‘,t, -T?Tfii W 
1 

_ z'§i.l§:" 4 d depth is the most probable. The surface lay- 

.... 

..... 

.....

B 
_

_ 

to Q‘. 

~ 

\» Q ‘H 

~95.

I 

the curves 7, 8, and 9, l0 can be explained 

not only by the different starting materials, 

I, but also by the different method of calcula- 

tion. One of the Lahiri curves (not given 

_ 
on the figure) is calculated under the as- 

0 0 500 1000 rsao/M _
_ 

ers (mainly on account of the oceans, which 
- Conductivit of the Earth Fis.u6 y 

occupy 0.7 of the earth surface with a mean 
(K) from the Data of Geomagnetic 

tions Varia 
ity. The action of the ocean may be taken as 
depth of h.2 km) have a very high conductiv- 

-6 - _ 
equivalent to a spherical layer of conductivity K,‘3 =‘2 - 5 X l0 . The conductiv 

ity of the first 200 km is roughly the same as that of the dry rocks on the 
earth 

surface, 

depths may be practically disregarded. A substantial incr 

' * - °O0 C0 kn while a shsrp rise is located at d = 900 - l00O km, and gins at d 

that is, it does not exceed l0'14 CGS. The induction of currents at these 

epths R, P 3 .1, 
' .... 

ease of conductivity be- 

a still steeper ascent of the curves is found at depths 1100 - 1200 km. The calcu- 

lation of a model with a sharp surface of separation gives a moderate value of the 

conductivity, It is naturally greater than the actual value in the upper layer 
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--_.2 the conducting core, and smaller than the actual value in the deep parts. 

The distribution of conductivity so obtained does not contradict the modern idea
‘ .-' 

on the structure of the earth. As will be seen from a comparison of Figs.h7 and A6, _ Z 

the region of the earth crust (to a depth of 60 - 80 km), is characterized by very 
low values of the conductivity which, in all probability, is connected with the anis-

_ 

-~
I otropic state of matter, and with the predominance of rocks with low iron content.
! 

A slight increase of conductivity begins from the upper layers of the outer shell __i 
downward, and a more substantial increase occurs in the lower layers of the shell, 
which are characterized by a change of chemical composition, an increase in the metal- ' 

-_. lic content, and an increase in density and temperature. 
I

H 

A certain analogy is noted between the curves ofw<(d) and the dependence of the 
velocity of longitudinal waves p on the depth. The second-order discontinuities of 
Repetti (d = 950 km) and Gutenberg (d = 1200 km) find their reflection in the curve ‘Q 

ofx (d) as well: at these depths, as already remarked,1<(d) appreciably changes its 
‘N 

direction. Thus the modification of the physical properties of matter at a depth of 
900 - 1200 km, on the transition from the lithosphere to the barysphere, may be con- . 

sidered a confirmation of the change in the electric characteristics of the earth. 
It is true that the analogy between the curves of\<(d) and p(d) noted by us does not 
by any means indicate any parallelism of the curves. On the contrary, the increase - 

of the gradient of the functionx (d) at depths of 900 - 1200 km is related to the de- 
crease in the gradient of p(d). The curve of temperature distribution given in Fig. 
A7 for comparison (TG for Gutenberg and TD for Jeffreys) and of density (Pl according

“ 

to Gutenberg, and P2 according to Bullen) also confirm the changes in the physical .- 

properties of matter with depth. M 

This conclusion as to the variation of conductivity with depth may be consider- 
ed a first approximation. The solution of the question of the negative sign of the f 

third harmonic, and the more detailed study of the polar storms and other forms of 
local disturbances may possibly introduce substantial corrections in the conclusions 
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so obtained. In order to judge of the nonuniformity of the deep layers it would seem 

advisable to apply the formulas of the plane problem to disturbances of local type 
T- 

3000.. 
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P ' 
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Fig.h7 - Internal Structure of the Earth 

(bays, pulsations). In this way it will be possible to obtain an extensive material 

on the conductivity of various depths and various areas of the earth. 

Conclusion
‘ 

Section l. It follows from all the above that the primary object of the present 

work, the construction of the electric currents causing the magnetic disturbances, 

has been accomplished. The calculations we have made are based on a sufficiently ex- 

tensive empirical material (65 observatories) which allows us to expect that the 

field of calculated currents will be a good approximation to the field of observed 

variations. A consideration of the morphology of the disturbances, which preceded 

the calculation of the currents, shed light on certain questions of the structure and 

geographic distribution of the field. The most substantial of them are as follows: 

l: The classification of magnetic storms and the separation of the storm field 
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into its component parts. It appears to be most correct to divide storms into two __ 

main categories, worldwide and polar. Polar storms reach their maximum intensity in 

the auroral zone, and manifest themselves in the middle latitudes in the 
form of 

small bay-shaped disturbances. The field of polar storms depends on the local time 

and has no aperiodic part symmetric with respect to the earth axis, just as it has no 

prolonged after-effect. 

The data on worldwide storms collected by us have confirmed the advisability of 

the separation of the regular parts, the Dst and the SD variations, from the disturb- 

ance field, as proposed by Chapman. Worldwide storms, in our opinion, are always ac- 

companied by polar storms superimposed on each other, and therefore the field of
a 

worldwide storm should be divided by the means of the four-term formula 

D,.+$,,+P+D.- 

2. The worked-up data on the Dst variations of a worldwide net of observatories 

have confirmed the fundamental features of the structure of the field described earli- 

er by other investigators (position of the vector of the disturbance in the plane of 

the magnetic equator, low dependence of the field on the longitude, form of the Dst 

fluctuations of H and Z in the temperate latitudes). A more detailed examination of 

the question, however, by means of an evaluation of an estimate of the values of H 

and Z for the quiet intervals on days of worldwide storms, has shown that the Dst 

field does not have a sharp increase in the auroral zone, and varies smoothly from 

equator to the poles. 

3. The SD variations, on the other hand, do have a sharp increase in the auror- 

al zone, and the form of SD is determined primarily by the distance from that zone 

and by the local time. The SD variations of the magnetic elements have been used to 

pinpoint the position of the zone. The data used by me have compelled me to place 

the position of the zone considerably further south than the Vestine zone. No de- 

pendence of the SD variations on Universal Time was detected. The form and amplitude 

'

1 
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operations in the course of the calculations of the currents by the integral method 
are now reduced to a single type and allow use of the very same overlays to facili-

v 

tate the calculations. A consideration of the accuracy of the method has shown that 
the errors of the mathematical operations themselves are considerably less than the " 

accuracy of the initial geomagnetic data. The accuracy obtained as a result of the 
calculations performed is sufficient for the construction of a general picture of the T 

currents. 

The method can yield good results only in the case where the radius of the 
current—carrying layer differs little from the earth radius. But since in most geo- 
magnetic problems, both for the main and irregular fields, this condition is satis- 
fied, it follows that the method may be recommended for the investigation of a number 
of questions, as for example the construction of the currents responsible for the sec- 
ular variations, the study of magnetic anomalies, and the like. The possibility is 
not excluded that the integral method may also find application in other branches of 
geophysics, replacing spherical analysis in the case of fields of rather complex 
structure.

' 

Section 3. The current system of the Dst variations consists of current lines paral- 
lel to the circles of latitude. It differs substantially from the well known system 
of Chapman by the fact that there is no crowding of lines in the polar zones, and by 
the different signs of the current functions in the northern and southern hemispheres. 
On the basis of spherical analysis of the'Dst variation, I also made a calculation 
of the equatorial ring current, which yielded the following results: radius of ring 
a = 3.8R i O.8R; current strength I = 7 X 105 amp. These values were calculated on ~ 

the basis of the ratio between the harmonic coefficients of terms of different or- '_ 

ders and is in good agreement with the ideas of other authors on.the ring current. 
The current systems of SD variations, like the corresponding Chapman systems, 

consists of four current eddies. The intensity and location of the polar currents 
proved to be different from what would follow from the Chapman data. The signs of 
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the current functions, which are different 
in each pair of eddies, also constitute

a 

substantial difference. 

The current system of the P-storms resembles 
the polar part of the SD currents. 

rent flowing along the zone from the 
data of the SD 

A calculation of the linear cur 
' od correspondence with the crowding of 

the current lines on the 
variations is in go 

map of surface SD currents. A calculation of the linear current, 
based on four pairs 

of Arctic stations, allowed me to 
establish the fluctuations of the height 

of the 

th 
linear current, of its intensity, and of its position 

throughout the course of e 

ous results of other in- 

day. The results proved somewhat different 
from the analog 

vestigators. 

In this work the seasonal and 11-year 
fluctuations of the SD and Dst currents 

have been considered. It has been found that the intensity 
of the Dst currents var- 

ies rather regularly throughout the 
ll-year cycle, displaying the lag in 

the epochs 

of the maxima by l to 2 years with respect 
to the solar maxima, which is 

character- 

istic of all phenomena due to corpuscular 
radiation. The season al fluctuations of 

the Dst current can likewise be 
explained from the point of view of 

the corpuscular 

origin of the ring current: the maxima in the equinoctial epoch 
may be explained by 

C ti effect the additional maximum in summer by the 
Bartels effect. 

the or , 

The fluctuations of the SD currents are 
much more complex, and are different 

at 

different latitudes: the ll-year fluctuations in the 
intensity of the middle-lati- 

tude eddies do not display a good 
correspondence with the march of the 

solar indexes. 

h middle—latitude eddies have 
Small displacements of the lines of the 

centers of t e 

been found. The ll—year fluctuations of the polar 
eddies are considerably greater 

with respect to their intensity and to 
the position of the auroral zone 

in years of 

high activity, there is a marked increase in the 
intensity of the currents, and there 

is also a shift in the position of the 
zone toward lower latitudes. 

The seasonal 

fl tuatiod of the middle latitude eddies are 
small, while those of the polar 

eddies 

‘N’ 
uc 

' uinoctial months and 
are considerable. An intensification of the current 

in the eq 
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,_ 

a shift of the zone from higher latitudes 
in the 

summer has been found, together with 

summer to lower latitudes in the equinox.
_ 

Section A. The current systems calculated for individual 
instants of individual - 

storms are in good correspondence with the 
average pictures depicting the regular 

ed showed that in all 
part of the disturbance field. The 26 individual cases consider 

cases the position and signs of the current 
eddies are the same as in the average sys- 

tems. It is true that the form of the current lines 
and the intensity of the cur- 

nts varies not only from storm to storm, but 
also from hour to hour within wide lim- 

ation of the individual storms confirmed the 
phys- PB 

its. But all the same the consider 

ical reality of the concept of a stable current 
system embracing the entire earth,““ 

and causing the magnetic disturbances. 

disturbed-day structure of the ionosphere have been 
adduced 

Section 5. Data on the 

to judge the location of the currents of magnetic 
storms. A calculation of the Dst 

and SD variations of the ionospheric parameters 
has shown that the greatest and most 

s of ionization den- 
regular variations take place in the F2 layer. The Dst variation 

sity of the F2 layers display a two-phase character 
at all latitudes; in the high and 

h is characterized by an increase in ionization den- middle latitudes, the first p ase 

sity, the second by a decrease. In the equatorial latitudes, on the contrary, the 

first phase is negative, the second positive. This lack of correspondence between 

the Dst variations of the magnetic field 
and fOF2, and also the great regularity of, 

the Dst of the magnetic elements 
- which is absent in the Dst of the ionospheric para- 

meters, forces complete abandonment of any possibility of 
explaining the Dst varia- 

tion by ionospheric processes, and, on the contrary, supports the hypotheses of an 

extra-ionospheric ring current. 

The SD variations of fOF2 are similar in their 
geographical distribution to the 

SD variation of the magnetic elements: at latitudes higher than @ = LOO, SD repre- 

sents a simple wave with a maximum in the evening and a 
minimum in the morning, 

while in the low latitudes, this relative position of the extreme values is reversed. 
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currents in the 
This resemblance makes it possible to explain the SD 

variations by 
1' 

F2 layer. The possible mechanisms of formation of these currents have 
been investi- 

gated. The values of the conductivity of individually layers 
of the ionosphere in 

the direction of the magnetic field (00) and in two 
directions perpendicular to it 

QJI and oII) have been reviewed, and‘it has been found 
that for the F layer,2 the _ 

conductivity along the velocity of the mechanical 
displacement of the gaseous masses 

Q;II) is greater than the conductivity of the dynamo 
effect Q51). Thus it would ap- 

ole in the formation of 
pear that the dynamo effects can hardly have the 

decisive r 

the SD currents. The currents induced in the ionosphere by the 
alternating magnetic 

field of the equatorial ring current are likewise very 
small. In all probability the 

I 

.. 

greatest part in formation of the current is played by 
the currents of latitudinal 

direction which either arise owing to the drift effect 
or owing to the motion of the 

earth in the field of the ring. The experimental data known from the literature 
as 

to the vertical motions or the vertical gradients 
of the ionization density in the F2 

layer, which are particularly increased during 
the time of a disturbance, allow us to 

consider that the drift of charges under the action 
of the magnetic and gravitational 

fields is;not eliminated, owing to the equilibrium 
between the force of gravity and 

the partial pressure in the gas, and consequently, 
may be adduced for the explanation 

of the magnetic variations. I have schematically shown here that, owing to 
the SD 

variations of the ionization density of the F2 layer, 
currents of latitudinal direc- 

tion may lead to the formation of current systems 
resembling the middle-latitude part 

of the SD currents. 
- variations, and 

Section 6. The separation of the observed potential of the Dst, SD 

P—storms into an ekternal and an internal part led to 
the following results. _ 

The ratio .3; for the first harmonic of the Dst field is 
about O.hO. Consider-‘

E 
ing the internal field to arise by induction from 

the external field, I calculated 

by the Lamb-Price formula that the conductivity 
of the earth core (corresponding to 

0.9hR. If the influence of 
-51-= 0.1.0) K. = z..1. >< 10-12 ccs, and that its radius is 
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the superficial conducting layers is taken into account, however, and the conductiv- 

ity is assumed to increase with depth by the exponential law:
- 

1 =- ‘Kg » 

then
I 

S=—-26, p=O,9lRandX0=4 -10“? - 

The curve relating K to the depth, calculated by this formula, discloses the 

sharp rise of K at the depth 900 - 1200 km at which Gutenberg and Repetti found dis- 

continuities in the variation of the velocity of longitudinal seismic waves. Thus 

the information on x obtained from magnetic data does not contradict the modern idea 

of the structure of the Earth. 

The mean ratio -EL- for P-storms was found to be 0.86. To use these data to 
h + 1 ‘ 

judge the structure of the Earth, I solved the Lamb problem in cylindrical coordi- 

. . 
I . 

nates. The numerical values of K according to the data of the-IT of various terms 

of the P-storm potential ranges between lO'12 and l0"14. In spite of the great scat- 

ter of the values of K, these values do not contradict the conclusions drawn from the 

first harmonic of the Dst variations. 

The ratio 2. for the third harmonic of the Dst variations was found to be nega-
E 

tive. Comparison of this conclusion with the data of other authors compels belief 

in its authenticity, but it does not appear to be possible to verify it from the 

viewpoint of the induction theory (under the assumption of the spherical symmetry of 

K), The possibility is not excluded that this result may indicate the existence of 

great nonuniformities of conductivity in the depths of the Earth. At the present 

time, however, this question still remains open. The ratio __li__ for the SD vari- 1+»; " 

ations ranges from 0.79 for the middle latitudes to 0.89 for the high latitudes,. - 

This value differs appreciably from that adopted by Chapman for the entire Earth, 

E r “ = 0.6. The latitudinal dependence of__._L__ for the SD current may similar- 
‘ 1 + E 

ly be considered as an indication of the absence of spherical symetry in the dis- 
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tribution of x. 

Section 1. All the arguments of morphological and physical character advanced in the 

present work compel us to accept the following mechanism of formation of magnetic 

storms. A powerful corpuscular stream arriving from the Sun acts in several ways on 

the geomagnetic field. First, interacting with the geomagnetic field, it leads to 

the formation of an equatorial ring of currents, whose field produces the Dst varia- 

tions of the magnetic elements. Second, as a result of the drift of charges, or of 

some other mechanism, electric currents are generated in the upper part of the iono- 

sphere at both high and low latitudes. Since the conditions in the ionosphere are‘ 

substantially related to the solar altitude, a characteristic property of these cur- 

rents is their dependence on the local time (the SD variations). And third, a cer; 

tain part of the particles, becoming detached from the body of the ring (or from the 

corpuscular stream itself), are directed under the action of the magnetic field to- 

ward the polar regions, where they penetrate deep into the Earth atmosphere (to the 

levels of the E and D layers of the ionosphere), causing auroral displays and intense 

magneto—ionospheric disturbances there. The polar magnetic storms connected with the 

immediate processes in the ionosphere are of very local nature, and their course is 

governed by local time. 

Thus the field of world-wide storms always contains three components: the Dst 

variations, the SD variations, and the P—storms. The fluctuations of the Dst and SD 

systems, and the superimposition of P-storms differing in form and intensity, gives- 

the fluctuation of the magnetic elements a complex, random character during world- 

wide storms. The storm field also has smaller irregular fluctuations (Di), which _A 

may perhaps be connected with some ionospheric processes of more local type. g 

Less energetic_solar streams do not lead to the formation of an equatorial.ring, 

nor of ionospheric currents. The particles of such streams, detaching themselves 

immediately from the body of the stream, proceed to the Polar regions and cause Po- 

lar storms there. Thus the P-storms can be observed even in the absence of world-_ 

Q
_ 
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wide storms. 
does not answer all questions 

It goes without saying, of course, that this work 

connected with the construction of the current 
systems of magnetic storms. The pos- ' 

sible investigations in the domain of the morphology 
of the disturbance field and of

‘ 

the disturbed ionosphere have not been exhausted, 
and no physical explanation of the _ 

ents has been worked out. In this work we have only considered 

the macro-structures of the disturbances in the geomagnetic 
field and in the iono- . 

sphere, and we have merely marked out paths 
along which the solution of the questions 

origin of the curr 

of the formation of the currents may be sought. 

In studying the morphology of the field of 
magnetic storms in the future partic- 

ular attention must be paid to the individual 
fluctuations, to the irregular part of‘ 

the field D1 on which the present work has 
no bearing. It is necessary by eluci- 

dating the statistical regularities, or by analyzing the individual phenomena to con- 

firm, on a large amount of material, the 
proposition here enunciated to the effect gr 

that the individual fluctuations during worldwide 
storms, noted on the magnetograms 

in the middle latitudes, are the result of the superimposition of polar 
storms piled 

one on top of the other. 

In the present work we have collected a large 
amount of factual material on the 

regular variations, and have given a representation 
of it in the form of current sys- 

tems. This material, it seems to us, may be of great use in the solution of 
the fol- ~ 

lowing practical questions: reduction of the magnetic observations to the middle of 

the year, and short—term magnetic forecasting. The methods of reduction existing at 

the present time, for days that are not magnetically quiet, 
are very imperfect, and

‘ 

are particularly unsuitable for high latitudes. The systematization of the regular = 

disturbed variations, and the calculation of the current systems, will help-to eval- V 

ossible deviations, during a disturbance, of the values of the magnetic 

elements from the normal, and to interpolate (or extrapolate) the observatory data 

for the points of observation. It also seems to us that the representation of the 

uate the p 
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average current system 

eographical distribution of the degree o 

of a magnetic storm will help to increase the accuracy 
of the 

f disturbance by time of day, and to evalu-
8 

ate the amplitude of the possible fluctuations, 
both of which accomplishments are 

necessary for short-tine forecasting. Thus it is de sirable to continue the consider-
— 

d’ t b nce resented in this work, and to give it a form ation of the morphology of is ur a p 

convenient for utilization in practical problems. 

To a still greater extent it is necessary to 
continue the study of the morpholo 

and S of the disturb- 
gy of the disturbed ionosphere. The regular variations of Dst D _ 

ed ionosphere that have been con 
!

| 

sidered in this work should be calculated for the 

t’ The study of the mor- 
l umber of years and points of observa ion. largest possib e n 

' t onlr of theoretical value but is also of __ 
phology of the disturbed ionosphere is no 3 

l lue for the maintenance of shortwave radio commu great practica va 
nication through 

‘t ' inade uate to have merely a schematic re- 
the ionosphere. In view of this fact i is q 

presentation of the ge 

it is necessary to hav 

ly. Of particularly g 

ses in which are the c 

of the SD variations. 

As for the method of calculating the current systems 

ographical distribution or time fluctuations of SD and Dst, but‘“ 

e a distinctly elucidated picture of each 
observatory separate- _ 

reat interest is the study of the polar ionosphere, 
the proces- 

ause of the polar magnetic storms and of the 
high-latitude part 

from the data of geomagnet- 

d v 10 ed in this work has enabled us to obtain ic variations, the integral method e e p 

the nume 

tion, with sufficient 

rical values of the external and internal potential, and of the 
current func- 

accuracy. In future, however, in cases where it may be suf- 

h icture of the distribution of currents, or when the 
ficient to obtain only a roug p 

sparsity of data makes it impossible fully to utilize 
all the advantages of the meth- _ 

‘bl t use an approximate method employing the analytical of, it will still be possi e o 

technique for solving the fundamental problems of geomagnetism on the basis of an 

extensive empirical material. 

The question of the mechanisms of excitation of ele 

F-TS-8971+/V 
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Q5. 

sphere may be considered as having merely been posed in the present work. 
I shall consider my object achieved if the present work attracts attention to 

%P 

the study of magnetic storms and thereby encourages the further development of the 
theory of geomagnetic variations. " 
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